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Abstract

The current conceptual model fordata representationin spatial information systems (SISys-

tems) has been challenged by various problems. In this thesis, a new theory of representation

is presented based on the study on howspatial featuresare represented in the human mind in

order to meet those representation requirements. It follows the idea of a spatial feature based

representation. Spatial features are defined as thenatural unitsof substances in the world and

the basic building blocks of the environment.

Specifically, the biological principle is followed in understanding the representation of spa-

tial features in mind. A situation based Ontology of the world will be introduced to provide

a figurative re-interpretation of Piaget’s operative account of cognitive development. That is,

based on this idea of situations and Piaget’s theory of cognitive development, four levels of cog-

nitive systems and four stages of conceptual systems are distinguished. Thus, Piaget’s abstract

structure d’ ensemblecan be re-defined with part-whole relations on the one hand, asystem of

domains or a system of ontological-kinds of spatial features on the other hand. Regarding the

representation of spatial features, conceptions are explicitly differentiated into four inclusive

levels for thestates, individuals, specific categories, and theontological-kinds. Four kinds of

causal relations are also emphasised as the constraints forthe development of domain specific

representation and knowledge. With the new theory, constraints of core-domains on represen-

tation in cognitive literature in terms of ontological-kinds of identities and causal knowledge of

different kinds will be explained in an unified account. The constraint of ontological-kinds on

representation of spatial features can be differentiated in terms of whether the ontological dis-

tinctions can be supported or not and what forms of representation can be given. The factors on

different models of spatial features can be understood in terms ofontological-kinds, basic level

categoriesof core-domains, details of category systems(of different kinds) of core-domains,

andformsfrom interpretations ofattributesof different kinds.

This understanding of the structural constraints on the representation of identities is ulti-

mately for developing a new information architecture of SISystems to adaptively handle the

different models for spatial features (of different ontological natures) and the representation of

the environmental situations in general (including maps).The emphasis of the constraints on

the representation of spatial features necessarily separates this thesis from other representation

theories in SIScience which focus on the forms of representation with attributes directly.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This thesis investigates a new conceptual model for a spatial-feature based general-purpose

spatial information system (SISystem). A new theory on how spatial features in the environment

are represented in the human mind is presented, which is a figurative re-interpretation of Piaget’s

theory on cognitive systems and development.

1.1 Research topic

Current studies in SIScience1 cover a range of research topics. The one presented in this

thesis targets the representation theory behind the designof data models for a general purpose

SISystem. The possibility of a new conceptual model for SISystems will be explored and the

new theoretical proposal will focus on how to representspatial features

A theoretical investigation on the conceptual models for SIS is a fundamental issue (Good-

child, 1992)2 . In software engineering, a conceptual model is understoodas the result of

analysis of the problem domain. It is about the specificationof concepts and their relations for

data modelling (Booch, 1994). However, the concepts and relations should not just form a loose

collection, but a coherent system with a principle which canunify these concepts and relations

(Goodchild, 2004). Thus, for SISystems, a conceptual modelshould be based on a proposal of

a representation theory of the environment.

1As may be noted, the domain in the literature is calledGIScience, but in this thesis, it is calledSIScience.

The change is to match the call to extend the areas of applications of GIS since the 1990s (Raper, 1989; Wright

and Goodchild, 1997). Traditionally, the scale of space studied is the large scale physical and social environment

where humans live, which is often termed ‘geoscale’. However, the new general purpose SISystems shall allow

the representation beyond the spatial entities or phenomena in the geoscales. The change from the letterG to the

letterS is to reflect the intended wider range of application domains. Here,S is for space, rather thanshapesor

geometric forms.
2The exact phrase used in Goodchild (1992, 2006) is “data models and theories of spatial data”.
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Indeed, a conceptual model for SISystems is directly contingent upon the adoption of a

representation theory of the environment. In present state-of-the-art SISystems, the conceptual

model is based on amapor imagebased representation of the environment (Worboys, 1995;

Worboys and Duckham, 2004). Indeed, maps play a crucial rolein representation of the envi-

ronment and communication of such knowledge of the environment. However, there are vari-

ous theoretical and practical problems (Goodchild et al., 1999; Mark, 2003). Even in the early

days of GIS development, it was noted that the rigid data model with a focus on cartographic

representation of the environment constrained the expression of various conceptions of space

(Chrisman, 1978). Practically, there are application requirements that present SISystems cannot

satisfy appropriately. For example, there are the needs of three dimensional representation (3D

GIS), representation of changes over time (temporal GIS), the representation of spatial features

with indeterminate boundaries, and integration of knowledge for categories of spatial features.

All these can be traced to the inadequacy of the map-based conceptual model. A reconciling of

data models for SISystems with different conceptions of space and the different ways to repre-

sent the environment has become necessary. This was called for in the past and has remained

an active topic of research ever since (Mark, 2003; Goodchild, 2006; Schuurman, 2006).

A study of the representation theories for the environment has become one of the most im-

portant issues for a new general purpose SISystem since the adoption of a representation theory

of the environment can fundamentally influence the conceptual model for SISystems. Regard-

ing a representation theory, two specifications shall be made explicit. One iswhat to represent.

The other ishow to represent. Indeed, representation theories for SISystems can be differenti-

ated based on their differences in understanding aboutwhat to representandhow to represent.

Different understandings onwhat to representcan lead to different conceptual models. Most

researchers of SISciences believe that the representationin SISystems is about data modelling

of the environment. However, there are fundamental differences. In current SISystems, the

environmental representation starts with either the maps or images for the large scale environ-

ment. In this thesis, a different theory is adopted. Namely,the environmental representations

should start with the representation ofspatial features, which are the basic building blocks for

the representation of the environment. The environmental representation can be constructed

with the representation of spatial features and their relations. A SISystem which is constructed

with the focus on representation ofspatial featuresas the basic units will be called a spatial

feature based SISystem (SF-SISystem).
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1.2 Scope of the study

A SF-SISystem is not a new proposal (see (Usery, 1993; Tang etal., 1996; Mennis and Peuquet,

2000)). Nevertheless, the author believes the principle ofa SF-SISystem design requires new

research. This is because the current approaches in understanding the representation of spatial

features in SISystems and in the new proposals for the representation of categories and concepts

are both dissatisfying. Traditionally, in SISystems, spatial features are embedded inmapsand

images, rather than treated as distinctive representation units themselves. In the proposals of

spatial feature based SISystem (Usery, 1993; Tang et al., 1996), the representation has been

focused on the representation of categories of spatial-features. However, not only are there

different theories for category representation to be considered (Hampton, 1993), but also dis-

tinctive demands for the representation of spatial-features in the large scale environment which

are considered as distinctive ontological kinds (Mark et al., 2001; Smith and Mark, 2001).

The study on the representation of spatial-features can be related to a currently active re-

search area of “ontologies’. The termontologiesis used either in studies of “ontologies for”

GIS (Goodchild, 2006; Mark, 2003; Mark et al., 2004; Schuurman, 2006; Tomai and Kavouras,

2004; Winter, 2001) or “an ontology-driven” GIS (Fonseca etal., 2002a,b; Frank, 2003, 2001)3.

For ontology-driven SISystems, the specification of a set ofontological kinds or a conceptual

model is required. However, such a specification often reflects the ontological and epistemo-

logical positions of a researcher (Peuquet et al., 1998) andthe theories and conceptual models

themselves sometimes can be questioned directly (Smith, 1995). Regarding the ontological pre-

sumptions, different aspects of the environment are taken into considerations. Some are more

general and with a potential wider range of applications (Grenon and Smith, 2004). Others

are rather restricted to specific concepts, such as relations (Egenhofer, 1992), activities (Kuhn,

2001), and events (Hornsby and Egenhofer, 1997, 2000).

However, regarding the epistemological commitment, the descriptionist’s understanding of

concepts (Millikan, 1998a) is generally adopted in these studies of ontologies. Indeed, in the

domain of knowledge representation (also in cognitive literature), the study of representation

of categories and concepts is deeply influenced by the tradition of Wittgenstein (1963). The

representations in a language or logical-mathematical systems are the starting points. Categories

3Since the term SISystems is preferred over GIS in this thesis, hereafter, the corresponding term will be changed

into ontologies for SISystems or ontology-driven SISystems
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and concepts are defined or described. The school which proposes such an understanding of

categories and concepts is called thedescriptionism(Putnam, 1975; Millikan, 1998a). While

these symbolic representations are the basis for the modelsof identities in digital systems, there

are concerns with such an approach. Theoretically, there are problems ofsymbol grounding

(Harnad, 1990; Glenberg, 1997) andbelief fixations(Fodor, 1983; Putnam, 1983). Practically,

not only are there different proposals on how to represent concepts or categories (Smith and

Medin, 1981; Pothos, 2005; Ashby, 2005), there are also the changes of representation and

knowledge for concepts or categories (Litowitz, 1977; Vygotsky, 1986). Categories of spatial-

features are also of different ontological natures (Keil, 1989a; Smith and Mark, 1998; Smith,

2001) and should be represented differently.

While this thesis has committed to the understanding that the environment is defined by

spatial-features in relations and processes, this thesis is limited to a study on how theidentities

of spatial-featuresare represented in mind. The initiation of this approach to study cognitive

theories of representation is driven by one of the research directions in SIScience regarding

the cognitive theories of environmental representation, which were identified by the Varenius

project (Goodchild et al., 1999; Mark et al., 1999). However, two realisations have pushed the

study forward. Firstly, it is a fact that the human brain can handle the representation of the

environment competently. Thus, an understanding of representation in the mind shall provide

the most useful insights on this subject. Secondly, there was the (later) realisation that the

development of representation in the mind may begin from a single mental structure for the

category of substance (Piaget, 1954; Piaget and Inhelder, 1956; Piaget, 1962; Bickhard, 1998;

Millikan, 1998a). In terms of extensions, thecategory of substancesis essentially the same as

what are calledspatial-features, which refer to the distinctive parts of the environment. The

representation of the (large scale) environment can be defined with the configuration of spatial

features as the building blocks. If such a position is taken,then,in principle, the possibility of

finding a cognitive theory of representation for identitiesof spatial features is high.

The realisation of the possibility of an appropriate theoryfor representation and the explicit

statement of such a theory are two different matters. A new cognitive theory will be developed

in this thesis based on a principled and systematic investigation into cognitive theories which

are relevant to the representation of the environment. Thisdefines the scope of the study in this

thesis.
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1.3 Research method

The research method in this thesis may be categorised asconceptual analysis, a term borrowed

from the classic work of Heider (1958) in his studies of interpersonal relations. Conceptual

analysis is based on an intensive and critical review of literature.

In discussing the research methodology, it should be noted that different domains may

favour different methodologies for doing research. However, because of the topic and scope

of this thesis, the adopted method is different from the research method in knowledge repre-

sentation in computer and information science and the representation of spatial knowledge in

SISystems on the one hand, the research method in the cognitive and developmental psychology

on the other hand.

In the studies of “ontologies”, logical specifications and implemented systems are empha-

sised4. Usually, a set of concepts which are deemed to be ontologically prior are chosen by an

expert depending on the expert’s view of Ontology of the world. Then the logical definitions

for the ontological kinds are also given by experts. They aretaken as theaxiomsto produce

the definitions for more complex concepts. However, the research in this thesis is on searching

for such a system of concepts themselves in order to obtain a sound representation theory. The

topic is sufficiently complex to warrant a PhD study in its ownright. It not only requires an

interdisciplinary study which goes beyond the current studies in SIScience, but also determines

the thesis is quite close to a philosophical study.

The distinctive topic determines that the adopted researchmethod is distinctive in compari-

son to other works from information science. In this thesis,cognitive theories of representation

in cognitive and developmental literature will be thoroughly investigated in order to understand

how the representations of spatial features as 4D units may be handled and realised in the human

mind. While cognitive literature is examined, the thesis does not follow the empirical traditions

of cognitive and developmental psychology in terms of the research method either. Rather, the

thesis will examine the cognitive theories themselves. Those examined theories themselves are

studied in the cognitive literature and they are often backed up by their corresponding empir-

4See the works from Frank and associates (Frank, 2001, 2003),from Mark and Smith (Mark et al., 1999,

2001; Mark, 2003; Mark et al., 2004; Smith and Mark, 1998, 1999, 2001; Smith, 2001), and from Egenhofer and

associates (Fonseca et al., 2002a, 2003; Rodriguez et al., 1999; Rodrı́guez and Egenhofer, 2003) on their studies of

ontologies. A similar statement can be made about the studies on formal ontology (Gruber, 1993, 1995; Guarino,

1994, 1995, 1998; Guarino and Welty, 2000; Sowa, 1995, 2000).
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ical data. Further, the main purpose is not only to understand the diverse theories, but also to

develop a new theory which allows the integration of the various theories from the domain of

cognitive representation and cognitive development.

1.4 Contribution of a representation theory

The main contribution of this thesis is a new theory on how spatial-features are represented in

the mind, which is a figurative re-interpretation of Piaget’s theory of cognitive systems. Thus,

the various kinds ofstructuralandformal constraints on the representation of spatial-features

can be clarified, which bear direct implications on modelling. The details can be viewed from

three aspects:

Firstly, the new theory adopts explicitly the biological principle in understanding represen-

tation. Regarding the representation in mind, this thesis will present a systematic account of this

biological principle. Following Millikan (1998a), the theory emphasises the representation for

spatial-features asnatural-unitsof the world. Thefunctionalandstructuralprinciples are also

followed in the development of the representation in mind. The systematic adoption of these

three positions distinguishes this thesis from other cognitive theories of representation.

Secondly, the thesis will introduce an ontological view of the world with the conceptual con-

struct ofsituations. Situations are defined as spatio-temporally framed 4D units of substances

of the world. With this idea of situations, there are a few more theoretical positions:

1. A figurative re-interpretation of Piaget’s operative theory of the development of cognitive

systems will be given.

2. The two concepts in cognitive literature,core domainsandontological kindscan be de-

fined robustly. As special cases of situations, they are bothcontextsfor identities in the

world andconstraintson the representation of identities in mind.

3. This re-interpretation of cognitive and conceptual development can also allow the solid

explanations of Piaget’s abstract idea ofstructure-d-ensemblefor cognitive structure in

terms ofparts, wholes, andpart-whole relations.

4. To define the development of representation in conceptualstructure, the vertical (i.e. con-

ceptions on different inclusive levels) and horizontal (i.e. the system of causal knowledge
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of different kinds) dimensions as the general constraints are also systematically clarified.

Thirdly, this situation-based theory will explain furtherthe development of conceptual sys-

tems and the forms of representation of identities of core-domains. With this situation-based

theory, a framework is provided to integrate a range of current cognitive and developmental

theories on representation of categories. Specifically, the thesis will provide two systematic

accounts:

• A systematic account ofdomain specialisationsfor the environment, the development of

representationandknowledgeof core domains, structureandcontentsfor domain knowl-

edge, anddomain constraintson the representations of identities.

• A systematic account on the inherent constraints from theontological-kindsof identities

on their representations in mind (which are directly relevant on their models in logical-

mathematical systems). Regarding the representation of identities, the new theory will

explain systematically the different factors on the forms of representation for identities.

They are the factor ofontological kindson the representation from sensorimotor experi-

ences, the factorlevelsof conceptions and the development of basic level categories on

the representation of individual identities, the factor ofdetailsfor domain representation

and knowledge as reflected in the states of the four kinds of category systems and the

representation of individuals, and the factor offormsfrom the formal interpretations of

the attributes in representation.

1.5 Thesis organisation

Apart from this introduction, there are eight chapters in this thesis. In Chapter 2, thebiolog-

ical principle is argued for understanding representation in mind. This biological principle

emphasises that the representation in mind is about the “natural-units” of substances. Further,

the functional and structural principles are called for understanding how the representation of

substance is realised in mind.

Chapter 3 will firstly introduce the conceptual construct ofsituationsas four-dimensional

(4D) units of substances in the environment and the situation-based ontological view of the

world. Then, based on the idea of situations, Piaget’s four developmental periods will be fig-

uratively re-interpreted where the development of cognitive systems and the development of
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conceptual systems will be treated separately.Four-levelsof cognitive systems are differenti-

ated from the perspective of what kinds of situations in the world can be represented.Four-

stagesof conceptual systems are differentiated because of the changed forms of representation

of identities.

Chapter 4 will outline thestructural constraintson the representation ofidentitiesfrom the

situation-based perspective. Firstly, spaces and situations in the environment as the contexts for

identities will be differentiated. The definitions of a few important kinds of situations as the

contexts of spatial-features, e.g.immediate situations, core domains, learning, andapplication

situations, will also be given. Secondly, the general view of Piaget’s identity rules and the three

levels of organisation for the representation of identities will be clarified. Thestructure-of-the-

whole of a cognitive system in Piaget’s theory will be re-defined with part-whole structure.

Thirdly, for the representation of identities in the development of a conceptual system, the

vertical constraint from theconceptions on four inclusive levelsand the horizontal constraint

from thecausal knowledge of different kindswill be emphasised. The development ofbasic-

level-categoriesfrom conceptual re-organisations of a core-domain as the structural constraint

will also be explained.

Chapter 5 will explain how the situation-based theory can explain the specialisation of core-

domains and the development of the system ofdomainsfor the environmental studies. Firstly,

the meaning ofdomainsfor environmental studies is clarified. Secondly, the system of domains

which are relevant for the study of the environment will be discussed, includingcore-domains

for identities in the common-sense-space and in small and large spaces and theapplication-

oriented-domainsfor the repeated simple or complex situations in the environment. Thirdly,

the situation-based view on the mechanisms to develop the representation for any specified

situations in the environment will also be explained.

Chapter 6 will continue to study core-domains but will focuson the development of repre-

sentation and knowledge of core-domains. The state of a core-domain is defined by the state of

the development ofcausal knowledgeof different kinds and the representation of identities of a

distinctive ontological nature. Given the development of identities are constrained by the states

of their core-domains, this chapter also provides a systematic account on how the situation-

based theory can assimilate the different theories in cognitive literature which emphasise the

constraints on representation.

Chapter 7 will explore the ontological-kinds of identitiesfrom the situation-based perspec-
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tive. The nature of ontological-kinds for identities will be clarified, which refers to the distinc-

tive existences in the world. The cognitive criteria for theontological distinctions of identities

will be explained, which are in terms of their distinctive existences andfunctionalroles to the

concern of a person and other objects interested by a person.The system of ontological-kinds

of spatial-features supported by the fourth level cognitive structure will also be given.

Chapter 8 will continue issues with ontological nature of identities with focus on their con-

straints on the representation of identities. Theformal schematafor the representation of iden-

tities are ultimately determined by their ontological existence. However, the knowledge of

identities is constrained by the development ofconceptual structureand the states of their core-

domains. The rules forboundary conditionsof classes on different levels of conceptions and

the knowledge of suchboundary conditionswill be covered. The factors ofontological kinds,

levels, anddetails on the formal schemataof identities with selections of attributes will be

further explained. The factor offorms in terms of attribute natures and the different forms of

interpretation will also be discussed.

Chapter 9 concludes the thesis with a summary of the major theoretical points and contribu-

tions to the understanding of representation in cognitive systems, SIScience, and SISystems.



Chapter 2

The biological principleon representation

in mind

2.1 Introduction

This chapter covers presumptions about the new representation theory in mind. Specifically,

the biological perspective is taken for understandingwhat the representation in mind is about

(i.e. the category of substance) andhow the representation of identities can be realised (i.e. the

functional and structural principle in understanding the representation). There are three major

sections:

Section 2.2 will clarify that the representation in mind is about the “natural units” of sub-

stances in the world. This presumption extends the realist’s position of Millikan (1998a). Such

a position is sensible when representation is seen from the biological perspective, since it is the

substances in the world which are fundamentally relevant toan organism.

Section 2.3 will discuss the functional principle of representation. Following Millikan

(1998a), the primary function of the representation is to re-identify the “natural-units” of sub-

stances when they are re-encountered. This is facilitated by the accumulation of information

about the identities when they are encountered. The fundamental implications of this functional

principle on the realisation of representation and the different aspects of the functional principle

on the representation system in mind will also be discussed.

Section 2.4 will explain the structural principle of representation. While Piaget’s general

idea of structuralism shall be followed, a figurative understanding ofstructurewill be needed.

The distinction between thebrains, cognitive systems, andconceptual systemsas the representa-

tion system will be discussed. Different understandings ofthe termstructurefor representation

will be given. The two aspects ofstructureversuscontentsfor a representation system will be

emphasised.
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2.2 The representation for the category of substances

This thesis presumes that the cognitive representation in mind begins with the representation

of the category of substances. Here, the category of substances refers to the “natural units” in

the world as defined in Millikan (1998a). This presumption follows the biological principle

because it is the category of substances in the environment which is relevant for an organism,

given they are the food, drink, mates, and danger. It is the differentnatural-unitsof substances

which are biologically relevant. Thus, the representationin the brain and the mind should be

about them. Thenatural-unitsare also called the identities of spatial-features in this thesis.

Here, spatial-features are the examples of the category of substances.

This presumption is inspired by and extends the realist thesis of Millikan (1998a), who ar-

gued, there is acommon structurein mind for the representation ofstuff (e.g. milk),individuals

(e.g. Mum), andreal kinds(e.g. people). However, different from cognitive theories, Millikan

(1998a) has defined the concept ofthe conceptas referring to the capability to point and per-

ceptually tracknatural-units. This “common structure” in mind means two aspects. One is

about the accumulations of properties about thenatural units. The other aspect is about the

associations of properties which can allow an organism or a person to re-identify the natural

units reliably. According to Millikan (1998a), a “natural unit” (which may be denoted by a

lexical name, e.g. Mum) can be understood in terms of their properties. The properties of a

natural-unit can be picked up when thenatural-unit is encountered. However, the properties

are not for the definition of categories or concepts, but for the re-identification of those relevant

“natural-units”. The properties may change in different encounters. However, the goal of a

concept with the collection of properties is to make sure theparticularnatural-unitshould be

“pointed at” in different encounters.

2.2.1 On representation ofnatural units of substances

A crucial distinction of two families of representation theories should be made. One emphasises

the representation of identities as “natural-units” in theworld (such as the theory in (Millikan,

1998a), Piaget’s theory (Elkind, 1969)1, and the theory in this thesis). It emphasises the central

1Piaget’s theory also emphasised the representation of individual identities. Hisidentity rulesimplies the

representation ofwithin-thingvariations (Elkind, 1969), i.e. identities as individuals. The identity rules in Piaget’s

theory will be synthesised in Section 4.4.
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issue of representation is about representation of identities and the purpose of representation is

for re-identification.

The other family of theories, which is common in the cognitive literature2, emphasises cat-

egory representation. In these cognitive theories, representation of categories is treated either

implicitly or explicitly. In the tradition of functionalism and behaviourism, the issue of repre-

sentation has been treated implicitly in that it is implied in the function of categorisation, i.e. the

ability to classify an identity into a category (Bruner et al., 1956; Markman, 1989). The process

of categorisation is often considered as implying categoryrepresentation. The learning is about

learning such relations ofproperties-to-categoriesof patterns. These are commonly calledrules

and suchrulesof categorisation are either implicit in enhanced associations or explicit where

the perceptual cues are tested for their effectiveness of being such categorisation rules. In the

other tradition of structuralism (Rosch, 1978; Smith and Medin, 1981; Hampton and Daniéle,

1993), the representation of a category is about a set of examples which share certain similar-

ities or bear family resemblance to each other. The categorisation is based on similarity to the

examples or a prototype.

The concept and conceptions of substances

Cognitive theories of representation are strongly influenced by the philosophy on concepts and

word meanings (Wittgenstein, 1953). Following the descriptionist’s tradition in studying the

meanings ofconcepts3, words are labels forcategoriesor concepts. The meaning of a word is

defined in terms of a list of features. Learning is about the representation of acategoryor a

concept, which is further understood in terms of searching for properties which are shared by

the members and which help to differentiate one group of things from others.

However, Millikan’s thesis is a considerable departure from the majority of cognitive and

developmental theories4. Millikan’s study of the concept does not follow this descriptionist’s

tradition since Wittgenstein (1953)5. Her use of the termconceptis also markedly different

2Such as the theories of (Bruner et al., 1956; Rosch, 1978; Smith and Medin, 1981; Markman, 1989; Hampton

and Daniéle, 1993).
3That is, either the theories of category representation, orthesemanticsfor word meaning and concepts.
4According to Millikan, her main purpose is to challenge “thetheoretical assumption that the extensions of

concepts (the set of things that fall under the concept) are determined by descriptions” (Millikan, 1998a, p.55).

Also see critics from Putnam (1975) on descriptionism for semantic theories.
5According to her, she has proposed “a thesis about the natureof one and only one kind of concept, namely,
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from the common use of the same term by other philosophers andcognitive scientists. The idea

of the conceptin Millikan is associated with the capability of pointing and perceptually tracking

of natural-units in the world. The termthe conceptis reserved “for abilities to recognize these

substances and to know something of their potential for inductive use” (Millikan, 1998b, p.91).

She thinks most of the use of this term in cognitive studies isabout “conception.” (Millikan,

1998b), that is about an idea of something. “Without conceptions, no substances would be

conceived of; “conception” is one of the things that “meaning” means” (Millikan, 1998b, p.90)6.

According to her:

“The conception one has of a substance is the ways one knows toidentify that

substance plus the disposition to project certain kinds of invariances rather than oth-

ers from ones experiences with it. I take it that what psychologists have typically

studied is “conceptions” in this sense the conceptions thatpeople have of sub-

stances and this is exactly what they should be studying (Millikan, 1998b, p.90)”.

On conceptions and descriptions for identities of substances

However, the conception of “natural-units” as ideas is crucial for modelling them, and thus to

be studied. According to Millikan (1998a), fornatural unitsin the world, there are properties

picked up by the perceptual organs. However, the propertiesare not for classification, but for

the functional purpose ofre-identificationsof the corresponding natural units in the world. The

selected properties are evaluated and enhanced for their reliability in re-identifications. Repre-

sentation is needed where the continuous perceptual tracking of the same identity is impossible,

but re-identification is still needed. However, these properties do not classify the “natural unit”

in the world, nor define the meaning of a category.

According to Millikan (1998b),conceptionsfor natural units are a different matter. They are

rather results ofconceptual tracking7. The conceptions include the accumulated information

of those “natural units” in the world. The conceptions can also change over experiences and

different people can have different conceptions of the samething:

concepts of . . . “substances.”(Millikan, 1998b, p.90). Such a theory of substance concepts “is not in the first

instance about words for substances” (Millikan, 1998b, p.90).
6This distinction ofa conceptanda conceptionis largely followed in this thesis.
7Millikan considered that theconceptionsfor the natural units result fromconceptual tracking. However, the

meaning ofconceptual trackingwas rather unclear in Millikan (1998a,b).
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“There is no such thing as “the” conception of a substance noris there “the”

conception that corresponds to a public language term for a substance. Different

people competently speaking the same language may have quite different indeed,

nonoverlapping conceptions corresponding to the same substance term, and a sin-

gle person may have quite different conceptions corresponding to the same sub-

stance at different times.” (Millikan, 1998b, p.90-91)

There are always different kinds of information which can bepicked up by the perceptual

experiences and involved in the descriptions for thenatural-units8. A distinction should be clear

regarding the two senses of the termdescriptions. One refers to the representation of identities

as “natural units” in the world, where properties and contexts of various kinds are associated

with the identities. The other refers to the descriptions ofcategories or individuals in language.

The two are clearly related. The descriptions in language terms are based on the conceptions in

mind. However, language descriptions also depend on the development of language skills.

Millikan (1998a)’s understanding of a concept as a capability and representation for re-

identification presents a significant advance and a researchgap between her theory and the

theories in current literature in perception, cognition, and development where the same term

conceptsmeans representation of categories (Müller and Sokol, 1998; Murphy, 1998). As was

summarised by Gopnik (1998):

“. . . the meaning of a particular word or the content of a particular concept is

what relates that concept at that time to a specific aspect of the world. Notice

that this is not the way that external objects enter into psychological theorizing in

perception. Instead the relation is much more indirect; theexternal world plays a

crucial role in fixing the mechanisms that allow us to form certain representations

rather than others, given particular inputs” (Gopnik, 1998, p.73).

“Somehow our interactions with the external world lead us toform one set
8Millikan’s functional basedcommon mental structureof an identity is also general in terms of what can

be included in the set of information picked up by the perceptual organs. It can involve either the properties

which belong to the identity, or the contextual informationof the identity, or both. However, these properties are

associated with identities either implicitly or explicitly. Indeed, the distinction of Millikan’smental structuresfor

substances and conceptions overlaps with the studies on implicit versus explicit memories (Graf and Schacter,

1985; Schacter, 1992; Schacter et al., 2000) and perceptionversus cognitive representation (Goldstone, 1998; Keil,

1998).
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of ontological convictions, one theory, rather than another. Even if knowing our

theories is all we need to explain our current psychologicalfunctioning, we may

well need to invoke relations to the external world to explain why we have those

theories rather than others. These learning processes havebeen almost completely

neglected in cognitive psychology” (Gopnik, 1998, p.74)

“If Millikan’s externalism forces us to solve the problem ofhow our interactions

with the world lead to conceptual change, she will have provided an important

service to psychology as well as philosophy” (Gopnik, 1998,p.74).

2.2.2 On differentiating the common structurefor representation

This thesis will follow Millikan (1998a) to study the representation of “natural units”, i.e. the

identitiesof spatial-featuresas individuals, in a mind. However, the issues raised by Gopnik

(1998) and others have to be addressed. In the rest of this subsection, there are other theoretical

issues which should be covered in order to reveal why currentcognitive theories of represen-

tation cannot be followed directly and where Millikan’s theory has to be further developed.

Firstly, the current cognitive theories of representationwill be briefly reviewed and challenges

faced by these theories have to be addressed. Secondly, the distinction of acategoryand a

conceptin current descriptionist’s theories is clarified. The essence of this distinction will be

kept when a representation theory of spatial features in mind is to be developed. Thirdly, a few

specific criticisms of Millikan’s theory will be discussed.For a new representation theory, these

criticisms should be addressed or can be potentially addressed.

On cognitive theories of representation of categories

In cognitive literature, in the past several decades, thereare several major trends in the studies

on representations. Depending on which school is followed the issue of representation is dealt

with differently. Two families and three major groups of cognitive theories of representation

should be differentiated9.

The first family of theories concerns representation with contents. This family of theories

can be further differentiated into two main groups. One is commonly called therule-based

systems(Bruner et al., 1956) where representation is often treatedimplicitly. There are asso-

9Within each group, however, there are a large number of theories competing with each other.
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ciations of attributes with categories and the attributes function as the cues for indicating the

corresponding categories. The rule-based family of theories can be differentiated based on dif-

ferent understanding of the mechanisms in learning and reasoning (Ashby, 2005). For example,

the learning is treated either in terms of associations (Estes, 1972, 1986; Anderson and Bower,

1980), or there are different strategies which can be followed by a person (Bruner, 1957). There

are also different models regarding how the rules are learned and applied, such as Bayesian

models or decision trees. The Bayesian model is applied to the process of learning and deci-

sion making directly (McCloskey and Glucksberg, 1979; Fischhoff and Beyth-Marom, 1983;

McKenzie, 1994). In the decision tree model (Hunt et al., 1966; Quinlan, 1986), the heuristic

nature of rules are emphasized, as are the complex relationsof rules beyond the simple con-

junctive tendency as observed by Bruner et al. (1956) in their studies of category attainment

with artificial concepts. By the 1970s, the probabilistic view was dominant over the classical

view (i.e. the tradition of classic logical definition with necessary and sufficient attributes) in

understanding the representation of categories with attributes. The properties for a category can

becharacteristicor typical, rather thandefinitionalfor the category.

The second group of theories, which are essentially in the same family, refers to examples

and prototype-based theories (Medin and Schaffer, 1978; Rosch, 1978; Nosofsky et al., 1989;

Nosofsky, 1991). The classic work came from the studies of Rosch (1978). She emphasised the

complexinternal structurefor natural semantic categories. In this group of theories,the idea of

similarityplays the most important role in various cognitive processes, including categorisation.

However, regarding the examples or prototype based theories, there are two major problems as-

sociated with them. One major issue is related to how to interpret the representation of examples

or prototypes. As argued by Rosch (1978), the natural categories are associated with complex

structures. For example, there are distinctiveparts, functions, physical properties, andoverall

shapes. These different properties bear complex relations to eachother to define an example or

a prototype. In the interpretation of examples or prototype, however, the complex relations of

properties were not handled properly. In most cases, these properties are still treated in a list.

Thus, such an interpretation of the representation of examples or properties is not much differ-

ent from the rule based systems in terms of representation (Gleitman et al., 1983)10. Another

major problem with this group of theories is the key concept of similarity. Specifically, the

10However, the representation of examples and prototypes cantake into consideration thecomplex internal

structureof the examples in the world. See Section 8.4 on such a potential of the theory in this thesis.
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notion of similarity is too unconstrained to give an accountof conceptual coherence (Murphy

and Medin, 1985; Medin, 1989).

A new family and the third group of theories challenged the unconstrained use ofsimi-

larity directly. These new theories, which appear in cognitive literature since the 1980s and

still dominate the current cognitive literature, emphasise the contexts and domain specificity

as constraints on representation. Medin (1989) calls this change of idea on concepts as from

beingorganized by similarityto beingorganized around theories. Rather than dealing with

representation directly, such theories proposed theconstraintson representation. Depending

on researchers, thecontexts(Medin and Schaffer, 1978; Murphy and Medin, 1985),theories

(Carey, 1985; Gopnik, 1996),domainsandontological kinds(Gelman and Markman, 1986;

Keil, 1989a),deep similarityor neo-essentialtendency (Medin, 1989; Gelman, 2004), oruses

or generalapplications(Ross, 1999; Markman and Ross, 2003) were studied as such important

constraints on the representation of categories.

However, there are two other challenges to these cognitive theories in general. Firstly, the

diverse theories of representation and of constraints on representation bring the challenge to in-

tegrate them. For one thing, the two families of theories on representation and on constraints of

representations are to be unified (Medin, 1989). For another, while the constraints on represen-

tation were studied, e.g. domain specificities and context effects, the different theories which

emphasise the constraints on representation are to be accounted systematically. However, this

depends on the precise understanding of the nature of these different constraints. While rule-

based theories and example/prototypes theories are often contrasted (Pothos, 2005), they are to

be accounted in one developmental framework (Neimark, 1983).

Secondly, there is the challenge to the current descriptionists’ approach in general from the

realists’ theory such as the one from Millikan (1998a). Millikan criticised these cognitive theo-

ries for putting too much emphasis on descriptions for representation. Following the tradition of

Kripke and Putnam, Millikan also proposed that the meaning of words (at least for the concrete

nouns) lie in the “natural units” in the world themselves. She further defines that a concept

means the capability to allow an organism or a person to perceptually track an object in the

world. In this very sense, she argued that there is a “common structure” for the category of

substances.

For a new representation focusing on the representation of spatial features asnatural-units
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in the world, all these general and specific challenges are tobe taken into consideration11.

On categories and concepts for natural units of substances

As mentioned earlier, in cognitive literature, the idea of representation is often equivalent with

the idea of representation ofcategoriesor concepts. While some researchers may have used

the term acategoryor aconceptinterchangeably (Smith and Medin, 1981), other studies have

made the distinction of categories and concepts (Hampton, 1993; Sutcliffe, 1993; Soloman et al.,

1999). According to them,categoriesare about theextensions. A category is closely related

to the collection and the generalisation of a set of examplesasextensions. A concept is about

intensionand definition, such as specifying a concept with necessary and sufficient properties.

However, in either case, the representation of a category ora concept is understood in descrip-

tions. There is the generalisation of properties shared by the group of identities. The list of

properties has made up the representation for a category or aconcept, and can be expressed in

language.

Regarding the representation theories in current cognitive literature, there are two points

worth noting. Firstly, the termscategoryandconceptcan have different implications. While a

categoryor an understanding of a category often requires the references in the world, the term

a conceptdoes not need a concrete reference unit which can unify the properties. For studying

concept acquisition, the artificial categories can be designed (Bruner et al., 1956). There can

be no “internal structures” in the sense as discussed by Rosch (1978) (e.g. wings and beaks are

often go with birds) for these categories. Nevertheless, a concept for the category of substances

is fundamentally different from those arbitrary ones. It requires references in the world, even

though it does not matter whether the solid touchable references may exist (e.g. the ordinary

objects) or not (e.g. unicorns).

Secondly, when the termconceptis used in a strict sense, it refers to the rule-style definition

11In the new theory of this thesis, a Piagetian structuralist’s theoretical framework is provided to unify these

theories. Chapters 6 and 7 are specifically devoted to the study of various kinds of constraints in the second family

of theories.

It should also be noted, in current models of knowledge representation, either the rule-based systems (in classic

knowledge representation) or examples/prototype based theories (e.g. in the frame based representation systems

(Minsky, 1975)) were taken for the modelling practices. However, both the constraints on representation and the

general challenges on descriptionist’s approach of knowledge representation were not dealt with properly.
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only (Sutcliffe, 1993). Piaget adopted this strict sense for concepts in his discussion on the

formal operational period (Sigel, 1983). The capability offorming such an intensional concept

is achieved, according to Piaget, only in the formal period of development. However, they are

for sorting identities into classes (Neimark, 1983; Sigel,1983). If this strict sense of a concept

is followed, the probability rules and descriptions with characteristic properties for examples

or prototypes may not be called concepts, butpre-conceptsin Piaget’s term (Sigel, 1983) or

representations of categories only. For a study on conceptual capability, it does not matter

whether the intensional definitions with necessary and sufficient properties for a concept exist

or not.

The essence of this distinction of a category and a concept (Hampton, 1993)12 will be kept

in the study of representation of spatial features in this thesis13. While the theory ofcategories

and a theory ofconceptsmay be differentiated, for representation of natural-units in the world,

they may also be integrated from a developmental perspective. In this thesis, a category refers to

a set of identities in the world. The representation of a category can be about the generalisation

of similar cases. While a category is about a set of cases in the world, the representation for

such a category (i.e. the understanding of it) may be in termsof the examples in the world, the

descriptions for examples and prototypes (Rosch, 1978; Smith and Medin, 1981), or in terms

of rules (Bruner et al., 1956; Smith and Medin, 1981) for sorting them into groups (Vygotsky,

1986). There is a developmental change from theexamplesandprototypebased representation

into therule basedrepresentation (Rosch, 1983; Neimark, 1983; Vygotsky, 1986).

The representation ofa categoryor of a conceptwill be understood from the functional

perspective. Both the representation of categories and concepts are relevant to the study of

conceptions for natural units of substances, but these two are associated with different cog-

nitive functions. That is, the main function of a category representation is to support the re-

identification and inferences (Millikan, 1998a; Gelman andMarkman, 1986). In example and

prototype based theories, representation is in terms of descriptions involving the shared features

of all examples. The main function of a concept is for sortingan identity into one group other

than the alternatives. A concept can be associated with a setof properties for classifications,

such as in rule-based theories. That is, these properties are used for making differentiations.

12That is, forextensionsandintensionsrespectively
13The distinction is directly relevant in the distinction ofrepresentationandknowledgeof identities in core

domains. See Section 6.3 for detailed discussions.
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However, the rule-based theories are closely related to thestudies of concepts with intensional

definitions, they can be differentiated from the traditional theory of concepts in that rules may

neither be necessary nor sufficient, but with a certain degree of probability only.

On development of conceptions and language descriptions for natural units

Millikan’s realist’s thesis also has its critics. Three major concerns have been raised by the

psychologists on theconceptionsof identities, thedevelopmentof conceptions, andlanguage

descriptionsfor representation of identities.

On conceptions: Millikan (1998a)’s “common structure” can be related to a sort of repre-

sentation, but it is not about conceptions. Millikan discussed the “common structure” as related

to perceptual tracking where properties of the identities are picked up by an organism directly.

The picked up properties are then evaluated and used to support the function of re-identification.

The representation from perceptual tracking is essentially about an identity as an individual, in

particular, thestatesandchanging statesof it. However, the representation is not just about per-

ceptual differentiation, but about the conceptions for thenatural-unitsas individuals. Although

Millikan (1998b) mentioned the role ofconceptual trackingfor the development of conceptions

of identities, there is not much explanation onconceptual tracking.

On development: While Millikan (1998b) mentioned that the conceptions of substances

can be multiple, however, there was little concern regarding the changes of representation for

an identity (either qualitative or quantitative changes).The developmental change of concep-

tions of identities is an important issue (Gopnik, 1998; Keil, 1998; Perner, 1998). For exam-

ple, Boyer (1998) pointed at that while identifying objectsactivates domain specific processes,

which include the tracking of different kinds of substancesin different manners, there may

be no functional need to incur a general tracking capacity ofthe kind described by Millikan.

Bloom (1998) also pointed out that the differentiated representation for the so calledstuffs, in-

dividualsandreal kindsappear to exist in the mind of a child at a very early age. The issues

raised have been centred on the further development of this “common mental structure” for the

representation of identities.

The development of representation is a complex subject. There are at least three aspects to

be studied. Firstly, the conceptions are about theindividualsas well as thecategories. The de-

velopmental distinction ofindividualsandcategoriesis an earlier achievement (Bloom, 1998),
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but the representation of categories of identities is excluded from the discussion of Millikan

(1998a). There are two further concerns. One is that anindividualas an independent existence

(e.g. in Millikan’s theory) is different from treating it asa member of a category (e.g. inex-

ampleor prototypebased theory). A theory emphasising the representation of identities should

separate the representation of a “natural unit” as an independent existence in its own right from

the representation of it as a member of a category. The other concern is that an individual can

be classified into different categories in different circumstances (e.g. achair can be adining

chair and a piece offurniture) (Brown, 1976). The fact that an identity can belong to variously

defined categories should be addressed.

Secondly, different ontological kinds of identities are perceptually tracked in different man-

ners (Boyer, 1998). The development of representation is not about simple accumulation of

properties for identities, but about making different “templates” for representing different kinds.

The brain structure supports the differentiated representations ofphysical objects, animals, and

peopleas domain specific (Keil, 1989b; Boyer, 1998; Gopnik, 1998; Xu et al., 1998). In cog-

nitive literature, there are otherontological distinctionsof identities, such as naturalobjects

versusartefacts(Keil, 1989b) and simpleobjectsversusenvironmental settings(Tversky and

Hemenway, 1983). There are differentiated patterns of representation of different ontological

kinds in the brain of a person (Humphreys and Riddoch, 2000).

Thirdly, the development of representation of identities also involves issues such as the

nature ofconceptual organisationsand theconstraintson representation. Both were also omit-

ted in Millikan (1998a,b). The issue of organisation of conceptual representations in terms

of the traditional hierarchy of categories was only mentioned in Millikan (1998b). However,

the study of such a category system is irrelevant for her mainthesis on thecommon structure

for all sorts of substances. The traditional account in cognitive literature explained such a hi-

erarchical system in functional terms, namelyeconomicin representation andefficient in the

retrieval of information when the representation in mind isin use (Rosch, 1978). However,

from a Piagetian structuralist’s perspective (Piaget, 1971), the issue of conceptual organisations

and re-organisations is much more complicated than a simplehierarchy of categories. In this

thesis, the development of conceptions of an identity is correlated with and constrained by the

development of the overall cognitive and conceptual structure. The issue of organisations is also

related todomain specialisationsand the development ofdomain knowledge14.

14See Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 6.3 for the issues of conceptual organisations and hierarchies of category systems.
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On relations to language: Millikan (1998a) did not discuss the relations between concep-

tions and language based descriptions for representation of identities (Franks and Braisby, 1998;

Gauker, 1998; Gendler, 1998). Essentially, the issues concern thenature of language, therela-

tions between conceptual systems and language systems, and the relations betweenconceptions

of identitiesandlanguage descriptions15. The capability to understand language descriptions is

important for learning in a child. For the purpose of modelling in digital systems, the under-

standing of language based descriptions for identities is also crucially relevant since language

based descriptions and other symbolic based representation are direct sources for models in

digital systems. However, regarding language descriptions provided by people, they are con-

strained by not only the language skills, specific applications, but the state of conceptions in

development. For the development of language descriptions, the issues of conceptions, devel-

opment, and organisations are all crucial and to be understood properly. This development of

conceptions has supported the language systems of representation and can assimilate knowledge

expressed in language descriptions and other forms of symbolic representation16.

According to Millikan (1998b), these issues are to be studied by cognitive psychologists and

cognitive scientists. However the satisfactory answer to this concern is remaining to be found

in cognitive literature. This thesis will have to devote to the task of presenting a theory on how

the representation of “natural-units” can be realised in mind.

15In this thesis, for the nature of language, the realist position of Kripke (1972) and Putnam (1975) will be

followed. For the relations between cognitive systems and language systems, Piaget’s position (Sinclair-de Zwart,

1969) will be followed, which agrees with the realist’s theory on language. However, a cognitive and conceptual

system will be distinguished (in Section 2.4). A comprehensive discussion on the relations of conceptual systems

and languages is beyond what is required for this thesis.
16For modelling identities in computer systems, language descriptions are an important issue. However, to be

studied in detail, the subject requires a separate thesis. There is the inherent relations between the conceptual

system and the language system of representation as believed in Fodor (1975); Chomsky (1957, 1980). However,

it is not about the direct mapping of representation of categories or concepts in mind and language descriptions.

This thesis will study cognitive representation of identities, which are constraints related to understanding language

descriptions. Although no direct mappings, there are inherent relations between conceptions of identities and the

descriptions of identities. Chomsky’sdeep structureof a language lies in the Piagetian cognitive and conceptual

structure in mind.
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2.3 The functional principle on representation of identities

The biological perspective in this thesis means thefunctional principleis taken in understanding

the representation and development of representation in mind. This section will explain what

this functional principle means. Specifically, the three issues will be discussed. Firstly, it em-

phasises the essence of the biological representation is tofulfil certain functional expectations

rather than to seek the truth values. Secondly, the direct implication of the functional principle

in understandinghow to realise the representation of identitieswill be explained. Thirdly, the

other areas where the functional principle is applied will also be analysed.

2.3.1 On representation for the function of re-identifications

Representation in mind has functions to support. Differenttheories take different positions re-

garding what functions the representation should support (Soloman et al., 1999). The most em-

phasised one is perhapscategorisation(Bruner et al., 1956; Rosch, 1978; Smith and Medin,

1981) and inferences (Gelman and Markman, 1987; Markman, 1989). However, Millikan

(1998a) argued, from a biological perspective, that the keyfunction of representation is to sup-

port re-identification of the “natural-units” which are biologically relevant and may be encoun-

tered at different times. Upon re-identification, the proper actions or reactions can be applied

to them or inferences can be made. The properties picked up bythe perceptual systems were

evaluated against their reliabilities in the task of re-identification.

From the biological perspective, re-identification is the most fundamental requirement and

must be satisfied by the representation in all higher organisms at least. This functional prin-

ciple has direct implications in understanding thenatureof representation in mind and how

representationcan be evaluated, which will be further explained below in this subsection.

The psychological representation for cognitive functions

According to Millikan (1998a), the information included inthe representation does notdefine,

but facilitates the re-identification ofnatural-unitsin the world. Regarding the nature of rep-

resentation of identities, this is one of the most fundamentally important positions, which is

in strict contrast with the current theories in cognitive science. These cognitive theories adopt

the philosophical position which emphasisestruth valuefor the evaluation of representation,

theories, and knowledge (Fodor, 1975, 2000).
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In Millikan (1998a)’s discussion, the representation of anidentity can include properties

which are accumulated for an identity during perceptual tracking. Different properties can be

picked up while an identity may remain in a position or move locations in space-time. The

identity is to be perceived and recognised, and the perceptions and conceptions for the iden-

tity can be developed. Here, according to Millikan (1998a, p.61), “. . . the core of a substance

concept is a (necessarily fallible) capacity to recognize what is objectively the same substance

again as the same, despite wide variation in the faces it shows to the senses”. She argued that

an identity exists in the world which renders the conceptions of an identity meaningful: “. . . the

extent of the concept, its “meaning” in the most fundamentalsense, might be directly fixed by

the extent of a natural unit in nature, reference remaining the same while conceptions change

” (Millikan, 1998a, p.61). “The extension of one’s concept is then determined, not by one’s

fallible dispositions to recognize portions of its extent,but by the real extent of the substance

that has governed the development of these dispositions” (Millikan, 1998a, p.61).

Following Millikan, there is an explicit distinction between the existence of identities in

the world and their appearance to a person who perceives, understands, and acts upon these

existences. This contrast of an identityversusthe appearance of it is a general philosophical

position. The representation in a biological system is about the biological representation and

psychological apprehension of the reality. The termpsychological identityrefers to the fact that

the representation of an identity is via how the identity mayappear and is perceptually explored

and cognitively understood by a person. Such an idea is aboutthe nature of the descriptions

with properties for identities. It is a theoretical position free ofbelief-fixationproblem (Putnam,

1983). The appearance of an identity and descriptions of it can change at different times, but

the identity can stay the same.

The distinction between thenatural-unit in the world and its representation which involves

the properties for the purpose of re-identification is a crucial one. However, this general sense

of an identity versus its appearance is to be differentiatedfrom the specific understanding of

this so called contrast ofreality versusappearancein the literature of cognitive development

(Flavell et al., 1983, 1986; Flavell and Miller, 1998). In these studies, the researchers often

make some items which look like one kind, but are not in reality. For example,a spongeis

painted and made into the shape ofa rock. They then test children to see how they judge the

items. The younger children (≤ 4 years) who make judgement based on appearance may state

it as a rock. The older children will give the right answer based on the nature of the material.
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This specific sense of appearance versus reality should not be confused with the general sense

of the reality versus appearances in the realist’s thesis.

Functional evaluations of different strategies of representation

While a psychological representation is for functional purposes, different strategies can be

adopted for realising the representation of identities where the same functional expectation such

as re-identification can be satisfied. The functional principle of representation implies the way

the representation can be evaluated. That is, therule of evaluationis functional, which is based

on whether the functional expectations in general from sucha representation can be satisfied

and how well they have been satisfied.

Regarding the basic functional need of re-identification, some organisms may adopt the

approach where a distinctive feature of the identity of interest is recognised. Others may require

more comprehensive representation involving attributes of different kinds. It seems studies

in evolutionary biology have provided data for the claim that different strategies indeed had

been adopted by different organisms to realise the representation of identities. For example, in

insects, recognition of mates and predators is often based on distinctive colours (Parker, 2006)17.

Mammals are capable of re-identification based onsmellsandshapes. In humans, the strategies

involved can be more complex.

The results of natural evolution have provided evidence that different strategies had been

selected for the functional need of re-identification. The different strategies may imply two fac-

tors in the choices of the nature. Firstly, to an organism, itmay consider that only the relevant

portion of the environment needs to be represented. For example, one is to make the distinc-

tions of identities which are relevant specifically (e.g., recognising specificpredatorsin birds

(Allen, 1998)). However, the other strategy may have aimed at representing identities beyond

those immediately visible, including the representation of the large scale environment and the

representation of the identities which may not be directly relevant. Secondly, different strate-

gies also imply that the evolved representation systems cansupport the representation of the

environment with different degree of accuracies. Some allowed the pursuit of the increasingly

accurate representation of the environment (e.g., in mammals and primates). Other strategies

traded-off accuracy with fast processing and quick responses. The selected strategy is either for

17See Parker (2006) on the role played by distinctive colours in re-identification and identification in insects.

However, systematic studies are needed on this topic, whichis beyond the scope of this thesis
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fastresponses or the mostaccuraterepresentation of those identities in the environment.

Over the evolution of the human brain, however, there are also increasing numbers and dif-

ferent sorts of functional needs, which are directly related to the development of cognitive and

conceptual systems. A person uses the representation not only to re-identify the identities in

the environment, but to classify, to infer, and to make a suitable decision onwhat to doand

to reason aboutwhat actions are to be takenin order to reach certain goals. While the basic

functional needs from the representation of “natural units” of substances can be realised by

different strategies, the adoption of a particular strategy has consequences for further develop-

ment of representation to satisfy other potential functional needs. However, the possibilities

that these functional needs can be raised and satisfied are contingent upon the earlier selection

of strategies in making representations.

In order to satisfy the functional need of re-identification, apart from the fast responses to

dangerous situations, the human mind has evolved with the capability to develop the repre-

sentation of the environment going beyond the immediate surroundings. The strategy which

has resulted in the human brain has prepared the brain becoming capable of representing the

increasingly complex situations in the environment with sufficient accuracy.

2.3.2 The implications of the functional principle on representation

The functional principle has direct implications in understandinghow the representation of

identitiescan be realised in mind. This subsection will clarify three issues. Firstly, Piaget’s

action-based theory is adopted for the development of representation and knowledge (Phillips,

1981). In other words, representation is not aboutcodesandcoding. Secondly, figuratively,

the representation of an identity is defined by the representation of other identities. That is,

the conception of an identity can be defined in terms of its similarities and differences from

other identities. Thirdly, for understanding nature’s design of representation in mind, i.e. for

understanding how the representation in brain and in mind can be and may be realised, the

principle of second order isomorphismproposed by Shepard and Chipman (1970); Shepard

(1981, 1987, 2001) will be the general guide.
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Representation in biology is not about coding

Regarding the representation in mind, it is important to differentiate two schools of cognitive

theories. One is the school which follows theinformation processing theory. This school,

involving most cognitive studies, often emphasises or impliescodesandcodingfor representa-

tion. Theinformation processing theoryhas a profound influence on the study of representation

and memory in mind. Indeed, the study of memories follows themetaphor of thebrain as a

computerrather closely. In earlier days, following information processing theories, there are

the differentiations of memory intoshort-termmemory,long-termmemory (Craik and Lock-

hart, 1972), and working memory (Baddeley, 1986). The meanings of these terms come from

the way information is processed in a computer18.

The other school proposedinteractive theories (Bickhard, 1998, 1999, 2001; Glenberg,

1997). Piaget’s action-based theory of representation is one of them. According to the in-

18While the earlier studies may tend to associate the term memory with a single entity, the current understanding

associates it with multiple entities in mind (Tulving, 1985, 2002; Tulving and Craik, 2005; Foster and Jelicic, 1999).

Different types of memory systems are involved in these studies. Indeed, the literature is filled with proposals of

different kinds of memory systems (Foster and Jelicic, 1999; Tulving and Craik, 2000, 2005). The contrasting

memory systems include the distinctions between, for example, episodicandsemanticmemory (Tulving, 1972),

implicit andexplicit memory (Graf and Schacter, 1985),taxonand locale memory (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978),

habit memory andcognitivememory (Mishkin and Petri, 1984),declarativeandnon-declarative(Squire, 1992)

or proceduralmemory (Cohen and Squire, 1980; Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993), controlled versusautomatic,

consciousversusunconscious, intentionalversusunintentional. Roediger III et al. (1999) commented: the different

memory systems are identified with “different criteria, different names, and have different approaches to the whole

issue. . . . With this cacophony of opinion from supporters, one hardly needs critics” (Roediger III et al., 1999,

p.35). Similar criticism of such proliferates of memory theories can also be found in Watkins (1990).

In current literature on memory, memory is about the imprints of experience in the brain and the memory studies

become closely associated with neuroscience studies, which look at the functions of different brain structures. It

is also commonly taken that different types of memories are associated with different brain areas, which support

different cognitive functions. For example, semantic memory is considered to rely heavily on posterior cortical

regions, episodic memory on hippocampal regions, and working memory on prefrontal cortical regions (Munakata,

2004). However, the clarification of the Ontological commitment of different memories (i.e. what experiences the

memories are representing) shall be crucially important for understanding the diverse proposals of memories.

In cognitive literature, the information processing theory is also taken for granted. There are two different

understandings on how the representations in mind are coded. The debate is on whether the representation is in

spatial codes(Kosslyn et al., 1996) or propositional forms (Pylyshyn, 2002). However, this debate is irrelevant,

given they are more about expressions of the representationin different forms.
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teractive theories, representation develops from the interaction between the organism and the

environment. The actions and interactions with the environment are emphasised as the founda-

tions for representation. According to Piaget, representation is implied in the actions towards

the identities in the world (Phillips, 1981; Chapman, 1988). Different actions upon the identi-

ties mean the differentiations of them. However, Piaget’s theory also allows the development of

symbolic systems of representation and conceptual systemsof representation in mind.

The thesis follows the interactivist’s position. Indeed, the two understandings of the repre-

sentation system in biology, thecodingor interactivetheory of representation, can be evaluated

functionally. They can be judged based on their usefulness and efficiency in fulfilling the ex-

pected tasks, such as re-identification and the efficiency inadaptation. Functionally, an inter-

active theory has more advantages. While bothcodesandactionscan be used to represent, the

former emphasises the representation of categories or concepts. The latter is about the identities

asnatural-unitsin the world. The two theories are differentiable in terms ofthe efficiency in

their corresponding evaluations of the quality of a representation. In action-based theory, the

effects of actions can be evaluated straightforwardly for their effectiveness (Bickhard, 1998).

The properties picked up about the identities can also be judged based on their efficiency for re-

liable re-identification and useful inferences (Millikan,1998a). However, the evaluation of the

truth valuesof concepts is a philosophical conundrum and virtually impossible. The functional

evaluation should also take the criteria on how well the representation system can allow adap-

tations. A coding system is rigid. However, an interactive theory which emphasisesactionsin

the environment is better suited for such a demand of adaptation. Action-based theory is more

flexible, and even animals can have representation (Allen, 1998). Representation in biology is

not about coding or at least does not start with symbolic codes and coding.

On conceptions of identities derived in comparisons

In Piaget’s theory, representation of identities lies in the generalised and specialised action

schemes. Piaget’s understanding of identity representation emphasises the conservation of ac-

tions towards the identity (Phillips, 1981; Piaget, 1972).The explicit conception of an object is

derived when it is compared with other identities in terms ofgeneralisation and specialisations

of action schemes. This point is repeatedly emphasised in Piaget’s study on children’s imita-

tion for object learning (Piaget, 1962). This is the fundamental difference in Piaget’s theory in
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comparison with the understanding of representation in most figurative theories.

From a figurative perspective, this means directly that the representation of one object is

based on the similarities and differences of the objects in comparison with others. In other

words, the representation of one identity can be described by the representation of another iden-

tity in terms of the conceptual distance between them. A noteshould be made regarding the

position of Millikan (1998a) on this issue. According to her, the representation of an identity

is associated with the perceptual tracking of information about the identity. If different proper-

ties are picked up by the perceptual system, there are different representations for an identity.

However, the formation of a conception for an identity is a different issue. For the conceptions

of identities, there is the mechanism ofconceptual tracking(Millikan, 1998b). Unfortunately,

she did not give a precise definition or detailed explanationof this very important idea. From

a figurative perspective, thisconceptual trackingshould also be associated with the capability

of comparison of objects for similarities and differences.However, unlike perceptual tracking,

conceptual tracking can be made in both the presence/absence of the physical stimuli. That is,

the representation of the substances can become the objectsin thoughts (i.e. internal thinking)

and in propositions (i.e. externalised expressions of thoughts).

On representation following the principle of second order isomorphism

This thesis follows the position that the representation ofan identity is developed based on the

comparison of it with other identities and defined in terms ofits similarities and differences

to other identities. The representation system as a whole can be realised based on the repre-

sentation of similarities and differences between and among identities. This understanding of

representation is in fact the essence of the representationtheory of Shepard et al (Shepard and

Chipman, 1970; Shepard, 1981, 1987, 2001) in terms of thesecond order isomorphism. The

second order isomorphismmeans representation is about the representation of similarities and

differences, rather than the true duplicates of the things in the world. This principle ofsecond

order isomorphismis followed in understanding how representation of identities in mind can be

realised.

However, there is yet a theoretical issue to be answered, given concepts of different nature

cannot be meaningfully compared for similarities and differences directly. Indeed, from the

figurative perspective, the number one task is to explain theconceptual systems (structure and
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the contents for representation of a system of identities) in mind for the representation of the

environment. There are two conditions for such a theory of conceptual development and rep-

resentation. For one thing, the development of the representation system has to deal with the

increasing number of identities on the one hand, the differentiations of identities of different

ontological natures on the other hand. For another, regarding the attributes involved in the rep-

resentation of an identity, there are developmental changes (Smith, 1989b; Vygotsky, 1986),

i.e. there are different attribute dimensions and against them different values are measured for

distinguishing one identity from others. For example, an identity is first understood from its

functions in terms of actions on them. Later, an identity is described with percepts of properties

about the state of it as a figure. Then, the differentiation ofthe identity can be made in terms of

differences in the descriptions of thecontentsandcontextsof it. At last, they are differentiated

into core-domains with different representation templates for identities from different core do-

mains. Within their core-domains, the representation of anidentity is only compared with other

identities of the same core-domain for similarities and differences. Indeed, for such issues to be

addressed, it requires the understanding of the states of cognitive structures over development

and structural constraints on representation.

The second order isomorphism can become the foundation for studying the possibility of

representation in external media, such as in digital systems19. However, this general principle

is yet to be combined with a general understanding on theconstraintson representation. In

other words, for the representation of identities, thesecond order isomorphismcan integrate the

prototype theory of Rosch (1978) efficiently only when the identities studied are of the same

ontological-kind. For representing an identity, the idea of reference pointsis the essence of the

prototype theory of (Rosch, 1978, 1983). A reference point is either one example which can be

learned from direct experience, or the prototype of the examples, or it is an instantiation of the

generalisedformal schemafor an ontological kind (Rosch, 1983). There arereference points

for each of the ontological kinds. The representation of a particular case which belongs to the

same ontological-kind is in terms of distances to the reference points. The representation for

multiple identities of the same kind in mind is realised in terms of representation of similarities

and differences toreference points. A similar approach withdistances-to-reference-pointscan

be applied to the model of properties and contexts20.

19The issue of modelling is not the focus and will not be addressed directly in this thesis.
20The prototype theory can be re-interpreted from the perspective of a realist theory. The possibility is mentioned
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2.3.3 The functional dimension for identities and representation

The functional principle for understanding the representation in mind is a complex issue. It

is not only about the nature of representation and which identities are to be represented and

can be represented, it also contributes to several other discussions. Specifically, two groups

of issues will be understood from the functional perspective, which will be briefly introduced.

Firstly, it is about the functional expectation to represent the environment which extends in

space and time and with increasing accuracy. This functional expectation has direct implications

on what properties of the environment are also to be represented in order to fulfil the functional

expectations and what are the other cognitive functions therepresentation of identities should

support. Secondly, it is about the functional properties ofidentities in a general sense and the

role the functional understandings play in the developmentof conceptual systems21.

The functional principle on cognitive development

The functional principle is adopted to understand cognitive development. The functional de-

mands, rather than the development of theories as proposed in Gopnik (1996), are the causes

for cognitive development. The representation and knowledge of the environment is to serve

ultimately the functional expectations to understand the environment and act accordingly in the

environment. The purpose is to facilitate an organism to solve real world problems of different

kinds. This often involves the representation and models ofdifferent kinds of situations in the

world.

Fundamentally, the development of cognitive systems is constrained by theapplications

and potential applications. Regarding theapplicationsas constraintson representation, the

most general sense means that the development of a cognitivesystem is towards the capability

in (Millikan, 1998a)). However, the realist interpretation requires the differentiations of ontological-kinds, not

only the different ontological kinds of identities, but also the differentiation of identities from the descriptions with

properties, contents, andcontexts. See Sections 8.3 and 8.4 for further discussion relevant onmodelling identities

and attributes.
21The functional principle is also applicable to understanding the development of different representation sys-

tems, such as in mind, in language, and in computer systems. There are the functional expectations behind the

development of different symbolic systems of representations (Nelson, 1998, 1999). Following Piaget’s position,

the development of systems of symbols for representation, such as languages, requires the development of concep-

tual systems for its conditions. However, the topic on the functional principle for the development of language and

other symbolic systems of representation is beyond the scope of this thesis and thus excluded.
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to support the representation of (any arbitrarily defined) situations in the environment. There

are indeed two observed facts. One is that the environment which can be understood expands in

space and time. The other is that the environmental situations can always be studied in increas-

ing detail. To increase the potential of a cognitive system for the representation of various kinds

of situations has driven the different operational styles as described by Piaget. To support these

two fundamental expectations, there are the structural changes to the cognitive and conceptual

systems, including the specialisation ofcore-domainsand development of representation and

knowledge ofcore-domains(see Chapters 5 and 6.).

While the development of the cognitive system and conceptual system is ultimately to sup-

port such demands to represent any situation in the environment accurately, there are also cor-

responding functional expectations from the representation system in mind in general and from

the representation of identities specifically. For example, the functional expectations often de-

mand not only the representation of identities of differentontological kinds, but also the repre-

sentation of thetransformationkind, such asprocesses, behaviour patternsof identities,events,

andcausationsandcausal theories22. Regarding the representation of identities, while the ini-

tial function of representation is to support re-identification of identities (Millikan, 1998a), there

are also other cognitive functions to be supported, such as identifying the existence of an iden-

tity and categorising an identity as a member of a kind. Thereare attributes of different kinds

for understanding identities and environmental situations. The representation of identities also

supports theinferencesof properties about individuals or categories. Such inferences can de-

termine the possible involvement of an identity in an application or support a person to make

sensibleresponses, behaviours, anddecisionsof projects.

The functional constraint and properties of identities

The functional principle is also followed for understanding the development of a conceptual

system. There is thefunctional constrainton identities for their representation. That is, for

identities to be studied and represented, they must have a functional value. The functional

constraint means identities should bear functional relations to an organism either directly (i.e.

their affordances to the needs or relevancy of a person) or indirectly (i.e. they are functionally

related to other objects which can be used directly by a person). The functional values of

22See Section 6.2 for further discussions.
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identities mean they are relevant for not only thebiologicalneeds, but also thecognitive, social,

andemotionalneeds.

The functional constraint on what identities can be represented is to be differentiated from

the functional properties of identities, although the two bear inherent relations. The functional

constraint of identities is that the identities in the worldneed to have the functional values to be

represented. The functional properties are about the understanding of identities in terms of their

functions or the uses the identities can afford. While the functions of identities are determined

by their own natures of existences, forfiguresin thecommon-sense-world, the functional prop-

erties of these identities are learned via direct actions upon them, i.e. the exact ways identities

can be and are interacted with by a person. The functional properties are understood in terms

of theaction schemesandexact actionswhich can be applied to the identities (Piaget, 1954).

The functional properties are acquired when an identity canplay a particular function in an

application (Piaget, 1962). For example, a needle is for sewing. Two other points can also be

made. One is that an object can have multiple functions. The functional properties commonly

known to an identity can be different from the exact functionan identity plays in certain circum-

stances. Some functions of an identity can be known by a person, and a person may always find

an innovative use of an identity. The other is the understanding of the functional properties of

identities is an objective and subjective matter. That is, the cultural dimension also contributes

to the understanding of functional properties of identities (e.g. pork is not considered food in

some culture).

In cognitive literature, functional properties play the defining role in categorising artefacts

(Humphreys and Forde, 2001). However, the functional properties of identities are important

to classify any identities (not just the artefacts) into their categorical groups. That is, the func-

tional dimension plays an important role in distinguishingthe ontological kinds of identities

and grouping identities into categories. Indeed, there arefour levels of functional distinction of

identities. Specifically, to the understanding of identities (as wholes), the functional properties

are in terms of 1) their direct relations to the biological needs of a person (e.g. differentiations

of substances asfood), 2) the interaction and haptic manipulations applied to them by a per-

son (e.g. functional based differentiations oftools), 3) their functional roles for being theparts

or wholestowards other targetedfiguresin thecommon-sense-space, and 4) if they are identi-

ties in the small or large space, their functional relationsto a person or other identities in the

common-sense-space.
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Indeed, the functional dimension is crucial for the development of conceptual system i.e.

conceptual organisation and re-organisation of identities. The conceptual system is developed

in mental operations, i.e. the applications of representation and knowledge in mind for dealing

with various demands of a person. In theoperationsof a cognitive system, on the one hand,

identities of different ontological-natures with direct and indirect functional uses are learned

and sorted into groups based on their shared functions and perceptual dimensions. On the other

hand, the representation of an identity develops and can be in different forms (Vygotsky, 1986;

Karmiloff-Smith, 1992). The issues of conceptual development will be studied in details in the

rest of this thesis.

2.4 The structural principle for the representation in mind

The third presumption in the understanding of the representation of identities in mind is the

structural principle. The structural principle is related to the understanding of the constraints on

the representation ofidentitiesof spatial features. In this section, there are two main contents.

Firstly, the need for a figurative re-interpretation of Piaget’s characterisation of a structure is

argued since his description of astructureis abstract and cannot be adopted directly for the

purpose of modelling in digital systems. The distinction between thebrain systemsversus

cognitive systemsversusconceptual systemswill also be given. Secondly, the meaning of the

term ofstructural principleas used in this thesis will be explained, which is associatedwith the

constraints on the representation of contents in a conceptual system. Other meanings which are

often associated with the termstructurein cognitive studies and in the representation theory for

SISystems will also be examined.

2.4.1 Towards a figurative re-interpretation of Piaget’s theory

The theory developed in this thesis is mainly based on Piaget’s grand theory of cognitive system

and development23. As argued earlier in this chapter, Piaget’s action based theory is compatible

23Piaget’s theoretical positions are scattered in a huge number of his own publications. There are several books

which are directly relevant to this thesis. The list includes the books with empirical studies, such as his study on

children’s construction ofreality (Piaget, 1954), the development of representation ofspace(Piaget and Inhelder,

1956), the development ofrepresentationandknowledgein imitation and play (Piaget, 1962), the development of

mental imagery(Piaget and Inhelder, 1971), and the development ofmemory(Piaget and Inhelder, 1973). It also
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with a figurative theory which focuses on representation of identities, given actions are applied

to substances. Hisnon-codingapproach to representation is also a great advantage over the

descriptionism.

While Piaget’s structuralist’s position sets up the general understanding on what can be

called a structuralist’s theory for cognitive systems (Beilin, 1983), however, Piaget’s definition

of a structure is worded in abstract descriptions in terms ofwholeness, transformationsand

self-regulations(Piaget, 1971):

“As a first approximation, we may say that a structure is a system of transfor-

mations. Inasmuch as it is a system and not a mere collection of elements and

their properties, these transformations involve laws: thestructure is preserved or

enriched by the interplay of its transformation laws, whichnever yield results ex-

ternal to it. In short, the notion of structure is comprised of three key ideas: the idea

of wholeness, the idea oftransformation, and the idea ofself-regulation” (Piaget,

1971, p.5) (emphasis added)

Apart from this abstract general account of astructure, his operative account of cognitive

development and the mechanism for cognitive development has made it even harder for the

direct adoption of his theory when the representation of identities in the environment is the fo-

cus. Specifically, in his account of the developmental mechanisms, the two biological functions

of assimilationandaccommodationof action schemesare used (Phillips, 1981; Piaget, 1972).

In his formalisations of cognitive development, Piaget introduced his own distinctive logical

system (Brainerd, 1978; Chapman, 1988) withidentity rulesandreversibility rules(Brainerd,

1978). However, because of Piaget’s distinctive understanding of identity rules24 andreversible

operations25 (Chapman, 1988), his account was not widely accepted and hislogical formalisa-

tion was criticised by the logicians (Brainerd, 1978).

includes his own summaries of cognitive structure (Piaget,1971) (also see (Beilin, 1983)), development (Piaget,

1972), and formalisation of development (Piaget, 1977) (also see Chapter 4 in Chapman (1988)). His theoretical

positions were studied in other books which synthesised histheory (Flavell, 1963; Brainerd, 1978; Phillips, 1981;

Chapman, 1988) and other papers of his specific theoretical positions (e.g., (Elkind, 1969) and (Sinclair-de Zwart,

1969) on his identity rules and languages respectively). A detailed review of Piaget’s theory is not the purpose

of this thesis. However, statements of his positions are referenced. For a detailed study of Piaget’s theory, these

references should be consulted.
24See Sections 4.3 and 4.4 on the identity rules.
25See Section 5.4 on the figurative view of the mechanisms of cognitive development.
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In general, Piaget’s theory itself lacks a systematic account of conceptions for identities and

changes in representation (Chapman, 1988). Thus, pragmatically, a figurative interpretation of

Piaget’s theory on representation is needed for the purposeof modelling26. However, the value

of a figurative re-interpretation of cognitive and conceptual structure stands in its own right.

On brain, cognitive, and conceptual systems

In cognitive literature,brains, cognitive systems, andconceptual systemsare all studied as rep-

resentation systems. The brain system is the central part ofthe nervous system studied from the

perspective of anatomy and physiology. It is also the place to hold representations of different

environments, including the representation of the physical environment, of the body parts, and

of the internal milieu. The representation in the brain system is defined with neurons of different

kinds and their connections into patterns of different kinds and functions.

Cognitive systemandconceptual systemsare both used to refer to the part of a brain system

with the focus on representation of the environment outsidethe body. The representation of

the environment in both the cognitive and conceptual systemis about the differentiation and

representation of identities in the world. Here, a brain system is the biological substrate for a

cognitive systemand aconceptual system.

However, cognitive systems and conceptual systems are distinguished. There are three

points for the distinction. Firstly, the representation ofthe environment in cognitive systems

and conceptual systems are in different manners. That is, cognitive systems and conceptual

systems view the environment from different perspectives.Cognitive systems view the envi-

ronment in terms of what the environment canafford to an organism and theactionsandaction

schemeswhich can be applied upon the environment. Conceptual systems view the environment

in terms ofidentities, theirrelations, andprocesses. Secondly, in a cognitive system, representa-

tion of an identity is in terms of theaction schemesapplied to the identity. The recall of actions

is often activated by percepts of certain properties. In a conceptual system, the representation

of an identity is in terms of its similarities or differencesto other identities. Thirdly, the con-

ceptual representations of identities are embedded in the cognitive systems of representation.

That is, the state of a cognitive system constrains the stateof a conceptual system. Cognitive

systems exist in the brains of organisms. However, conceptual systems can be re-described with

26This is the original purpose of the study behind this thesis.
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symbolic systems and realised in media other than the brains.

In a sense,cognitive systemsandconceptual systemscan be understood as corresponding

well with theoperationaltheory of representation (e.g., Piaget’s theoretical account (Chapman,

1988)) and thefigurative theories of representation (e.g., in this thesis and in the theories of

category representation). A study of cognitive systems emphasisesactions. The central con-

cepts for the cognitive systems and development areactions, action schemesas theinternalised

representation of actions, control of actionswhich can be applied to the environment, and the

evaluationsof the effectiveness of the actions against the functional expectations. The control

of actions refers to theplanningandcoordinationof action schemes andimplementationsof

the physical actions (with the body and particular body parts). The cognitive system takes input

from the environment, such information is then transformedand leads to proper actions upon the

environment. The information processed by the cognitive systems also covers the processing of

language symbols and productions of speech.

The emphasis of a conceptual system is on the representationof identities. What makes

it different from a cognitive system is that, an identity is no longer implied inaction schemes

which can be applied to the identity. The representation of an identity is explicit and can be

defined in comparison with other identities. A conceptual system is symbolic in nature. The

representation of an identity can be represented by a simplenode which takes a position in

space-time. The recall of this identity, even if it is hiddenin the world, can be triggered by

the presence of another identity in the surroundings. In Piaget’s theory, it takes a child until 10

months of age to develop this understanding that an identityis an independent existence in the

world, i.e. the development ofobject permanency. The explicit descriptions for an identity can

be in terms of thefunctional, physical, spatial properties(Litowitz, 1977).

The distinction ofcognitive systemsandconceptual systemsis useful for understanding the

differences of terminology used in the study of cognitive systems in Piaget’s theory from those

in figurative theories of cognitive systems. Piaget’s theory usedactionsandaction schemesas

the basic units of account. In the current cognitive theories of representation, the termsschema

andschemataare used as the representation units for categories or concepts (Bartlett, 1932;

Neisser, 1976; Jackendoff, 1976; Talmy, 1983; Johnson, 1987; Lakoff, 1987; Mandler, 2000a,

2004). Theschemaor schemataare one way of representing examples and prototypes27.

27This difference betweenaction schemesin Piaget’s theory andschemaandschematain other cognitive theories

was noted (Skolnick, 1986). The representation of identities in the form of schemata will be further discussed in
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2.4.2 The structural dimension for the representation of identities

This thesis is devoted to providing a figurative understanding of a cognitive systemfrom the

perspective of understanding the mind for the representation of identities. In this particular sub-

section, there are two main discussions. Firstly, the discussion will clarify that in this thesis, the

structural principle is about the various kinds ofconstraintson the representation of identities.

Secondly, a few other understandings ofstructuresin cognitive and SIScience literature will be

compared and clarified.

On structure versus contents of representation

In Piaget’s theory, there is a crucial distinction ofstructureversuscontents. The two aspects

of structureandcontentsfor a representation system were also emphasised by other theorists

(Elman et al., 1996; Johnson, 2005) andtransformation.

Piaget’s theory considers the qualitative changes of cognitive system and he emphasised the

transformationaspect, namely, the structure of knowledge (Chapman, 1988). In Piaget’s the-

ory, cognitive structureandcontents(Brainerd, 1978; Phillips, 1981) was made. Thestructure

emphasises thetotality of the cognitive system, i.e. thestructure d’ ensembleor structure of

the whole(Piaget, 1971). Theaction schemesare contents. This distinction has often been

criticised as abstract and unclear (Brainerd, 1978; Phillips, 1981).

It is an observed fact that cognitive systems go through development. However, the changes

in the transformation aspect are supported by the changes ofthe underlying representation (Pi-

aget, 1962, 1977). From a figurative perspective, the distinction ofstructureversuscontentscan

be understood from the perspective of thewholeandparts. There are two dimensions to under-

standstructureandcontents. Firstly, the state of a cognitive and conceptual system forthe rep-

resentation asa wholeshall be treated differently from the mental representation of identities as

individuals or categories of spatial features or other elements (e.g., studied in Karmiloff-Smith

(1992) and Vygotsky (1986)). Astructuremay be associated with the representation system as

a whole (e.g., theprimary, secondary, andmeta-representationstudied in the theory of Perner

(1991)). Thecontentsare closely related to the exact states of representation for identitiesor

situationsasparticularsor theirgeneralisations. Secondly, the representation in mind is about

the environment which is to be assimilated by the representation structure in mind (e.g., the

Section 7.3.
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mental structure of Millikan (1998a)). Thestructureandcontentsare two aspects to define the

stateof representation in mind. This state is influenced by innatefactor of development and ex-

periences in the environment. Thestructureis more often associated with the relatively stable

characterisation of a cognitive and conceptual system, e.g., the general patterns of representa-

tion for a kind. If there are changes to thestructureof a cognitive system, it is associated with

the qualitative changes of the brain for representation in general (Johnson, 2005). Thecontents

are about the exact states and differences in states.

The cognitive and conceptual system as a whole develops whenidentities of functional

values are distinguished and represented. While natural-units of different kinds can be repre-

sented in mind, there is no simple one-to-one direct mappingbetween them in the world and

the corresponding representation units in mind (Piaget, 1971). The representations of identities

(which are of different core-domains) define the state of cognitive and conceptual structure, i.e.

thestructure-of-the-whole. This structure-of-the-whole will constrain further representation de-

mand. Although the development of representation (e.g. different conceptions for an identity)

and the development of structure are different issues, theyare closely related to each other as

two sides of the same coin. The contents define the structure,and the structure constrains the

contents (Phillips, 1981; Johnson, 2005). These positionson the relations of the environment

and the cognitive system as a whole for its representation and structureversuscontentsare hall-

marks of Piaget’s structuralism. It is also the most important criteria of any theory to be called

a constructionist’s understanding of representation and knowledge.

In the re-interpretation of this thesis,structure, the representation of identities will be em-

phasised. Astructurewill be understood from the perspective of understanding the constraints

on the representation of identities. In this study of constraints, apart from Piaget’s theory, new

data and theories in the current cognitive literature will also be incorporated. In a sense, Piaget’

theory agrees with the theory of Spelke (1994, 1998) in that the capability to represent objects

in the environment is largely innate. However, Piaget’s constructivist’s position in understand-

ing knowledge is in contrast with the innate theory of knowledge of Spelke (1994, 1998). The

change of representation in Piaget’s theory is not in terms of simple accumulation of informa-

tion, but involves qualitative structural changes. From the figurative perspective, development

is associated with structural change in the way the mind can operate in dealing with the demand

to represent the environment (Chapman, 1988). Three levelsof organisation and three kinds of

organisation unitsfor the representation of identities will be emphasised explicitly. The unit
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refers to the representation of an identity, theorganisationfor a set of identities, andcognitive

andconceptual structurefor all identities to be represented. The developmental changes can

be applied to three organisation units. That is, during cognitive development, these three units

have all gone through changes in the process ofconstruction. With the organisation units are

explicitly introduced into the general structure of representation, the family of theories which

emphasise thecontextanddomain specificitiescan be assimilated28.

Other understandings ofstructuresin representation theories

The structural constraint on representations is the main issue studied in this thesis. However, the

term structure has been associated with different meaningsin cognitive and SIScience literature.

One use ofstructureis in the cognitive theory of representation (Smith and Medin, 1981) where

a structure refers to theformsfor the representation of categories. The termstructurein these

current cognitive theories of representation often means the representation of categories with

attributes of different kinds. In rule-based systems, the representation of a category can involve

a list of properties. However, for the representation of natural categories, Rosch (1978) argued

that theinternal structuresof the examples are to be taken into consideration. Thus, in the

example or prototype based theories, a category is represented with schemata, which can include

physical properties, overall shapesand sometimes with distinctive features of a surface,internal

configurationswith parts,processes, behaviour patterns, functional properties, andexternal

contexts. The context can either refer to other identities in the samespatial context, or the

identities which may be interacted with at some times.

The other use of the termstructureis often associated withspatial propertiesfor spatial-

features in the studies of SIScience. For example, for objects, there areshapes, boundaries

with distinctive features, theconfigurationof parts, theconfigurationof objects (which define

a location), andtopological relations. For substances, the spatial properties can refer to the

texturesof the material. Sometimes, structural properties of an identity also include itsspatial

relationsto other identities which often co-exist with the identity in the same space-time. These

spatial properties can be handled by the perceptual systemsdirectly (Gibson, 1969; van Essen

et al., 1992; Norman, 2002).

The third use of the termstructureis in the area of information system where models of

28These theories were reviewed earlier in Section 2.2.
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identities of different kinds are constructed in digital systems. For example, the study on how to

digitally define theshapesor boundariesof spatial features and how to efficiently store spatial

data which define theshapesor boundariesis aboutdata modelanddata structure. A data

schema, such as aframe in the frame-based system (Kuipers, 1975; Winograd, 1975),refers

to the formal specifications for the representation of categories. A model of a category often

involves descriptions with attributes. Usually, thedata schemashould allow the specifications of

different kinds of attributes for modelling categories. However, for the concern of a knowledge

representation system itself, two issues have to be handledproperly. One is about how the

specified attributes in a frame are interpreted in logical and mathematical forms. The attributes

can be modelled in terms of functions, topological and geometric forms, or simple numerical

values. The other is how the relations of the attributes can be handled. Usually, the attributes

for natural categories are not independent to each other (Rosch, 1978). Different attributes can

bear strong correlations, e.g. a beak and wings are two correlated attributes for a bird.

While formal specification of the representation of identities of different ontological kinds is

not the focus of this thesis, however, the constraints on thedevelopment offormal schematafor

identities of different ontological kinds, the constrainton the inclusion ofattributesof different

kinds in representation, and constraint related to theformal interpretationsof attributes will be

studied in Chapter 7.

2.5 Summary

This chapter has argued for thebiological principlein understanding the representation in mind.

Section 2.2 stated that the central concern of representation in an organism is for the representa-

tion of the category of substance, i.e. the “natural units” in the world, also called theidentitiesof

spatial featuresin this thesis. The representation theories which focus on the representation of

identities as individuals should be distinguished from therepresentation theories which empha-

sise the representation of categories or concepts. Brief but critical reviews of current cognitive

theories of representation and Millikan’s theory were alsogiven.

Section 2.3 argued for the adoption of thefunctional principlein understanding the nature of

representation. It means representation in mind is to fulfilthe functional expectations from such

a representation, such as to support there-identificationsof an identity. The functional nature of

representation bears direct implications onhowthe representation can be realised and evaluated.
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With this functional principle, the descriptionist’s understanding of representation inmind in

terms ofcodesandcodingis discarded. Instead, the principle ofsecond order isomorphismis

adopted. That is, the representation of an identity is in terms of its similarities or differences

to other identities. Few other areas of studies where the functional principle should be applied

were also covered, including thefunctional constraintson identities in order to be represented,

other functional expectations of a representation system in mind, the meaning offunctional

propertiesand the functional dimension in the conceptual organisation of the representation

system.

Section 2.4 explained thestructural principleof representation. The distinctions of abrain,

acognitive systemand aconceptual systemas representation systems were made. Thestructure

andcontentsas two aspects of a representation system were distinguished. For the purpose of

modelling, the need for a figurative re-interpretation of Piaget’s abstract idea ofstructureand

his operational account of cognitive development was argued. In the development of the new

figurative theory, the section also clarified that in this thesis,structural principleis about the

four distinctive levels of structural constraints on the representation of identities. Other uses of

the termstructurewere explained.



Chapter 3

A situation based figurative interpretation

of Piaget’s cognitive development

3.1 Introduction

This thesis presents asituation-based theoryof cognitive and conceptual systems in minds. In

this particular chapter, the two fundamental points of thisnew theory will be covered. Section

3.2 will introduce the conceptual construct ofsituations. A situation is defined as a spatio-

temporally framed part of substances in the world. Section 3.3 will use the conceptual construct

of situationsto re-interpret Piaget’s operative classification of cognitive systems. Four levels of

cognitive systemsare distinguished based on what kinds ofsituationsin the world can be rep-

resented. Four stages ofconceptual systemsare distinguished based on what kinds of identities

can be explicitly represented and what forms of representation can be given to the identities.

The general positions regarding the constraints on the representation of identities will also be

covered.

3.2 Thesituationsin the world

The idea ofsituationsis introduced in this thesis to study the world. A situation refers to a

unit of spatio-temporally framed substances in the world, i.e. a four dimensional (4D) unit of

substances in the world. A situation exists asa portionof the world. It hasstatesat different

times defined in three dimensional (3D) space andtransformationsof states over time (1D)1.

1The ontological understanding of the environment with 3D space and 1D time is commonly accepted in SI-

Science (Couclelis, 1992, 1998b). (Goodchild et al., 2007,p243) also define ageo-atomin terms of “an association

between a point location in space-time and a property.” However, in this thesis, a 4D unit of substance as asitua-

tion in the world and the formal model of this are also ontologically differentiated. Different subtypes of situations

also demand different formalisations. However, specifying these different subtypes, their relations, and real world
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In this section, some primitive distinctions of situationsin the world and general aspects

for cognitive understanding of situations will be given. Specifically, with thissituation-based

Ontology, three points will be made. Firstly, there is the ontological distinction ofthe self(i.e.

an organism) versus the rest ofthe environment(excluding the self). The environment as a

whole is defined with the integration of the representation of situations in the world. Secondly,

there is the ontological distinction of two basic kinds of situations, namely,situations with

substancesand situations with objects(Couclelis, 1992, 1998b; Goodchild et al., 2007). A

few primitive subtypes for each of the ontological kinds will also be covered. Thirdly, from

the cognitive perspective, there is also the function-based distinction of situations in the world.

That is, situations in the environment which are relevant for an organism can be seen as the

figures, thecontentsof figures, andcontextsof figures.

3.2.1 Theself in the environment

From the perspective of an organism, there are two primary distinctions of the situations in the

world. One refers to the distinction ofthe self from the rest part of the world(hereafterthe

environment) excluding the self. Theself andthe environmentare two ontological kinds. The

other refers to the distinction of two kinds ofenvironment. Specifically, the environment can be

differentiated into thephysical worldof substances and thesymbolic world. Language forms a

special part of the symbolic world. So do the symbols used in logic and mathematical studies.

Indeed, the first landmark achievement of cognitive development for a human infant is the

explicit differentiation of the self from the environment.To a neonate, an explicit idea of the

self as the agent of actions is the first step to be developed for cognitive systems. According

to Piaget’s theory, it occurs at no later than one month old atthe end of thestage I of the

sensorimotor period (Brainerd, 1978). Before stage I, the environment is mainly understood

in terms of the non-differentiated continuity of substances2. Piaget characterised this stage

as “narcissism without a Narcissus” (Piaget, 1972, p.21), given the world is contingent to the

actions of an infant, the infant still has no accommodation of herself in her mind. By the end

of stage I, there arethe selfversusthe environment, and the two are understood as connected

by theactionsof the infant. Infants can now explore what they can do and what results these

semantics isa prior task and one major component of this thesis.
2But see the review in Gibson (1988) of the studies which demonstrated the earlier competency of an infant

who can differentiate the movement of the self and that of theenvironment
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actions can bring about3.

The primitive distinctions of the situations in the environment

The physical environment is made of the continuity of substance in space-time. However, with

the concept of situations to understand the world, there is another ontological distinction of

the world from thesituationsas the portions of it. Situations in the world can be of different

sizes and extend in different spaces. Some units of situations are smaller and can be held

in hand. Some are larger and extend beyond the reach of directvisual examinations. The

world as a whole is the container which contains situations as its parts. In the meanwhile, the

world is represented via the representation of these situations. There is the representation fora

largest situationin the mind of a person, which is an integration of the representations of all the

situations experienced by the person in the past.

As a 4D unit of substances, a situation can be represented with the substantial contents or

formally defined either with spatio-temporal coordinates for its boundary (Golledge, 1993). A

situation can be distinguished by the substances inside itsspatio-temporal frame. Following

Piaget’s theory, the cognitive representation of a situation starts withactionsupon it (Phillips,

1981). The representation derived from this manner is aboutthe substantial contentsof the

environment. There is an ontological distinction between the situations in the worldwhich

exist objectivelyin their own right from therepresentation of the situations in the mindof a

person, which can besubjectivedepending on the experience and the developmental stage of

the person (Phillips, 1981; Johnson, 2005). To an organism,not everything in the environment

3This sense ofthe self which is in contrast from the rest of the world is a general one. The self (i.e. I) as

a part which contrasted with the rest of the environment and an agentof actions is different from the sense of

the self (i.e. me) as one individual among others and when a child develops self-consciousness. This self can

act upon situations in the environment. In Piaget’s theory,the representation of the environment is developed

during theactionsand reactions, which is one part among others which defines the self as a distinctive person

(Phillips, 1981). Different species and different people can have qualitatively different representation of the same

environment (Chapman, 1988). The actions of the self can be mechanical, biological, and emotional and always

with purposes either instinctively reactive or calculatedly intentional. However, theself is alsoa part which is

embedded in and constrained by the environment. As a part of the environment, the self isphysical object, a

biological entity, and asocial memberof variously defined social groups. The self as anagentof actions takes this

into consideration. There isan actoras well asan observerwho observes both the others as well asthe selfand

adjusts following actions correspondingly.
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can be relevant and thus be represented. The cognitive representation in an organism focuses

only on the biologically relevant situations in the environment. A situation should be and will

be represented if it is biologically crucial. The innately determined potentials of our cognitive

systems shaped by evolutionary history are closely relatedto the situations our long ancestry

has experienced and the choices of strategies to get them represented.

The representation of a situation can be defined in terms of its boundary in space-time.

For situations on earth, the boundaries of situations can bedefined in two ways, either the

relative or absoluterepresentations. The boundary inrelative terms means it can be defined

in terms of relations with other situations. While a situation is a portion of the world as a

whole, it bears spatial-temporal relations to other situations which take different positions in

space-time. The concreteenvironmentis differentiable into variously definedsituations. A

situation is inside a larger situation and contains smallersituations simultaneously. The various

situationsasportionsof the environment can be organised into two kinds of structures. On

the one hand, there is a hierarchy of situations where the larger situations contain the smaller

situations. On the other hand, two situations can be separate elements of a larger situation. They

exist in parallel in different locations in space-time4. The boundary in anabsoluterepresentation

involves Geometry and geometrical coordinates. For a situation in the environment on earth,

geo-coordinates are used for spatial resolutions and extensions and Calendar time for temporal

positions. However space and time are both theoretical constructs which extend infinitely. They

do not exist in the physical sense. In Piaget’s theory, the capability to define the environmental

situations which involves the configurations of objects is developed in the concrete operational

period. The capability to define environmental situations in Euclidean Geometry and to apply

Geometry for represent space-time starts to develop when a child is in the formal operational

period (Piaget and Inhelder, 1956).

Mathematically, when situations are defined with geometry,the situations can be as small

as can be. The valuezerohas different meanings when it is applied to spatial and temporal

dimensions. Zero space is the theoretical limitation on howsmall a situation can be. While

situations can be as large as large can be, there is no situation in the world which is smaller than

zero. In this sense,0 in space is absolute. The0 point in time is relative. If zero time means the

present, then the negative numbers mean the past and positive numbers the future. Here,0 can

be arbitrarily chosen based on a particular event. However,time is also defined for measuring

4Further studies on the relations of situations and the environment can be found in Section 4.2.
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the period an event can last. In such cases,0 means no time. Different events can occur at

different places in the same time. Thus, for situations studied in SISciences, when they are

formally defined, they can be defined by the two parameters. That is, the formal specification of

the situation in terms of spatial-temporalresolutionandextension. The extension corresponds

to the situation of the minimum size in space-time where the configuration of all the relevant

occurrences as the components of the situation can be contained. The resolution corresponds to

the spatio-temporal units (which are inside the situation)of the maximum size which are about

the data supports where the properties which are relevant for the identities can be measured.

3.2.2 Situations offieldsof substances versus withobjects

The situations in the environment can be further differentiated based on thestructuralconsid-

eration. An important structural based ontological distinction of situations should be made, i.e.

situations with fieldsof substances treated ashomogeneousversussituations with objectsas

heterogeneous. In the latter case, there is at least one object as separatedfrom a situation in the

environment as its context. This distinction corresponds to the distinction ofsubstancesversus

objectsview of the world in the study of SISciences (Chrisman, 1996;Couclelis, 1992, 1998b).

This development where an identity is differentiated from asituation is possible when the

two kinds of identities are differentiated. One refers to the substances. The other refers to

the objects with clear boundaries. The studies in perceptual development have provided con-

vincing evidence that in Stage II infants (about 4 months old), the perception of shapes in 3D

space is fairly developed (Gibson, 1988). However, the explicit representation of objects with

boundaries as distinctive kind from substances in general is perhaps achieved until stage IV. In

Piaget’s theory, the change in stage IV is calledobject permanency. Here, according to Piaget,

children have developed the understanding that an object exists in the world in its own right,

which relates to other objects and can be located based on itsrelations to other objects. How-

ever, this representation of an object in stage IV is rather restricted given the representation of

locations defined in terms of configurations of objects is still under development.

The contents of a situation can either correspond to thehomogeneoussubstances or be het-

erogeneous with objects contained within it. This distinction is crucially important for the

development of cognitive systems. With an object distinguished from the situation, both the

identity and the situation which contains it can become the contents of representation in their
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Figure 3.1: On spatial features as figures in the world

own right and supported by the cognitive structure. There isalso the corresponding develop-

ment of the representation system where an identity is seen as in a situation, and an identity as

a part of a situation is in the same sense that a situation is a part of the environment as a whole.

The two types of situations can be further differentiated. Afew more subtypes for each kind

will be defined below.

On formal differentiations of situations with substances

A situation, which is a part of the world, can be defined in terms of the substances contained

within it. One subtype of situations can be conceived as withthe continuity of substance within

the spatio-temporally defined locations, i.e.situation-of-substancesor situation-of-fields. How-

ever, the continuous substances inside a situation can either behomogeneousor heterogeneous5.

The situations which are filled up with continuous substances are parts of the direct or

indirect environment for people. A situation ofsubstancesis one which can be acted upon

5These subtypes of situations will be further discussed in Section 7.3 on ontological kinds of identities which

can be handled by the fourth-level cognitive system.
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directly. It can be homogeneous in that the substances are largely the same basic type (e.g., a

bodyof water). A situation offield-kindrefers to the case where a situation is in the large scale

environment.

A situation-of-fieldis largely considered being filled up by the “substances” forbeing the

“contents” in general which is of some kind. However, internal variations of the substances (e.g.

different soil types in different locations) are possible.Being heterogeneous means there are at

least two types of substances contrasting with each other. There are again two subtypes of the

heterogeneous fields,object likeor contrasting situations(e.g.,ore depositsversuscoastlines).

For being the environmental contexts relevant to the lives of people, these two subtypes are

studied with different focuses.

A contrasting situationrefers to the case where a situation can be divided into several parts

of different substances (e.g., geographical features, such ascoastlines). Such a situation is

particularly relevant to the study of the Earth’s surface. For a study of landscape, a situation can

include different substances which share boundaries, e.g., the solid material for the earth and

the air above. The sudden changes of this shared surface of the Earth define the landscape of

plains, mountains and valleys. The study of coastlines deals with the same kind of situations.

These landscape features are important landmarks in nature. However, there are also artefacts

as landmarks. The sharply changed surface features define the distinctive grounds which can

be relevant for a person. Other examples include the geographical features such ascoastlineor

river bank. To the cognitive concern of a person, the fast changing boundary between these two

substances is of great interest.

A situation-of-fieldcan also refer to aregion. Regions are situations in large scale environ-

ment. They can form a hierarchy where the situation as a wholecan be divided into smaller

situations. For example, a country can be divided into provinces, and each province can have

counties or districts. A city has different suburbs, and a suburb has blocks of buildings. There

is another kind ofregion or geographical region, which refers to a kind of homogeneous or

heterogeneous background of situations (see Figure 4.2). It is about the case where a situation

is the environmental context of a person or other interesting objects. A region can refer to the

background as a whole. However,regionscan also be variously described based on the selec-

tions of attributes to make differentiation of the regions.That is, the same area can be studied

from different scientific perspectives. When the background as a whole can be further differen-

tiated into a distinctive feature part (i.e. a spatial feature of theobject like with certain nature
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and a size) and the surroundingbackground, a region can also refer to the distinctive feature of

the background, which bears direct or indirect relations tothe lives of people.

On formal differentiations of situations with objects

A situation in the environment of a person can have at least one distinctivespatial feature

contained within it. In this case, it is asituation-of-objectkind. A situation can have a single

object or multiple objects identified within it (see Figure 4.2).

A simple situation refers to a situation which has a single object identified and the rest as

the backgroundwithin a spatio-temporal frame. The situation as a whole is defined with the

object and the background are two distinctive parts. It can also be characterised by the single

objector thebackground. When the object is the focus, both the situation as aregionand the

backgrounddefine the contexts of it.

A situation with multiple objects identified within its spatio-temporal frame is called a com-

plex situation. A complex situation as a whole can be defined with these identifiedobjectsand

the rest of the situation as thebackgroundwhich excludes these objects. That is, the complex

situation itself is characterised by theseobjects, the spatio-temporaland causal relationsof

these objects, thebackground, and the possiblecausal relationsof the objects with the back-

ground which immediately surrounding them. For an object insuch a situation, the contexts of

the object can be variously defined, such as indicated by any of these other objects which func-

tion as landmarks, by the collection or configuration of them, the background, and the region as

a whole.

For situations with objects, these objects can be further differentiated into those belonging

to differentcore-domainsin the common sense world (e.g. physical objects, organisms, and

people (Carey, 1985; Gelman and Markman, 1986; Keil, 1989a;Wellman and Gelman, 1992,

1998)6. However, for the study of the environment of a person, the matter is complicated when

situations in the large space which is beyond the direct sensorimotor experience are also to be

taken into consideration. For a figure as an object in a situation, depending on the nature of the

situation, there are the ontological distinctions of objects versus complex kinds (e.g.natural-

systems, andsocial-organisations).

6The formal definition of the concept ofcore-domainscan be found in Section 6.2. Based on the cognitive

literature, Chapter 6 is devoted to a critical study the cognitive literature on core-domains and their constraints on

the representation of identities.
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For studying an identity as a figure in a situation, there are not only spatial features which

are defined on the same spatial-temporal scale (as the figure), but also natural-units defined over

smaller or larger scales which are also relevant for the figure. Suchnatural-unitsare usually

directly related to thecontentsor contextsof the figure. For example, there are smaller “natural-

units” which correspond topartsof the figure orsamplesas the smaller portions of substances

which support the measurements of physical properties. Thus, even when there is only a sin-

gle identity within a situation, there is still the possibility to make further differentiations of

situation with the “natural-units” which are relevant for defining the contents of a figure. Such

natural-unitscan go infinitely small. Thebackgroundpart of the situation, which is the con-

text of the figure, is also further influenced by the even larger situations which contain it. The

situation which functions as the indirect context of the figure can go infinitely large.

3.2.3 Situations asfigures, contents, and contexts

Cognitive representation of the environment starts with the sensorimotor experience of thestate

of the environment at a time andtransformationsof the states over time.

From thefunctionalperspective, there are always three functional roles for any natural-

units in the world to play, namely, the role of being thefigures, contents, or contexts. For the

concern of an organism at a time, the situations in the environment can also be differentiated

into three kinds. First, they are thefiguresof interest of an organism. That is, when a situation

is the focused target for the direct actions of an organism, it is a figure, also calledstandalone

identity in this thesis. Second, they are thecontentsof figures. When a situation is within the

boundary of a figure, it is about thecontents. The contents of an object can be the structurally

or functionally distinctiveparts, theportionsof substances, orsample pointsor data supports

for measurements of properties which are relevant for the study of a figure. Third, they are the

contextsof figures. When a situation is a large situation which is the container of an identity, it

is thecontextof an identity. The context can be defined differently. It canrefer to the boundary

of the situation, a collection or configuration of other objects in the same spatio-temporal frame,

or the ground part of the situation excluding the figure (See Figure 4.2). However, the context

of an identity can go beyond its container. The locations studied in the environment are the

distinctive parts of the world near the Earth’s surface. They are spatial features in the large

scale as locations of people or other objects interested by people.
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Representing situations withcontentsand in contexts

A situation is a generic idea. Identities can be special situations. Both theidentitieswithin a

situation and thesituationsthemselves arecontentsof the cognitive system. The contents of

representations in cognitive systems are either foridentitieswhich have situations as contexts

or situationswhich are defined by identities as the elements.

The representation of an identitywith situations as its contexts and therepresentation of

a situationwhich has identities as its contents are closely related butalso different subjects.

From the data collected in cognitive literature (in particular, the studies onobject permanency)

(Bremner, 1985, 1998), it appears clear that the earlier representation of an identity is indexed

by its locations and closely related to the representation of locations as existence in their own

right. Locations are not only interesting in their own right, but also important for searching,

locating, and re-identifying objects.

For an identity as a natural-unit to be studied, it is studiedas afigurewith its contentsand

within contexts. Firstly, an identity is treated as a whole. Cognitively, anidentity as a “natural-

unit” can be studied solely in terms of the direct actions upon it from a person. However, other

properties of the figure, such as itsshapes, processes, andbehaviours, can also be observed.

Secondly, an identity is studied for itsinternal contents. Depending on whether the identity is a

simple or complex one, it can have one more distinguished part within it. The study of the inter-

nal content of an identity is used to explain the overall behaviours or functions of the situation

to the perception of a person. Thirdly, an identity can be studied with the understanding of its

external context. The contexts of an identity are those larger situations which function like the

containers. The contexts are important for understanding the conditions or causal constraints

for the processes or behaviours of an identity. While in the cases where identities are studied

on their own, there is no objective context for it apart from the person who interacts with it and

develops a sensorimotor based understanding of it. When theexternal contexts of a situation are

examined, there are objectivespatial, temporal, andcausalrelations to be established. Indeed,

there are kinds of relations to be distinguished, such as thespatial relations (of states) of iden-

tities in space at a time, the relations of states of an identity over time (i.e. processes), causal

relations of identities as individuals when they interact (i.e. causations), and temporal relations

(of states) of different identities (i.e. in events) overtime. The identities and these relations are
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all partsof the representation for a situation7.

For a situation as a 4D unit of substance, it can often containidentities of spatial features

as distinctive elements within it. These identities are identified within the situation and char-

acterise the situation. Again, there are three aspects regarding the definition of a situation with

the identities contained within it. Firstly, the identities which are recognised as the internal

components of the situation can havestates, shapes, processes, andbehaviour patterns. There

areboundary partsof objects which are considered functionally or structurally important. The

configuration of the boundary parts shall define the overall shapes and functions of objects.

Secondly, these identities which are contained within the situation can have their owninternal

partsandmaterial components. The configurations ofinternal partsare often associated with

their processes or behaviours. Thirdly, the context of an identity within a situation is about

the rest part of the situation excluding the identity and beyond. When there is more than one

identity in the situation, these identities bear certainspatial, temporal, and possiblycausalre-

lations to each other. However, the context of an identity isnot restricted by the situation which

contains it. In fact, such situations as the contexts of the identity can be infinite as long as they

are containers of the identity8.

The representation and development of representation in the cognitive system is towards

a better representation of the environment. It is also for the representation of situations of

different kinds in the environment. On the one hand, the representation of a known situation

can be associated with increasing detail of information about it. On the other hand, the situations

which can be represented extend inspaceand beyond currenttime, i.e. situations beyondhere-

and-now.
7An identity has internal contents and external contexts. The study of identities with contents and within

contexts are directly related to the development of core-domains and distinctive causal knowledge of the core-

domains, see Chapter 6.
8A situation can have one identity or multiple identities within its spatio-temporal frame. The view of a situation

as a whole with certain aspects of it can be examined with sensorimotor modalities is closely associated with the

ontological distinction of identities, see Chapter 7.
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3.3 The figurative theory of cognitive and conceptual devel-

opment

In Piaget’s theory, cognitive systems have been gone through four major structural changes,

from sensorimotorperiod, topre-operationalperiod, toconcrete operationalperiod, and to

formal operationalperiod (Brainerd, 1978; Phillips, 1981; Skolnick, 1986; Chapman, 1988).

A situation-based figurative re-interpretation of Piaget’s four periods of cognitive development

is developed in this thesis. This proposal is based on the idea of situationsdiscussed above

9, Piaget’s theory of cognitive development, empirical dataand theoretical explanations from

Piaget’s studies (Piaget, 1954; Piaget and Inhelder, 1956;Piaget, 1962), and current literature

of domain specificities on representation and development (Carey, 1985; Keil, 1989a; Gelman

and Markman, 1986; Karmiloff-Smith, 1992). This situation-based account examines closely

the documented landmark achievements in each of Piaget’s four periods. It separates the de-

velopment of representation ofsituationsfrom the development of representation ofidentities

which are within situations.

This section will present three general points about this situation-based theory. Firstly, the

four levels of cognitive systems emphasise the representation of situationsof different kinds

which can berepresentedandoperated(i.e. the representation and knowledge of such situations

can be applied to handle new situations) upon by a person (Table 3.1). Secondly, the four stages

of conceptual systems emphasise the different forms of representation ofidentitieswhich are

within certain kinds of situations10. Thirdly, the overview of the study of structural constraints

on the representation of identities will be presented.

9Perner (1991) also presented a situation based theory of representation. However, his theory and the theory

in this thesis are fundamentally different. Two points can differentiate his theory from the one presented in this

thesis. Firstly, in Perner (1991), the term situation refers to the contexts in space. In this thesis, a situation is a 4D

unit, and there is the dynamic dimension inherent in this concept. Secondly, the situation in Perner (1991) (i.e. the

context really) has certain focus on the contexts extendingin space only. In this thesis, the situation refers to any

extension in space-time. It can refer to an identity of spatial feature, its contents and contexts.
10The difference in terminology should be noted. In Piaget’s developmental theory of cognitive systems, there

are differentperiodswhich correspond to the different styles the mind can operate. In this thesis, however, there

are differentlevelsandstagesof the representation in mind.
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Table 3.1: Four level cognitive and conceptual systems

Levels Cognitive systems Conceptual systems

I identities From implicit to explicit representation

II relations Means-ends coordination, spatial and tempo-

ral relations of identities. Explicit descriptions

with properties.

III core-domains Causal relations in interactions. Sorting iden-

tities of an ontological-kind into specific cate-

gories. Understanding simple causal systems

and the productions of them

IV core-domains in other spaces

and representing arbitrary sit-

uations

Intensional definition, different kinds of cat-

egory systems for core-domains, and logical-

mathematical systems for representation

3.3.1 The four levels of cognitive systems

The cognitive system in the mind of a person can be differentiated into four distinctive levels.

The four levels of cognitive systems are correlated with increasingly complex kinds of situations

in the world which can be perceived, explored, and represented in a mind.

The main criteria for differentiating the cognitive systems into four levels are based on the

different kinds ofsituationswhich can be represented appropriately in the mind11. There are two

dimensions to understand the differences of the situationsin the world. One dimension is about

the complexity of the situations. The complexity of situations increases when they change from

situations of single identities to situations with multiple identities (see Section 3.2). The other

dimension is about the locations where the situations are. Regarding the locations of situations,

the world as a whole can be differentiated into three spaces,called thecommon-sense-space

(or common-sense-world), thesmaller-space, and thelarger-space. To the concern of a human

being, thecommon-sense-spaceis the space of the right size that is crucially relevant to our lives.

This is the world which is filled up with the familiar objects,people, other animals, plants, and

11See Table 3.3.1 for Piaget’s four cognitive periods from theoperative perspective and the main achievements

in each period. Also see Table 3.3 for Piaget’s six stages in sensorimotor period.
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Table 3.2: Four periods of Piaget’s cognitive development

Period Milestonesa

Sensorimotor

(0-2 years)

Egocentric representation of the environment. The self separated from the envi-

ronment (1 month); perceptual representation of shapes in 3D (4 months) (Kell-

man, 1984) and recognition of faces (Johnson and Morton, 1991); object perma-

nency (10 months); and means-ends coordination in mental operation (2 years).

Preoperational

(2-7 years)

Representation of parts of objects. Representation of the environment with ob-

jects, and objects can be ordered in terms of their spatial-temporal relations.

Symbolic plays and imitations with learning objects in focus. Language learn-

ing, language terms for concrete objects can be explained interms of functions

and physical properties, however communication is largelyegocentric. No tran-

sitivity, certain understanding of the relations oforder andclass inclusions. No

reversibility in mental operations. Development oftheory of mind(at 4 years of

age) (Wellman and Gelman, 1998).

Concrete

operational

(7-12 years)

Representation of the large scale environment. Explicit understanding of two re-

lations of numbers. Conservation of quantity. Transitivity. Reversibility in oper-

ations but only of one kind (reverse or inverse, but not both). Representation of

physical systems (Siegler, 1976, 1978). Differentiated core-domains and domain

specific causal theories (Smith et al., 1985; Carey, 1985; Keil, 1989b).

Formal op-

erational (12

years onward)

Further development of logical-mathematical systems. Capable of second order

relations. Can involve both kinds of reversibility (inverse and reverse) in mental

operations. Intensional definition for concepts in terms ofnecessary and sufficient

properties. Logical inferences based on class inclusions.Becoming capable of

representation any given situations in spaces other than the common sense world;

Making complex physical machines.

aThe milestones listed are mainly claims from Piaget’s theory based on research by him and associates. Other achievements with references

are from new empirical studies, for example, the research ontheory of the mindin children around four-years-old. Depending on researchers,

there are two kinds of understanding. One is the proposal that children have a sort of naive theory of actions and behaviours of people in terms

of beliefs, desiresand intentions(Flavell and Miller, 1998; Wellman and Gelman, 1998). The other is the proposal of earlier understanding

of different representations of the same thing exist. Different people can have different representations of the same thing because the different

experiences (Perner, 1991; Flavell and Miller, 1998).
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Table 3.3: Six stages of Piaget’s sensorimotor period

Stage Age Milestones

Stage I 0-1

month

Response with reflexes. By the end of this stage, the self is under-

stood as separate from the world.

Stage II 1-4

months

Earlier purposeful actions. Recognition of faces, perceptually recog-

nise 3D objects, but no searching of objects removed from sight.

Stage III 4-8

months

Turning around a bottle to meet the mouth if it is handed the wrong

direction. Searching for a partially occluded object, but stop search-

ing if it disappears from the visual field.

Stage IV 8-12

months

Searching an object, but will search the first placeA even if the object

is seen as being removed fromA toB. Permanent object in mind.

Stage V 12-18

months

Searching an object even if it has been shifted to several positions.

Tool uses and exploring various combinations of actions to produce

novel effects

Stage VI 18-24

months

Searching for an object without seeing it being shifted. Symbolic rep-

resentation where an object can be used to represent anotherobject.

Mental operations with means-ends coordination to reach goals be-

fore direct actions are carried out. Representation of spatial relations

and spatial contexts. Representation of collections
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buildings. It is the space we can see, touch, and explore by moving around without the needs

of any instrument to aid us. The other two spaces are those which are much smaller (e.g., the

smaller space for molecules, atoms, and particles studied in atomic physics) or larger (e.g., cities

and regions studied in SISciences, astronomy and cosmology) than the common-sense-space.

Only when the fourth level cognitive systems are developed,the situations (with their distinctive

entities or phenomena) in these smaller or larger spaces canbe studied by people12.

The four levels of cognitive systems

Figuratively, there are four levels of cognitive systems and the advancing levels of cognitive

systems can deal with situations with increasing complexity. The first level (Level-1) cognitive

system (starting from birth or stage I of the sensorimotor period in Piaget’s theory) can explore

and represent simplesituations of substancesonly, provided the situations are at their immediate

surroundings.

With Piaget’s data, theLevel-1cognitive systems may be seen with two periods. In the first

period (0-1 month), there is the distinction ofthe selffrom the environment. In the second period

(after 1 month roughly), there aresensorimotor-baseddistinction ofstuffsin the environment,

but no explicit distinctions of them in their own right. Thatis, out of sight, out of mind. In

Piaget’s theory, the change from implicit representation of identities to explicit representation

happens at stage IV of the sensorimotor period (when infantsare about 10 months old), which

is calledobject permanency.

The second level (Level-2) cognitive systems (starting from stage IV or stage V of sensori-

motor period, i.e. children about 10 months or 18 month old) can representsimple-situationwith

single object explicitly, provided the situations are in the direct surroundings in the common-

sense-space. There is the ontological distinction ofobjectsfrom stuffsin general (Xu and Carey,

1996). It can also deal with slightly complex situations with two or more objects if the objects

only bearspatial or temporal relations. That is, such situations can be defined with several

simple-situationsas the primitives and in conjunctions.

This second-levelof cognitive systems is important for the development of conceptual sys-

tem. For one thing, there is the major change about the wayrelationsof objects can be rep-

resented, fromimplicit representation ofrelations embedded in the sequences of actions in

12See Section 4.2 for more discussion onspacesand identities insituationsin spaces.
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sensorimotor period (Piaget, 1972) to the explicit representation of them in the pre-operational

period. Therelationsof the identities can be represented distinctively in theirown right. How-

ever, the explicit relations are eitherspatial relationsof objects ortemporalorder of them. For

another, identities can be represented objectively in terms of their relations to other identities

in the world. Conceptually, an object can be understood in terms of its similarity or differences

to others. The explicit representation of an identity either means the recall of it based on the

presence of other identities as thelocational cues(e.g. in Stage V of searching of hidden ob-

jects), or it means the explicit descriptions withattributesof different kinds (as shown in the

studies of language development in the pre-operational children (Vygotsky, 1986))13. The ex-

plicit knowledge of attributes for identities requires theattributes to be studied as domains in

their own right.

The third level (Level-3) cognitive systems (starting from the end of the first stage of the

pre-operationalperiod or the end of pre-operational period, i.e. children about 4 years old or

about 6 years old respectively) can support the representation of complex situationswith mul-

tiple objects, provided the situations are still those in thecommon-sense-space. However, there

are two crucial points. One is that the relations of these identities are not onlyspatialandtem-

poral, but causal. The other is that the situations can be differentiated intocore-domainsand

as representation units in their own right, such as those inphysics, biology, andsocial domain

(Wellman and Gelman, 1992, 1998).

The third-level cognitive system is about the explicit representation of certain special kind

of complex situations, i.e. core domains. Core-domainsare special kind of situations in that they

are both thecontentsof representation of the cognitive systems as well as theconstraintson the

representation of identities as members ofcore-domains. The arguments in cognitive literature

on the development of core-domains in this of cognitive systems are based on two other kinds

of development. One is the explicit distinction of objects into differentontological-kinds(Keil,

1989a; Gelman and Markman, 1986). The ontological distinctions can be based on perceptual

observations (Mandler, 2000a), such as apersonor ananimalcan be an agent who can initiate

actions. The other the development ofcausal theoriesand differentcore-domainswhich are

associated with their distinctive causal theories (Smith et al., 1985; Carey, 1985; Gopnik, 1996;

13However, both senses of explicit representation are different from the representation in language and in logical-

mathematical systems.
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Ahn et al., 2000)14.

The development ofcausal relationsin children has been an important area of study (White,

1988, 1990). There are empirical evidences for the perception-based understanding of the re-

lation of cause-effectwhen two objects interact with each other in children of a much earlier

age (Leslie, 1982, 1984; Leslie and Keeble, 1987). In Piaget’s study of stage V and VI of the

sensorimotor period (see (Piaget, 1972)), relations can beexplicitly embedded in themental

operationsto produce plans of actions. Two sorts ofcausal relationsmay be distinguished.

One is about the action-based representation ofcausal relationsof objects evidenced by the

capability to use a tool as themeanfor reaching a target (in Stage V). However, suchcausal

relationsoften involve the children as thecauses(i.e. agents of actions) directly. The other is

about the organising the chain of relations which are embedded in a plan towards the realisation

of a goal explicitly (see Table 3.3). The representations which can be embedded in a plan are of

various kinds, such asspatial relations(for locating targets), tool uses (which implies certain

causalor functional relations), andtemporal relationsof events (evidenced by the capability to

use a sequence of different tools in stage VI).

However, the explicit understanding ofcausal relationswhen two (or more) identities inter-

act and explicit distinction of objects into different kinds andcore-domainsbased on distinctive

causal relationsfor explaining interactions are late achievement until this third level cognitive

systems. It starts from understanding the different actions of the self (as a physical object,

biological entity, and social member) interact with othersin the environment (Harris, 1992).

For the representation ofcore-domains, there are also distinctive patterns of development of

causal knowledgeof core-domains(Carey, 1985; Gopnik, 1996). However, there are not only

the naive theories of core domains, but also elaborated causal knowledge of the corresponding

further development scientific domains (Gopnik, 1996; Harris et al., 1996).

TheLevel-3 cognitive system can support the representation of certaincomplex situations

which include objects from the same or multiple core-domains as long as they are objects in the

14The concepts ofontological-kinds, theories, and core-domainsare the key concepts in cognitive theories

which emphasises on the constraints of representation and important to the development of the figurative theory in

this thesis. They will be studied in detail. The concept ofcore-domainswill be further explained and defined in

Section 4.2 and Chapter 5. The criteria for domain specialisations and the development of conceptual structure for

the representation of core-domain can also be found in Chapters 5 and 6. The different kinds ofcausal knowledge

and the concept oftheorieswill be studied in Section 4.4 and 6.2. The concept of ontological-kinds will be studied

in Chapter 7.
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common-sense-spaceand the transformations of suchcomplex situationscan be explained by

the simplecausations(in particular, the physical mechanism) when these objectsinteract with

each other. Thecomplex systemscan be the man-made artefacts (simple or complex machines).

They can be the naturalbiological organismsor social organisationsof different functions.

The development of domain specificcausal knowledgeis important for two aspects. On the one

hand, they are involved directly in predicating states ofcomplex situationsover time. There

is the understanding ofcore-domainspecific situations with multiple objects involved in the

chain ofcause-effectrelations. The results from such interactions of physical objects can be

predicted, such as in the cases with Domino games. On the other hand, they are also important

constraints on the development of representation of identities (Ahn et al., 2000; Gelman, 2004).

For example, they are important for the understanding of theinternal partsof identities (which

are complex systems, natural or man-made) for their functional contribution to the behaviours of

the systems as a whole and representation of categories withdistinctive features and properties.

The fourth level (Level-4) cognitive systems (starting from theformal operational period,

i.e. children about 12 years old) can allow the representation of any arbitrarily specified situa-

tions. Thecomplex situationscan involve identities from differentcore-domainsand fromdif-

ferent spaces, such as smaller particles or larger scale environment. In Piaget’s theory, there are

the development offormal logical systemsandmathematics(Chapman, 1988; Piaget, 1972). In

particular, Euclidean Geometry can be used to represent space-time (Piaget and Inhelder, 1956).

The fourth level cognitive system is associated with the possibility and capability to repre-

sentany arbitrary situationsin mental operations. This kind of change in cognitive systems

is associated with the functional expectation to support the representation of the environment

which extends in space and changes of states over time. However, when discussing the repre-

sentation ofa situation, what shall be considered is not onlythe possibilityto represent a certain

situation, but also theexact formsof representation. While the possibility to represent any situa-

tion is ultimately constrained by the state of cognitive systems, the exact form of representation

of a complex situation will be determined by the forms of representation ofidentitiesandcausal

knowledgeof the core-domains and scientific domains which are involved in defining the situa-

tion.
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From implicit representation to explicit knowledge

To the concern of a cognitive system which aims at handling different situations in the envi-

ronment, the matter is not only about whether certain information about the situations can be

represented, but also whether useful information can be recalled or inferred so that the recalled

or inferred information can be applied in new applications.The issue is not only aboutwhat

kinds of situations can be represented, but alsohowthe situations are represented.

Thus, there is a minor dimension to understand the development of representation of differ-

ent kinds ofsituationsas contents. Here, the criteria for the figurative differentiation of cogni-

tive systems have to consider whether the representation can be recalled implicitly or explicitly.

Theimplicit representationof an object is often associated with direct sensorimotor experiences

with it. In Mandler (2000a)’s account of Piaget, theexplicit representationmeans therecall can

be made in the absence of the direct stimulations of objects in the environment. However, the

recall of objects inaction schemesis a different matter from the recall of properties associated

with the objects in explicit descriptions.

In this figurative theory, the explicit representation of different kind of situations is empha-

sised as thecriteria. The implicit versusexplicit representation is applicable to the representa-

tion of identities, core domains, andcomplex situations. Within each level of cognitive systems,

there is the capability to haveexplicit representation of certain situations. That is, the onset of

a particular level is defined by the explicit representationof the corresponding kind of situa-

tions. However, theimplicit representation can exist at a much earlier time. The matter can be

further complicated with another distinction ofrepresentationandknowledgein Piaget’s theory

(Brown, 1975; Piaget and Inhelder, 1973). The termknowledgeis associated with the capability

of making inferences(e.g. to infer properties of an unseen object or predict behaviours based

on causal theories). The development of such a capability can extend well beyond the cognitive

level where the explicit representation of a certain situation first develops.

Piaget identified the fourperiodsof cognitive system based on the different operational

styles (Chapman, 1988). However, because of the different classification criteria, the four levels

of cognitive system in this thesis correspond but do not match exactly with Piaget’s fourperiods

in terms of when theystartandend. Another note is that two consequent levels of the cognitive

systems can have considerable overlaps to each other in terms of what kinds ofsituationsin

the environment can be represented. What is meaningful in order to differentiate the levels of
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cognitive systems is perhaps only the onset time of a new level. This is because, once a cognitive

system has become capable of dealing withcomplex situations, it does not imply that it stops

the capability to deal withsimple situations. Rather, the representation of acomplex situation

always demands the representation ofidentitiesand theirrelationswithin it, which aresimple

situationsin themselves.

3.3.2 The four stages of conceptual systems

In this thesis, the development of conceptual systems focuses on the representation of objects,

which are in situations of different kinds. The differentiation of the four levels of a conceptual

system is largely based on the different forms the representation of an identity can have, from

unknown, to implicit representation of an identity in actions and action schemes, toexplicit rep-

resentation of the identity which can be treated as a whole inlocations, toexplicit representation

of the identity in descriptions with attributes (Karmiloff-Smith, 1986, 1992)15.

On four developmental stages for objects in four levels of cognitive systems

The development of representation of objects in the common-sense-space starts with the im-

plicit representation. This is the main form of representation of objects in the mind of children

between Stage I (about one-month-old) to Stage IV (about four-month-old) in the sensorimo-

tor period. In Piaget’s theory, before stage I, there is not permanent representation of objects,

although there are differentactions schemeswhich can be recalled for different kinds of ob-

jects (Mandler, 2000a, 1988; Mandler and McDonough, 2000) and there are mature perceptual

15On the development of a conceptual system, the theory in thisthesis has assimilated the representation re-

description (RR) model of Karmiloff-Smith (1986, 1992) which emphasised the different forms of representation,

from implicit to explicit and three explicit kinds of representation. However, there are significant differences. For

one thing, the representation changes studied in Karmiloff-Smith (1986, 1992) are associated with different kinds

of contents beyond the representation of the category of substances. For another, regarding the development of

representation fornatural-unitsof substances as identities, the exact meanings of the second and third types of

explicit representation of Karmiloff-Smith (1986, 1992) are too vague for the purpose of modelling. Thirdly, the

explicit representation in conceptual systems has to be clearly distinguished from the explicit representation with

domain independent symbolic systems. The first and second type of explicit representation in the RR theory of

(Karmiloff-Smith, 1992) can largely be taken as representation in conceptual systems (such as language). The third

type of explicit representation in the RR model can be associated with representation with independent symbolic

system. This thesis only focuses on the explicit representation in conceptual systems.
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modalities for the representation of shapes (Kellman, 1984; Kellman and Kenneth, 1987). The

development of object permanency at stage IV marks theStage 1of conceptual development.

The first stage of the conceptual systems (Stage-1) is associated with explicit representa-

tion of objects. However, the representation of objects at stage IV is rather restricted in that

infants fail to search a new location after a short delay whenthe object was shifted into a new

location even in the full view of the infant (Harris, 1975; Bremner, 1985; Munakata, 1998; The-

len and Bates, 2003). There is a close tie between theobjectand itslocations. The capability

to represent different locations for the same object can become mature only by the end of the

sensorimotor period.

The restricted representation of objects shall be understood from two aspects. On the one

hand, the explicit distinction ofstatesof an object and an object as 4D existence should be

made. An object is bonded with a location. In stage V, infantscan find the hidden object after

a longer delay even if the object was shifted to several positions. In stage VI, searching can

be successfully performed, even when the shifting of positions happened out of the sight of an

infant. Here, the success in Stage VI is associated with the representation of spatial locations.

A child at stage VI can be said to have a reasonably good grasp for representation of alocation

in terms of the collection or configuration of objects explicitly. On the other hand, not only is

there the understanding that an object can be at different locations at different times, but also

the general understanding of a location, a kind ofgrounddefined in terms of the configuration

of objects.

The second stage of conceptual development (Stage-2) is associated with the development

of the explicit descriptions with attributes for the representation of an object (Litowitz, 1977).

The explicit descriptions can include the understanding offunctions. Sometimes, there are prop-

erties such asshapesandphysical material. Since language descriptions (which are supported

by the conceptual development) of this sort are rather common in children at the end of the

pre-operational period (about 7-years-old), the explicitrepresentation of an object with explicit

representation of functions, physical material, shapes, and locations should be possible earlier

for children at the end of the first stage of pre-operational period (at about 4 to 5 years old).

TheLevel-2cognitive development underlying thisStage-2conceptual system is the foun-

dation for the structural change of the representation of objects and has the fundamental impacts

on later development of conceptual systems. One major change of the cognitive development

is the explicit understanding ofrelationsbetween and among identities. Unlike in the sensori-
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motor period, where these relations are embedded in the actions of a child, by the end of this

Stage-2 of conceptual development, there are the explicit representations ofspatial relationsof

objects and thetemporal relationsof different states of the same object over time.

To understand the data from the related cognitive literature, a few distinctions should be

made clear. Firstly, spatial relations of objects should bedifferentiated from the relations of

different states of the same object as seen from different perspectives when it is held in hand.

The spatial relations among objects themselves should alsobe differentiated from these relations

established indirectly by their relations to a person (i.e.Piaget’s allocative versus egocentric

representation). Secondly, the objective temporal relation of objects (e.g. parents and a child)

should both be differentiated from two other kinds of temporal relations. One is the temporal

relations of the same object at different locations at different time (i.e. the change of locations).

These different states belong to the same individual. The other is the relations of objects which

are established by a child in the sequence of actions, e.g. inNelson (1986).

There are the representations ofparts of identities andcontextsof identities in their own

right. In other words, there are “natural-units” of different ontological natures from functional

perspective, i.e. the differentiations of “natural units”asstandalone figuresin common-sense-

space, parts, andcollectionsof identities. This functional dimension to differentiate“natural

units” will be called thehorizontal dimension, which is important for the latter development of

the system ofcore-domainsandontological-kinds. Theparts are mostlyboundary partsand

can be associated with functions of objects. They also definethe overall shapes of objects. The

contexts(for objects) can be defined in terms ofconfigurationsof objects. However, these ob-

jects (or substances in containers) are the ones which are not too big or small for the perceptual

examination by a person without external aid. The representation for objects (such as house

and building) or environmental settings (e.g. a hospital ora suburb) on the large scales in their

own right are only started and understood with emphases of their functions. In the concrete

operational period, there are also theconfigurations of landmarksfor the representation of the

large scale environment at a time, which are mainly based on the projection of schema forcon-

figuration of objects. Later, there are also representations of spatial featuresin the even large

environmental scale, such as a city. These are closely related to the representation of space and

differentiations ofcore-domainsin larger spaces relevant for SIScience.

Relevant to the concern of conceptual development, there are two other directions to be

noted. 1) Once objects are also studied for theirinternal parts, functionsof parts, andmaterial
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componentsfor different parts. Such a study has prepared the establishment of the core-domain

of physics as distinctive and further development of physical sciences and engineering in later

development. 2) For an identity in a cognitive system, it is defined in terms of its direct rela-

tions to a person who perceives, acts, recognises, and formsa cognitive representation of such

an identity. For an identity in a conceptual system, an identity is defined in terms of their re-

lations to other identities which are either in the same or different core domains in conceptual

systems. There are sorting identities into categories. Therepresentation ofcollectionsof ob-

jects as a distinctive kind is a crucial development not onlyfor spatial representation, but for the

development ofcategories(Nelson, 1986) andconcepts(Markman, 1983).

The third stage (Stage-3) conceptual system starts at the time before the end of the pre-

operational period of Piaget’s theory. From the perspective of conceptual representation, the

development is associated with the explicit differentiations of identities intocore-domainsand

studied within theircore-domains(Wellman and Gelman, 1998). The explicit representation

of an object can includeinternal partswhich are seen from the functional perspective. More

importantly, the representation of an object can assimilate the sequence of representations of

the same object with perhaps different states (e.g. wearingdifferent address or with different

hairdo) at different locations (e.g. at home or in school). These are demonstrated well by the data

from the study of 4-year-olds of their representation change at this period. For the underlying

cognitive systems, there are explicit representations offunctional relationsof parts to the object

as a whole. There are also the knowledge ofcausal relationsof objects when they interact and

explicit distinctions ofcausationswhen identities of different ontological-kinds interact.These

are the foundation for the development of thecore-domainsin thecommon-sense-space, i.e. the

explicitly differentiatedcore-domainswhich are associated with specific situations and further

development of representation and knowledge of these special situations.

The above study has mainly examined the changes to the conceptual systems up to the third

level cognitive systems, i.e. objects can be classified intotheir core-domains and studied within

the context of core-domains. Regarding the changing form for the representation of identities

in the common-sense-space in thefourth-stage, there are two empirical observations which

should be taken into consideration for any theoretical account:

• There are different theories for the representation of categories (Smith and Medin, 1981).

While the ontological kinds and core-domains can be the constraints on the represen-
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tation of identities which are studied asfiguresin core-domains, the precise constraints

should be spelt out. For such a concern, the representation of identities in terms offormal

schematashould be distinguished from the knowledge of identities for different functional

uses.

• The development and maturation of a fourth stage (Stage-4) conceptual system corre-

sponds to theformal operationalperiod in Piaget’s classification. At this stage, there

is the possibility to provideintensional definitionsto concepts (Vygotsky, 1986; Sigel,

1983) and the further development of category systems, in particular taxonomies.

On further development of conceptual systems

The above explanation of the four stages of conceptual systems is about the development of rep-

resentation of objects in thecommon-sense-space. For understanding the further development

of a conceptual system, two positions are maintained.

Firstly, while the four levels of cognitive system is often taken as the general trend for

the representation of the environment, the development of conceptual system may be taken as

domain specific (Karmiloff-Smith, 1992) in that, forsituationsof different complexity as dis-

tinctive units of representation in their own right, their representations start at different times

in comparison with the starting time for the representationof objectsin the immediate environ-

ment of a person. Theidentitiesin situationsin the larger or smaller spaces can be explicitly

represented only when the cognitive systems can start to represent explicitly such situations. In-

deed, the applications of the four-stages of conceptual systems for differentcognitive contents

are constrained by the general development of cognitive systems.

Secondly, development of conceptual system is also domain general in that the general pat-

tern of development may appear the same for the representations of situations of different kinds

(Karmiloff-Smith, 1986, 1992). The development of the conceptual structure for the represen-

tation of objects in the common-sense-space is the foundation for learning the representation of

identities in other situations. Although the first stage fordifferent contents may appear at dif-

ferent times, the general sequences of development can stay. That is, for the representation of

identitiesin other situations in different spaces, the same pattern ofchange of the representation

forms forobjectsin common-sense-space will be repeated16.

16In Piaget’s theory of cognitive development, the relevant idea may be the so calledvertical andhorizontal
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3.3.3 On representation and structural constraints

Indeed, to provide a consistent explanation of the empirical data for cognitive development

is an important research in its own right. However, this re-interpretation is also intended to

serve a practical purpose, i.e. for the design of new information architecture for SISystems.

For such a purpose, the cognitive system and the development, as seen from the perspective of

representation of identities, should be stated rigidly. While the fourth-level cognitive structure

and fourth-stage conceptual structure should be modelled,further details about this structure

will be needed and specified.

Following Piaget’s understanding, the representations ofidentities in the mind of a person

are highly dependent on the development of cognitive and conceptual systems. The form of rep-

resentation of identities is always correlated with the general changes ofcognitiveandconcep-

tual structure. The key purpose to study the development of structural changes is to understand

the constraints on the representation of an identity. However, the topic of structural constraints

on the representation of identities in mind is rather complex. For such an issue, Piaget’s ideas

of structure d’ensemblefor the state of the cognitive and conceptual structure, hisposition on

representational change, and his complexidentity rulesfor the representation of identities will

be proved to be crucial. While the rest of this thesis is devoted to such a discussion, a short

introduction will be given below:

For understanding representation and knowledge in Piaget’s theory

Piaget’s understandings on representation fromsensorimotorto representationalintelligences

in general (Piaget, 1962) and his complex idea ofidentity rules(Elkind, 1969)17 can provide

a ground for developing a figurative theory of representation. Regarding the representation in

mind, there are two general perspectives to study the complex picture drawn by Piaget’s theory.

decalagesfor the development of thestructure-of-the-whole. However, the two ideas are explained in Piaget’s

logic of groups and ratherabstracts. According to (Chapman, 1988, 149):

The fact that groups and groupings can be found at different levels of development was referred

to by Piaget under the rubric “vertical decalages”. The latter may be opposed to “horizontal de-

calages”, referring to the fact that within a given structurally defined level, the same structure may

appear at different ages with respect to different contents.

17See Section4.2 and 4.3.
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Firstly, Piaget (1962) has stated the general changes in mind from sensorimotorto repre-

sentationalintelligences. This kind ofrepresentational changecorresponds to the distinctions

made in this thesis on the representation understood in a cognitive system with a focus onac-

tions andaction schemesto the representation understood in a conceptual system where the

representation of an identity is definable by its similarities and differences to other identities.

Another note about therepresentationin this kind of discussion is that therepresentationis

about thewhole. Similarly, in Piaget’s theory, there is the change of knowledge, from egocentric

to allocative understanding (Bremner, 1978a). In egocentric representation, the representation

of the environment and the relations in the world are established with the direct involvement

of an organism as the agent. In an allocative representation, the environment is represented

objectively with the relations in the world as the conceptual constructs.

Secondly, Piaget’s complex idea ofidentity rules(Elkind, 1969) is also important for un-

derstanding the structural changes related to the representation of identities. The representation

of an identity in Piaget’s theory has gone through several changes, from sensorimotor based to

conceptual representation. For example, to understand thedevelopmental changes of represen-

tations in cognitive and conceptual systems, the idea ofobject permanencyand its implication

on representation is crucially important (Harris, 1973; Bremner, 1985). It marks the start of

conceptual development where the world can be represented in its own right. However,repre-

sentationandknowledgeof identities should also be distinguished in Piaget’s theory. The latter

requires not only recall of an absent object, but also inferences of properties which have not

been observed in the past18. The idea ofidentity rulesimplied in theconservation task, sorting

task, andclass inclusiontask (Elkind, 1969; Brainerd, 1978) is about knowledge development.

While the conception of an identity is derived in comparisonwith others in terms of similarities

and differences, the knowledge of identities develops in the application of their representations

18Regarding the representation of identities, Piaget’s position is compatible with but more complex than the rep-

resentation re-description (RR) model of Karmiloff-Smith(1986, 1992) which proposed the changes from implicit

to explicit representation. In Piaget’s theory, two kinds of implicit representation of identities can be identified

(one before stage I and the other is about stage II to stage IV). Two kinds of explicit representation of identities

as individualswere also identifiable. One is about the development of object permanency (stage IV). The other

is about the development of representation with explicit attributes involved in representation (from stage IV till

the end of pre-operational period). The explicit descriptions are possible only when explicit representation for the

(physical, spatial, or functional) properties become possible.
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in mind. These positions of Piaget will be kept in this thesis19.

On structures as the constraints on the representation of identities

Ontologically, the structural constraint is related to theexistence and the contexts of an identity

in the world. The different locations in space-time can restrict the kind of direct sensorimotor

examinations.

Cognitively and conceptually, the termstructural constrainton representation is understood

in association with the states of cognitive systems and the states of conceptual systems. To de-

velop an appropriate account of the development of the representation of an identity, two kinds

of structural changes should be treated separately. One is about the change of cognitive struc-

ture for the possible explicit representation of differentkinds of identities. The constraint from

the state ofcognitive structureis also related to what kinds of identities andcomplex situation

can be represented. The other is about the changes of the conceptual structure, which constrain

the exact forms of representation (Vygotsky, 1986; Karmiloff-Smith, 1992). The constraints

from the state ofconceptual structureare related to how the representation of an identity and

a complex situationcan be realised. They are also related to the conceptual re-organisations of

categories of identities within a core-domain and the development of a representation schema

for a particular application where the representations of identities are often involved.

Four levels of structural constraints on the representation of identities will be studied, which

are about 1) system ofcore-domainsand system ofontological-kinds, 2) the distinctions of

different conception levelsfor the representation of identities and the distinctions of different

kinds of causal knowledge, 3) the development of representation of situations as particular and

different kinds ofcategory systems, and 4) theformal schematafor the representationand

knowledgeof identities and the constraint ofattributesof different ontological-kinds20.

The state of acognitive systemand structurecorresponds to thestructure-d-ensemblein

19The development of knowledge of identities has gone throughother changes, including structural distinction

of individualsversuscategories(Brainerd, 1978) and changes from pre-concept in descriptions to the possibility

of providing definitions (Sigel, 1983). For the synthesis ofPiaget’s complex idea of identity rule, see Sections 3.3

and 4.4. Further discussions can also be found in Section 6.3.
20For the re-definition of cognitive structure as the-structure-of-the-whole in terms of part-whole relations,see

Section 4.3. For the system of specialisedcore-domainsandapplication-oriented-domainssupported by the fourth

level cognitive systems, see Section 5.3. For the system of ontological-kinds of identities supported by the fourth

level cognitive systems, see Section 7.3.
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Table 3.4: Kinds of constraints and kinds of representation

Levels Constraints Representations

First-level cognitive and conceptual

structures

implicit versus explicit representation

Second-

level

situations and types of

applications

explicit descriptions of individuals versus con-

ceptions on different inclusive levels; causal

knowledge of different kinds

Third-level category systems of

core-domains

explicit conceptions in core-domains versus rep-

resentation in languages, distinctive causal theo-

ries

Third-level ontological-kinds of

core-domains

representation in formal schemata versus knowl-

edge of categories with definitions versus repre-

sentation in applications

Piaget’s theory. Thestate of cognitive systemis correlated with the support for the representation

of a system of specialised domains and a system ofontological-kindsof identities. The identities

of different core-domains bear part-whole relations to each other. Thecognitive structureas

a whole is to accommodate identities as “natural-units” in the world which are in variously

defined situations. However, whether or not an identity is explicitly represented as a member of

anontological-kindand acore-domainis determined not only by nature, but also the state of a

cognitive system21. This is about the first level structural constraint on representation.

The second-level-constraintrefers to the conceptions ondifferent-inclusive-levelsand dif-

ferent kinds ofcausal-knowledge, which are calledvertical andhorizontaldimensions of con-

ceptual structure. They are developed to support the representation of an arbitrarily specified

situation in mind needed for different types ofapplications. They are also constraints on the

specialisation ofcore-domainsas well as the representation of identities within acore-domain.

The exact form of representation of an identity is constrained by the state of representation and

21That is, the representation of an identity, e.g. an animal asan existence in its own right is different from the

representation of it as a member of a biological domain, i.e.the animal as a member of a kind. For the second

understanding, it requires the cognitive systems reached the third level.
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knowledge of its core-domain22.

The third-level-constrainton the representation of identities, also calledrelational con-

straints, is about the various constraints from core-domains. The structural constraints on repre-

sentations are in terms of the development ofbasic levelcategories (Rosch, 1978) andcategory

systemsof different kinds (Murphy and Medin, 1985). This tendency to develop a set of basic

level categories and the different kinds of category systems are applicable to all core domains,

however, the exact state of representation and knowledge ofa core domain is determined by the

general development of cognitive and conceptual structureas well as the experience with the

specific domain. The state of a core domain is closely relatedto the representation and knowl-

edge of identities of a distinctiveontological-kind(Keil, 1989a) and domain specificcausal

theories(Gopnik, 1996). The intended uses or applications also constrain the representation of

categories (Ross, 1997, 1999; Markman and Ross, 2003)23.

For the representation of an identity, thefourth-level-constraint, also calledformal con-

straints, is related to the development of domain specificformal schemataandattributesfor the

representation of identities. Theidentitieswhich are newly encountered can be sorted intocore-

domainsand classified into one of theontological-kinds. Identities of differentontological-

kindsare often associated with different patterns of representation, i.e. with different attributes.

Attributes involved in the representation of identities are of different ontological kinds. They

can be defined mathematically, but in different forms24.

3.4 Summary

This chapter has presented an overview of a situation based theory of cognitive and conceptual

systems. Firstly, the idea of situations as 4D framed substances was introduced. There are also

different perspectives regarding the representation of such situations in mind.

Secondly, four levels of cognitive and conceptual systems are differentiated based on this

idea of situations. The representation of an identity is essentially restricted by the state of a

22For the structural constraint of four conception levels, see Sections 4.4, 6.3, and 8.3. For the structural con-

straint of four kinds of causal knowledge, see Sections 4.4 and 6.2.
23For domain representation and knowledge and structural constraints from core-domains, see Sections 6.2 and

6.3.
24For modelling the representation and knowledge of identities of different ontological-kinds, see Sections 7.3

and 8.3. For the constraints from attributes on the representation of identities, see Section 8.4.
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cognitive and conceptual system. Specifically, two theoretical positions are studied from a fig-

urative perspective. The state of cognitive structure at a time constrains the possible situations

which can be handled. The stage of conceptual structure at a time constrains the possible form

for representation of identities (however, the ontological natures of the identities shall also be

taken into the consideration). The fourth level cognitive structure and fourth stage conceptual

structure supports the specialisations of core domains in the common sense world, small space,

and large spaces for identities. This situation based Ontology of the world and situation based

re-interpretation of Piaget’s theory of cognitive system and development lay down the founda-

tion for the discussion ofstructuralandformalconstraints on the representation of identities.



Chapter 4

A situation-based understanding of

structural constraintson identities

4.1 Introduction

A figurative understanding of Piaget’sstructure-of-the-wholeand consequently the understand-

ing of structural constraints on representation can be achieved based on the situation-based

Ontology and the situation-based figurative re-interpretation of Piaget’s cognitive theory of de-

velopment. The idea of situations is crucial for understanding cognitive development as well

as the constraints of cognitive and conceptual structure onthe representation of identities. This

chapter will present an overview of thestructural constraintson the representation of identities.

Specifically, three issues will be covered:

Section 4.2 will present the situation-based understanding of locationsandlocational con-

straintson the representation of identities.Identitiesare insituationsin the world, i.e.situations

are contexts ofidentities. The understanding ofsituationsas the locations of identities will be

differentiated from the understanding ofspacesas the locations of identities.Situationsare

important because they are cognitivecontentsthemselves as well as thecontextsof identities in

the environment.

Section 4.3 will explain thestructure-of-the-wholefrom the perspective of representation of

identities. Two issues will be covered. One is about the three levels of organisations and the

threeorganisation unitsfor the development ofrepresentationandknowledgeof identities. The

other is the re-definition of Piaget’s abstractstructure-of-the-wholefrom the perspective of the

representation of identities. This is about the first level structural constraint. Thestructure-of-

the-wholewill be explicitly re-defined with identities asparts andwholesin part-wholerela-

tions.

Section 4.4 will introduce thesecond and third level structural constraintson the repre-
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sentation of identities. Thesecond level structural constraintis in terms ofconceptionson

different inclusive levels for identities and a system of different kinds ofcausal knowledgefor

core-domains. These are called thevertical andhorizontaldimensions for the conceptual sys-

tems respectively. Thethird level structural constraintis about the development ofbasic level

categoriesandcategory systemsof different kinds for core domains, which are results from con-

ceptual re-organisations of identities within core-domains. These positions are generalised from

the empirical studies onidentity rulesand associatedcognitive processesin cognitive literature.

They will also be studied further in details in the followingchapters of this thesis.

4.2 On identities-in-situationsin the world and in mind

From the situation-based Ontology,identitiesare insituationsin the space-time. Situations are

contexts and locational constraints of identities. This section will present a detailed discussion

on situationsas thelocationalconstraints of identities. Firstly, Zubin’s proposal of four spaces

for identities will be briefly reviewed. A two-level-understanding of the spaces as the locations

for identities will be explained. Secondly, a situation-based understanding of contexts will be

emphasised since situations are both locational constraints for identities as well as cognitive

contents of representation themselves. A formal distinction of spacesversussituationsas the

contexts for identities in the environment will be given. A formal analysis of theformal subtypes

for the characterisations of situations as contexts of identities is given. Thirdly, a few special

situations as contexts of identities will be defined. These distinctions can allow the situation-

based definitions ofimmediate situationsfor ontological distinctions of identities,core-domain

situations, situations forlearning (hereafterlearning) and situations for applying the learned

representation and knowledge of identities and other kinds(hereafterapplications).

4.2.1 On Zubin spaces and spatial features in Zubin Spaces

To discuss the locations of identities, a short review of Zubin’s proposal of four spaces for

spatial features in environmental studies should be given first.

In the literature of SIScience, Couclelis (1992) discusseda classification of the world into

four different spaces based on an oral presentation of Zubinin NCGIA’s initiative 2 specialist

meeting. In this presentation, Zubin presented a theory of four categories of space according
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to different spatial scales. These spaces are named asA-space, B-space, C-space, andD-space.

There are different categories of spatial features in each of the relevant spaces. For the first three

spaces, the scale is increasing from smaller to larger.

A-space is the space for everyday objects, which are usuallysmaller than human bodies.

A-space is also called the table-top world. A spatial feature in this space is often small enough

to be seen from a single point of view. It is usually an object that can be manipulated by hands.

Many of them are human-made.

B-space is filled by larger objects than the ones in the A-space. These objects are too big

to be manipulated directly. They can be interacted with in different ways (e.g. a vehicle), but

they still can be sensed and perceived by direct experience.This space is called thecityscape

in Frank et al. (2001). The cognition of an object in this space is from different aspects. The

different perceived aspects are then integrated together to form a whole view of it. A building

can be such an object (Couclelis, 1992). This level is about the environmental settings where

our daily activities happen. There are landmarks and roads for this space, and these spatial

features define a city on an even larger scale where a person may navigate daily.

The C-space is the space larger than a B-space, with larger landscapes which are hardly

accessible by direct sensorimotor experience. The termgeographic landscapein Frank et al.

(2001) is equivalent to things in the C-space. Spatial features in C-space “experienced only

by integration of perceptual experiences over space and time through memory and reasoning,

or through the use of small scale models such as maps” (Mark etal., 1999). This is the space

concerned by environmental studies.

The D-space is the largest space and with the highest complexity. The entities and phe-

nomena in the D-space are constructed. The formation of a spatial feature shall be based on

considerations of both spatial and other non-spatial knowledge, information, and belief. The

explanation of the D-space is, in a sense, unclear in literature. To such a D-space, the con-

tents and structures are still far beyond our understanding(Couclelis, 1992). But it is said, the

D-space is the space with the involvement of entities or phenomena which are defined with

conceptual, institutional and social dimensions of consideration.

This proposal of Zubin on four spaces for spatial features isquite influential to the study of

ontologies in SIScience. As pointed out by Couclelis (1992), the classification of the different

spaces is relevant to make the point that human experience ofthese spaces are not homogeneous,

but strongly scale dependent and intentional. The identities of spatial features are differentiated
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into spaces of different sizes. The spaces play an importantconstraint on the representation of

spatial features in each of the spaces.

On spaces as the locational constraints of identities

The spaces are indeed important constraints for the development of the representation of iden-

tities in mind. Bothan identityand its environment (which refers to the part of the world

excluding the identity) are handled simultaneously in brain with the ventral and dorsal visual

pathways in the brain respectively (Norman, 2002). However, there is a concern regarding how

the constraints of spaces as the locations of identities canbe taken into account directly.

From the empirical data on the earlier cognitive development (see Section 3.3), however, the

cognitive development in differentiating the environmentas thecontextof an identity has gone

through a few steps and with increasingly enriched understanding. In Piaget’s theory, there

is the change from the egocentric to the allocative representation of the environment. A few

relevant observations in cognitive literature should be noted:

1. A location is earlier defined egocentrically which is largely about the infant who acts upon

the object. In later stage of development, a location is defined in allocative manner where

other objects and their relations contribute to the objective definition of the location (in

Stage V of the sensorimotor period) (Bremner, 1985). In other words, anidentity is now

in acontextin theenvironment. The context is the location of the identity.

2. Identities can be differentiated into one of the three distinctive functional kinds as the

figures, parts, andcuesfor locations. Correspondingly, the environment can be differen-

tiated into three kinds of spaces, i.e. thecommon-sense-spacefor the figures, the small

space for theparts, and the larger space for thelocations.

3. There are further distinctions of the environment in eachof the three spaces. For the

further distinction of the common-sense-space, there are the distinctions of three core-

domains for a figure. For the small-space, the part is studiedwith parts and contexts and

there are increasingly differentiated small spaces. For the large environment, there are

the increasingly differentiated large spaces as the contexts for spatial-features defined on

different scales. The four Zubin spaces can be understood asresults from the application

of this repeated pattern of development to the study of locations.
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Thus, it can be proposed that regarding the context for an identity, there is a two-step ap-

proach. Firstly, there is the distinction of thecommon-sense-spacefrom the small-space and

large-space. From the formal perspective, if there is a single point to represent the universe, the

universe as a whole can be differentiated into five points with the three spaces plus two theo-

retical limits. That is, the original single point of the world is differentiated into five points for

five spaces. The five spaces are: the theoretical limit of zerospace (0w), thesmall-space(Sw),

the common-sense-space(Cw), the large-space(Lw), and thetheoretical limit of the infinitely

large-space(U).

Figure 4.1: The two levels of spaces for identities

Secondly, there are further distinctions of the spaces as the contexts of identities in their cor-

responding spaces. For thenatural-unitsin small-space, on the one hand, they are in situations

in the small-worldSw. On the other hand, when they are studied in their own right (i.e. they

are treated as figures and can have their own contents and contexts), it can also lead to the fur-

ther differentiations of thesmall-spaceinto thesmall-space(Sw) which bordered directly with

thecommon-sense-space, thesmaller space(XSw), thesmallest space(XXSx). The “natural-

units” which are studied in the smaller world (XSw) can be refined into smaller and smaller
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ones, down to the theoretical limitation of zero size (Figure 4.1)1.

Also on the second level, there is a similar pattern of differentiations for the large-space. The

nature of identities in the large-space in the first level distinction is about being the locations

or contexts. The result from this differentiation of the large-space is thelarge-space(Lw), the

larger space(XLw), and the largest (XXLw) up to the infinitely large. This understanding

bear direct relations to the four Zubin spaces (i.e. B-space, C-space, and D-space). In terms

of being locations of objects or people, these spatial features in different Zubin spaces are

the same functionally. However, identities in A-space can be figures which are biologically

relevant directly. There are also inherent functional relations of identities from the different

Zubin spaces. The universe (U) is the theoretical limit towards the infinitely large whichcan

also be represented by an abstract point. However, this point for the universe (U) refers to a

container for all the things which have been identified and will be identified within it.

Following Goodchild et al. (2007), for the relevancy of SIScience, the environment is de-

fined by thecommon-sense-space, part of the small-space, and part of the large-space. The

study ofnatural-unitswhich are extremely small, such as atoms and molecules studied in the-

oretical physics and chemistry and those which are extremely large, such as stars and other

objects larger than the size of the earth in cosmology are excluded. If the expected application

scope of a SISystem shall be as described in Goodchild et al. (2007), the set of spatial features

shall at least include substances and objects in the A-spaceand the smaller natural-units corre-

sponding to thepartsof objects in A-space. The four Zubin spaces are particularly relevant to

understanding the different ontological-kinds of spatial-features studied in SISciences2 and are

to be handled by the SISystems.

On functional nature in the distinctions of spaces as contexts

A crucial point should be clarified regarding thefunctionalnature of the three spaces (i.e. the

common-sense-space, small-space, and large-space). Cognitively, the three spaces are func-

tionally defined for being the contexts for identities whicharefigures, parts for the contents,

and locationsrespectively. The common-sense-space (Cw) is defined by being contexts of the

figureswhich are biologically meaningful and can be acted upon by hands. The small-space

1These differentiated spaces for identities are important in studying the ontological-kinds of identities and

core-domains for the environmental studies.
2See Section 7.3 for detailed discussion on the ontological-kinds of identities.
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(Sw) and large-space (Lw) are the environments which are too small and too large to be directly

relevant. Later, there are the distinctions of thesmallandsmaller-spacesand thesmall-space

become the environmental context for studyinginternal partsor portions of substancesof fig-

ures. The large-space is also differentiated in thelarge and larger-spaceand thelarge-space

refers to the relevant environment which contains the locations of the figures (Figure 4.1.).

The boundaries of these three spaces are hard to drawn. The small-world (Sw) has the mini-

mum size of zero. The maximum boundary of the small-space canbe approximately defined by

the sizes of theobjectsin thecommon-sense-spaceor thesizesof theportionsof substances or

stuffs(e.g. a bag of grocery (Wierzbicka, 1984)) which can be handled by the bare hands. The

common-sense-space (Cw) is mainly defined by the sizes of objects in A-space and B-space.

However, it can also include parts of objects in A-space and thus the minimum boundary is

largely approximated by the sizes of samples as portions of substances or thepartsof A-space

objects. Similarly, the large space (Lw), which is generally thelocational contextfor identities

as figures in the common-sense-space (which are interested and act upon by a person), has the

minimum size which allow all kinds of objects (including people) in the common-sense-space

to be contained. The minimum size can correspond to the size of objects in A-space. Theoreti-

cally, it does not need a maximum size for the bottom boundary.

If the spaces are functionally defined, it implies that the identities studied in one of these

three spaces are associated with an inherent functional role. The functional value is important

for distinguishing these identities as well as the situations as their contexts in the same space.

However, the knowledge of the absolute sizes of spaces for identities alone does not provide

sufficient information as constraints on their representation. The functional roles of identities

are yet to be understood on two levels, i.e. in terms of their functional relations to the concern of

a person and to the concern of other identities. Regarding their functional relations to a person,

when anatural-unithas one of the three functional roles as thefigure, part, or locational cue, it

is correspondingly studied in thecommon-sense-space, small-space, andlarge-space.

The natural-units in the small-space are often for understanding the contents of physical

components for identities which are figures of study. Thesmall-space(Sw) can correspond to

the sizes of theparts for objects or the sizes ofsamplesof substances ordata supports(i.e.

samples which supporting the measurement of physical properties). The study ofnatural-units

in this small space is to understand the materials which givethe visible physical properties of

differentsubstances, objectsor theirdistinctive partsin the common-sense-space (for example,
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different materials for parts of machines or cells for organisms). Thesmaller spaceis (XSw)

with atomsandmoleculesin physics and chemistry which explain the differences of materials.

The observation of such units directly or their actions often involve the use of certain instru-

ments. Thesmallest space(XXSw) for thefundamental particleshas the units of sizes further

towards the theoretical limit of zero size (0w).

The large-space(Lw) refers to the immediate context ofobjectsandsubstancesor people

in A-space and B-space (e.g., buildings or small environmental settings, such as childhood

centres or hospital). This space is directly relevant topeople. Thelarger space(XLw) is about

the environmental context for situations which correspondto Zubin’s B-space and C-space,

which include spatial features, such as a city or a type of land use. This space is considered to

include landscapes and natural systems which are characterisations of the earth surface. These

characterised locations are often directly relevant to theliving and the life of a person. This

space is larger, but it still belongs to the observable spacein the sense. They are also locations

for spatial features in B-space in the sense that the identities in B-space can be the elements

or parts for the spatial features in C-space. The third is thelargest space(XXLw), which

is relevant to study thespatial patternsor regions in C-space and D-space. To the study of

SIScience, the largest space is the earth surface and its atmosphere (Goodchild et al., 2007),

which is an element of the universe (Uw). This world is segmented into such variously defined

regions. These identities usually bear indirect relationsto the concern of a person.

On the second level, the functional relations to other identities (relevant to the second level

distinction of spaces) are taken into account directly. There are two cases to be considered.

Firstly, the same identity may take different functional roles in different circumstances. For

example, objects in A-space are usually thefiguresin that the haptic actions of a person can

be applied to them directly. However, they can also functionlike parts (e.g., when used as

tools) orwholes(e.g., they are used to indicate locations) in different application circumstances.

Secondly, identities in small-space are often theparts for studying the contents of figures in

the common-sense-space or the large-space. Identities in the large-space are thewholesfor

studying thecontextsof identities in the common-sense-world or small-space in the general

sense. However, the identities in the large-space or small-space can also be studied as figures

in their core-domains. Thus, this two-levels approach to understand the functional roles of

identities is necessary, since from the cognitive perspective, different functional roles can be

played in different circumstances.
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4.2.2 Onsituationsas contexts of identities and locations of the environ-

ment

To explicitly account the locational constraints on the representation of identities,situationsas

spatio-temporal framed substances in the environment willbe needed. As the locational con-

texts of identities, they are important since they are the components of the environment as well

as the locations of identities. For developing the representation and knowledge of identities

in mind, situationsin the environment are also crucially important because they are locational

attributes for identities as well the locations to be studied in their own right. In this subsec-

tion, firstly, a fewformal subtypesto define a situation for characterising the environment and

for the context of an identity will be presented. Secondly, the issue is about thelocating of

these cognitively significantsituationsfor identities. A situation can be formally specified with

spatio-temporal coordinates. However, as the context of anidentity as well as a distinctive lo-

cation of the environment in its own right, it is not arbitrarily specified. The situations which

are locations of figures and distinctive features of the environment have to be studied.

On the formal subtypes for characterising situations as contexts of identities

Situations as 4D units of substances are important because they define the contexts of identities

as well as being the contents of representation themselves.For an identity as a figure, there

must be at least asituation in the environment which can contain the identity. The situation

as the context can be formally differentiated into a fewformal subtypesin terms of how they

characterised thelocations3.

Specifically, a situation can be defined with 1)spatio-temporal framewith geometrical coor-

dinates; 2)regionsof substances. A region may be understood the same as a partition in that they

both refer to the complex environmental situations. However, partitions can be made arbitrarily,

regions cannot; 3)concrete containerwhich can refer to the part of a situation excluding the

identity as thefigure. It can either refer to a simple container or a further characterised ground

by other identities. A geographical region is the environmental context of a person which has

an inherent cause for its existence. However, such a region is more complicated than a partition;

4) landmarksor configurationsof objects within the same spatial context. It includesnatural

3These formal types are involved in the distinction of identities intoontological-kindsfor the locations-kindof

spatial-features in Section 7.3.
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systems(e.g., those studied in geology or hydrology) or phenomena (e.g., events such as floods)

which exist in the large scale environment in their own right; and 5)core-domain situationsand

ontological-kinds. These last two will be further discussed separately.

Figure 4.2: A situation with spatial features, context, andthe background

For any kind of situation, its context can always be defined with spatio-temporal-frame. A

situation as the context of an identity can be defined in Euclidean Geometry, i.e. the formal

specifications of spatio-temporal coordinates for the boundary of the situation. However, the

coordinates can be in global coordinate systems, i.e. the geo-coordinate systems and Calendar

time used for spatial features in geo-scales, or the localised coordinate systems, such as the use

of the Euclidean Geometry for studyingshapesof objects in A-space. A-space is a part of the

environment relevant for studying the locations of small objects.

A situation can also be defined as the substances within a spatio-temporal frame. For a por-

tion of material as a figure within the situation, it is to characterise the concrete material as the

whole within the spatio-temporal frame. A figure of a situation can refers to a distinguished part

of the situation. There are two types. One is derived from thegeometricalpartitionsof a whole,

e.g., the partitions of earth surface with their distinctive characterisations (e.g. natural land-

scapes). The other case is associated with distinguishing aspatial entity from the background,

e.g., anatural systemin the environment.

For a situation with a single spatial-feature, the context of it refers to the part in a spatial-

temporal frame excluding thefigure identity. In this case, the context is about aconcrete con-

tainer, which contains the figure, but the figure is not a part of the container. However, there

is a complex case with aregionwhich refers to the part of the complex situation excluding the

figure. However, this region can be defined with identities ondifferent scales and with different
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Table 4.1: The formal subtypes for the characterisation of situations

Formal subtypes Descriptions

Type-I Spatio-temporal

frame

The specification with coordinates in Euclidean Geom-

etry, in particular the geo-coordinates for spatial loca-

tions and Calendar for temporal durations. This bound-

ary represents essentially a container.

Type-II The whole of the

concrete content

The situation is defined in terms of the continuity of sub-

stances within a spatial-temporal frame. This concrete

content of a situation isa wholewhich can be eitherho-

mogeneousor heterogeneous.

Type-III The container The situation as the location is defined as the container,

which refers to the part of the situation which excludes

the identity as the figure.

Type-IV-1 The landmark The situation as the location is characterised by the other

objects identified in this situation. Each of these other

objects can function as a landmark for the identity which

is the figure of attention.

Type-IV-2 The configuration

or collections

The situation as the location is characterised by the other

objects identified in this situation. However, the loca-

tion for a figure is specified by the configuration of these

other identities.

Type-IV-3 Core-domains The situation as the location is characterised by the other

objects identified in this situation. However, both the

figure and these other identities are of the same ontolog-

ical nature.
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physical and social characterisations.

For a situation which can have multiple identities recognised within it, the context of a figure

is closely related to how the situation which contains the identity can be characterised. For the

context of an object, the definition of its context can be in different ways.

• Landmarks: The ground can be marked by a distinctivespatial-feature(e.g., a landmark)

as thelocational cues. The context of an object is defined by other distinctive spatial

features which can be used to indicate the locations for the figure identity. In particular,

these other spatial features can bear direct causal relations to the figure identity.

• Configurations: The contextis related to the existences of other identities on the same

scale which define the location where the identity of interest can be located. Any one of

the identities can bear spatial and temporal relations to other identities. In other words,

these other identities can define a location for any one of theidentities which is in the

study focus. In such cases, the context of a figure can be restricted to thespatial context

of the figure at a time. For example, a person can appear in a sequence of locations at a

school, in the office, and at home at different times. The locations are defined in terms of

configurationsof objects, buildings, or landmarks. They are the environmental settings

on a larger scale. The contexts of the person are defined in terms of sequences of locations

over time.

• Thecore domains: A core-domain refers to special kind of situations or specially char-

acterised situations with identities belonging to a distinctive ontological nature and these

situations as wholes can be associated with the distinctivepattern of causal knowledge.

Core-domains and ontological-kinds will be studied in later chapters4.

On localising situations for identities in spaces

Spacesin Zubin’s proposal andsituationsin this thesis are both locations and contexts for iden-

tities. However, an important distinction ofspacesandsituationsshould be made. Bothspaces

andsituationscan be containers for identities, however, they decompose the world in differ-

ent manners. The three spaces (i.e. the common-sense-space, small-space, and large-space) are

4More discussion on these can be found in Section 5.3 on systemof core-domainsand Section 7.3 on the system

of ontological-kinds.
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independent components of the world. The small-space has a maximum size for an outside

boundary (i.e. the extension). The large-space has the minimum size for an inside boundary

(i.e. the resolution). Only the common-sense-space is defined with both parameters as spatio-

temporalresolutionandextension. They occupy different locations and their aggregations or

combinations define the world as a whole. The situations, on the other hand, are defined differ-

ently. A situation always starts with zero size and extends beyond. A situation can be restricted

into a single space. It can also be defined across spaces. Although two situations can be lo-

cated in different spatio-temporal locations and thus theyare independent of each other, a large

situation always contains smaller situations within it. The representation for the largest situ-

ation in the world, which is often taken as the approximate ofthe world relevant to a person,

is constructed based on the representations of all the smaller situations experienced directly or

indirectly by the person.

Following the situation-based Ontology, an identity is in (at least) a situation in the envi-

ronment. When situations are studied as locations, they canbe precisely specified. However,

situations are not purely mathematical construct, although they can be specified formally in ge-

ometrical frames. They arecognitive unitswith corresponding existences in the environment.

From the cognitive perspective, situations are important because they are not only the contexts

of identities, but also the contents of representation themselves which are to be handled by the

cognitive systems. As distinctive characterisation of theenvironment, locations are distinctive

situations to be studied in their own right. The representations of identities constrain what kinds

of situations in the environment can be represented. The situations in the environment also

constrain the development of representation of the identities which are contained within the

situations.

The crucial issue relevant to understand the situations is how to locate such situations, given

they are not randomly given. Thelocalisationsof such special situations in space-time are nec-

essary. It is a crucial issue on how these specialsituationswhich are cognitive contents in their

own right can be derived. The localised positions are determined by their relations tospaces

as the contexts on the one hand, as the contexts of identity onthe other hand. While the exact

mechanism and processes are beyond the scope of this thesis,two processes are understood

which can constrain the development of such situations. Oneis the top-down process which

decomposes the environment as the whole. The other is the bottom-up process which focuses

on the study of an identity which has contents and contexts inspace-time. These two processes
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are both recursive. However, they might stop when there is a suitable unit (defined withan

identity in a situation) can be reached.

Figure 4.3: An identity in the world and the identity in mind

From the cognitive perspective, on the one hand, the idea of asituation as the context for an

identity is rather flexible. The situations as the contexts of an identity can be variously defined as

long as the identity is contained in the situations. The existence of a situation is not necessarily

restricted in one space only. However, there is at least one situation as the context of an identity

is in the space where the identity is located. On the other hand, with situations as one level of

contexts of identities, there are at least three-levels in understanding the locations of an identity,

namely, from an identity in the world, to an identity in asituationin a differentiated spacein

theworld (Figure 4.3.

The identityhas the situation as its context andthe situationis definable with the identity

within it. This unit can become stable when it can satisfy oneof the two conditions or both.

One is that the increasing or decreasing the size of the situation will not have significant impact

on the representation of an identity. Or the representationof an identity can be sufficiently

accurate to support the representation of situations wherethe identity is involved as an element.
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Because of the existence of the functional criteria, although both processes can be recursive,

the empirical data may have suggested the temporary balanced states. The special situations

which are represented in theLevel-4 cognitive systems can be understood in the two-levels of

decomposed spaces (as components in the environment in their own right) and two-levels of

constructions of situations (as the contexts for identities).

4.2.3 On situations as contexts from the semantic perspective

To differentiate the special situations which are contextsfor identities and important locations,

three perspectives to study situations will be covered. Firstly, it is about the distinction of

an immediate situationof an identity from any other situation as contexts of the same identity.

Secondly, there is also a distinction of thelearning situations(hereafter, learning) and theappli-

cation situations(hereafter, applications). Learning can happen in the immediate situations and

complex situations as contexts. However, these two kinds oflearning are often associated with

supporting different cognitive functions. Thirdly, situations forontological-kinds, core-domain

specific, andapplicationsare defined.

Immediate situationsand complex situations

A situation can be defined with the identities which can be recognised as the elements of the

situation. The development of cognitive structure is correlated with the representations for the

increasingly complex situations with multiple identitieswhich extend in space and time. Re-

garding these situations as the contexts of identities, from theformalperspective, the situations

can be differentiated into simple or complex kind. When a situation as the context of an identity

has only this identity as its element, it is a simple situation. If it has more than two elements, it

can be a complex situation.

There is a special case of the simple situation calledimmediate situation. The immediate

situation for an identity refers to the situation which contains the single identity as its content

and it defines the maximum extension of the identity it contains. An identity is functionally

meaningful and structurally distinguishable in terms of its relations to other identities. However,

the forms and functions of an identity are inherently constrained by the very existence of such an

identity. This inherent locational constraint can be characterised by the location of itsimmediate

situation. The constraints ofimmediate situationson the representation of identities are not just
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structural in that it contains it, but also functional. The immediate situations, which are contexts

for identities (hence the extensions of the identities), are in different spaces. The ontological-

kind of an identity can be indicated by the nature of the spacewhere such an immediate situation

is located.

When an identity is studied in the contexts of variously defined situations which include

not only the identity of interest, but other identities defined on the same scale5, these situa-

tions are calledcomplex situationsand are contexts for the identity of interest. However, two

types of these complex situations should be differentiated. One refers to the situation where

the other identities in the situation belong to the same ontological-kind. Such situations define

a core-domain. The other refers to the situation which is general in that the other identities in

the situation can belong to either the same or different ontological groups. For identities in the

same space, they can belong to the same or different ontological groups. However, for identi-

ties in situations in different Zubin spaces, they are oftenconsidered as belonging to different

ontological kinds. An identity can be relevant to an application which extends beyond the space

for the extension of a core-domain for the identity6.

Learning and applicationsituations of identities

Regarding the situations as contexts of identities, from functional perspective, these situations

can be differentiated into those forlearningthe representation of identities and those forapply-

ing the learned representation of identities for problem solving.

The representation of an identity is learned in different circumstances. An identity can be

examined as a whole. This often happens in thesimple situationsas the contexts of the identity.

An identity as a figure can have different states at differenttimes. A state can be defined with

distinctive features or the overall shape. It can also have distinctive patterns of transformations,

e.g. self-initiation of actions or processes. The internalcontent of an identity can also be learned

when its parts or components of materials can be examined. This often happens when an object

can be cut through physically or seen through with X-ray machines. The context of an identity

can also be learned when the identity as a figure is examined ina large and complex situation

which involves multiple other identities. These other identities can define the spatial contexts,

5That is, all the situations as the contexts of the identity excluding theimmediate situationof the identity.
6For example, a person which is an object in the common sense world, can contributes to acensus tract, which

is a data support for studying demographical patterns defined on the large space.
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temporal constraints, and possible causal relations to thefigure.

The representation and knowledge of an identity is often learned to support the functional

role it plays. There are two functional roles for an identityin applications, namely, they are

either thewholesor parts. An identity can be the whole in its own right and the container for

other smaller natural-units. For being a whole, an identityeither plays the role of being the

whole of a situation or the container (i.e. as the complex object). When an identity plays the

role of being the part, it contributes to other wholes. It is either a part belonging to another

identity defined on a larger scale. Or it is one of the elementsthat is configured with others

to define a location. An identity as an element of the environment can be located in variously

defined larger situations in the environment.

There is a unit for the representation of an identity and the unit is defined with an identity

which has content and in context. In these situations of learning, an identity can be associated

with three components of information about thefigure, its parts, or thecontextsof it. When

the increasingly detailed components for theinternal contentcan be examined with smaller

and smaller particles, the identities arecomplex objects. The unit of an identitywith content

and in contextcan become stabilised in terms of the representation. The stabilised knowledge

about an identity means the representation can support the use of it to studyother situations

in the environment. That is, the understanding of the internal structure can be sufficient for

understanding and predicting the behaviour patterns of theidentity as a whole on the one hand,

the changes in states when it interacts with other identities in certain situations on the other hand.

Such situations arecore-domain situationsfor the identity and representation and knowledge of

them define acore-domain.

However, both the internal contents and the situations as contexts of an identity can go

beyond the scope of the core-domain of the identity. This happens when there are increasingly

detailed contents and contexts of the identity are to be studied. The state ofknowledgeof an

identity is indeed determined by thelearningof identities and theapplyingthe representation

and knowledge of identities in various situations. When thelearning of an identity is in its

immediate situation, the learning is often associated with the purposes of re-identification and

categorisation. Anyway, the learning can involve the examination of the smallernatural-units

which is far smaller than those necessarily to differentiate the identity within its core-domain.

The applying situations (i.e. applications) are when identities are involved and play certain

functional roles. They can becore-domainspecific situations. However, an application situation
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can involve identities of different core-domains (of the same or even different spaces).

Ontological-kinds, core-domains, and applications

The view that identities are in situations is developed to understand the constraints on rep-

resentation in current cognitive literature. The ideas ofontological-kinds, core-domains, and

applicationsas the constraints on the representation of identities are the main points in cur-

rent cognitive theories. The theories emphasise domain specificities (Smith et al., 1985; Carey,

1985; Gelman and Markman, 1986; Keil, 1989a; Gopnik, 1996) and the effects of contexts on

representation (Murphy and Medin, 1985; Medin and Ortony, 1989; Ross, 1999; Markman and

Ross, 2003). However, these different kinds of constraintsthemselves are rather unclear and

have to be defined. As the first step towards such a purpose of clarification, the two dimensions

to understand these situations have been discussed above.Ontological-kinds, core-domains,

andapplicationsare all special cases of situations7.

Theontological distinctionsof identities are based on the distinctive functional rolesof the

identities to the concern of a person and their functional relations to other identities. For study-

ing identities, the representations and functions of identities are learned in the sensorimotor

examinations. The distinction ofontological-kindsfor identities of spatial-features takes con-

sideration the locations of theimmediate-situationsof identities. That is, the spaces where the

immediate-situationsfor identities are located. The spaces are good cues for understanding the

possible functions of identities. Identities in differentZubin spaces are generally considered as

of different ontological-kinds. The structural differentiations of theimmediate-situationscan

also be useful for ontological distinctions. Within theimmediate-situations, there are either

complex objects(for figures in the common-sense-space) orcomplex situations(for locations in

large-space). For the ontological distinctions of identities, it requires identities to befunctional

andstructuraldistinctive.
7For the further study (with detailed discussion of the cognitive theories in literature) of core-domains, system

of domains for the environment, the states of representation and knowledge of core-domains, and their constraints

on the representation and knowledge of identities, see Chapters 5 & 6. For the further study of ontological kinds,

their natures, cognitive criteria of distinctions, and their constraints on the formal schemata for the models of

identities, see Chapters 7 & 8. For the constraint of applications on the specialisations of core-domains, see

Section 5.4. For the constraints of applications on the states of representation and knowledge of core-domains, see

Sections 6.2 and 6.3.
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Theontological-kindsandcore-domainssometimes even used interchangeably in cognitive

literature. However, in the situation-based theory, the two can be differentiated.Core-domains

as special situations in the environment are also contexts of identities. However, core-domain

situations can include multiple identities of the sameontological-kind. Core-domains are dis-

tinctive from each other. The distinctiveness of core-domain is either because the situations of

different core-domains are in different spaces or they are in the same space but associated with

different kinds ofcausal knowledge. Identities in the common-sense-space can be differentiated

into core-domains of physical objects, animates, or people.

Theapplicationsare situations where an identity is involved. However, the applications can

be the newly encountered situations in the world or an identity is involved in new uses. When the

increasingly comprehensive contextual information aboutthe identity can be included, there are

thecomplex situationsfor the identity. The application situation is a context of an identity which

can extends in space-time. It can include multiple equivalent or larger sizednatural-units. In an

application, an identity contributes to the content of the larger situations or a larger identity. It

can play the role of being theelement, part, orparticle. These three cases shall be differentiated.

Firstly, it can be anelement. The configuration of this element with others can define the internal

structure of a large identity. However, there are either thecollections/spatial configurations of

these elements, or the collection/configurations stay in their own right. Secondly, there are not

only spatial relations of these elements and their configurations, but also inherent functional

relations of thispart with other parts and to the whole defined by them. These multiple parts

can define the complex systems which are thewholesas identities on the large scale. There

are inherent functional connections of these elements which can explain the overall behaviours

of the configurations. The example of such wholes can includenatural systemsor complex

machines. Thirdly, it can neither be the element nor a part. Rather, itmay be considered

as aparticle, which is an even smaller natural-unit. Thisparticle is relevant for defining the

substances of thepart or componentsor contributes to thedata supportswhich define the larger

identity (e.g. people in the demographical studies).

4.3 On representation instructure d’ ensemble

The state of the cognitive systems is astructure-of-the-wholein Piaget’s theory (Chapman,

1988). From the figurative perspective of representing identities, thestructure-of-the-wholecan
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be defined with identities aspartsandwholeswhich bearpart-wholerelations8. The represen-

tations of identities define the state as thestructure-of-the-whole. This structure-of-the-whole

also constrains further representation.

In this section, the structure-of-the-whole will be studied and there are two issues. Firstly,

three levels of organisation and three kinds oforganisation-unitsfor the representation and

knowledge of identities in mind will be clarified. Thestructure-of-the-wholecan contain not

only therepresentation of identities, but also the representation ofidentities-in-situations(i.e.

core-domains) andsituations-with-identities(i.e. applications) areorganisation unitsfor iden-

tities. Secondly, with the specialisation of core-domainsfor identities, the part-whole relations

can be differentiated into those between and among identities in different core-domains and

those within a core-domain. That is, there are discussions on part-whole relations for two cases.

One is the part-whole relations of identities which are fromdifferent core-domains. The other

is the part-whole relations in the study of identities as figures in a core-domain and in an appli-

cation.

4.3.1 The three levels of organisation for identities

In Piaget’s theory, identity representation starts with actions and internalised action schemes in

mind. Thespecialisationandgeneralisationof actions schemes are for different objects. There

are not only the assimilation and accommodation of the action schemes to the environment, but

the assimilation and accommodations of the action schemes among themselves and them to the

structure of the whole (Piaget, 1972). The latter is aboutorganisationandre-organisationof

the cognitive systems in Piaget’s theory (Phillips, 1981).

Apparently, for the purpose of modelling, a much more solid sense should be made about

the identity representation and conceptual re-organisations. In this subsection, three levels of

organised will be discussed. Firstly, it is about the representation of identities in themselves in

cognitive systems. Two crucial views in understanding the complex identity rulesin Piaget’s

theory will be clarified. One is about the two senses of theidentificationprocesses of an in-

dividual. The other is about the distinction ofrepresentationand knowledgeof an identity.

8According to Brainerd (1978), thestructure d’ensemblein Piaget’s theory is about the general understanding

of part-whole structure for cognitive systems. However, Piaget’s theory did not explain the form of cognitive

and conceptual structure in terms of part-whole relations.Rather, he focused on the operative characterisation of

cognitive systems (Chapman, 1988).
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Secondly, a figurative understanding of the organisation ofrepresentation is given. That is, the

representation of situations is explicitly included for the representation of identities in mind.

Thecore-domainsas contexts of identities are emphasised. The core-domain for an identity is

explicitly differentiated from any other situations whichcan contain it. Thirdly, the develop-

ment of cognitive and conceptual structure as a whole is discussed, which is differentiable from

the representation of a particular identity in situations.

On representation and knowledge of identities

For understanding the representation of identities in mind, the idea ofidentity rulesin Piaget’s

theory is followed. However, there are difficulties. Specifically, the idea ofidentity rulesin

Piaget’s theory is implied in a range of cognitive tasks, including preservations of actionsand

object permanency, action based imageries, theconservationtask (e.g. of physical measure-

ments),sorting task, and theclass inclusionstask. According to Elkind (1969), the representa-

tion of an identity is defined in terms of “invariance” in transformation in Piaget’s theory. The

meaning of a concept insortingandclass inclusiontasks is commonly understood as related

to the capability to develop criteria of sorting items into groups, other interpretations of the

identity rulesin Piaget’s theory has focused on identities of individuals(i.e. thesame amount)

and identities of categories (Elkind, 1969; Brainerd, 1978). However, these interpretations are

rather limited.

To clarify the meaning of the identity rules in Piaget’s theory, as a first step, three different

perspectives of an identity should be taken into an account directly. Namely, the three kinds

of existences, an identity as anatural-unit in the world, therepresentationof the identity, and

theknowledgeof the identity, should be explicitly differentiated. An identity is anatural-unit

in the world. This existence is recognised and represented in the mind. In Piaget’s theory,

the representation of an object comes to exist in the cognitive system when there is theobject

permanencyin mind (Harris, 1975; Bremner, 1985; Thelen et al., 2001). By then, an object is

understoodas independent existence in the world in its own right. Therepresentationin mind

exists when the explicitrecall of an identity in its absence from the environment has become

possible. Infants can start the searching of the absent object.

Regarding the cognition of the existence of an identity, thetwo senses of the process of

identificationshould be distinguished. In the most general sense, the process ofidentification
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is related to the understanding of an identity as an existence in the environment which can be

perceived and conceived asdistinctivefrom its background. There is thecausefor the identity to

exist and thepsychological rulefor the discrimination and recognition. However, the cognitive

process is also related to identify anatural-unit and establish of the existence as a particular

one. As aparticular individual, it has certain characterisation and can be differentiated from

other individuals. This specific sense ofidentificationis closely related to there-identification

of an individual in the study of Millikan (1998a).

Thus, for a matured cognitive system, the representation ofan individualcan also have two

senses. The general sense of it is about the existence of an individual in its own right. Such

an existence can be recognised and explored. The exact representation of it can be explored by

the sensorimotor modalities. Theidentity rulein Piaget’s theory, which refers to theinvariant

in transformation (Elkind, 1969), is about this general sense ofidentificationof an individual.

The specific sense of it is a particular existence, which is often an example of a kind, such as

an instance of an ontological-kind or a member of variously defined categories. This specific

sense of theidentificationof an individual and the representation of it as distinguishable from

others is inherently constrained by the development of a conceptual system.

The third issue in studying theidentity rulesis about the distinction ofrepresentationversus

knowledgeof identities. The knowledge of an identity is about it as a particular 4D individual

which exists in a particular location at a time. The knowledge of an identity is also about what

kinds of properties it can have and thus it is possible to reason on what possible uses the identity

can be involved. While the knowledge of an identity is developed based on the representation,

it emphasises the functional expectations from the representation. The knowledge of identities

is associated with the functions on how the identities can bere-identified. The recall of infor-

mation of the identities is from the perspective of its relevancy for the uses of identities. A

more specific sense with the termknowledgeis often restricted to theinferred information from

reasoning. In Piaget’s design ofclass inclusiontask, children have to understand the logical

relation of super-ordinate and subordinate categories in the taxonomy in order to be said as

passing the task. That is, the answer that a super-category always has more number of examples

in comparison with the number of examples in its sub-category. This knowledge is not based

on the counting of the numbers of examples, but on the logicalunderstanding.
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On core-domainsand applicationsfor identitiesin conceptual systems

The second issue with Piaget’s theory is about the conceptual organisation and re-organisation,

which is also important for understanding the structural constraints on the representation of

identities. In cognitive theories, the issue is studied in relations with the development ofcat-

egory systems, in particular taxonomies (Rosch, 1978) and events (Nelson, 1986). From the

perspective of the situation-based theory, apart from the representation and knowledge of iden-

tities as single units, there are two kinds of organisation units, namely, thecore-domainsand

anyapplicationswhich are about situations in the environment.

The specialisations ofcore-domainsas distinctive units of representation and knowledge in

mind are important. Consequently, the identities are sorted into theircore-domainsand the fur-

ther development of representation and knowledge ofidentitieshappens in the context of their

core-domain. The representation and knowledge of an identity in a core-domain is constrained

by the representation and knowledge of other identities of the same core-domain and there are

further conceptual re-organisations which can result in changing the set of categories for sorting

identities in the core-domains because of the adoption of different rules as studied in thesorting

tasksand development of category systems of different kinds9.

The other unit of representation is about any situations in the environment. The situations

can either refer to the spatial-temporal framed units in theenvironment which are studied in

their own right. Or they are application situations defined by a sequence ofstatesat different

times andtransformationsof states over time which lead to the satisfactions of the particular

concerns or needs of a person, such as the biological needs orsocial goals. In either of the cases,

the representation and model of a suitably defined situation(which is the context of at least one

identity) in the environment are to be constructed. Such applications which can be defined in

terms of states and transformations over time are situations, which can be differentiated into the

simple one with single individual or complex one with multiple individuals. The constructions

also involve the representation ofidentitiesandtransformationsof different kinds10.

9See Chapters 5 and 6 for detailed studies on domain specialisations and the development of representation and

knowledge of core-domains and identities in core-domains.
10See Section 5.4 for detailed study.
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On conceptual systems withcore-domainsand identitiesas parts and wholes

From the perspective of the situation-based theory in this thesis, the development of conceptual

systems in general and the development of conceptual organisations in specific situations are

both centred on the representation of identities11. Starting with anatural-unit in the world asa

whole, there are at least six major steps which have been gone through in the earlier develop-

ment:

1. By 10-months, the world as a whole (represented by a singlepoint) is differentiated into

three ontological kinds, which are for theself, theidentityof the meaningful size (i.e. it is

in the common-sense-space and the object or the portion of substance can be grasped by

hands), and the environment which is defined by the largest spatial extension which can

be reached by the perception of an infant.

2. By 15-months or younger, another node ofspatial relationsis added to the cognitive

structure. Spatial relations are important for defininglocationsand the latter kind is for

the characterisations of the environment. The location of an identity is either in terms

of a container for an object or the substances (e.g. milk bottle or a box), or thespatial

contextindicated by other identities or defined by the configurationof the other identities

(Bremner, 1985).

3. By 24-months or younger, there is the development where three functional types can be

differentiable for the objects in the common-sense-space.The objects can be the targets,

they can also function as the locational cues, or used as tools for reaching targets, as

demonstrated in Piaget’s study of means-ends coordinationin infants of this age group

(Piaget, 1972). The capability to embed means-ends coordination in a plan for a goal at

this stage can imply directly that there are at least implicit representation ofcausations

(for interactions) and temporal relations of a sequence of actions.

4. By the end of pre-operational period or earlier, there is another node which is added to the

picture of the cognitive structure. This node is forinternal partsof objects. Toys can be

dismantled to see what are inside. Theinternal partsdefine a distinctive ontological kind

in comparison with the standalone figure-kind objects because they are located within

11For the conceptual structures of core-domains, see discussion in Section 6.3.
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objects. They are also different from theboundary parts(which have direct functional

relations to the concern of a person in terms of how the objects can be interacted with).

Thus, thesinglepoint for an identity of the meaningful size is extended and substituted

by three points for the figure, part, and context.

5. In the third and fourth level cognitive systems, both thenatural-unitsfor parts and lo-

cationscan be studied in their own right. In such cases, the natural-units in the small or

large spaces can be learned in their own right with further distinctions of “natural-units”

for parts, figures, andcontexts. By the third level cognitive systems, there are explicit

specialisations of core-domains for identities in the common-sense-space and identities

are studied within their core-domains (Keil, 1989a; Wellman and Gelman, 1992). By the

fourth level cognitive systems, identities in the large andsmall spaces are also studied in

their differentiated core-domains.

6. For a spatial-feature as a natural-unit in one of the Zubinspaces, it can also be in variously

definedsituationswithin the specific Zubin space. However, for the study of this spatial-

feature, it can include contents studied in the smaller space and contexts defined in the

even larger scale environment.

To summarise such data, the development of conceptual system starts with the identities in

the common-sense-world. The development goes further whenidentities can further play the

roles of parts or wholes in different circumstances. An object is learned as a figure first. It has

played the two kinds of roles for beingpartsor wholesalternatively. For being a whole, it is a

figure located in space-time. Then, it changes to be a part which contributes to the understand-

ing of a location. While there are further development of understanding and representation of

locationsas a distinctive kind, to the object itself, it is a whole again. In this case, it can have

its own internal parts and there is the further understanding and representation of the parts as a

kind. These parts forinternal contentsand locations forexternal contextsare studied as figures

in their own right. The contents can go smaller and smaller infinitely, and the contexts can go

larger infinitely.

That is, there are two points to be made. Firstly, the cognitive system as thestructure-of-the-

wholeis developed and defined with these identities which take thefunctional roles for being the

partsor wholesand inpart-wholerelations. When the core-domain for an identity is explicitly
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developed, the general view of the conceptual systems as a whole (i.e. including representation

for all core-domains) can be re-defined. However, the part-whole relations of identities are

established in two kinds of situations for identities. One refers to thecore-domain situations

where the representation of identities can be developed. The other refers to theapplications

where identities are involved. There is the same identity which takes different functional roles

at different circumstances. The state of representation and knowledge of an identity is defined

by the joint of the states of the representation and knowledge developed in these two kinds of

situations.

Secondly, to study the state of the cognitive and conceptualstructure (i.e.structure-of-the-

whole), there are two levels of thepart-wholerelations. The first level is defined with a system of

core-domains. The first level structural constraint on the representation of identities is about the

system of core-domains for identities. The second level focuses on identities which are studied

in core-domains. With the explicit core-domain for an identity, the explicit representation of an

identity can be studied within this context. For the representation and knowledge of identities

within a core-domain, three kinds of part-whole relations are relevant for the development of

representation of identities. The part-whole relations ofidentities from different core-domains

can be established in applications.

4.3.2 Thestructure-d-ensemblewith identities in part-whole relations

The state ofstructure-of-the-wholeis to support the representation of a system of core-domains.

Thestructure-of-the-wholecan be defined in terms ofpart-wholerelations of identities and re-

defined which takes into consideration that identities which bear part-whole relations can be

from different core-domains. For identities as figures in their core-domains, they are treated as

wholesin learning for developing representation and knowledge, but they can be theparts in

applications.

In below discussion, firstly, the general issues in studyingpart-whole relations are clari-

fied. The classic study of different subtypes ofpart-wholerelations from Winston et al. (1987),

which are derived from linguistic analysis, is also briefly reviewed. Secondly, the part-whole

relations for identities in core-domains in spaces and the part-whole relations of core-domains

are discussed. Thirdly, there is the discussion on the part-whole relations for the developing

of representation and knowledge of identities within a core-domain. Fourthly, the discussion
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is about part-whole relations involved in applications, which can include the instantiations of

part-whole relations for the representation of identities.

On part, whole, and part-whole relations

The part-whole relation has always been an important subject in the classical merology and

formal ontology (Simons, 1991; Smith, 1998; Varzi, 1996, 2003). The kind of semantic rela-

tions is perhaps also the most important semantic relationsfor the study of the environmental

representation (Smith, 1993, 1995, 1998). However, in thisthesis, the study ofparts, wholes,

andpart-whole relationsin themselves is not the goal of this thesis. The goal is to usethese

concepts to re-define the state of thecognitiveandconceptualstructure as a whole.

While part-whole relationshave been commonly treated as one general kind of relations in

formal logic, however, from linguistic study, subtypes ofmeronymic relationscan be differenti-

ated (Winston et al., 1987). In the classic study of Winston et al. (1987), six types of meronymic

relations (See Table 4.2) were identified, which were based on the three dimensional consider-

ations, calledrelation elements. Winston et al. (1987) called themcomponent-integral object,

members-collections, portion-mass, stuff-object, feature-activity, andplace-area. The relation

elements are called functional (whether the relations can be transitive or not), homeomerous

(whether the part and whole are of the same substantial natures, e.g., a portion of a pizza is

same as the pizza), and separable (whether the parts and the wholes can be separate existences

or not, e.g., a tree and a forest both exist) which differentiate the nature of these relations.

The different meronymic types identified by Winston et al. (1987) bear certain relations to

the part-whole relations and container-contained relations that are used specifically to define

the part-whole relations for identities of core-domains inrepresentation and in applications.

However, the most significant differences of the system in this thesis from the system of Winston

et al. (1987) lie in two points. Firstly, in this thesis, the explicit focus is on identities asnatural-

units in the environment which arepartsandwholes. Thus, Winston’s feature/activity relations

is excluded, however it is relevant for the development of events and event structures which are

important for the knowledge of core-domain, in particular,the social domain. Secondly, in this

thesis, the core-domains for identities in different spaces are explicitly taken into consideration

in the study. In the proposal of Winston et al. (1987), the relation of area-placeas a kind is

about the relation of identities from different core-domains. This relation can be initiated when
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Relation Elements

Relation Examples Functional Homeomerous Separable

Component/Integral

Object

Handle-cup,punchline-

joke

+ - +

Members/collection tree-forest, card-deck - - +

Portion-Mass slice-pie, grain-salt - + +

Stuff-Object gin-martini, steel-bike - - -

Feature/Activity paying-shopping,

dating-adolescence

+ - -

Place/Area Everglades-Florida,

oasis-desert

- + -

Table 4.2: The six types of meronymic relations. From Winston et al. (1987)

one of the identities (i.e. either a study of the area or a study of the place) is studied in focus.

When an area is studied, a place is a part of it. When a place is studied, the area is its whole.

The rest four types of meronymic relations are mostly relevant for the study of identities (i.e.

substances or objects) in the common-sense-space. These four subtypes will be discussed when

they are relevant in below.

Developing a system of part-whole relations is important inits own right. Such a study is

far beyond the scope of this section. A detailed discussion needs to take into consideration the

different natures of theparts, thewholes, and therelationsdefined by them. That is, the under-

standing of the exact set of differentpart-whole relationsis correlated with the understanding

of the system of ontological-kinds for natural-units in theenvironment. Regarding this system

of part-whole relations, two general positions are held:

Firstly, there are two primitive types of relations,part-whole relations (e.g. a handle of

a mug) andcontainer-containedrelations (e.g. the water in the mug or the organs inside an

organism) should be differentiated. The two are treated as subtypes ofmeronymic relationsin

the classic study (Winston et al., 1987).

The whole-part relation is applied to understand the relations ofthe world as the whole

with the threespacesas its parts. For example, the earth which is conceptualisedas a whole

can be divided into the common-sense-space, the large-space, and the small-space. The relation
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is also applied to understand the relations of aspaceand thecore-domainswithin the space.

The core-domains in the large and small space should be discussed separately from the core-

domains in the common-sense-space. There are further distinctions of core-domains in different

Zubin spaces.

Thecontainer-containedrelation is applied to understand the relations ofthe environment

as the whole and the variously definedsituations(which are 4D units of substances) as its parts.

These situations themselves can either form a hierarchy with the larger situation contains the

smaller ones. For example, a region can have its sub-regionswhich can be derived following

certain criteria. Or they can stay parallel to each other. For example, two geographical regions

in different locations bearelement-to-elementrelations. Thecore-domain situationsare special

situations because of their concrete contents. This relation is also applied to understand the

relations of a situation as an abstract whole and concrete content within it as the parts. Such

a situation can be modelled either in terms of a single point or a 4D spatio-temporal frame

(such as in geo-coordinate system for their locations in space and Calendar for the time) in a

coordinate system. The abstract frame defines a container (and the environment of substance

outside the spatio-temporal frame.

Secondly, three general mechanisms, which allow the derivation of a part from a whole, are

adopted in the below discussions. 1) One is called thearbitrary divisionswhich can be applied

when the whole and the part share the same quality. For example, the substances to their sam-

ples, a fruit or a pizza to pieces from cutting it. The other iscalledstructural divisionswhich

can be applied when the part can be distinguished from the whole as of different qualities. For

example, the “natural systems” (e.g. ore deposits) in the environment which can be separable

from the background. 3) The third is calledstructural-functional divisionswhich can create

a multiple-level structure. That is, there are both structural division where distinctive identi-

ties can be found in a situation and functional division where the natural-units for the internal

contents and external contexts of the identities are also created.

On structure-of-the-wholewith a system ofcore domainsfor identities

The cognitive or conceptual structure as a whole is defined bya system ofcore-domains(or

a system of ontological-kinds of identities) which can be treated relatively separately12. Re-

12See Sections 5.3 and 7.3 for the detailed discussions on the system of domains for the environmental studies

and the system of ontological distinctions of identities.
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garding the structure-of-the-whole, vertically, while the identities asnatural unitsare incore-

domainsin space-time, there is correspondingly the dividing ofthe environmentinto spacesand

from a space intocore-domain situations. The first group of the part-whole relations refers to

this kind which divides a whole into different parts, i.e. todivide the environment as a whole

until an identity can be reached. This sets up the most relevant contexts for developing the

representation of an identity.

Figure 4.4: The part-whole for conceptual structures and systems

Horizontally, the state of cognitive and conceptual structure is correlated with a system of

core-domains. While the core-domains may be treated as relatively independent from each

other, they are still related to each other because the identities of different core-domains bear

certain part-whole or container-contained relations to each other in defining the world. Specifi-

cally, there arepart-wholerelations of identities from different core-domains of different spaces.

For example, there is thepart-wholerelation between an identity (A) in the common-sense-

space (as a part) and an identity (B) in a large-space (as a whole) when the identity (B) in

large-space can be defined or characterised by the configuration of the identities (including (A)

in the common-sense-space (e.g., the configuration of buildings for the built-up area of a city).
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There are also thecontainer-containedrelations of identities from different core domains of

different spaces. For example, an identity in the large-space can be the container for the identity

in the small-space (e.g., an object in a box, in a cabinet, in ahouse, and in a town). The same

identity can be conceived either as apart or awholefrom different perspectives. For example,

a building is a figure in B-space (which is a kind of container where people and other objects

can be found). However, it is also an element (i.e. a part) fora city in C-space.

On part-whole relationsof identities within core-domains

The part-whole relations are applied to study the representation of identities in a core-domain.

A core-domain is a situation and a whole. It has at least an identity as its part. An identity

which is studied as a whole in the core-domain is a figure. For studying an identity within such

a situation, three groups of part-whole relations should bestudied separately. The strict sense of

part-whole relations and partonomies (e.g., those studiedin linguistics (Winston et al., 1987))

is about the part-whole relations for the study of identities within a core-domain.

Firstly, the part-whole relations are applied to the study of the figure. With the figure being

of an ontological-kind, there are different subtypes of thepart-whole relations. 1) When the

figure is conceived assubstance, there is the part-whole relation ofportions-substance. This

relation is applied when the substance is studied with samples, i.e. aportion as a sample for

the substance. This is essentially the same asportion-massin (Winston et al., 1987). 2) When

the figure is an object with clear-cut boundaries, there is the relation of the distinctiveboundary

partsof the object to the object. Theboundary partsare for the characterisation of the overall

boundary and the distinctive features of the boundary may berelated to distinctive functions.

For example, the distinctive function of a handle of a mug. There is the kind of(boundary)

parts-wholerelations and the distinctive boundary parts can be studiedwith increasing details

with features defined over different scales. This part-whole relation is essentially the same

relations ascomponent-integral objectin (Winston et al., 1987). 3) Thispart-whole relation

can also be applied to study thenatural systemsin the environment. For studying the distinctive

natural systemsin different environmental settings, there is the inherentwhole-part relation

between asituationas a whole with thenatural systeminside it as anintegral component. This

inherent componentis a figure to be studied in its own right. It is also a part and a contained

component of a larger situation and the characterisation ofit can define the larger situation.
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Secondly, the part-whole relations can be applied to the relations of an identity (as the

figure of a core-domain) to its internal contents. Dependingon how the “natural units” for the

internal contentsof identities are defined, there are also several cases of thepart-whole relation.

For example, there are part-whole relations of someportionsor samplesof substancesto the

identity (e.g., organic materials for organisms), or the part-whole relations of thecomponents

(which are also parts with distinctive functions) to the identity (e.g., organs for organisms),

or the even smaller units to study thesamplesor components(e.g., cells for organisms). The

process of finding the smaller and smaller “natural units” inorder to understand the differences

of substances or identities in general is a general trend (Gelman, 2004; Medin and Ortony,

1989). There can be a few levels of the study of the substancesin a situation with increasingly

smaller and smaller “natural units”.

1. The relations between the internal partsPi and the objects (the complex objects, such as

organism and complex machines)(This part-whole relationsbear certain relations to the

component-integral objectrelations in Winston et al. (1987), but the two are not exactly

the same).

2. The relations between an identityI and the portions of materials (samplesS of materials)

inside the identity. The identity is the container for its portions of substances or samples of

materials. For example, the relations between an object andthe physical materials which

make up the parts of it. The relations between cells and an organism are another case

(This part-whole relations is essentially the same as thestuff-objectrelations in Winston

et al. (1987).).

3. The relations between the particlesp for studying the samplesS and the fundamental

particlesfp (e.g., theatomswhich make up the materials). The particles, or samples

of substances, or parts are the containers for the even smaller units as the fundamental

particles, such as atoms and molecules in physics and chemistry

Thirdly, the part-whole relations are also applied to studythe relations of an identity within

the domain specific situations as its contexts. Generally speaking, the cases are about an identity

which bears specific relation to its location. However, there is certain complexity which is

related to the space of the identity and the different ways the location of an identity can be
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defined (see Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1). There are at least two cases forcontainer-contained

relations:

• The location is defined abstractly with a spatio-temporal frame in coordinate systems.

In this case, there may be a hierarchy involved when the situation in the spatio-temporal

frame is not directly relevant for the identity (e.g., it is too large). There is further division

of the spatio-temporal frame into smaller regions until thesize of the region can only

contain identities of spatial features defined over the samespatio-temporal scale as the

identity of the figure.

• Thecontainer-containedrelations between the background part of a situation as the loca-

tion and the identity as the figure. In this case, the relationof an identity as the figure and

its location is not a part-whole relation, but acontainer-containedrelation. For example,

the different kinds of natural systems studied in physical geosciences bear such relations

to their surrounding situations.

When the location is characterised by one or more other objects, there are also a few cases

where certain part-whole relations can be applied. However, in such cases, the whole is often

considered non-integral. The other objects can also from different core-domains in the same

space. In Winston et al. (1987)’s system, the equivalent relation is calledmember-collection

relation:

• The location is marked by the distinctivelandmarksfor the ground. The identity does

not usually have particular functional relations to the landmarks; rather the landmarks

only mark the locations of the identity. However, the part-whole relation can be applied

to the identity as the figure and the location. The relations of the figure to other objects

as landmarks are spatial relations (i.e. on the surface) that can be modelled in Euclidean

Geometry in terms ofdistancesandbearings.

• There is theconfiguration-elementrelation when the location is characterised in terms of

the configuration of other objects within the same situation. The location can be defined

with the configuration of other identities (e.g., configurations of objects or landmarks) in

the same spatial context (i.e. defined with spatial relations of objects in the same spatial

context). The identity, which is the figure, is one of the elements among other identities.
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The distinctiveness of this case lies in the distinctive nature of the whole, which is not a

whole in the usual sense but a collection in nature.

• There is thecollection-memberrelation between an identity as a member of a group and

the group which is a collection of items.

There is a last note: For studying the relations ofnatural-unitsof different kinds in a

core-domain, apart from the different kinds of part-whole relations, there are also theportions-

portions relations, part-part relations, and theelements-element relations. The examination of

samples with smaller particles and their configurations differentiate substances. The relations

of measurements fromsamplesdefine thenatural systemsin the large scale environment. The

relations of part-part are within an integral object. The objects in an environment are elements

of the environment. They can form simple collections, the peer-peer relations of people in a

social organisation, or bear specific spatial relations in configurations.

On part-wholerelations of natural units in applications

The part-whole relations involved in the study of identities within a core-domain are applied

to represent an application where identities are involved for being parts. There can be one or

several identities involved in an application. There are the instantiation of certain part-whole

relations of identities which are considered as relevant for an application.

From the biological perspective, an application involves asituation which is the container

and can have multiple sub-situations as locations for a sequence of the targeted objects. The

situation for an application is a whole and a container whichcan contain several core-domain

situations. For example, an event may happen in one environmental setting (e.g. inside the

kitchen) or multiple environmental settings (e.g. at home and in school). If a situation is a

container, and the objects are the contained objects of the situation, these objects are not the

necessary parts of the container and can be move in and out of it. With core-domain situations

as locations, the objects are either contained in their core-domain situations, or they are parts of

them. In the second case, a core-domain situation constrains the movements of the contained

objects and the possible interactions with them by a person.

The model of an application is defined with states at different times and transformations

over time, which can be a complex situation which can involvemultiple sub-situations. For

modelling an application, it requires thetemporal relationsof identities andtemporal period
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which allow certain transformations happen over time. Regarding the temporal dimension,

there are two other kinds of relations defined along the time dimension. One is the order of

states (defined by the configuration of objects) along the time dimension (the objects may be

in causal interactions over time). This is related to the development of a hierarchy of events.

The other is the order of objects in an event in a sequence of actions in one place or a sequence

of movements from one place to another. This is related to thedevelopment of sequences of

events. The two formal structures, i.e. hierarchy and contingency, are important to define events

and their relations, are important for the transformation kind of knowledge of core domains13.

For constructing a model of an application which involves different identities, it also re-

quires the models ofidentities, spatial relationsof the identities and the specifying aspatial

frameas the context. The sufficiently accurate understanding of these identities is often apre-

requisite. For an application, two general kinds of knowledge of an identity are required. Firstly,

it requires the knowledge for locating the identity in the environment. An identity is located in

the context of its core-domain situation. Depending on the ontological nature, the core-domain

situation can be within the common-sense-space or the large-space. A situation is thecontainer

which can contain single or multiple identities. This identity within a situation is an element or

a portion of substance for the situation as a whole. To localise an object in the common-sense-

space, more detailed knowledge of its locations is required, which can be about other objects

which often co-appear in the same location.

1. Thecontainer-containedrelation can be applied to the relation between an identity in a

situation in the large space and the identity in a smaller situation in the common sense

world. Both can be the context of identities studied in a core-domain14.

2. When a location is defined in terms of the configurations of other objects in the same

spatial context, an identity and its locations in the world can form another subtype of the

container-contained relations15.
13For a complex situation with multiple identities, these identities can be of different kinds. They are also

in complex spatial, temporal, functional, and causal relations to each other. For more discussion on modelling

applications which involve such complex situations, see Section 5.4.
14Such as the relations of identities in different Zubin space.
15There are behaviour demonstrations that a child can search for an object in an old hidden place even if the

object is shifted away from the location at stage IV. However, it can search an object in any location if it is shifted

in front of her eyes, i.e. in a perceptual field, in stage V. At stage VI, children can find an object even if the object
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3. For a situation with an identity inside of it as the figure, there is the rest part of the situation

as the background. The background can be characterised by a distinctive landmark. Here,

the relations of figures and the background is also a container-contained relation.

4. The relation between an object which is a container kind16 and an object which is con-

tained in the container object17 defines a distinctive case of part-whole. The contained

identities can be substance (e.g., the milk in a milk bottle)or objects (e.g., a ping pong

ball in a glass). This kind of spatial relation is known by infants in stage III of sensori-

motor period.

Secondly, it is about the knowledge of the identity itself, such as for identifications or re-

identification and consequently the inference of it properties for action responses or potential

uses. In this case, the patterns of movement, the boundary characterisations, and the internal

contents of an identity are often involved. The knowledge ofan identity can be used for its

identification. The knowledge of the properties of the identity can also determine whether the

identity can be involved in other uses. In this case, spatialand physical properties are important.

If an application is about timely responses, planning appropriate actions, or decision making of

projects, the knowledge of the transformations in the environment in its own right is necessary.

There are naturalprocessesor eventswhich can be associated with the identities in the large

scale environment. For objects in the common-sense-space,interactions with other objects can

also change the states of an object, the course and pattern ofits movement. For objects of

different ontological nature, there are different patterns ascausationswhere they interact with

each other. The predication of the location and state of an object at time also depends on the

locations and states of other objects in the same location18.

is shifted around in the absence of the child. There is also the implied change of representation. In stage IV, the

representation is about an explicit understanding that an object can have one position in the world. In stage V, the

object can have different locations at different times. In stage VI, the representation is not only about an object and

a location for an object, but also the relation of a location and the objects within it. An object must have a location

at a time, but may have different locations at different times.
16Such as a box or a building.
17Such as a small ball which can be put in a box or a person who can be located inside a building.
18Thecausal relationfor interaction is one of the important components for the different kinds of causal knowl-

edge and further development of causal knowledge of core-domains. For more discussion, see Section 6.2.
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4.4 On structural constraints for identities-in-situations

While Millikan’s position of acommon structurefor the representation of the category of sub-

stance is adopted, to understand the development of conceptions of identities, a situation-based

figurative understanding of the complex idea of the identityrules in Piaget’s theory will be

given. Further, both the cognitive theories which address the issue of representation directly

(e.g., (Smith and Medin, 1981)) and the cognitive theories which have emphasised the impor-

tant constraints on representation of identities (e.g., (Carey, 1985; Keil, 1989a; Gelman and

Markman, 1986)) are to be taken into the consideration for the elaborated account of Piaget’s

identity rules.

For the issue of representation of identities, two major positions will be made in this section.

Firstly, it is about the structural change for the development of conceptionsof identities in the

general functional constraints of learning and applications on the development of causal knowl-

edge of different kinds. Secondly, it is about the structural constraint from the development

of the system of categories within acore-domain, i.e. the conceptual re-organisation with the

development of basic-level-categories.

4.4.1 Thevertical and horizontal dimensions for conceptual systems

To study the development of representation of identities, there are thevertical andhorizontal

dimensions for the conceptual structure, which be explained in this subsection. They are cru-

cial for understanding the structural changes for the representation of identities in conceptual

systems in development. Firstly, the meanings of the vertical dimension as used in this the-

sis is associated with the development of conceptions of an identity on four different inclusive

levels, namely, the conceptions forstates, individuals, categories, andontological kinds19. Sec-

ondly, the horizontal dimension is about the development ofthe system ofcausal knowledgeof

different kinds. This dimension is not only important for understanding the specialisations of

core-domains, but also the development of representations and knowledgeof core-domainsin

general20. It is also related to the development of basic level categories and category systems of

core-domains21.
19See Sections 6.3 and 8.3 for further discussions.
20See detailed discussion in Chapters 5 and 6.
21See the introduction in the next subsection. Also see detailed discussion in Section 6.3 for development of

representation and knowledge of identities withincore-domainsin specific.
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On vertical dimensions for conceptions of identities

The conceptions of an identity are on four different inclusive levels. The four levels of con-

ceptions refer to different “mental structures” for assimilating the states of identities in the

sensorimotor input from the environment. The four level conceptions of an identity can corre-

spond to anontological-kind(Keil, 1989a) (e.g. an animal), a specificcategory(Brainerd, 1978)

(e.g. a cat versus a dog), anindividual in four dimensional space-time (4D) (Elkind, 1969) (e.g.

Mum), and thestateof an individual at a time (e.g. a person in his childhood and in adulthood

correspond to different states of the same person).

Figure 4.5: The conceptions on different inclusive levels for identities.

The four conception levels forms a hierarchy. Any one group on each of the conception

levels can be treated as a category. However, the category isabout a collection ofidentities

or collections ofstatesof identities (in the world at different times). The different inclusive

levels mean that there are more or less numbers of identitiesor states of identities which can

be included in the corresponding groups. Fromontological-kinds, to specificcategories, to

individuals, to statesof individuals, the inclusiveness is decreasing. That is, there are less and

less identities which can be included into the corresponding groups.
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Ontological-kinds as a level of conceptions have been studied in current cognitive theories

which emphasise the constraints on the representation of identities. The ontological-kinds of

identities may be understood as categories. However, they should be clearly differentiated from

thespecific categoriesfor identities. While, an identity does not change its ontological nature, it

can belong to different specific categories. It can change its categories in different applications

since the same identity may play different functional rolesin these changed circumstances and

thus be grouped differently. A group of special categories,the basic-level-categories, will be

emphasised for their cognitive values22.

Categoriesas one level of conceptions for an identity is widely assumedin cognitive liter-

ature (Smith, 1989a; Markman, 1989; Hampton, 1993). The existence of this level conception

is also implied in Piaget’s studies ofsorting taskandclass inclusion task(Brainerd, 1978).

The conception of anindividual is implied in theconservation taskwhere an identity can

be associated with multiplestatesat different times (Elkind, 1969). That is, it is a 4D existence.

Another important issue for studying the representation ofan identity in mind is that an identity

is both anindependent existencein the world and amemberof a category. As a member of

a category, the general knowledge about the category can be reliably inferred for a particular

identity even though such knowledge was not acquired directly in sensorimotor examinations

with this identity before. As an independent existence, it can have multiple states and the state

at a time can be perceptually examined.

Thestateof an identity at a time is to be differentiated from the individual. An individual

is a 4D existence and can have different states at different times as well as transformations of

states over time. The conception of an identity in terms of itsstateat a time is widely assumed in

perceptionliterature and inimage processing. The state of an identity at a time can include a set

of physical measurements as well as spatial characterisations in terms of its shape or distinctive

features of its boundary.

A state of an identity at a time can be used to assimilate otherstates in perceptual inputs.

However, these otherstatesin the environmental input can either belong to the same identity at

different times, or the states belong to other identities. The two cases should be differentiated.

However, this distinction was not handled in current theories of category representation and

categorisations where the descriptions ofstateshave been widely used in the judgement of

similarities or differences (Smith and Medin, 1981; Medin,1989; Ashby, 2005). For example,

22Detailed discussion on basic-level-categories can be found in the next subsection, in Sections 6.3 and 8.3.
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in currentexamplesor prototypesbased theory, the categorisation of an item is based on its

similarity to the examples or the prototypes of categories.Depending on understanding, the

examples or prototypes themselves can refer to the patternsin the perceptual inputs Brooks

(1978), and in this case, the pattern of an item in perceptionis a state of it. The representation

of examples or prototypes can refer to the descriptions withattributes (Smith and Medin, 1981)

and theshapesof objects in 3D are the most emphasised attributes for similarity judgement.

On horizontal dimension for causal knowledge of different kinds

The horizontal dimension is about the development of causalknowledge. However, there

are different understandings of causal knowledge for core-domains (Carey, 1985; Gelman and

Markman, 1986; Keil, 1989a; Gopnik, 1996). In this thesis, the termcausal knowledgeis used

in the most general sense to refer to the representation and knowledge in general which can be

involved in themental operations23 for building models of applications. They can be knowl-

edge aboutstatesand transformationof the environment. For understanding thestates, there

are the knowledge of identities and knowledge of states at different times. For understanding

the transformations, there are also the transformations of different kinds which involve either

single identities or multiple identities.

From the perspective of the situation-based theory, the representation and knowledge which

are involved inmental operationscan be differentiated into four kinds, called the system of

causal knowledge24. Specifically, there are thecausesof existences, thecausal rulesor causal

conditionsassociated with the single identities, thecausationsor causal mechanismsassoci-

ated with situations involving two or more identities in interactions, and the generalcasual

constraintsin developing the understanding of the transformations in the world.

Thecauseof existence: The knowledge of thecausesfor the existences in the environment

is the most fundamental kind of causal knowledge. The existence itself is alsothe causefor

the possible psychological understanding of such an existence in the world. For any identity in

the environment, it must have a cause. However, the exact causes for their existences may be

23The detailed discussion onmental operationsfrom the figurative perspective will be explained in Section5.4.
24The terma system of causal knowledgeis used differently from the termcausal systems. The latter refers

to a special case ofcomplex situationswith consistence internal structure and coherent behaviour patterns. The

former term is much general which can include different kinds of causal knowledge, including the concrete causal

systems.
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unknown. This kind of causal knowledge, which often dependson the perception of movements

or the distinctive states of identities in contrast with thesurrounding background, is important

for the ontological distinction of identities in differentspaces. It is also an important factor for

differentiatingnatural objectsfrom artefacts.

The causal rulesand causal conditions: The general sense of theidentity rule, i.e. the

psychological understanding of an existence, can be differentiated into two subtypes, which

refer to two families of causal knowledge associated with single identities. One is calledcausal

rules, which refer to cognitive processes linking attributes to identities as individuals. That

is, thecausal rulesare cognitive processes which useattributesfor the cognitive functions of

discrimination, recognition, identification, categorisation, and re-identification. The other is

calledcausal conditions, which refers to a set of cognitive processes starting with identities or

categories, then their attributes or properties. The cognitive processes can include the immediate

action based responsesor inferences of attributes. In the latter cases, the recalled or inferred

attributes of identities can be involved inreasoning, planninganddecision making. Not only

are there different processes underlying these two families of cognitive functions (i.e. they can

refer to different kinds cognitive processes), but also each of the processes can be distinctive

for identities of different ontological natures. In the below subsection, a few crucial subtypes of

causal ruleswill be further explained in terms of differentcognitive processes.

Thecausationsandcausal mechanism: The knowledge ofcausationsandcausal mecha-

nismsare applied to understand the transformation of situationswhich involve theinteractions

of identities. The distinctivecausationsandcausal mechanismsas patterns for interactions are

important for the differentiations ofphysics, biology, andsocial environmentas core-domain.

However, specialisations of core-domains also involve theknowledge for the causes of ex-

istence, and include the biology inheritance (Carey, 1985;Carey and Spelke, 1994) for the

distinction of biology.

There are two kinds of further development of this kind of causal knowledge. Firstly, it is

about the development ofcausal systemswhich refer to those concretecore-domain situations

which have consistent internal structures and coherent processes and behaviour patterns. They

can be treated as singleidentitieswith complex internal structures. Such causal systems can be

treated as single components when they are involved in defining an even larger complex situa-

tion because of the coherentprocessesandbehaviour patterns. Causal systems are natural or

man-made systems which are complex situations in nature. Secondly, there are also further de-
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velopments ofcausal knowledgeof core-domains in terms of developing abstract formalisation

(Smith et al., 1985; Gopnik, 1996). For example, Siegler (1976) argued for the development

of rules for understanding the states of physical systems. Gopnik (1996) argued for thetheory

theoryof cognitive development, which emphasised the distinctivecausal theoriesandlawsof

differentcore-domains25.

Thecausal constraint: Thecausal constraintrefers to the general principle to be followed

for modelling simple or complex situations. It is about thecondition for accepting the rep-

resentation of a situation. For modelling any given complexsituations, there are identities as

the building blocks. The state of the situation can be definedwith the states of the identities

and their spatial configurations. The transformation of states of the environment can be ob-

served in terms of the differences in two states overtime. However, the changes of states may be

caused and thus explained byprocesses, events, or causal interactions. Therule of this causal

constraintmeans that aglobal transformationof states should be explained by thelocalised

changeswhich are associated with either single identities or theirinteractions. This general

causal constraintis not only important for the development of domain specific causal knowl-

edge, but also important for the development of core-domains, application-oriented domains,

and adapting the representation for any application situation in general26.

On knowledge of identities in terms ofcausal rulesand conditions

Cognitive literature is abundant with studies of cognitiveprocesses. From the perspective of

the situation-based theory, these processes are associated with different steps in processing en-

vironmental input. For example, a distinctive pattern is recognised in the perceptual input,

then classified as a state of an existence belonging to an ontological-kind (e.g. an object with

boundary), then it can be categorised as a state of an individual which belongs to a category,

such as a dog or a table. Four kinds of suchcognitive processesare taken as important for the

identificationof an existence asa particular and will be briefly explained below27.

Discrimination andrecognition of patterns: These processes are associated with the per-

ceptual processes where differences in perceptual inputs can be captured and outlines of objects

25Further discussions can be found in Section 6.2.
26Further discussions can be found in Section 5.4.
27However, detailed study of suchcausal rulesfor each kind of thesecognitive processesare beyond the scope

of this thesis which focuses on the structural constraints of different kinds on representation only.
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can be drawn. If there are 3D objects, the shapes in 3D can be constructed from the outlines

in 2D images which are derived from different perceptual perspectives (Marr, 1982). However,

the state recognised as a distinctive pattern in perceptionwill be further processed. They are

either identified as belonging to a new identity or the new state of an old identity.

Identification : The termidentificationcan be used in the specific sense to refer to the

process ofclassificationof a recognised existence into an ontological-kind. The ontological-

kind of an identity is often an implicit knowledge for an identity in earlier cognitive development

(Millikan, 1998b). The attributes which are crucial for making ontological distinctions are the

locationsand the exactphysical natures, which determine the functional roles of these identities

to a person or to other identities.

Pragmatically, there are certain cognitive cues for classifying identities into ontological-

kinds. The attributes which support (not define) the classification of identities into ontological-

kinds can include such information as the clear-cutboundaries, the complexity ofinternal struc-

tures, absolute sizes, locations in space, the patterns of relations or interactionswith other

identities. In cognitive system, the different ontological-kinds can be understood based on the

direct sensorimotor interactions with these identities bya person (Mandler and McDonough,

1998). These different attribute dimensions which contribute to the ontological distinctions are

often associated with distinctive brain substrates (Humphreys and Forde, 2001)28.

Categorisation: The process is associated with sorting identities into specific categories

(in particular the basic-level-categories which will be discussed in the next subsection). The

cognitive literature is abundant with studies of such a cognitive process. From the perspective

of a Millikanian view (the view is also emphasised in currentcognitive theories), the formation

of categories of identities should be constrained by two kinds of functional demands. One is

the functional demand to support the inference of attributes and properties. The inference of

properties of an identity is to support further cognitive functions, such as causal explanations

(Keil, 1989a) or the judgement on the uses of an identity for certain circumstances because of

certain properties (Ross, 1997; Markman and Ross, 2003). For such purposes, the identities

which are included in a category should, firstly, share the functional values in terms of their

uses. It is also a functional advantage if they share similarspatial locationsso that they can

be easily relocated. The similarpatternsof functional relations to others or causal interactions

28See Section 7.2 for the detailed study on the ontological natures and the cognitive criteria for the ontological

distinctions of identities.
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with others are often required too, so that the knowledge of how to interact with them can be

used efficiently.

The other is the functional demand of efficientcategorisation. Categorisation in general can

consider either a single attribute dimension or multiple ones. From the functional perspective,

the attributes of identities which are distinctive should be included in therules for categorisa-

tion (Bruner, 1957). The attributes which are used for categorisation are often the perceptual

ones. The perceptual attributes are pragmatically important for categorisation because they can

be linked to pattern recognition in perceptual modalities.Thesecuesfor categorisation are often

called thestructural properties, including distinctive boundary features (Gibson, 1969),parts

(Tversky and Hemenway, 1984), or certain configurations of features (such as for face recogni-

tion) (Johnson and Morton, 1991; Johnson, 2005). They are often reliable to categorise objects.

However, the attributes for categorisations can also involve other non-structural dimension, such

as distinctivemovementsandfunctional uses(Humphreys and Forde, 2001).

The re-identification: It is about the process that a constructed state in perception will

be assigned to either a new identity or an old individual which has been experienced in the

past. For any individuals, they hold certain positions in space-time and bear specificspatial,

temporal, functional, andcausalrelations to other identities. From the recognition of a state to

the re-identification of it as belonging to an old object, both the possible changes in shapes or

changes of locations should be explained by the kind of transformations which are applicable

to the identities, such asnatural processes, events, or causal interactions.

Pragmatically, the process ofre-identificationtakes into consideration the ontological nature

of an identity. Depending on such nature, different rules can be developed for re-identification.

For identities in the large-space, they usually have fixed locations. The re-identification can be

based on their locations directly. For identities in the common-sense-space which can change

their locations, different criteria can be used. For example, for a moving object, the rule requires

either a trajectory can be established, or the changes of states or locations can be explained by

the knowledge of possible transformations. The re-identification of an object can also use the

knowledge that the spatial configuration as the context for an object has stayed unchanged. In

biology, DNA information is reliable for differentiating not just species but individuals.
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4.4.2 Basic-level-categoriesand category systemsof core domains

The development of the conceptual system is driven by one fact that the representation in mind

is inherently for a set of identities. In this particular subsection, the general position for the

development of conceptual systems with categories and category systems is introduced. The

idea of thebasic level categories(Berlin and Kay, 1969; Rosch, 1978)29 will be explained.

These categories are empirically identified in these classic studies, however, they will be used

as the important conceptual construct for understanding the conceptual re-organisations in the

context of a core-domain or sub-situations of a core-domain. From the theoretical point of view,

two properties ofbasic-level-categorieshave made them important. One is that, within a core-

domain or sub-situations of a core domain, they form a mutually exclusive set. The other is that

they are associated with highest cue validities and category validities.

On vertical and horizontal dimensions in Rosch’s prototypetheory

In terms of studying conceptual system, the prototype theory of Rosch (1978, 1983) is perhaps

one of the most influential cognitive theories (Lakoff, 1987). There are two important claims

with the prototype theory. One is that the representation ofa category is in terms of prototypes

or reference points (Rosch, 1983). The other is about the category system. For the category

system, there are also theverticalandhorizontaldimensions . According to Komatsu (1998),

“. . . the horizontal dimension distinguishes kinds (e.g., “dogs” rather than “cats”

or “tables”), as well as varieties of kinds (e.g., artifact kinds rather than natural

kinds). The vertical dimension distinguishes levels of inclusiveness (e.g., “dogs”

rather than “animals” or “dachshunds”). As used by psychologists, the “basic level”

refers to that point along the vertical dimension that strikes the best compromise

between having too few categories (i.e., sacrificing inductive richness) and having

too many (i.e., sacrificing cognitive economy)” (Komatsu, 1998, p.76).

The horizontal dimension is about different categories on the same inclusive level. The

vertical dimension is about categories on different inclusive levels, such as thebasic-level-

categories, super-ordinates, andsubordinateswhich defines a taxonomy. However, there is a

new idea ofbasic-level-categories(Berlin and Kay, 1969; Rosch, 1978). According to Rosch

29The term is denoted withbasic-level-categoriesin this thesis.
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(1978),basic-level-categoriesare those empirically identifiable and cognitively significant cat-

egories. According to the idea of family resemblances of Rosch et al. (1976), a basic-level-

category is represented with a prototype and can have a collection of individuals as its members.

A category is derived based on the maximum similarity of individuals as members of the cat-

egory and the maximum differences to individuals of other categories.Basic-level-categories

are often considered as culturally independent (Berlin andKay, 1969) in that the same set of

categories, such as colour terms, can be found across different cultures. However, in the core

domains of physics, biology, and social studies, thebasic-level-categoriesmay be culturally

dependent in that different sets ofbasic-level-categoriesof a core-domain may exist in different

cultures.

On basic level categories in Rosch’s prototype theory

In this thesis, the idea ofbasic-level-categoriesof identities is adopted, however, under the

condition that they are categories studied in the contexts of core-domains or sub-situations of

core-domains. There are two properties which make basic-level-categories theoretically ap-

pealing. Firstly,basic-level-categoriesare considered mutually exclusive (Mervis and Rosch,

1981). Indeed, to develop a set of mutually exclusive categories is predetermined by the func-

tional expectation in order to sort identities into different groups. With the mutually exclusive

basic-level-categories, all identities within a core-domain can be sorted into their corresponding

basic-level-categories in the corresponding core-domain. Secondly, thebasic-level-categories

are claimed to be the categories with the highestcue validityor category validity(Rosch, 1978;

Johnson and Mervis, 1997, 1998; Johnson and Eilers, 1998). The highest cue-validity of the

basic-level-categories often means the perceptual properties are highly reliable for the cate-

gorisation. To the objects in the common-sense-space,basic-level-categoriesare said to have

distinctive parts (Tversky and Hemenway, 1984). The highest category validity means the infer-

ences of properties can be reliably made once identities arecategorised. However, the properties

which can be inferred of a category or of an identity should also be useful. Indeed, according

to psychologists (Gelman and Coley, 1991; Keil, 1989a), there are two families of functions

to be supported by the representation of categories and inferences of properties. The functions

are related to the accuratecategorisationor identificationson the one hand,inferencesof prop-

erties for further uses, such asexplanationsor predictionson the other hand. The importance
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of thebasic-level-categorieslies in the good supports they can provide for these two kindsof

functions.

In the theory of this thesis, the idea of basic-level-categories is crucially important for un-

derstanding the development of categories in the context ofa core-domain. 1) There is always

a set of basic-level-categories within the specialised domains for sorting identities into their

corresponding groups. The development of a set of basic-level-categories for core-domains

is a universal, culturally independent tendency. 2) The different sets of basic-level-categories

of a core-domain are related to the different experiences ofindividuals. The development of

such a set of basic-level-categories is a tendency and therecan be a changed set of basic-level-

categories (Johnson and Mervis, 1998; Johnson and Eilers, 1998) when there are more expe-

riences with the identities in core domains. 3) This development of basic-level-categories for

identities within a core-domain should be treated separately from the development of language

names for categories, although the two are closely related.

The idea of basic-level-categories is taken as central for the further development of the

conceptual system. The set of basic-level-categories defines a special kind ofstructural con-

straintsfor the domain knowledge of identities. 1) It is related to the further development of

conceptsin the Piagetian sense and the possibleintensional definitionsof basic-level-categories

of core-domains. 2) Basic-level-categories are importantfor the development of thecategory

systemsfor a core-domain. It is important to understand the two different kinds of taxonomic

hierarchies (Rosch, 1978; Wierzbicka, 1984). One is the hierarchy defined with states ofin-

dividuals, individualsas 4D existences,basic-level-categories, and anontological-kind. The

other is about the structure defined with subordinate (e.g. dinner table), basic-level-categories

(e.g. table), and super-ordinates (e.g. furniture) studied in (Rosch, 1978). Although both kinds

of hierarchies are calledtaxonomies, these two hierarchies are of different causes. The former

is related to the innate change of conceptual structure. Thelatter is related to the conceptual

re-organisation for the efficiency of information retrievals (Rosch, 1978). These points related

to the basic-level-categories will be further studied in Sections 6.3 and 8.3.

On categories of other ontological-kinds in languages

Representation of categories has been a major focus in cognitive psychology. A category is

a collection of identities following certain criteria (Markman, 1983). However, the categories
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which have lexical names are not random collections, nor arethese categories of the same na-

tures. The systematic study regarding the nature of the categories is lacking30. For the relevancy

of this thesis, two other groups of studies of categories will be covered here.

Firstly, it is about theglobal categoriesof Mandler. Rosch claimed that the basic-level-

categories are the ones which develop earlier. This was challenged by Mandler (1988, 1992,

1996, 2004). They argued that infants learn theglobal categoriesfirst, which are defined by

the recall of representation inaction schemes. From the biological perspective, categories are

usually formed based on the understanding of the biologicalfunctions of identities, which can

be in terms of directactionsupon the objects. This is a typical Piagetian view. However,there

are two points to be noted. One is that objects of different shapes can share the same functional

value, such as being food. The other is that while objects with same or similar shape (e.g., toys

in Mandler’s studies) can be assimilated by the same kind ofaction schemes. However, two real

objects of different ontological-natures, even if they share similarity in terms of shapes (such as

a toy horse versus a real horse), cannot be assimilated by thesame kind ofaction schemes.

The development of ontological-kinds for identities can berelated to the differences in

action-based recall. However, ontological kinds as categories for identities are given by na-

ture, not determined by cognitive understanding. An ontological nature means identities of

certainnaturesexist in certain concretesituationsin the world. The natures of these situations

can influence the learning of identities for a kind and the application of the representation for

such a kind.

Once the sameaction schemestarts to assimilate the same or similar shapes (which can

be of different individuals), it can imply a category for thecollection of identities which have

similar shapes. However, such a capability does not imply the explicit distinction of the state

of an identity from the identity as a 4D existence. The sameaction schemecan be applied to

objects or geometrical patterns. However, a basic-level-category of identities in this thesis is a

collection of natural objects exist in 4D space-time, not a collection of items with similar shapes

only.

Secondly, it is aboutcollectionsand ontological nature of other nouns in a language. Ac-

cording to Markman (1989), the nouns for concrete objects are among the first language terms

a child can learn. However, the categories for concrete nouns studied in cognitive literature are

of different natures. For example, Wierzbicka (1984) questioned whether some of the super-

30But see (Medin et al., 2000) for an exception.
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ordinates (e.g. furniture) studied by Rosch et al. (1976); Rosch (1978) share the same name

as those taxonomic categories (such as those super-ordinates in biology). Thetaxa for organ-

isms in biology are real kinds which are specialisations of the ontological kind forliving things.

According to (Wierzbicka, 1984), somesuper-ordinates(such as fruit, tools, and furniture) in

the study of Rosch (1978) arenon-taxonomic, but collections in events (Nelson, 1986), and

any kinds ofcollections(such as things in a bag). These super-ordinates or subordinates are

different kinds of collections. For example, they are collections of objects which bear spatial

proximity (Markman, 1983; Mandler et al., 1987), are collectively involved in certain events

(Nelson, 1986, 1993), or simply thead hoccollections of objects for certain circumstances and

functional purposes (Barsalou, 1985).

Indeed, the concrete nouns in a language can be names for different kinds of references. The

references of language terms can correspond to these three ontological groups which are com-

monly called objects, parts, and collections. The languageterms are understood as referring to

the category of substances (Millikan, 1998a) asnatural unitsin the world. The language terms

are traditionally understood as the names for individuals and categories of identities. However,

four kinds of references for concrete nouns are to be differentiated. That is, the names can be

for statesof individuals at a time, forindividualswhich are also members of real kinds, for an

individual which is a member of functionally defined collections, and individuals in particular

application situations (where they are members of a kind andstudied in a domain perspective).

There are also names forparts in language. Depending on the study area, these parts can be

the distinctive ones which are studied specifically. For example, parts for complex machines

in mechanical engineering. There are also names for varioussorts ofcollectionsof identities

or categories (e.g. a line of trees or a forest). There are notonly the collections of objects in

events, but also collections of objects in certain functionally meaningful environmental setting.

According to Markman (1983), the ontological kind ofcollection is also a primitive one.

However, the collection kind can be differentiated into twogroups. Some are just random

collections and do not have consistent internal structure.There are collections of objects fol-

lowing a single variable, such as sharing a property or a function use. Others do have certain

internal structure. These are collections of objects whichappear in certain spatial locations or

often embedded in events (Barsalou, 1985; Markman, 1983; Nelson, 1986; Wierzbicka, 1984).

From the perspective of planning for goal-directed actions(often associated with a sequence of

events), there are also distinctive events of core-domains. The development of taxonomies is
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with super-ordinates and subordinates which are collections of objects or categories in certain

spatial contextsandevents. The compositions or collections of identities in certain locations and

events as categories are for the convenience of frequent applications. However, the basic-level-

categories, super-ordinates, and subordinates can all be involved in new applications which may

also involve identities of different core-domains.

According to Nelson (1986), events (e.g., in plays) are important for the formation of cate-

gories, in particular the super-ordinates and subordinates which are collections of objects with

certain shared functional roles or they are embedded in the same event. To Rosch (1978), these

categories were considered as generalised or specialised from the basic level categories. When

a person is involved in a situation and interacts with other identities within the situation, the

focus can be either on theactionsandevents, or thecollectionsof objectsinvolved in the ac-

tions or events. When a study focuses on the objects in the situations, depending on the core

domains, there can be functional categories31 associated with certain actions, the formation of

super-ordinatecategories(e.g.,kitchen utensilor furniture) (Nelson, 1986), or the so calledad

hoccategories (Barsalou, 1983) in an episode of experience defined with a sequence of events.

When the situations to be studied are parts of the social environment, there are also thefunc-

tional organisations(e.g., social organisations) of different kinds (such as schools, hospitals,

factories, banks, and government agencies).

4.5 Summary

This chapter gave an overview of three levels of structural constraints on the representation of

identities. Firstly, the “locations” of identities was discussed.Zubin spacesandsituationsas

locations are distinguished.Situationsare important because they are not only the locational

constraints of identities, but also the distinctive units of representation themselves for charac-

terising the environment. A fewformal subtypesfor describing situations as contexts of a figure

were discussed. A few distinction of situations as contextsfrom the semantic perspective were

also given, this includesimmediate situations(relevant for understanding ontological-kinds),

core-domains, learning, andapplications. They are special cases ofsituations.

The structure-of-the-whole in Piaget’s theory was discussed in figurative terms, which is the

first level structural constrainton the representation of identities. For the development ofa rep-

31Such as food, drink, and shelter.
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resentation, there are three-levels of organisation and three kinds of conceptual-organisations,

individuals, core-domainsfor individuals, andcomplex situationsof applications. With the

specialisation of core-domains for identities, the conceptual structure can be re-defined with

part-whole relations. There are two levels. Firstly, the conceptual structure is defined with a

system of core-domains. The identities of different core-domains in different spaces bearpart-

whole relationsto each other. Secondly, there are part-whole relations which are involved in

the representation of identities in core-domains and in application. These are relevant for the

further study of conceptual structure of a core-domain, including formal schemata of identity

representation.

The second and third level structural constraints from the conceptual structure and from

category systems on the representation and knowledge ofidentitiesin core-domains were also

introduced. Vertically, there areconceptionsof identities on four inclusive levels for assim-

ilating the states of identities in the environment. They are the conceptions on the levels of

ontological kinds, categories, individuals, andstatesat a time. Horizontally, i.e. from the per-

spective of mental operations, there are four kinds ofcausal knowledgefor assimilating the

transformations. For concrete situations, the different kinds of causal knowledge include the

causesof existences of identities, causal rules for identification and re-identification as well

as causalconditionsof inferences,causal mechanismsfor interactions, and the generalcausal

constraints. For identities within a core-domain, the development ofbasic-level-categoriesfor

identities was emphasised. Categories of other nature which are studied in cognitive literature

were also covered.



Chapter 5

The specialisations ofcore-domainsfor the

study of the environment

5.1 Introduction

The current dominant cognitive theories of representationand development often emphasise

the constraints and context effects on category representation. However, there are concerns

with the current states of these theories. This and next chapters are devoted to address such

concerns in order to apply such theories to the purpose of modelling spatial-features which

belong to different domains of environmental studies.

To the concern of this chapter, while the idea ofdomain specificityis widely accepted in

these studies and theories of constraints, the concept ofdomainsis unclear and there is the lack

of an agreement on the system of the so-calledcore-domainsfor the environmental represen-

tation. The lack of agreement in understanding the nature ofcore-domainsand the relations

of different domains relevant for the environmental studies had made it hard to explain why

core-domainsare so special. Consequently, it is hard to specify the differentconstraintsfrom a

core-domain upon category representation.

In this chapter, the issue of domain specialisations will bethe focuses. The key under-

standings will also be given to address the relevant concerns as seen from the perspective of

the situation-based theory. Section 5.2 will examine the concept of domains and core-domains

in the cognitive literature and explains the meaning of domains as it is adopted in this thesis.

It points to the need to study a system of core-domain for the environment and understanding

the criteria for the specialisation of core-domains. It also re-emphasise the functional prin-

ciple as the general constraint upon the specialisation of core-domain and the development

of representation and knowledge in a cognitive system. Section 5.3 will focus on the devel-

opment of domains for the environmental studies, in particular, the system ofcore-domains
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andapplication-orienteddomains supported by theLevel-4 cognitive system. Section 5.4 will

briefly explain the mechanisms of development for domain specialisations, fromcore-domains

in thecommon-sense-spaceto those in other spaces and the representation ofcomplex situations

in general.

5.2 What are domains?

Domains are often emphasised for the important constraintsthey play on category represen-

tation. However, different researchers have quite different understandings on what a domain

is. A diverse range of concepts are all taken as implying different domains which constrain

the representation. In Karmiloff-Smith (1992), the domaindifferences are taken in terms of

physics, biology, language, and narration. In Gelman (1990), the domain is about numbers. In

Keil (1989a), different domains are essentially implied when concepts of different ontological

natures are discussed. On the broader sense, the domain distinctions are in terms of the differ-

ences ofnatural kinds, artefacts, nominal concepts. In a specific sense, the domains correspond

to the studies ofmoral concepts, hand tools, kinship relations, meals, andcooking. In (Chi

et al., 1981), a domain can also refer to the gamechess.

In order to model the constraints of domains on the representation of identities of spatial fea-

tures, the exact meaning of a domain is to be clarified in orderto understand their constraints.

Hirschfeld and Gelman (1994) provided one definition, whichthey considered as “fairly uncon-

troversial”:

A domain is a body of knowledge that identifies and interpretsa class of phe-

nomena assumed to share certain properties and to be of a distinct and general type.

A domain functions as a stable response to a set of recurring and complex problems

faced by the organism. This response involves difficult-to-access perceptual, encod-

ing, retrieval, and inferential processes dedicated to that solution (Hirschfeld and

Gelman, 1994, p.21).

Following this definition, there are two aspects about a domain. Firstly, a domain is about

the study of a particular subject matter, i.e. “a class of phenomena”. Domains are differenti-

ated because they study different phenomena. Thus, there are the distinguished domains for

the studies of the environment, languages, and logics. Secondly, a domain is associated with
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the representation and knowledge of such situations which define the subject area of study.

Karmiloff-Smith (1992) also defined: “a domain is the set of representations sustaining a spe-

cific area of knowledge”.

However, to study domain specificity on representation, thedistinction between the phenom-

ena versus their representation in mind is needed. A domain always involves both components.

Objectively, a domain refers to certain situations in the world. The understanding of domains

and domain distinctions should emphasise the corresponding specific situations in the world

as their subject matters. This is about the Ontological perspective of domains. Subjectively, a

domain can also be taken as a unit of knowledge which has a certain degree of consistency and

coherency. Carey and Spelke (1994) called it thecore principles. The understanding of a do-

main distinction should also emphasise the distinctiveness of representation and knowledge of a

domain. This may be called the Epistemological perspectiveon domains. Most cognitive stud-

ies on domain specificity for category representation have weighted higher the Epistemological

perspective on domains. However, the understanding of a domain is ultimately determined by

the phenomena in the world which is studied.

5.2.1 Oncore-domainsfor the environment

The subject matter to be studied in this thesis is the concrete environment, which is defined in

the general sense to refer to the world excluding the organism who perceives and conceives it.

This general understanding of the environment as a single domain has made it no easier a task

to integrate the domain specificity theories into a representation theory.

The point is, a complex subject such as the environment can also be studied with different

focuses, from different aspects, and with the use of different methods. For example, the en-

vironment as a whole can be segmented into different regions, locations, and spatial features.

These segments of the environment can all become the subjectmatters in their own right. Tra-

ditionally, the knowledge accumulated about the environment can focus on spatial features, or

relations, or processes (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998). The representation and knowledge

acquired by the selected focuses may or may not overlap. In some cases, the same “core prin-

ciple” may unify these different aspects (e.g. natural systems studied in different domains of

geology, hydrology, or climatology). In other cases, different “core principles” may define

these different aspects or sub-areas of the environment as distinctive domains (e.g. the studies
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of landscape, the urban development, and geographical regions). The environment is not only

studied via the direct examination of it, but also learned via the language records of the repre-

sentation and knowledge acquired by others. There are also the involvement of mathematical

formalisations and computer simulations. Because of thesedifferences, it may appear there are

different sub-areas and different “core principles” for the environment in general.

Indeed, to apply the domain specificity, the concern is aboutthe specialisation of the envi-

ronment as a whole into certain meaningful “domains”. A particulardomainof SISciences can

refer to a collection of specific situations in the world, rather than the environment as a whole.

While the situations are in the world, the knowledge of such situations is represented in mind.

The representation of certain situations has to be distinctive in order for the specialisation of a

domain for these situations. That is, the definition of a distinctive domain involves the distinc-

tive patterns of representation and knowledge. Both the existences of certain situations in the

world and their representations are important aspects to the specialisations of domains.

The following question is thus where to draw the boundaries of these situations in the envi-

ronment under two conditions. On the one hand, the system of such situations can be sufficient

to differentiate all the meaningful situations in the world. On the other hand, they have to

be associated with distinctive patterns of representationin mind. Although a non-trivial task,

evolution has equipped the brain to support the important domain distinctions (Fodor, 1983;

Karmiloff-Smith, 1992; Millikan, 1998b). However, Keil (1994) criticised the studies of do-

main constraints on representation in general for the proliferation of domains and expertises:

“. . . there may be only a small number of these basic modes of construal that

emerge in earlier life, say, half a dozen or so. Such a modest array of stance would

mean that concept structure was neither reducible to one setof laws arising out of a

single model of learning, nor splintered into a thousand different areas of expertise

and skill. There may be enough diversity of these basic biases to help us understand

the major different kinds of patternings in the natural and social worlds, but not so

much as to turn the study of concepts into an endless catalogue of different structure

in different tiny domains” (Keil, 1994, p.252).

“(W)e collapse together these different senses of domains at great peril. The

fundamental modes of construal give us immediate intuitivefeelings not only for

how and why things are the way they are, but equally important, of what sorts of
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things there are; they yield out ontologies. . . . the sense ofimmediate explanation

starts to fade, and is gone altogether, along with any ontological sense, as we move

into the cognitively “blind” expertise of the chicken sexer” (Keil, 1994, p.252-253).

Indeed, the issue raised by Keil (1994) is quite relevant fortwo crucial concerns in order to

assimilate these domain specificity theories into a representation theory for modelling in SISys-

tems. One is about thecore-domainsfor the environmental representation, more specifically,

the set ofcore-domainsas the “initial distinctions” for the study of the environment. Cogni-

tively, certain kinds of domain distinctions are meaningful and crucial, while others are less so.

Some domains are too general, while others are too specific. There is this pitfall when domain

differentiations are mainly based on different concepts involved in the representation of a set of

situations for a subject. In cognitive literature, it was generally argued “innate modules” (Leslie,

1994), “core knowledge” (Spelke and van de Walle, 1993; Spelke, 1994) or “core domains”

(Wellman and Gelman, 1998) are extremely crucial for studying representation. However, there

is a disagreement on what is the initial set of “core domains”for cognitive development. Fur-

ther, the set of core domains in mind is not exactly the same set of core domains for the study of

environmental representation. Regarding the representation of the environment, the set of the

core-domains is neither clear nor systematic.

The other is about the criteria which definedomain specialisations. In other words, the ques-

tions are why these core-domains become distinctive and crucial in their own right and what are

thecore principleswhich allow these certain situations of the environment to be treated as dis-

tinctive domains. These questions are about the distinctive nature of thesecore-domains, their

crucial roles for further cognitive development, and theirconstraints for category representa-

tion.

On the core domainsrelevant for the study of the environment

Although the SIScience is about the concrete environment ingeneral, there are differentiated

domains which study the corresponding interesting entities or phenomena in different kinds of

situations in space-time. For the theories of domain constraints on representation to be relevant,

the set of “core domains” which are cognitively distinctiveto the environmental representation

should be decided1.
1The core domains of SISciences will be studied in Section 5.3.
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In cognitive literature, there are different proposals of the initial domain distinctions which

are relevant for the study of the environment. These are the domain distinctions a child seems

to possess at a much earlier age. The first is the proposal of the innate modulars forobjectsand

for agency(for living things in general) from Leslie (1994). The modular for handling objects

is called ToBY (the Theory of Body Mechanism). The modular ofagency is called ToMM (the

Theory of Mind Mechanism), which is further differentiatedinto two components. The first

component (System1), also called “Agents and Action”, is about “the agents and goal-directed

actions they produce”. It is closely related to the mechanism of mental operations. The other

component (System2), also called “Agents and Attitudes”, is about “mental states of agents”

and their roles in producing behaviours. This second systemof ToMM is closely related to the

understanding of “representation in general” and development of “representation systems”.

The second proposal is about the so calledcore knowledgedomains from Carey and Spelke

(1996). The “core knowledge domains” include knowledge of objects (Spelke and van de Walle,

1993), knowledge of object categories (Mandler and McDonough, 1993), knowledge of people

or agency in general (Leslie, 1994; Gergely et al., 1995), and knowledge of number (Wynn,

1992, 1995). Others also add the knowledge of space (Acredolo, 1978; Bremner, 1985, 1998)

into the list of core knowledge domains. These domains are called “core knowledge” domains

because the knowledge of these domains is considered largely innateand they define the foun-

dation of cognitive systems (Carey and Spelke, 1994, 1996).

For the study of the environment, the third proposal of core domains is about the domains

of physics, biology, andcommon sense psychologyor the domain of folk psychology(Gopnik,

1996; Wellman and Gelman, 1998). These proposals are based on the differences in represen-

tations ofartefactsversusliving things(Gelman and Markman, 1986; Keil, 1989a), distinctive

biological theories(Carey, 1985; Keil, 1989a), and the changes ofmental statesof a person on

actions (Gopnik, 1996; Wellman and Gelman, 1992, 1998).

The three proposals of “innate modulars”, “core knowledge domains”, and “core-domains”

all define the distinctive “cognitive domains” which are crucially important to cognitive sys-

tems. While most research agrees there are domain constraints on representation from a very

early age, they have different opinions on when and why thesecore-domains become estab-

lished. Some take these core-domains as perhaps innate, such as the study of Spelke and van de

Walle (1993) on the domain of objects. The position that these core-domains areinnateand

given by nature often implies there is not much to be exploredabout the cause and mechanisms
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of such a core-domain (Fodor, 1983), i.e. modularisation inthe terminology of Karmiloff-Smith

(1992).

In this thesis, to study the core-domains of the environment, rather than innate knowledge,

Piaget’s constructive position of knowledge (Chapman, 1988) is followed. To understand do-

main distinctions, apart from the observations of empirical data, the process of domain speciali-

sations is to be understood and the criteria is to be stated. Thus, a system of specialised domains

can be listed following a certain principle criteria. Without a theory on the development of these

domains, the proposed domains only form a collection ratherthan a system. For the system of

core-domains which are relevant to the representation of the environment, they are not only

about any domains, but also the ones on a suitable level of distinctions of the environment.

Regarding the domain ofobjects, Piagetian constructive theory can share the position that

the representation in the brain of an organism and the mind ofa person can start with the

representation of substances in the world (see Section 2.2). However, it also takes that there

is the qualitative change regarding the ways theidentitiesin the world can be represented in

the mind of a person. In Piaget’s theory, during the earlier stages of development, i.e. before

stage IV of the sensorimotor period, the representation ofidentitiesis implicit in sensorimotor

schemes. Only from stage IV afterobject permanency, there are explicit representations and

the explicit distinction of two ontological-kinds, i.e.objectswith clear boundaries versusstuffs

for substances2.

Regarding the domain ofnumbers, this thesis takes the position that the development of

numbersis genetically predisposed to develop in human. However, the domain ofnumbersis a

distinctive area which is more relevant to the capability ofabstract descriptions of the concrete

physical world. There are developmental issues regarding what situations in the environment

can be re-described and how. It is not only about counting objects, but modelling accurately

the states of identities and the environment on the one hand,the transformations on the other

hand. There are also developmental issues regarding the ways numbers can be represented and

their meanings. Indeed, there are distinctive features associated with the learning of numerical

systems. In those studies which were cited for the claim thatthe domain of numbers is innate,

what has been studied is the capability of detecting changesin number of objects in certain

spatial contexts (Wynn, 1992, 1995). Infants (as younger as6 months old) have been shown to

have such a capability and even the capability of expecting results of some simple arithmetical

2For discussion on the earlier change of object representation, see Section 3.3.
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operation, such as adding or subtracting one object from a small collection in a display. The

infants were said to be born with specialized neural substrates to support the need to categorise

the world into small sets of objects, the same way as they wereborn with the ability to make

colour differentiation.

Number’s names are often learned explicitly incountinggame when numerical names are

associated with two understandings, i.e.large andsmallnumbers can reflectmoreand lessof

objects andlargeandsmallsizes of certain measurement of objects such as length. The meaning

of numbers originates inoperations(e.g., counting) rather than concrete objects themselves,

although it might be the objects in the world which are to be counted. However, the explicit

knowledge of numbers is associated with understanding of two kinds ofrelations, numbers of

objects or relations of physical measurement. According toPiaget, the ability to think about the

world in numerical terms starts to emerge no earlier than 5 years of age when children can pass

the conservation task. It requires the prior development oftransitive reasoning and putting two

sets of objects into one-to-one correspondence (Butterworth, 1999).

Regarding the domain ofspaces, this thesis takes the position that the representation of

spacesis also genetically predisposed for higher animals. The domain ofspaceis directly rele-

vant for the environmental representation and there are developmental issues regarding the ways

the space can be represented. The representation of space isnot exactly the same as the rep-

resentation ofspatial- locationsfor objects3. While there are earlier representations ofspatial

locationsfor hidden objects in Stage V of sensorimotor period, the representation ofspatial

locationsin terms ofconfigurations of objectsis developed until about 5 years of age when

children can pass thethree-mountaintask. In Piaget’s theory, it requires theallocativerepre-

sentation ofspatial relationsof the objects within a larger frame (Brainerd, 1978). However,

the spatial configuration for the large scale environment (e.g., configurations of buildings) be-

comes an explicit domain in its own right only at later stagesof cognitive development (i.e. in

the concrete operational period in Piaget’s theory) (Piaget and Inhelder, 1956)4.

The “core-domains” ofphysics, biology, andsocial studiesof people are taken crucially

important in this thesis for ontological-distinctions of objects as figures and their environment.

However, instead of the domain offolk psychology, the third core-domain takes the domain of

social studies. In both domains, the actions of people are the key subjects. However, there are

3See Section 4.2 on space and situations for the locations ofidentities.
4More discussion on the development of representation of space can be found in Section 5.3.
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two senses ofpsychological causesconflated in the studies oftheory of mind(Harris, 1992;

Wellman and Gelman, 1998; Wellman et al., 2001). The generalsense refers to the effect

of the mental representationand themechanism of operationsupon the decision of actions

and behaviours in the environment. The specific sense refersto the direct involvement of the

actions of the self as the causes for the changes of the environmental states. In the earlier

ages, the actions of the self have been taken by children as the main causes for the changes

of the environment. In the later stage, the causes of changescan be understood as lying in

the environment. To understand these changes, the self becomes aphysical object, abiological

entity, and asocial memberamong others whose actions can be the causes for the changes in the

environment. These different roles played by the self in interactions with objects, organisms,

and people can bring the earlier differentiated understandings of thecausal mechanismand

causationsof the threecore-domains(Harris, 1992). In Piaget’s theory, the pre-operational

period is associated with the main phenomena asrealism, animism, andarteficialism(Piaget,

1954; Chapman, 1988), which can be interpreted as about these changes.

5.2.2 On the criteria for explicit distinctions of core-domains

Apart from what is the set of “core-domains” for the study of the environment, there is another

concern associated with these theories of constraints on category representation. That is, what

are the criteria which can account for the specialisation ofthese “core-domains”? The under-

standings of what define acore-domainis directly related to the different sorts of constraints

proposed in cognitive literature on category representation.

One of the important factors for differentiating core-domains is the ontological kind of iden-

tities (Mandler, 2000a). Indeed, some of the domain distinctions for identities are considered

innate to an organism because the objects in these domains can be differentiated at a much

younger age. For example, Mandler (2000a, 2004) argued thateven infants can make rudi-

mentary differentiation of ontological kinds and domains for identities, which can be based on

theshapes, movementandbehaviourpatterns, and theways these identities can be interacted

with. For example, living things can be differentiated from physical objects because they can

self-initiate actions while physical objects cannot. The movement trajectories are also different

for these two groups (Mandler, 2000a). While all objects canbe touched, the feeling from the

touching of an animal (e.g. a cat) is different from touchinga physical object (e.g. a toy). Phys-
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ical objects do not make noise unless they are moving fast, they do not move by themselves,

and some can be held in the hand and kicked by the foot. People can be differentiated from

physical objects or animals because people can respond to the cries of an infant without direct

physical contacts. There is also the capability of recognition of faces in general and human

faces in particular in the infants (Johnson and Morton, 1991; Gauthier and Nelson, 2001). All

of these are based on the direct interaction by a person, and the differences are explainable with

rather coarse differentiations along attribute dimensions.

In the theory of Keil (1989b), the issue of domain specificityis closely linked to the differ-

ent representations for ontological natures of categoriesbecause they support different kinds of

inferences. The objects in different core-domains, i.e. the physical objects (Spelke and van de

Walle, 1993), living things, such as animals (Carey, 1985; Keil, 1989a; Atran, 1994), and people

(Wellman and Gelman, 1998) in social domain are taken as belonging to different ontological

kinds. However, there are not only different representations for identities of different onto-

logical kinds. For the representation of identities of the same kind, there is also an issue of

development of representation within theircore-domains5.

Other theories proposed that core-domains are distinctivebecause of the development of

distinctive theoriesfor each of the core-domains (Carey, 1985; Smith et al., 1985; Gopnik,

1996; Wellman and Gelman, 1992). For example,folk psychologyis proposed as the one of

core-domains(Wellman and Gelman, 1992, 1998). The core-domain offolk psychologyhas

focused on the development oftheory of the mind, which can be linked to the earlier mentioned

study of Leslie (1994) on themodular of agency(ToMM). The theory of the mindexplains

the actions of behaviours in terms of mentalist states, suchasbeliefs, desires, andintentions.

Development means at different ages, different mental states, such asbeliefsanddesires, are

involved in behaviour explanations. Four years old is a crucial age for the development of

folk psychology. Here, children older than this age can passa set of cognitive testing, includ-

ing appearance-reality task, understandingfalse pretense, andtheory of mind task. Younger

children have difficulty to succeed at these tasks. Unlike the innate theory, the proposals for

thecore-domainof folk psychology often emphasise the construction ratherthan innateness of

knowledge (Wellman and Gelman, 1998).

For biology, the explicit specialisation of the core-domain is also based the distinctivecausal

knowledge(Carey, 1985). According to Carey (1985); Carey and Spelke (1994), the biology

5See the earlier discussion in Section 4.4. Also see more details in Sections 6.2 & 6.3.
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becomes distinctive only when children can understand the biological inheritance. Based on

biological inheritanceas the criteria, the domain of biology is considered a later development

which has become an independent area only when a child is about 6 or 7 years old (Carey and

Spelke, 1994):

“First, children resemble their parents. Black parents tend to have black chil-

dren. . . . Second, themechanismunderlying this resemblance crucially involves

birth. . . . To be credited with a biological concept of inheritance, children need not

understand anything like a genetic mechanism, but they mustdistinguish the pro-

cess underlying family resemblance from mechanical or psychological processes.

At a minimum, children should realize that the process through which an animal

originates - birth - is crucially involved in the process through which animals come

to have their specific characteristics (Carey and Spelke, 1994, p.186).

However, there are also certain concerns with this set of proposals. Firstly, the idea ofcausal

theoriesis rather complex itself and was not very clearly defined Fodor (1994). In thetheory

theory, the development ofcausal theoriesis argued for the development of cognitive systems

in general (Carey, 1985; Gopnik, 1996). Gopnik (1996) gave her definition of what can be

called as changes oftheorieswhich is parallel to theparadigmchange in the classic work of

(Kuhn, 1996)). It often involves the “axiom” and uses the axiom to re-construct the knowledge

of the whole domain, such as the adoption of atoms to study physics (Smith et al., 1985). The

description of knowledge often involves mathematical formulations. Secondly,causal theories

are also emphasised as the constraints on the development ofrepresentation of categories in the

core-domains(Keil, 1989a; Medin, 1989; Gelman and Markman, 1986; Gelmanet al., 1994;

Gelman, 2004). However, thecausal theoriesin these studies are somehow different from what

were studied in (Gopnik, 1996) for cognitive development6. The kind ofcausal theoriesof

(Keil, 1989a) is related to theinferencesof properties for causal attributions and explanations.

The kind ofcausal theoriesof (Medin, 1989; Gelman et al., 1994; Gelman, 2004) is related to

searching the “essences” of representation. Thirdly, there is also a particular issue regarding

those distinctivecausal theoriesfor the different core-domains. Specifically, it appears that the

proposed distinctivecausal theoriesto explain the development ofphysicsSmith et al. (1985),

biology(Carey, 1985) andfolk psychology(Wellman and Gelman, 1992) follow their distinctive

6See the earlier discussion on different kinds of causal theories in Section 4.4.
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and non-related principles. These may imply that either these differentcore-domainsare not

derived from the same general mechanism of development, or their developmental mechanisms

have diverged only after these core-domains are specialised.

Explicit causal relations in interactions for core-domains

The issue of criteria for understanding a domain is important. Whether a domain is consid-

ered asinnateor constructedcan depend on different criteria. That is, the studies of different

aspects of a core-domain can indeed be taken as the argumentsfor either theinnateor con-

structednature of the core-domain (Flavell and Miller, 1998; Wellman and Gelman, 1998). For

example, another often cited evidence for biology as aninnatecore-domain comes from the

anthropological study of languages of different cultural groups (Atran, 1994, 1998; Atran et al.,

2004). Atran and associates have found the universality of biological taxonomies of different

native cultures as well as the similarity of such folk taxonomies with the scientific taxonomies.

However, whether such evidence can be taken as innate biology is uncertain. The similarity in

taxonomies can be explained by other proposals7.

If the criteria for the specialisation of acore-domaincan be based on the different onto-

logical nature of identities alone, then the constraints ofdomains and ontological-kinds may

stay non-differentiated from each other. This is perhaps the case in the earlier developmental

period until the third level cognitive systems8. The initial ontological distinction of identities

is about theobjectsversusstuff. This can be based on sensorimotor experience. For exam-

ple, objects have clear boundaries. Sometimes, the objectsalso have distinctive boundary parts

(Tversky and Hemenway, 1984), which allow distinctive waysto interact with such objects and

thus support different functions. After the development ofthe third level cognitive systems, the

ontological-kindsandcore-domainsfor objects should be differentiated. Thephysical objects,

animates, andpeoplestudied by psychologists are differentontological-kinds, however, they

are components for thecore-domainsof physics, biology, andsocial environmentrespectively,

not the same as thesecore-domainsthemselves.

In this situation-based theory, a domain refers to certain situations in the environment and

an organisation unit of representation and knowledge for such situations in mind. A general

7See the discussion on structure versus contents in Section 6.3.
8Roughly the beginning of the concrete operational period inPiaget’s theory. For more empirical studies, see

(Carey, 1985; Gelman and Markman, 1986; Keil, 1989b).
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situation for acore-domaincan have two or more identities of the same ontological nature.

A situation with a single identity is a simplified case. As a complex situation, it can include

not only the representation ofidentities, but also therelationsof identities which constrain the

transformations in the world. For example, thecore-domainof biology includes not only the

representation for theliving things, but also the relations ofindividuals in ecological systems

and in taxonomy and the relations ofinternal organsto the normal functions of the organisms.

Both identitiesandcausal relationsare important components forsituationsof the environ-

ment and should be considered for the specialisations of core-domains. The direct observations

and sensorimotor experiences withidentitiesof different ontological existences can lead to the

differentiated patterns of representation in mind (Humphreys and Forde, 2001). The differ-

entiated representations ofphysical objects, living things, andpeopleare well supported for

higher animals (Millikan, 1998b). However, forcore-domainsof physics, biology, andsocial

domainto become distinctive, there are not only distinctive representations ofobjects, but also

distinctivecausal relationswhen they interact with each other. There are distinctive patterns

when identities of different ontological natures interactwith each other, such as the patterns of

interactions of two objects, two people, or two animals.

For the specialisation ofcore-domainsand the development ofdomain representation and

knowledge, the important role played by the explicit representation and understanding ofcausal

relationswill be emphasised. The termcausal relationsof identities is about the cases when two

or more identities from a core-domain are interacted with each other which can bring changes to

the states of the involved identities. The termcausationis used to refer to relation ofcause-effect

when two physical objects are involved in interactions as studied in (Leslie, 1994). However,

it refers to the explicit knowledge of such interactions rather than the implicit representation

in perceptual habituations in infants. The termcausal mechanismis used to refer to the exact

procedure in the interaction. When two objects interact with each other, there are changing

rules for understanding such interactions in order to make predictions of the changingstatesof

the involved identities (Siegler, 1976).

On domain specialisations and development of domain knowledge

To study the constraints on representation in cognitive literature, there are indeed two kinds of

processes. One is about domain specialisations. The other is about the development of domain
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representation and knowledge. The two processes can be understood and studied separately;

however, they should also be unified with a single theoretical account of development. This

account of the cognitive development should not only make itclear the underlyingrules for

domain specialisations, but also the development of domainrepresentation and knowledge. The

latter can is directly relevant to a systematic study on theconstraintsof core-domains on the

representation of identities.

In Piaget’s theory, this general process of development is explained in terms of the biologi-

cal functions ofassimilationsandaccommodations(Piaget, 1972, 1977; Phillips, 1981). In this

thesis, thesituation-basedOntology is introduced to provide a figurative understanding of the

cognitive and conceptual development studied in Piaget’s theory. This situation-based account

emphasises the functional principle for the structural changes of cognitive and conceptual sys-

tems, including the development ofcore-domainsfor natural-units in the common-sense-space

and in other spaces and the development of therepresentation and knowledgeof core-domains.

Both kinds of development are in close associations with a figurative understanding of the

mental operations, i.e. to support the representation and knowledge forapplicationsin the

world. The development of a cognitive system is about developing the structure to support

the representation of the increasinglycomplex situationsin the world. This is about thecon-

straints of applicationsin the general sense on the development of cognitive systems. It is the

demands of applications which constrain the state of the structure in general and representation

and knowledge of core-domains in specific, including the representation of identities9.

5.3 Oncore-domainsand domainsfor SISciences

The specialisedcore-domainsare empirically observed in cognitive studies and the scientific

domains for the environment are studied in SISciences. These specialised domains for the

environment can be understood and unified into a single situation-based framework of cognitive

development10.

The explicit understanding of certain situations as a distinctive domain is correlated with the

four levels of cognitive systems. For a study ofcore-domains, the system ofcore domainsis an

9Further studies in this chapter will cover the development of the system ofcore-domainsfor the environment.

The development of representation and knowledge ofcore-domainswill be studied in Chapter 6.
10see Section 3.3.
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important issue. To SIScience, the system of domains supported by thefourth-level cognitive

system is defined by thecore-domainsandapplication-oriented domains. These domains cor-

respond tosituationsin common-sense-spaceand in the large space. These specialised domains

can be understood as developed along thehorizontalandverticaldimensions.

• Horizontally, there arecore-domainswhich are developed in association with the three

functional distinctions of situations for studying identities in the environment (which are

directly biologically relevant). There arecore-domainswhich study thefigures, thecon-

tentsof the figures, or thecontextsof the figures in their own right. Thefigureswhich are

targets by the direct actions of an organism are in thecommon-sense-space. Thecore-

domainsfor thecontentscan involve the “natural-units” in thecommon-sense-spaceand

small space. Thecore-domainsfor the contextscan be about “natural-units” defined in

thecommon-sense-spaceand thelarge space. However, for anynatural-unitin the world

in their own right, the threefunctional componentscan also be applied for its study.

• Vertically, there are also distinctions of core-domains which exist in the same space. The

core-domainsin cognitive studies are mostly about the further distinctions of thefigure

kind of spatial-features in thecommon-sense-space. These identities as figures in the

environment can be directly interacted with by a person. Thedistinctions of the figures

are closely related to the increasingly detailed information of the contents and contexts

about the objects, from the simple distinction of stuffs versus objects, to the simple ver-

sus complex objects (which has both components of boundary and internal parts), to the

natural physical objects versus the complex living-things(which have distinctive causes

of existences). Domains are for the situations which contain these differentiated objects.

5.3.1 On development of domains in the second level cognitive systems

Following Piaget’s study, the development of a cognitive system starts whenthe selfand the

environmentare explicitly separated in the mind of an infant of 1-month old. By then, the ac-

tions of the self can be differentiated from the impending changes of the environment upon the

perceptual systems of the self. Since the distinction of theself and the environment, identi-

ties in the world will be further differentiated based on theactions and the internalised action

schemes applied to them by a person. By stage IV, the identities in the environment can be
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represented in their own right as existences in the environment, i.e. Piaget’sobject permanency.

This understanding of objects is the starting point for conceptual development.

The second level cognitive systems can support an explicitcore-domainof physical sub-

stances and objects. There are not only explicit representations of “natural-units” as identities,

the “natural units” can be differentiated intostuffsversusobjectswith clear boundaries. The de-

velopment of the core-domain of physics is supported by the well developed perceptual system.

There are also the preliminary functionally differentiated domains which study thenatural units

asfiguresand thecontextsof the figures. This subsection is about such fundamental domains,

namely, the domain ofphysics, of perceptionfor studying properties, and the domain ofthe

environmentfor locations.

The development of representation of physical identities

The earlier development is associated with the study of identities as physical entities. To study

the objects in the surrounding environment, there are the developments of two sets of brain

structures to provide such supports. One is the action-based study of thefiguresas targeted

objects, such as in Piaget’s theory and other interactionists’ theories (Bickhard, 1998, 2001;

Glenberg, 1997). Objects bear direct functional roles to the concern of a person and can be acted

upon by the person. The objects and their functions are understood in terms of theinternalised

action schemeswhich can be applied to them (Piaget, 1962; Phillips, 1981).The other is about

the domain ofperceptionfor studying the properties. However, the perceptual modalities are

not restricted to study physical substances.

In Piaget’s theory, the representation of objects involvesthe coordination of hands-and-

eyes. The actions upon objects are important for assimilating the visual input into the action-

based understanding of the objects. The representation of shapes is a different issue from the

representation of an object (Piaget and Inhelder, 1956). The explicit representation of an object

is only achieved in stage IV withobject permanencyin mind when the object is understood as

an existence in its own right and can be located at a position.The locations can be indicated

or defined by other objects (Bremner, 1985). The evidence comes from the observation that

infants in stage IV can search for hidden objects. The differentiation of the environment is no

longer purely contingent upon the actions of an infant. Identities are not only differentiable

based on their affordances to the actions of an infant, they are also studied in terms of their
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relations to other objects, in particular, their similarities and differences along different attribute

dimensions, such as functions, spatial properties, and physical properties.

Mandler and McDonough (2000); Mandler (2000b) argued that younger children at stage

III of Piaget’s sensorimotor period can form categories of objects based the studies of recalls

of suitableaction schemesto accommodate different objects. However, objects at thisstage

may be grouped together because of distinctive perceptual features, which can incur distinctive

action schemes by directassociations. The state of an object in perception and the identity as an

individual in a location are different understandings. Around Stage IV, patterns of interactions

of two objects can be observed directly in a perceptual field (Baillargeon et al., 1995; Bail-

largeon, 2004). However, cognitive understanding of objects and objects in interaction requires

understanding explicitly that the differentstatesbelong to the same object or different objects.

The cognitive understanding of an object as a distinctive individual starts to develop in stage V

children (Xu and Carey, 1996).

The understanding of the domain of physics continues to develop in the later periods of the

cognitive systems. While in the earlier time of the pre-operational period, objects are examined

for their functional purposes, there is also the explicit distinction ofpartsfrom thefigureswhich

possess the parts. Bothfiguresandpartscan be treated as existences in their own right and can

be studied for their material components. Further development of the physical domain is closely

related to the study ofpropertiesfor understanding the physical materials (Smith et al., 1985).

The study of parts can influence the explicit distinctions ofobjects into core-domains ofphysics,

biology, andsocial studies. However, the configuration of distinctive body parts for different

biological functions is an important criterion for the differentiation ofbiological kind. In the

formal operational period, the different sensorimotor based examinations of physical entities or

phenomena are not restricted to those with the sizes of A-space or smaller. The physical entities

or phenomena which can be studied are in different spaces.

The development of structures in perceptual space

The development of perceptual modalities in human matures earlier and is the foundation for

the studies of physical substances and objects (Gibson, 1988; Johnson, 2005; Gopnik, 1998).

The earlier developed sensorimotor modalities are relevant for picking up the relevant cues by

an organism from the environment to differentiate the environmental situations. However, the
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biological rather than strict physical principle should befollowed to understand these mea-

surements in perceptual modalities (Lockhead, 1992). The development and measurements in

perceptual systems may be better understood in terms of following the psychophysical principle

which maximise the relevant distinctions along certain dimensions (Lockhead, 1992; Goldstone,

1998).

In sensorimotor period, different identities are often directly indicated by their distinctive

perceptual properties. The initial active bonding of perceptions is to study and describe the

figures(i.e. the objects as wholes) orcontentsof figures (e.g. the parts) with spatial and physical

properties. They are the perceptually measurable. A property for one object is derived from

the comparison with same kind of properties of other objects. The perceptual development

depends on what sorts of sensors can be developed in a specieswhich help to discriminate the

identities in the environment with the use of perceptual cues. Distinctive colours can be used

for indicating a category. In some animals, the differentiating an identity in distance is mainly

in terms of distinctive perceptual properties belonging toan identity (Allen, 1998). However,

thepropertieswhich can be perceptually differentiated are not restricted to physical properties

for differentiating substances. The patterns ofmovementsandmotor behavioursare crucially

important (Freyd, 1987; Lu and Sperling, 1995).

Spatial properties are crucially important for differentiating objects. There aredistinctive

features, spatial propertiessuch asshapesin 2D images and 3D forms. In perception literature,

representation of shapes (Marr, 1982; Kellman, 1984) and colours (Boynton, 1988; Byrne and

Hilbert, 2003) are also well studied. In human, in the earlier stages of the sensorimotor period

(stage I- III), the representation of an identity can include different attributes for differentiating

the identities. At about stage II (i.e. about 4 months of age), an object can be represented

perceptually in 3D shape (Kellman, 1984; Kellman et al., 1987, 2005). The 3D shapes for an

individual are different from the 2D images in a series over time. There are also the subsystems

which handle the construction of 3D shapes for objects from 2D images. The representation of

faces in earlier development (Johnson and Morton, 1991; Johnson, 2005), which is taken as one

of the important factors for social cognition, is also related to the development of the perceptual

modalities for handling configurations.
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The development of cognitive representation of environmental states

The domain of the environment or the space is about the study of thespatial contextsfor people

or other objects which are interested by people. The kinds ofspatial relations which can be

understood earlier are about thecontainer-containedrelations (e.g., milk in bottles and toys

in drawers) and the relations of objects which are “on” or “under” other objects (e.g., on the

ground).

In the second level cognitive system, with the development of object permanency, there

are the implicit representation ofspatial locationsto facilitate the searching of hidden objects

(Bremner, 1985). In this case, the spatial context of an object is defined in terms of theconfig-

uration of objects. The configuration of objects helps to indicate the objective position of an

identity in the environment. However, the focus is on thefigureand the location is treated as

one of the attributes, thecontextual attribute, for the figure.

However, thespatial contextsare not only locations for figures, but also exist in their own

right. Although closely related, the study oflocationsof different kinds is to be differentiated

from the “spatial contexts” of a figure. Thespatial contextsas locations can be studied and

characterised in their own right. There are differently defined locations which arespatial fea-

turesstudied in the large scale environment. The representationof large scale situations in the

environment (in 4D) can be further differentiated into those studied in different Zubin spaces,

from A-Space, to B-space, to C-space, to D-space. The domains of SIScience are developed

based on the understanding and further differentiations ofthe environment as thegroundand

spatial contextsfor objects and a person.

A spatial context should be clearly differentiated from a perceptual field11. Both a perceptual

field and a spatial context can be a container for the state of an object. They are also contained

within a larger spatial context in the world. However, a perceptual field is defined in 2D space.

The state of an object which is embedded in a perceptual field is captured from a particular

perspective. A spatial context is inherently in 3D. A spatial context can be constructed from

multiple perceptual fields and each perceptual field may in turn include more than one identity.

A particular object at a time is located in a spatial context.However, aspatial contextcan be-

come a distinctive unit in its own right, which is a state of asituationat time. The representation

11The perceptual system can handle spatial patterns with a fewobjects which bear spatial relations to each other

and they are in the same perceptual field. The number of objects which can be handled in a perceptual field is

limited (Cowan, 2000).
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of a spatial context is a conceptual reconstruction with multiple identities in relations. It is an

environmental state relevant for an application.

In Piaget’s theory (Bremner, 1978b; Brainerd, 1978), for representing a spatial context,

there is the developmental change fromegocentricto allocativerepresentation. Theegocen-

tric representation of the environment is defined in terms of spatial relations to the self. The

allocativerepresentation of the environment is defined in terms of spatial relations of the ob-

jects themselves. In the sensorimotor period, the representation of space is largelyegocentric

where the space is defined in terms of the spatial relations ofa person to the objects in the

environment. The allocative representation of space is a later development until the later stage

of pre-operational period (Piaget and Inhelder, 1956) where the environment or the context of a

particular object can be defined with the other objects in themselves.

For allocative representation of the environment, the ability required is not only to hold a

single object or a collection of a few objects, but also to keep the spatial configurations of mul-

tiple objects. In Piaget’s own study, the earlier spatial representations in children (who are near

the end of the pre-operational period) were investigated with the so calledthree-mountain-task

(Brainerd, 1978). The standard setting in the Piagetian task involves a model with three little

hills in configuration and each hill is distinctive. A child is led around the model. Then a child

is stopped at one position and asked what he may see if he was standing on the opposite position

across the model. A child is only asked to point to one of the prepared pictures. Children in the

pre-operational period often fail the task, suggesting they could not take a different perspective.

The claim that children who fail the task lack the capabilityof taking different perspectives

was questioned by other psychologists (Brainerd, 1978). However, one of the key elements in

Piaget’sthree-mountain-tasklies in the fact that the children have to handlespatial relations

objectively and maintain the cognitive representation of thespatial configurationin their mind.

The test is about the different perspectives for the representation of the environment with mul-

tiple objects in a configuration, it is not about the different perspectives of a single object. The

standard Piagetian three-mountain-task requires the children to preserve and hold the relative

configurations of the objects in the environment and recall or construct the projections with the

relevant perspectives.

For the capability of taking different perspectives, two kinds of projections and manipula-

tions in mind should be differentiated. One is about the construction of a 3D shape of an object

from a sequence of 2D images taken from different perspectives. The perceptual modality is
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equipped with this capability. The capability of explicit understanding and modelling the state

of an identity at a time is achieved perhaps when a child can start drawing a 3D object on a

paper. Here, there is the projection of the object into a 2D shape. The representation of a 2D

form or image for the representation of an individual is currently adopted for the representation

of spatial-features in SISystems. The 2D projection can be sufficient for the representation of

certain 3D spatial-features in the larger scale environment.

The other is the representation of an object as a 4D existencein association of a sequence of

3D states of the object at different times. This is a later achievement. It requires that the identity

as a whole is to be explicitly differentiated from the state of it a time. The state of an object is

defined in 3D space. The sequence of states of an identity at different times can be integrated

into the representation of an identity as a whole. The different states of the same identity are

often the 3D images at different times. Indeed, the change ofstates of an identity is calculated

for the particular motor pattern, which can be characteristic of the identity. This general un-

derstanding that an identity can have changing states over time is not only used to exclusively

identify an object. The general understanding on the changeof states of an identity over time

is associated with study of the processes of natural systemsas well as the representation of

transformation of spatial context overtime in general.

To summarise, the domain ofspaceis about the context of figures and the functional dis-

tinction of environmental situations. The explicit representations ofspatial relationsof different

kinds have prepared the possibility to represent any spatial contexts. The explicit representa-

tion of a large scale environmental setting with the configuration of landmarks is possible only

in concrete operational period in Piaget’s theory (Piaget and Inhelder, 1956), i.e. the cognitive

system has reached the third level.

5.3.2 Oncore-domainsfor figures in the common-sense-spaceand beyond

For objects as figures in the common-sense-space, there are threecore-domainsin terms of

physical domain, biology, andsocial domain. These threecore-domainsare correlated with the

development of second, third, and fourth state of the cognitive systems. That is, the domain of

physics starts to develop in the pre-operational period. The domain of biology becomes explicit

and begins to develop further since the concrete operational period (Carey and Spelke, 1994).

The domain of social environment becomes distinctive and develops further after the formal
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operational period (Phillips, 1981). The representation and knowledge of these core-domains

can continue to develop in the rest of the life time.

Two issues will be covered in this subsection. One is the distinction of folk psychology

studied in the psychology literature versus thedomain of social environment. The other is

about the formations and specialisations ofcore-domainsfor identities in the large-space in the

fourth-level cognitive systems.

On folk psychologyversus the domain ofsocial environment

According to the psychologists,core-domainsin terms ofphysics, biology, andfolk psychology

are differentiated based on the ontological kinds of identities and the theories of these domains

(Gopnik and Wellman, 1994; Wellman and Gelman, 1998; Gelman, 2004). However, in this

thesis, three core domains in thecommon-sense-spacearephysical domain, biology, andsocial

domain.

The different views of thecore-domainsare related to the adoption of different criteria

for domain specialisations. In this thesis, the explicit understanding of specialisation ofcore-

domainsinvolve two criteria12. One is theontological natureof identities within a core-domain.

The other criterion is the explicit differentiations ofcausationsof different kinds which involve

two identities in interactions, such as the interactions oftwo people, two objects, or two ani-

mals. The distinctive patterns ofidentities in interactionsplay a crucial role for the formations

of core-domains as distinctive units of representation. With this criterion of explicitcausal re-

lations, instead offolk psychology(Wellman and Gelman, 1992, 1998), thesocial domain, i.e.

the environment defined by other people should be the third core-domain.

In Flavell and Miller (1998), the social domain is understood in a broader sense, which

is about the understanding of others’ minds, their behaviours and interpersonal relations.Folk

psychologyis about the earlier understanding of this broader domain. It focuses onthe mindand

actions, rather than the environment. It is the foundation for the two branches of studies. One is

development of understanding ofrepresentationin mind (Flavell and Miller, 1998). There are

significant observed changes in the understanding of representation in a child about 4-year-old.

For example,appearancemay be differentiated from thereality, the representation can change

over time, different people may have different representation about the same circumstance (i.e.

12See Section 5.2.
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understanding of other people’s minds), and own’s belief may be wrong which can be restricted

by direct perceptual experiences (Flavell, 1999). The other is the theory of actions. In folk

psychology, the actions of people can often be explained in terms of their beliefs, desires, and

intentions(Wellman and Gelman, 1992, 1998).

Indeed, if the distinction ofcore-domainsis based on theontological-kindsof identities

only, it is hard to make distinction offolk psychologyand thedomain of the social environment,

given both are about people. However, the core-domain offolk psychologyis different from

the core-domain ofsocial studies. The folk psychology(Wellman and Gelman, 1998) studies

an ontologically distinctive subject compared with those of the core-domainsof physicsand

biology. The theory offolk psychologyis linked to the innate modular for agency proposed by

Leslie (1994). The described changes studied by thetheory of mind(Wellman and Gelman,

1992, 1998; Wellman et al., 2001) is related to the changes inthe moduleof mental opera-

tions. However, the domain ofphysicsandbiologyare aboutsimpleor complexsituations in the

environment. Thesocial domainis also about situations of the environment defined by other

people.

Thedomain of social environmentis about people and their interactions. The theory offolk

psychologyis also the root for the development of knowledge of social behaviours, individuals,

and social organisations studied in thesocial sciences. For the development of representation

and knowledge of the social environment, it requires certain levels of development in mind in

terms of representation and the understanding actions of other people. The development of

knowledge of the social domain is mainly in the formal operational period (Phillips, 1981).

The distinctive pattern ofcause-effectswhich define the social domain starts to be understood

when a person interact with other people. The person can predict the representation in the mind

of other people and project the understanding of the possible actions of the self (if the self is

in the similar environment) to the understanding of other people (Harris, 1992). In the social

domain, theindividualsandsocial organisationsare treated as separate entities. A person can

play different social roles, which bear direct relations oftheir behaviours. Performing well in a

social role can increase the psychological well-being of a person.
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The development ofcore-domainsin the larger space for the environment

Spatial-features in the environment can be differentiatedinto those contained in situations in the

four Zubin spaces, i.e. the table-top (A-space), cityscape(B-space), landscape (C-space), and

larger spatial regions (D-space). The situations in the four spaces are classified into distinctive

core domains13. Thecore-domainsin the larger scale environment refer to the environmental

situationsof different kinds in the B-, C-, and D-space. Generally speaking, thesespatial

featuresare either for characterising the ground (e.g., a landmark)or parts of the environment

(e.g., natural physical systems). They are also containers(e.g., a house or a city) and locations

in terms of configurations (e.g., configurations of buildings) for the environmental settings of a

person and other objects.

Spatial featuresof container-kind (e.g. house or buildings in B-space) or locations defined

with configurations of objects (in A-space) can be explicitly represented in the second level

cognitive systems. However, the representation oflocationsas environmental settingswith

configurations of landmarks can be constructed only in the concrete operational period (Piaget

and Inhelder, 1956). In the fourth level cognitive system, i.e. the formal operational period,

there is the possibility to represent any situations in the environment in Euclidean Geometry.

The spatial-featureswhich are located in situations in the large-space pose constraints on

the positions of spatial features in thecommon-sense-space. Spatial-featuresof larger sizes

can contain thespatial-featuresin the smaller space. The latter areparts or elements(such

as a city can be defined in terms of configurations ofbuildings and otherlandmarks). For

example, objects in B-space can function as the location of aperson or other objects in A-space.

Spatial features, such asenvironmental settings(e.g., hospitals or cities), can be the locations

for spatial-features in B-space. Spatial features in D-spaces, such asgeographical regions, can

be the locations for those in other spaces.

The spatial-featuresin the large scale environment are directly relevant to the studies of

SISciences. There are different representations and knowledge aboutspatial-featuresin differ-

entcore-domainsin different spaces. The differences depend on the development of cognitive

and conceptual structure in general as well as the experience with the situations of the corre-

sponding core-domain in the environment and language or other symbolic representation of the

13See Section 4.2 on the discussion of the four Zubin spaces andthe spaces and situations as contexts of identi-

ties.
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explicit knowledge of the core domain. Not only identities in different spaces are of different

ontological natures, the representation of an identity is also constrained by the representation

of other identities in the samecore-domain. Detailed study on the ontological distinctions of

spatial features in large-space can be found in Section 7.3.The discussions on the constraints of

ontological-kindsand states ofcore-domainson the representation of identities can be found in

Section 8.3. For understanding the different representations of identities in their corresponding

spaces, there is also the constraint from the accessibility(e.g., identities in large-space cannot

be accessed easily be the sensorimotor modalities). Spatial-features in C-space and D-space

require a mature cognitive and conceptual structure. The understanding of the existence of such

spatial-featuresas wholes (e.g., the study of natural physical systems) depends on the projec-

tion of formal schemata for identities in the common-sense space. Some spatial-features are to

be formally defined first, then their boundaries in space-time can be drawn (e.g., different soil

types or spatial patterns studied in social geography).

5.3.3 On development ofapplication-oriented domainsfor situations

In the fourth-level cognitive systems, there are not onlycore-domainsin different spaces, but

alsoapplication-oriented domainswhich are developed for those situations which have been

repeatedly studied. Thefiguresor patternsin theapplication-oriented domainsare included in

the system ofontological-kindsfor spatial-featureswhich are relevant to SISystems14.

In this subsection, three families of the application-oriented domains will be studied. Firstly,

it is about the development of the scientific domains for studying the physical objects and or-

ganisms. Secondly, there are theapplication-oriented domainsas super-domains for complex

situations which can involve identities from different core-domains. Thirdly, there are also the

developments ofapplication-oriented domainsas sub-domains for simple or complex situa-

tions, including those for the social environment. These further developedsuper-domainsand

sub-domainsare also related to the various scientific studies.

The development of scientific domains of physics and biology

In the fourth level cognitive system, there are further development of scientific domains for

studyingphysical objectsandorganisms. There are two dimensions to understand such further

14The ontological-kinds of spatial-features will be studiedin Section 7.3.
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domain specialisations.

Firstly, there are the further development of the scientificdomains for the study ofphysical

objectsandorganisms. These scientific domains are derived from and within the twocore-

domainsin thecommon-sense-space. An identity belongs to a core-domain and is a member of

an ontological-kind. Its representation is restricted by its inherent ontological-kind. Although

this identity may be located in a particular space, there arepartsandcontextsof it which can

extend into the smaller space and larger spaces respectively. The scientific domains are devoted

to study theseparts andcontexts. However, the knowledge of theseapplication-oriented do-

mainsin different spaces should be assimilated into the study ofphysical objects, organisms,

andpeoplein their core-domains. With these scientific domains which study the “natural-units”

of smaller or larger sizes, the original core-domain will become the super-domains.

In the domain of physics, there areparticles in the smaller space,physical entitiesin

common-sense-space, andnatural systemsin the large environment. These identities are all

included in the physical domain because the same causal theory is applied to explain their char-

acterisations (i.e. in terms of physical properties and patterns in interaction with other identities

in the environment). The causal theories of physics have been the crucial factor for studying

physical environment. They can be applied to study thecore-domainsin different spaces.

In biology, the super-domain corresponds to the scientific domain of biology, which is dif-

ferent from the folk biology. The scientific domain of biology includes all organisms. Here,

the domain of zoology and botany are treated as two sub-domains. For studying the contexts

of an individual organism, there is thesystematicsas a sub-domain, which studies thetax-

onomiesfor organisms and species. There is also the study ofecological systemswhich can

refer to situations defined with other organisms of different species which may interact with

each other. These organisms bear certain inherent relations, including inheritance and the re-

lations ofpredator-prey. For studying the content of an organism, there are the sub-domains

which include the scientific domains ofanatomy, physiology, pathology, cells, and evenbio-

chemistry.

Secondly, there is the further specialisation of thecore-domainof physical objects into

the natural scienceswhich study the natural existences of the identities versusengineering

which focus on manufacturing new products. The physical objects can be further differentiated

into those belong to the sub-domains fornatural substancesversus man-madeartefacts. Here,

causes for the existences of the identities are the defining criteria. The domain of engineering
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is related to the productions of physical artefacts of different degrees of complexity and for

different functions. As an academic domain, it is often for the productions ofcomplex machines.

This distinction ofphysical sciencesversusengineeringis not only applied to the objects in

A-space, but to other large spaces. For example, there are the designs and constructions of

buildings in B-space, the designs of cities in C-space, and some administration boundaries (e.g.,

states or countries) on the D-space.

The specialised sub-domains and sub-situations of the social environment

One group of application-oriented domains is called the sub-domain, which are derived from

the specialisationanddifferentiationof core-domainspecific situations. For the development

of sub-domains, there are at least two cases. One is about thedevelopment of domains based

on the further distinctions of identities of acore-domain. The other kind is related to the further

distinction of sub-situations of a super-domain.

Firstly, sub-domains are about the further specialisations of core-domainsfor identities in

a space. For example, thecore-domainfor natural systems can be differentiated into different

domains of geosciences. The domains ofgeology, hydrology, climatology, andgeographycan

be taken assub-domainsof the core-domainfor natural systems. They arenatural systems

of different kinds. On the one hand, these geoscientific domains have the similar form and

are ontologically similar in nature, but different in termsof their physical characterisations.

On the other hand, in such specialisation ofcore-domains, the kind of causal knowledge of

a core-domainshall be kept, but different models for different kinds of natural systems can

be developed15. However, in some cases, the further distinctions of acore-domaincan lead

to different categories, rather than sub-domains. For example, while the size of a situation in

a space (i.e. resolution and extension) is an important factor for specialisations of thecore-

domainfor studying the landscape in C-space, it is sometimes also important for the formation

of categories for identities. The landscape withsubstancesof the same kind can be differentiated

depending on the sizes. For example, there ispond, lake, sea, andocean.

Secondly, sub-domains are about the further specialised representation and knowledge for

special situations, calledsub-situations, within acore-domain. This kind of development is ap-

15The specialisations of the ontological kind asnatural systemscan lead to the different sub-domains of geo-

sciences. The specialisations of the living things lead to the taxa on different inclusive levels in the biological

taxonomy. However, the mechanism of specialisation for these two can be taken as the same.
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plied to social studies, where the area as a whole is ultimately defined with two basic elements

of individual peopleand theinteractionsof people. However, there are also other social identi-

ties developed on different scales. In this development, the domain of social studies is not only

acore-domain, but also a super-domain for the social environment as a whole and a sub-domain

for the social environment of an individual. In the former case, the social environment has the

power relations of people that have been gradually established in the past (perhaps generations

of) interactions and these relations are further institutionalised and reflected in the social archi-

tecture and state for a population at a time. In the second case, people and their interactions with

others are still the primitives to define social organisations and their behaviours. Thus, there are

social unitsfor theindividuals, thecommunities, social organisations, cultural groups, andpop-

ulationswithin political boundaries. The studies of these socialentitiesas identities of different

kinds (e.g., kinships or other social-cultural-economic institutions or organisations) in their own

right define the scientific areas as the sub-domains of the social environment as a whole. There

are also the demographic studies ofpatternsandgeographical regionsof various kinds, which

are often formed based on social-ethnic-economic measurement over aggregate data (i.e.census

tracts).

Thesesocial entitiesas identities can be described with the same set of social-economic

variables which allow the differentiations of the social contexts for thesesocial identities. How-

ever, while the causal mechanism of interactions of individual people can be kept, there are

differentiable functional relations of these social entities to the concern of a person or other

organisations. That is, social organisations are distinctive in that they are functional units in the

environment of a person. There are also distinctive mechanisms for understanding the inter-

actions within and between social organisations. The mechanism for a person to interact with

the social organisations (i.e. external factor) is a different one from the mechanism which run

the social organisation itself (i.e. the internal structure). The mechanisms of internal interac-

tions within the social systems or organisations and these as effective causes for the overall

behaviours and functions of such organisations can be significantly distinctive from the basic

patterns of interactions of two people. However, the detailed studies of the social sciences is

beyond what are covered in SISciences and should be covered in this thesis.
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The generalisation ofcomplex situationsand super-domains

One kind ofapplication-oriented domainsmay be called the super-domains. They arecom-

plex situationswhich include identities from differentcore-domains. Super-domainsare de-

rived from thegeneralisationandcompositionwith the core-domain situations. Specifically,

a complex situationcan have multiple identities, which are either from the sameor different

core-domainsbut in the same space. There are also the complexspatial, temporal, andcausal

relationsof these identities. These identities belong tocore-domainsandcore-domainsare also

important since there are distinctive patterns ofcausal knowledgeof core-domainsfor describ-

ing the interactions of identities. A complex situation canbe treated as a whole when it has a

coherentinternal structure andconsistentbehaviour patterns. For super-domains, there are two

cases:

The first kind ofsuper-domainis about the environmental situations of a person defined

with objects in thecommon-sense-space. That is, the super-domain refers to the situations

which involve identities of differentcore-domainsin thecommon-sense-spacewhich bear com-

plex relations. In this sort ofapplication-orienteddomains, the basic causations and causal

mechanisms for the interactions of individuals are kept. However, there are complex patterns

for such interactions. The environment is often about the complex situations which can have

identities from differentcore-domainsin thecommon-sense-spaceand thus causal mechanisms

working inside, such as an ecological system. There are alsothe special cases of systems which

involve organisms of different species.

The second is about the situations which are defined with the combinations of identities

in different core-domainsand in different spaces. They can form super-domains which are

defined with the large scaleidentitiesfrom physical, biological, or social environment. For

example, there arereal estatesandurban developmentin B-space and C-space respectively. To

the concern of SISystems, thegeographical regionsare important, which are complex spatial

features in D-space. They may be treated either ascomplex situationsor identities of complex

kinds. For being complex situations, there are interactions of identities with each other from

the same or differentcore-domains. However, such interactions can happen on different scales

and may be restricted by the different boundaries in the physical and social environment. For

geographical regions as spatial features studied in D-space, the process ofregionalisationhas

always been an interest for the geographers (Golledge, 1993). However, this is a very complex
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topic, since such geographical entities are hardly controllable by any individuals. It is a kind of

historical kind (Millikan, 2005) and the formation of it cantake generations to develop.

The geographical boundaries of theseregions, in some cases, can be matched to adminis-

tration units of different levels. These kinds of geographical concepts are strongly influenced

by cultural effects (Smith and Mark, 1998) and formalised and generalised based on certain

relations of the social-economic variables. That is, to understand such regions, there are those

seemingly man-made boundaries on the one hand, attributes which are relevant for the differ-

entiations ofregionson the other hand. However, the boundaries and the descriptions with

social-economic variables are for the descriptions. They are not necessarily about the forces

for the regionalisation. There are also variously definedspatial patternswhich are studied in

D-space. Although social patterns studied in geography andthe natural physical systems (stud-

ied in geology, hydrology, and climatology) can both be defined with a set of variables, that is,

they share the same formal schema, they should be treated as different ontological-kinds. Their

definitions have emphasised different causes.

5.4 Development ofcore-domainsto support applications

Although the operational aspect of cognitive systems is notthe focus of this, some general

positions about the module ofmental operationsare needed since the functional principle is

adopted to understand the specialisations ofcore-domainsand the developmentrepresentation

andknowledgeof core-domains. These positions will be covered in this section.

Firstly, the situation-based figurative perspective ofmental operationis given. Secondly,

two sets of mechanisms for the further developmentcore-domainsin different spaces and de-

velopment of application-oriented domains are clarified. Based on the understanding of these

mechanisms, theformal structuresdeveloped forcore-domainsin thecommon-sense-spacecan

be projected to study the situations in thesmall or large spaces, i.e. thestructural mapping

of Gentner (1983); Gentner and Markman (1995). Thirdly, issues related to the construction

of a representation for an application in terms ofstatesat different times andtransformations

over time will be examined. Such issues are also directly related to modelling the application

demands from the domains of SISciences16.
16Core-domainswhich were studied by the psychologists (Carey, 1985; Keil,1989a; Wellman and Gelman,

1992) are cognitively crucial for two reasons. One is that there is a robust pattern of representation and knowledge
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5.4.1 Onmental operationsfor applications

Although the thesis focuses on the state of cognitive and conceptual system, some general issues

regarding the development of cognitive systems will be discussed in this subsection.

In Piaget’s grand theory of cognitive systems, he argued there are four qualitatively different

styles for problem solving Piaget (1977). He proposed four periods for cognitive development

based on the different styles. In the earliersensorimotor period, a child can onlysensefrom and

actupon the environment directly. In thepre-operational period, objects can be identified based

on their physical properties and locations. There are explicit representation ofpartsfor objects

andlocationsfor objectsin the nearby surroundings. In theconcrete operational period, a child

is capable of representing larger scale environment and onekind of reverse thinking in thought.

In the final formal operational period, the mind is largely developed to the stage capable of

targeting all sorts of problems. A person can formulate hypothesis and design experimentation

for testing17.

Below discussion will clarify a figurative understanding ofmental operations based on Pi-

aget’s theory and the idea of situations. The developmentalchanges in the operative style of the

cognitive system are related to the underlying structural changes in representation. However,

for any applications of the cognitive systems, they are defined withstatesandtransformations

are the two aspects for the representation and models of situations in themental operations.

A figurative understanding of mental operations

For an organism in the environment (or a person), it can be in different circumstances and face

different sorts of needs and demands. These are either internally generated needs by the person

(e.g., finding foods) or externally imposed demands upon theperson by the environment (e.g.,

avoiding the imposing danger). To satisfy these needs and demands, it may require the person to

associated with acore-domainas will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6. There are different theories for different

core-domains (Carey and Spelke, 1994; Wellman and Gelman, 1992, 1998). The other is that a core-domain

is associated with two conceptual primitives. Namely, the identities in a core-domain belong to a distinctive

ontological-kind and the causal knowledge of a core domain is also distinctive (in particular, the core-domain

specific causation, i.e. the patterns in interactions). Thetwo conceptual primitives can be applied as elements to

define the representation ofcomplex situationsin the environment. However, the states of knowledge ofcore-

domainsandidentitiesin core-domains constrain the accuracy of such a representation.
17See the review of Piaget’ theory in the books of Brainerd (1978); Chapman (1988).
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act or interact with the environment. The representation and knowledge about the environment

are often needed in order to support these interactions.

The module ofmental operationsis about the mental structure for handling the demands

upon a person. From the figurative perspective, the process of the mental operationis about

constructing a representation or a model for a properly defined situation (Johnson-Laird, 1983)

in order to address a demand. Thus, each of such processes canbe called anapplicationof

the cognitive system and it involves the applications of representation and knowledge of the

environment in mind (however, it can also include the case ofgoal-direct learning of the envi-

ronment). In some kinds of applications, the demands to be satisfied often involve the actions

in or reactions to the things in the environment. For example, when a person has to find food

in order to satisfying the basic biological need. Usually, in order to fulfil a certain task like this

for satisfying the biological demand, the representation or a model of a relevant situation can

include three components. 1) It involves the setting of a proper temporal frame for the task of

finding foodto be realised. 2) It requires theinferring the right kind of identities (e.g., find-

ing the bread or biscuit) and locating them once they becometargets(e.g., buying in shops or

finding at home). This often based on the knowledge of different categories of their physical

properties and spatial locations. 3) Once targets are set, the next is aboutreachingthe targets

in the environment. It sometimes requires the changing of current locations of a person to the

locations where the targets can be found on the one hand, using certain tools for grabbing and

holding the objects. Certain, it also requires theidentificationof those found in the environment

before certain actions are carried out.

This figurative understanding of the module of mental operation is closely related to the lit-

erature on problem solving. In the study of memory, the issueof problem solving by the use of

the representation and knowledge in mind is associated withworking memory(Baddeley, 1986).

In cognitive literature, the different styles in problem solving are called strategies (Bruner et al.,

1956). The procedural differences for problem solving werestudied in a considerable number

of publications on the cognitive processes calledproblem solving. There are studies on differ-

entiating the logic-based reasoning and the analogical reasoning (Cheng and Holyoak, 1985;

Rips, 1990). A problem solving design may be called aproduction. Here, the termproductions

can be used in the general sense to refer to the processes in mental operations, where the appli-

cations of representation and knowledge are for understanding the world and decision supports

of certain actions in the world. The design and manufacturing artefacts is a special sense for the
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termproduction.

On situations defined in the module ofmental operations

Following Piaget’s theory, 1) the interactions with the environment are preceded by the men-

tal operations which retrieve or construct the representations of certain environmental situa-

tions relevant for the particular concerns of a person at that time. 2) From the perspective of

a situation-based theory, the process of mental operationsis about constructing a representa-

tion for a situation. The four periods of mental operations in Piaget’s theory are understood as

corresponding to capabilities to handle different kinds ofsituations by the cognitive and con-

ceptual systems. 3) The capability to deal with different situations depends on the capability to

assimilate and represent thestatesand thetransformationsof the environment with sufficient

accuracy. The sensorimotor and pre-operational periods are experiences-based and the situa-

tions which can be handled by the cognitive systems at these periods are rather limited to the

near surrounding. Only in the concrete and formal operational period, the situations which can

be represented are well extended in space-time (i.e. beyondhere-and-now).

A position has to be clarified regarding how a situation is represented in the module of men-

tal operation. In the figurative theory, the situations in mental operations are represented in

terms ofstatesand transformations. Thestatesare about the environmental states which are

understood by a person as relevant for a particular cognitive task at hand. There are at least two

states of the environment. One of the states is the current environmental state. The other is the

state where the targeted objects should be located. The two environmental states are either at

different locations or the same location but different times. The state of the environment at a

time can be defined with the representation of identities as the building blocks. The representa-

tion of states is constrained by the general representationand knowledge of identities in mind

and the exact states of the environment at different times. The representation of identities in

mind can be used to assimilate the states of the environment.The representation and knowl-

edge of the cognitive and conceptual system in mind can also determine the possible targets

which can satisfy the demands, to locate the targets, and to reach them. The perceptual inputs

are processed for the timely adjustment of a plan.

Thetransformationsare about changes of the states over certain periods of time.The trans-

formation is about the means or routes which lead the changesfrom one state to another. There
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are two points regarding the change of states. One is distinction of two kinds of applications.

One refers to the application with anactive agentin that the transformation from one environ-

mental state to another can be brought in by the actions of a person (e.g. a person who broke a

glass, made dough from flour, and moved from one city to another). The person is also an agent

of actions directly who has access to the necessarymeansfor reaching ends. He has action

repertoire and action skills, builds up the memories of events and procedures, and sometimes

access to other tools and means (such as a vehicle for travelling long distance). The other refers

to the applications where the person only performs a passiverole and the transformations of

states are brought in by the changes of the environment itself. In such cases, the representation

and knowledge of the transformations of different kinds in the environment are important for

making timely predictions. Secondly, there is the general constraint to study the changes of

states in the environment. That is, the global change of states over a time period defined by

the differences of two environmental states is the constraint to the integrations of the localised

changes. These localised changes are of two kinds, which areeither the changes involving

single identities, or changes associated with two identities in interactions.

5.4.2 On specialisations of core-domains in applications

In cognitive and developmental literature, the development of cognitive systems may be driven

by two mechanisms. One is the so calledstructural mapping(Gentner, 1983; Gentner and

Markman, 1995). That is, thestructurein onecore-domainis applied to another (Carey and

Spelke, 1994) based on the judgement ofsimilarity andanalogy. The other is about the appli-

cation of the formalisation of the same kind of structure to different domains, such as in the

proposal of Duhem (cited in (Carey and Spelke, 1994)) where the physical domain is mapped

to mathematics first, and then applied to other physical domains. This mechanism is relevant to

the studies of transformation kinds of knowledge.

In this subsection, firstly, the mechanisms for further domain specialisations in terms of

specialisationandgeneralisationand representation of arbitrary situations withdecomposition

andcombinationwill be stated. Secondly, the important roles of core-domains are emphasised

because of their two conceptual primitives, the representation of identities of an ontological-

kind and distinctive causal knowledge. Thecore-domainsdeveloped for situations incommon-

sense-spaceare not only distinctive (as found in cognitive studies), but also sufficiently general
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for representing and modelling any other situations. Thirdly, the development of core-domains

in other spaces will also be discussed. Thesituation-basedtheory can explain thestructural

mappingin terms of projections offormal schemataof theprimitivesof core-domains(i.e. the

ontological-kind of identities and causal knowledge) and thecore-domain situationsas wholes

to study any situations.

On the mechanisms of cognitive development withcore domains

From the perspective of the situation-based theory, for therepresentation of identities, there are

differentformal schematafor identities of different ontological-kinds. The formalschemata are

applied for the representation of identities incore-domainswhich are either in thecommon-

sense-spaceor in other spaces. Theformal structurefor the representation of any situations (ei-

thersimpleor complexones) can be defined withidentitiesin relations. That is, the projections

of formal schematafor identities andcausal knowledgeof core-domains can be involved. For

the formations ofcore-domainsin different spaces and the development ofapplication-oriented

domains, there are two notes regarding the mechanisms:

Firstly, the representation and knowledge of a generic situation, including core-domains in

other spaces and application-oriented domains for complexsituations, can be derived from dif-

ferent mechanisms with core-domains as primitives. On the one hand, there are the mechanisms

of decompositionandcombination. Thedecompositionof a situation means acomplex situa-

tion can be divided and studied with a set of primitivecore-domain situations. The primitive

situations can have simplified formal structure (e.g., a simple situation with a single identity).

Themechanismof combination is to develop a structure for acomplex situationwith the combi-

nation of the primitive situations. On the other hand, thereare the mechanisms ofspecialisation

andgeneralisationof situations.Specialisationis about the mechanism that situations which

share the sameformal structurecan be further differentiated. For example,simple situations

with single identities can be differentiated with the consideration of the ontological natures of

the properties for identities within the situations. The formal structure of acomplex situation

with two objects in interactionsis applied to study situations of differentcore-domains. For

example, thecore-domainsin thecommon-sense-spacecan be differentiated not only because

they have identities of different ontological natures, butalso there are differentcausationsfor

cases where two or more identities interact with each other.Generalisation is about themech-
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anismwhich is related the development of theabstractedrepresentation of the situations of a

core-domain, such ascausal theoriesor causal lawswhich are developed under the general

causal constraint. The generalisedtheoriesand laws of physics can be applied to thesitua-

tionsdefined withphysical substances or objectsin thecommon-sense-spaceas well as those

physical sciences in the small or large spaces.

Secondly, it is about the roles played by the formallogical-mathematical systemsupon cog-

nitive development in general and development of domain representation and knowledge specif-

ically. In Piaget’s theory, the development of abstract re-descriptions in logical-mathematical

systems is possible in the formal operational period. The development of the formal logical-

mathematical systems brings new ways to study the situations and changes in the environment.

Following Piaget’s position, although the development of formal logical-mathematical systems

contributes to the development of conceptual systems and transformation kind of knowledge of

a core domain, cognitive development does not rely on the logical-mathematical systems. The

development of logical-mathematical systems is an important subject in its own right, however,

it is not the focus of this thesis.

For representation ofidentities, however, formal logical-mathematical systems may be rel-

evant on two accounts. On the one hand, the development of mathematical systems contributes

to the geometrical descriptions of the states of identities(i.e. 3D shapes) in three dimensional

space as well as the numerical measurements of physical properties of different kinds. On the

other hand, the formal logical system is closely related to the reasoning and planning. There

are also the formal rules ofinduction, deduction, andabductivefor reasoning and inference.

However, in cognitive literature, the concept ofsimilarity is emphasised for learning and cate-

gorisations (Sloman and Rips, 1998). Theanalogy-basedreasoning is often emphasised over

logical-basedreasoning (Rips, 1990; Sloman, 1996).

For the knowledge oftransformations, the development of mathematical system is important

for the study oftransformationsof different kinds which cannot be handled by the sensorimotor

modalities directly. The formal mathematical models can bedeveloped for such transforma-

tions. There are the mathematical models for theprocessesassociated with identities,corre-

lation rules in empirical studies of natural systems, those generalisedcausal mechanismsfor

the concrete domain specificcausal systemsor functional organisations, and the formalised

causal theoriesandcausal laws. However, there is the distinction between the representations

for the transformations of situations of different kinds over time and the formalisations of such
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transformations in mathematical forms. The domain specificcausal systemswhich have the

solid existences should be distinguished from the formalisedcausal theoriesandcausal laws

for core-domainswhich are formal mathematical re-descriptions of causal knowledge. The cog-

nitive system can handle the transformations in the environment without the explicit knowledge

of the mathematical formalisation.

On projecting formal schemata for natural-units in different spaces

For asituationin the environment, there are two kinds of sub-situations. One is about situations

with single identities (Theseidentitiesare the focused figures incore-domains). The repre-

sentation of identities develops during the learning, which is for identification, categorisation,

and re-identification of identities on the one hand, the accumulation of information which can

be relevant for the involvement of the identities in applications on the other hand. The other

refers to those situations with two identities which may interact with each other over time (e.g.,

interactions of two objects in common-sense-space), or with their surrounding (e.g., a natural

system in its background).

While the system ofcore-domainsis important to define any situations, it is because of two

distinctive components ofcore-domainsare theconceptual primitivesto define anyapplica-

tions. One is about the identities which are figures and studied in acore-domain. The identities

asfiguresof a core-domainbelong to oneontological-kindand restricted by the same kind of

formal schemata of representation. The other important aspect of acore-domainis its distinc-

tive pattern ofcausal knowledge. The causal knowledge of acore-domaincan refer to either

the causal knowledgeassociated with single identities, or thecausationsandcausal mecha-

nismsfor situations with identities in interaction orcausal systems. There are also the abstract

generalisations of domain specificcausal rules, theories, andlaws.

In order to understand thenatural-unitsasfiguresand thesituationsfor the figures in other

spaces, the formal schemata for identities and core-domains in the common-sense-space are

often applied. For example, the formal schema for the physical objects in thecommon-sense-

spaceis applied to study thenatural systemsin the large scale environment. The formal struc-

ture for theconfigurations of objectsin A-space are applied to represent theconfigurations of

landmarksfor the environmental settingsof different kinds (e.g., hospitals, schools, and the

neighbourhood) andbuilt-up of urban areas in C-space. Indeed, the formal schema for the
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representation of people is the most complex one, which can be specialised and applied to the

representation of identities of other ontological kinds.

Firstly, this projection of formal schemata ofobjectsin the common-sense-space to study

those in other space is needed, which is because the identities in other spaces cannot be percep-

tually examined directly or can only be examined partially.Their states are either too small to

be observable by the naked eye or extend too far in space to be captured as a whole by the eyes.

The transformations of spatial features in the smallest space takes too short a time to be noticed.

The transformations of spatial features in the larger spacecan take too long for a person to

perceive and represent directly. The formal structures foridentities in thecommon-sense-space

can be applied to the models of identities of other spaces because the identities in other spaces

are also subjected to the sensorimotor examination with thesame set of sensorimotor modalities

of a person and they can be considered as sharing the same formal characterisations asidenti-

tieswhich are located inimmediate situations. However, for different ontological kinds, some

attribute dimensions are unavailable for differentiatingidentities of certain ontological natures.

Secondly, theidentitiesof core-domainsin different spaces can also be studied with the

same set of causal knowledge associated with the identitiesin thecommon-sense-space. That is,

regarding the knowledge of the identities in different spaces, the same functional constraints on

the development ofcausal rulesandcausal conditionsof inferences can be applied to the studies

of identities and their core domains in different scales, i.e. the sub-domains of the physics

in different spaces. Although there are differentformal schematafor identities of different

ontological natures, the relations ofproperties-to-identitiesfor causal rulesand the relations

of identities-to-propertiesfor causal conditionsare applicable to identities of all kinds and in

every space.

Thirdly, the causal knowledge of other type can also be applied to the study of thecore-

domainsin other spaces. The causations for the interactions of twoobjectscan be applied to

study situations in thecommon-sense-space. Indeed, the different patterns of interactions with

physical objects, animates, and people are often taken as the foundation for their ontological

distinctions (Mandler, 2000a, 2004). There are explicit distinctions of the different patterns

when two physical objects, two animates, and two people interact with each other. These are

taken as the criteria for the explicit specialisations of core-domains for physics, biology, and

social domain of the environment. For the study ofnatural-systemsof different kinds, apart

from theprocessesfor the changes of states associated with thenatural systems, the knowledge
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of transformations can be about thecauseof existence, i.e. theconditionsof emergence of

certain phenomena (some of them cannot be observed directly). However, there are not only

the causal relations of thenatural systemswith their contexts (i.e. the causes or conditions of

existence for these natural systems), but also the possibility to study the causal mechanisms for

the interactions of different natural systems (i.e. to define a large environmental system).

5.4.3 On representing an application withstatesand transformations

The development of cognitive system is towards the possibility to represent any situation in

the environment. The possibility of representation for anysituation is also related to the de-

velopment of global coordinate systems in Euclidean Geometry (Piaget and Inhelder, 1956;

Humphreys, 1983; Boroditsky, 2001). The development of different kinds ofcausal knowledge

of core-domainsin the common-sense-space and other spaces can be involved in the represen-

tation of a situation.

This subsection will discuss another perspective when domain representation and knowl-

edge are applied to define anapplication, namely the representation of an application in terms

of statesandtransformationsin the module ofmental operations. The states of representation

and knowledge ofcore-domainsare indeed important constraint for the accurate representa-

tions of newly encountered simple or complex situations in the environment. Two issues will

be covered. Firstly, it presents the main points of the situation-based account on the develop-

ment of representation ofenvironmental statesfor any arbitrarily specified situation. Secondly,

the main points on the representation oftransformationsof different kinds for any arbitrarily

specified situation will be given. Thirdly, the two sources for the development of knowledge of

transformation kinds are clarified for understanding the restrictions in their applications.

On representing states of arbitrarily defined situations

The representation of a specified environmental context at atime has been the central issue in the

study of representation in SISystems. The representation of the environmental state at a time

within a spatial context can be constructed directly with the identities as thebuilding blocks.

For assimilating the state of a situation at a time,identities, spatial relations, andtopological

relationsof identities are important for defining the state.

The representation of a state of a situation at a time is aboutthe environmental state at a
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time within a particular spatial context. This environmental state can extend in space. Identities

from differentcore-domainsin different spaces can be involved for the representation of the

environmental state. The identities in different spaces form part-whole or container-contained

relations to each other. The identities in one-space can bear certain spatial relations to each

other.Spatial relationsare applied to two independent elements within a spatial context which

can be modelled in terms ofdistanceandbearing. There can be the configurations of objects in

the same space (e.g., physical objects or people). Thetopological relationsare applied to model

the relations of identities fromcore-domainsof different spaces. There arecontainer-contained

relation between thespatial contextas the whole and theelementswithin it and whole-part

relation between anidentityand itsinternal contents. These two kinds of relations can define

the state of anenvironmentat a time.

The accurate representations of a state at a time relevant for an application shall depend on

the set ofidentitiesand theirstatesin a suitablespatial context. For the state of a situation at a

time, there are multiple identities in the same space which bear certainspatial relationsto each

other. However, identities on different spaces may be recognised and included to define the

state of the application at a time. For the representation ofa complex spatial context relevant

to an application, on the one hand, it is possible that the identities from the larger spaces are

involved. The identities of large-spaces are of different ontological kinds and can pose important

constraints. On the other hand, for the representation ofstatesof an environmental setting at a

time, the representation of the objects themselves is also an important topic. There are also the

internal partsandmaterial componentsto be taken into considerations. Thus, the environmental

state can be represented in hierarchies, and each of the hierarchies represents a portion of the

environment studied by a core domain in one of the spaces.

For the accurate prediction of a state in the environment at aparticular time, the setting the

sufficiently comprehensive and accuratespatial contextis important. Thus, firstly, these iden-

tities in larger space can be taken into consideration because they bearfunctional relationsto

the figures in terms of being thecontextsto the identities as figures andconstraintsfor their

transformations. Secondly, other objects in the same spaceand same context have to be taken

into consideration since thespatial relationsare an important kind of constraints for locating a

target as well as for predicting the possible interaction over time. Thirdly, the detailed knowl-

edge of theprocessesandbehavioursof the identities can be crucial, which depends on the

knowledge of theinternal structureof the identities and the causal contributions of the internal
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components or parts to the overall behaviours (e.g. in understanding the normal functions of a

complex machine or an organism).

On representing transformations of arbitrarily defined situations

There are complex patterns of changes over time. Thetransformationof states of the situation

as a whole can be defined with the transformations of different kinds associated with these iden-

tities (in the situations). Transformations of different kinds can all be involved for predicting

the states of the complex situations over time.

For modelling the transformations of an individual, theprocessesor behaviour patternsof

identities (as individuals or categories) and possible events. The processes are determined by the

natures of the identities. The possible events (which are caused by others in the same contexts)

can be constrained by thefunctional relationsof an identity with others.

The models of transformations are also constrained by the knowledge ofcausal relations,

i.e., the knowledge ofcausal mechanismsandcausationsfor interactions of identities of core

domains. There are two families of cases based on whether theidentities keep their separate

paths or they can interact with each other at some time over time. In one family of cases, al-

though these identities on the same scale can bearcausal relationsto each other when they meet,

such causal relations do not get instantiated. That is, theydo not interact but keep their inde-

pendent and parallel trajectories over time. In the second family of cases, there are the complex

causal relations of identities when they are involved in interactions. These complex causal rela-

tions are to be differentiated and studied in their corresponding core domain contexts. That is,

the causations for physical objects, for organisms, and forpeople are treated differently. They

are the primitives and should be integrated in the explanation scheme for the overall changes of

the states of the complex situation over time.

For modelling thetransformationof a situation over a time period, thetemporal relations

of identities in situations are to be taken into consideration. The temporal relations pose certain

“global constraints” on the general plan of transformations. Thetemporal relationsof two

objects can have different implications for identities of different core domains. For example,

in biology, there is the kind oftemporal relationsof parents and children. In physical domain,

to construct a complex machine, a set of objects (or parts) can be involved in a sequence of

interactions and to be integrated together. In social domain, a sequence of events lead to a goal
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define a script (Schank, 1977), and in each of the events, there are several interactions with

objects or people. (e.g., in the well discussedeating in the restaurantscript). The scripts of

events are well emphasised for the development of conceptual system (Nelson, 1986)). In these

cases, the temporal relation is about theorder of objects which are to be interacted with.

For understanding the changes of the environmental situation, the representation and knowl-

edge of transformations associated with identities in the environment are particularly important

for the capability ofinferencesandpredictionof states. The capability ofinferenceof a past

state is important for the purpose ofcausal attribution, causal explanationas well as potential

adaptationof causal knowledge. The capability to predict a state at a future time is important

for the purpose ofplanningof actions anddecision makingof projects. To represent and model

the global transformation (which lead to the satisfaction of an internally determined goal), the

representation of different kinds of transformations and thecausal knowledgeof differentcore-

domainsas primitives can be involved in explaining and defining the causal mechanism for the

global changes of states of an application.

The last issue to emphasise is about the two sources where therepresentation and models of

these primitive transformations can be acquired. Firstly,the causal knowledge can be derived

from experience, including the empirical generalisation of similar cases. The transformation of

a complex situation with multiple identities can be defined with the transformations of some

primitive situations, which include situations withsingle identitiesor two identitiesin causal

relations. Corresponding tosimple situationswith single identities, there are the representation

and knowledge of different transformation kinds, such as themovementof physical objects, the

actionsor behavioursof a person or other animates,processesas changes of states ofnatu-

ral systems, andeventsassociated with natural phenomena. The knowledge ofcausationsfor

interactions can also be involved.

Secondly,causal knowledgecan also be derived from the specialisation of the generalcausal

theoriesand laws. The physical theories and laws for the study of objects and material in the

common sense world can be applied to the study ofnatural-systemsof different kinds. Indeed,

to study the identities in the small or large scale environment, the scientific methods are called

in. This means, either there are the use of instruments for detecting the identities (such as

those in the smaller and larger spaces which are beyond the capability of naked eyes), or formal

definitions are given to identities as spatial phenomena based on a selection of variables. The

entities and phenomena cannot be examined as wholes directly but via the samples (e.g., the
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larger scale natural systems physical science and spatial patterns studied in social geography).

When the physical laws are applied to the studies of patternsdefined with both physical and

social variables (e.g. the law of gravity applied in social studies (Couclelis, 1986)), the relevancy

of such laws for the explanation of the phenomena of interestmay be restricted because of the

high level of abstraction which ignore the underlying mechanism for the changes.

5.5 Summary

The meaning of domains as used in this thesis was clarified. A domain refers to a set of specific

situations in the world. However, the distinctions of domains are based on the different subject

matters as well as the distinctive patterns of representations and knowledge in mind. While

functional principle was emphasised in general for understandingdomain specialisationsand

domain representation and knowledge, the criteria for the specialisation of core-domains of

physical objects, animates, and people are the ontological-kinds of identities and the distinctive

patterns of causations when two identities of the same ontological-kind interact with each other.

The specialisedcore domainsandapplication-oriented domainsfor the environment were

discussed, which are correlated with the development of cognitive systems. From the cognitive

perspective, there are vertical and horizontal developments of core-domains. At the second

level cognitive system, there are the explicit distinctionof physical objects from the study of

attributes and locations. At the third and fourth level, there are the distinguished core-domains

of physics, biology, andsocial domainfor objects in the common-sense-space. At the fourth

level, there are alsocore domainsin different spaces and the further development ofapplication-

oriented domainswhich are for the distinctive and frequently studied situations. For the study

of the environment, the list of the relevant domains can include both the core-domains in the

large space and the application-oriented domains which areeither sub-domains (e.g., geology,

hydrology, and climatology for different natural systems,science versus engineering for natural

objects versus artefacts) or the super-domains (e.g., physical environment in general, the domain

of ecology, or study of regions).

The mechanisms for the development of core-domains in otherspaces and applications in

general were also covered. The developmental mechanisms can include thedecomposition

of a complex situation intocore-domain situationsand then the combination of thesecore-

domain situationsfor understanding the process and behaviour of the complex situation as a
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whole. Domains can also be derived from the generalisation and specialisation of core-domains.

For developing the core-domains in other spaces, the formalschemata for the primitives of a

core-domain in the common-sense-space can be projected. For any situations, they can be

modelled by thestatesat different times andtransformationsover time. The accurate models

of states and transformations depend on the models of identities of different core-domains and

knowledge of transformations. The representation of environmental situations can be supported

by the two conceptual primitives, i.e. the identities of an ontological-kind and distinctive causal

knowledge.



Chapter 6

The development and constraints of

core-domains of the environment

6.1 Introduction

The current dominant cognitive theories often emphasise the constraints and context effects on

category representation. However, depending on researchers, there are different proposals of

constraints in terms ofdomains(Gelman and Markman, 1986; Gelman et al., 1994; Wellman

and Gelman, 1992, 1998),ontological-kinds(Gelman and Markman, 1986; Keil, 1989a), de-

velopment ofcausal relationsandtheories(Carey, 1985; Gopnik, 1996; Wellman and Gelman,

1992, 1998),contexts(Murphy and Medin, 1985), andcategory uses(Ross, 1997, 2000; Mark-

man and Ross, 2003). To account these different kinds of constraints requires a principle to

unify these different theories.

In previous chapter, issues related to the specialisation of core-domains and application-

oriented domains were discussed. This chapter is devoted toa systematic study of thestateof

a conceptual system of a core-domain from the perspective ofa situation-based theory1. There

are two sections to elaborate the general positions.

Section 6.2 will clarify the position thatstateof the conceptual system of a core-domain is

about the state ofrepresentationandknowledge. To study a core-domain, there are three com-

ponents, namely,core-domain situations, representation, andknowledge. With the distinction

of representationversusknowledge, the constraints of acore-domaincan be differentiated into

two groups, namely, the constraint of theontological-kindon the representation of identities and

1To study the constraints on representation, a distinction has been made between a conceptual system of rep-

resentation as a whole and the conceptual system for the representation of a particularcore-domainwas made in

Section 4.3. The conceptual system as a whole is defined with identities in part-whole relations. However, from the

data in cognitive studies, these identities are differentiated into core-domains and there are further developments

of the core-domains.
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the constraints from the development of four kinds of causalknowledge. This understanding of

the state of a core-domain, which is defined with identities and knowledge of transformations,

allows the systematic explanation of other domain constraints studied in cognitive literature.

Section 6.3 will extend the distinction ofstructureversuscontentsto study the representa-

tion and knowledge of a core-domain. The distinction ofstructureversuscontentsis applicable

to the study of bothidentitiesandcore-domain situationswith multiple identities. For identi-

ties, apart from theformal schematafor the representation of identities and structures for two

types of knowledge, the development ofbasic-level-categorieswill be emphasised. For com-

plex situations, four kinds ofcategory systemsare discussed as the generalised formal structures

for modelling such complex situations. Thebasic-level-categoriesand four kinds ofcategory

systemsdefine the third level structural constraints on the representation of identities2.

6.2 On representation and knowledge of core-domains

Core-domainsare considered cognitively important (Keil, 1989a; Wellman and Gelman, 1992).

The situation-based theory developed in this thesis explains the distinctiveness of core-domains

from three aspects. Namely,core-domainsare special because of their existences in the envi-

ronment, the development ofrepresentationof core-domain situations, and the development of

knowledgeof such situations.

In this section, there are two theoretical concerns. One is to understand the state of repre-

sentation and knowledge of a core-domain from the functional perspective. This can explain the

distinctive roles of acore-domainfor cognitive functions. The characterisation of the stateof

representation and knowledge of a core-domain is in terms ofthe representation of identities of

differentontological-kinds(Millikan, 1998b; Boyer, 1998) and the state of four kinds ofcausal

knowledge. The other is to provide a systematic account of the different kinds of constraints of

core-domainson category representation, which were well emphasised in cognitive literature

(Carey, 1985; Keil, 1989a; Wellman and Gelman, 1992; Gopnik, 1996; Gelman and Markman,

1986). The characterisation of the representation and knowledge of acore-domainin terms of

identities of a distinctive ontological-kind and the distinctive pattern defined by the four kinds

2The exact states of these two groups offormal structures, namely, the set of basic-level-categories and the

state of the four kinds of category systems, are important for the state of conceptual system of a core-domain and

for assimilating the language codes of knowledge about a core-domain.
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of causal knowledge can serve this need.

6.2.1 Onrepresentationand knowledgeof core-domain situations

From thesituation-basedperspective, acore-domainrefers to a distinguished set ofsituations

in the world. The representation and knowledge of acore-domainis about such situations. The

representationof a core-domainis developed in experiencing suchcore-domain situationsin

the concrete physical world. The explicitknowledgeof a core-domainis developed when the

representations ofcore-domain situationscan be recalled or the understanding of suchcore-

domain situationscan be inferred for further applications.

Three issues will be discussed in this subsection. Firstly,three primitive types ofcore-

domain situationswill be distinguished, which are important for understanding the develop-

ment of representation and knowledge of acore-domain. The distinction is based on theinter-

nal structuresof thesecore-domain situations(i.e. the number of objects and their relations).

Secondly, the functional perspective will be re-emphasised to understand the development of

the representation and knowledge ofcore-domains. Namely, the development of representa-

tion and knowledge in general is to assimilate and representthestatesandtransformationsof

the environment. The specialisation of acore-domainis because of the distinctiveidentities

andcausationsof the core-domainfor such cognitive functions. Thirdly, it explains that the

knowledge of acore-domainis developed for constructing the representations of core-domain

situations in general, which can be differentiated into those for theidentities, causal relations,

andcomplex core-domain situations.

On core domainsas situations with identities-in-contexts

A core-domainrefers to situations in the environment which can be defined with identities in

their immediate contexts. There are three primitive types of the core-domain situationswhich

are important for studying the development of representation and knowledge:

The first primitive type ofcore-domain situationsrefers to those with single identities. The

representation for suchcore-domain situationsis about the representation of identities, which

support the functional expectations to assimilate attributes and to predictstatesof theidentities.

The second primitive type ofcore-domain situationsrefers to situations with two identities

of the same ontological nature and the two identities bear simplecausal relationsto each other.
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For example, they interact with each other when they meet at atime point. For a situation with

two objects of the same ontological-kind in causal relations, there is a simple domain specific

causationfor it, which is equivalent to a case ofmeans-endscoordination. That is, there are

the simplecausal mechanismsregarding the way the identities interact with each other and

causationsfor the predictable changes of states of the involved identities. For such situations,

the ontological natures of the identities matter, given there are different patterns ofcausations

if identities of different ontological-kinds interact with each other (e.g. two people versus two

physical objects).

The third refers to thecomplex situationswith multiple identities. However, the identities in

the situations belong to the same ontological-kind (e.g., three objects in a room or three build-

ings in an area). These identities can definesystemsor organisationswithin a core-domain.

Thecausal systems(e.g., complex physical machines) andfunctional organisations(e.g., social

organisations) can be treated as wholes because theirconsistentinternal structures andcoherent

patterns of behaviours. However, the complexcore-domain situationsas the general cases can

be derived from the combination of the two primitive types (i.e. situations with single identities

and situations with simple causal interactions). They should be differentiated from these causal

systems or functional organisations on the one hand, thecomplex situationswhich involve iden-

tities from different core-domains on the other hand (e.g.,a personand two moreobjectsin an

open area). In the latter case, there are complex situationsbeyond a single core-domain. An

example can be the complexecological systemsin the large scale environment.

On representation for the statesand transformationsin the environment

In this thesis, the functional principle is followed to understand the representation in mind in

general3. The representation in mind has to serve two groups of functional expectations. One

is to assimilate thestatesof the environment. The other is to assimilate thetransformationsof

different kinds in the world.

For assimilating thestatesof the environment at times, the representation and knowledge of

identitiesor core-domainsin general are important. While the representation of identities starts

with acommon mental structure(Millikan, 1998a), thiscommon-mental-structurehas diverged

over evolution and development (Millikan, 1998b). There are specialisedmental structuresfor

3See Section 2.3 on the functional principle for the development of cognitive systems and the functional expec-

tations on representation in general and on representationof identities specifically.
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the representation of identities of different ontological-kinds. The identities in the environment

can be sorted intocore-domainsand the identities as figures of thecore-domainshare the same

ontological nature. The representation of these identities is constrained by theirontological-

kind and there is a distinctive pattern for the representation ofan ontological-kind in brain

(Humphreys and Forde, 2001)4.

For assimilating thetransformationof statesof the environment over time, the representa-

tion and knowledge ofchangesof different kinds are important. The representation and knowl-

edge of naturalprocesses, causations, events, and thecontingency of eventsin general can all

be involved. Generally speaking, while the representationof transformations can be defined

with the changes of states overtime, the transformations can be associated with singleidenti-

ties or the interactionsinvolving two or more identities. That is, such changes of states can

be differentiated into two groups and a few kinds. Associated with single identities, there are

the representations of transformations as thecausesfor existence, thecausesof appearances in

locations (e.g., either by the self-initiated movement or by other force), and the transformations

of statesor shapesover time. Associated with two or more identities, there canbe thecausa-

tion kind of transformations for the cases where identities interact with each other. The explicit

understanding of acore-domainfor objects in thecommon-sense-spacecan be based on the

ontological nature of the identities and the distinctive pattern ofcausal knowledge, in particular

causations for the interactions of identities.

A core-domaincan be specialised as alarger unit of representation and knowledge because

the two kinds of primitive “mental structures” which are used to assimilateof andaccommo-

dateto thestatesandtransformationsof the environment are both distinctive. The two repre-

sentationalcomponentsare theconceptual primitivesfor the two basic types ofcore-domain

situations. One is about the individualidentitiesin the environment. The other is about thecau-

sationswhen two objects interact with each other and this interaction may cause the changes

of their states. However, the distinctiveness of a core-domain in representation and knowledge

is determined by the distinctive situations of acore-domainin the world. It is the distinctive

existence which determines that the representationalcomponentsof such situations are distinc-

tive. The development of representation and knowledge of acore-domainis correlated with

the understanding of such situations. These two primitivescan be involved in defining other

situations of the core-domain. In the meanwhile, there are further developments of the repre-

4The nature and the meaning of the constraint ofontological-kindswill be studied in Chapter 7
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sentation of identities and causal knowledge of a core-domain. Indeed, the functional principle

(i.e. the functional expectations from the representationsystem) can be applied to understand

the specialisations ofcore-domainson the one hand, the development of representation and

knowledge ofcore-domainson the other hand.

On knowledge ofcore-domain situationsof different kinds

The issue of representation for thetransformationsof core-domain situationsas wholes is also

important. The causal knowledge of a core-domain is about the transformations of core-domain

situations. Thecore-domain situationsrefer to those specific simple or complex situations in the

environment with identities belong to the same ontological-kind. The case ofcomplex situations

involving multiple identities can be further differentiated into three formal subtypes, including

collectionsof simple situations, causal systemssuch as complex machines orsub-situationsas

social organisations which function as wholes, and any other complexcore-domain situations.

Firstly, for situations with multiple identities, if theseidentities within the situations only

bear spatial and temporal relationship to each other, such situations can be defined in terms of

theconjunctionof several simple situations. For a situation with two or more identities of the

same ontological nature and the identities in the situationbear spatial or temporal relations only,

the situation can bedecomposedinto two or moresimple situationsof single identities. The

complex situation as a whole, on the other hand, can be formally treated as a simple combination

of the multiplesimple situations.

It is rather common that a complex situation can involve multiple identities but these identi-

ties are related to each other in space only. For two identities bearingspatial relationonly, these

identities can keep their separate courses of development over time and they do not meet or they

do not interact even they meet each other at some times. The situation as a whole is defined with

a collection of identities, and the state of it at a time is defined by the configuration of the states

of the identities. If identities do not interact with each other, sometimes, the differentiation of

the ontological natures of these identities do not matter. However, the functional distinctions

of these identities (to the concern of a person) are still needed and there is the possibility that

these identities will be connected by the actions of a person. That is, a person will interact with

these objects in sequences for functional purposes. These sequences of actions by a person who

interact with a sequence of objects often define events.
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For identities of same ontological nature, they may form either complex systems (e.g., phys-

ical machines) or functional organisations (e.g., social organisations). These correspond to the

second type of complex situations of a core-domain. For a situation with more than two objects

of the same ontological-kind in causal relations, there canbe acausal systemas a whole where

the identities within it can form a complex chain of interactions. A functional organisationcan

include many people. However, what is important is that suchcore-domainspecific situations

as complexcausal systemsandfunctional organisationscan be treated aswholessimilar to indi-

vidual objects. They are associated withcoherent internal structuresand bear certain relations

to theircontextson the one hand, distinctive but also consistentprocessesandbehaviourson the

other hand. However, these systems or organisations as wholes may be considered as figures

studied in the further developed scientific domains.

The third type of complex situation is a generic type which can be decomposed into multiple

identities, their relations, and interactions. For a general case of complex situation with multiple

identities, these identities can bearspatial relations, temporal relations, functional, andcausal

relationsto each other5. The representation of such a situation can be constructed with the three

groups of primitives, i.e. the representation and knowledge of identitiesin the situation which

can belong to different core-domains,relationsof identities in space-time, andcausationsif

two of the identities interact with each other. The representation of a generic situation can

also be defined in termsstatesat times andtransformationsovertime. The representation and

knowledge of differentcore-domainscan be applied to understand and represent any arbitrary

situations. That is, they are involved in constructing the models of application situations in

mental operations. The state of representation and knowledge of a core-domaincan influence

the representation of a situation in terms of different degrees ofaccuracyand in differentforms

of expressions.

6.2.2 Onstatesof core-domains as the constraints on representations

The state of knowledge of a core-domain is defined by the developmental states of the different

kinds ofcausal knowledgewhich constrain the representation of identities. This subsection will

explore the “causal knowledge” of acore-domainand explain the different kinds of domain

constraints on the representation. However, the differentconstraints ofcore-domainson repre-

5The discussion on the representation and model of the generic type of situation can be found in Section 5.4.
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sentation in cognitive literature can be explained in a single integrated framework because the

situation-based theory has provided a unified understanding of four kinds of causal knowledge.

The state of acore-domainin mind is defined by the further experience, generalisationof

the experience, and abstraction of representations. Firstly, the constraint on the representation

identities from the ontological-kind and the constraint from the development of causal knowl-

edge of a core-domain will be distinguished. Secondly, the development of causal theories such

as those studied in (Gopnik, 1996) is correlated with the state of knowledge of a core-domain.

There are domain specificcausationsandcausal mechanisms, causal systems, as well as ab-

stract generalisation ofcausal laws. Thirdly, the different understandings of the constraintson

category representation in current domain specificity theories of representation can be related

to the different functional uses of the knowledge of identities. These functional expectations

demand certain attributes to be included in the representation of identities.

On constraints in terms ofontological-kindsand causal knowledge

In cognitive and developmental literature, the most emphasised constraints on representation are

either in terms ofontological-kindsof concepts (Keil, 1989a) orcore-domains(Gelman et al.,

1994). Ontological-kindsandcore-domainsare both related to specialsituationsin the world

which contain the identities. They are the larger units of representation and knowledge in mind

which are embedded in cognitive structure.

While ontological-kindsandcore-domainsare closely related, the two ideas may have dif-

ferent references in the world and different implications in terms of being the constraints on

the representation of identities. Unfortunately, the distinction of these two kinds of constraints

has remained unclear in cognitive literature. However, theexplicit distinction ofcore-domains

from ontological-kindsfor being the constraints on representation is important for modelling

identities in SISystems.

From the perspective of a situation-based theory, the constraints of anontological-kindand a

core-domaincan be differentiated. The constraint of anontological-kindon the representation

of identities is from the sensorimotor experiences with theidentities. For understanding the

constraints of ontological-kinds on the representation ofidentities, two points are to be kept

in mind. One is thatan identity in its context. The direct context (i.e. the location) of the

identity puts constraint on the possible sensorimotor experience with the identity. The other
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aspect of this constraint is related to the fact that different attributes of identities (e.g.,physical

properties, locations, or processes) are collected to support different functional uses in the first

place. These identities of a core-domain can be involved in different situations in the world

and can be differentiated based on not only their perceptualproperties, but also their functional

roles.

To study the constraint of acore-domainon the representation of identities, it should be clear

that while acore-domain(in the world) is about a situation defined byan identityin its context,

however, the state of representation and knowledge of acore-domainis defined by the collection

of suchcore-domain situations. The representation and knowledge for the collection of domain

specific situations define the state of acore-domainin mind. Thus, regarding the representation

of an identity, the commonly discussed constraints of a core-domain can be differentiated into

two kinds. One is from the ontological nature of the identityitself and from all other identities

of the same kind. The other is the understanding ofcausal knowledgein general and the causal

knowledge of interactions in particular6.

The development of causal knowledge and theories ofcore-domains

The knowledge of acore-domainhas developed based on the explicit understanding of different

kinds of representation aboutcore-domain situations. The casual knowledge in the general

sense is associated with the four general groups of transformations which can be involved in

mental operationsfor applications7.

However, in thespecific sense, causal knowledge is associated with the aspect of transfor-

mations of the environment. The development ofcausal knowledgeor causal theories(Smith

et al., 1985; Carey, 1985; Gopnik, 1996) is about the changesin understanding the transfor-

mations of the environmental situations. The knowledge of such transformations is developed

within the generalcausal constraintwhere the global transformations can be understood in

terms of localised changes. The causal knowledge in such accounts can be associated with the

representation and knowledge of the transformations of identities in terms ofprocesses(e.g.,

changing states or positions over time), conditions ofemergence(e.g., empirical studies of

causal rulesbased on the correlations of variables), domain specificcausationsandcausal sys-

tems(e.g.,causal theories), and transformations ofdomain situationsas wholes (e.g., Newton’s

6The different constraints on the representation of an identity will be further studied Chapter 8.
7See the system of different kinds of causal knowledge discussed in Section 4.4.
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laws of physics). The change of theories is also about the reconstruction of a core-domain with

new axioms and the development of formal descriptions of thetransformations forcore-domain

situations. The formalisation is about the models of transformations of different kinds in math-

ematical systems (Smith et al., 1985; Gopnik, 1996). It is often taken that to develop the formal

models in mathematics is the ultimate goal for the study of science.

While some psychologists argued that the development of theories can explain cognitive de-

velopment (Gopnik, 1996; Wellman and Gelman, 1998), the situation-based theory argues for

the functional expectations to drive the cognitive development. However, for the representation

and knowledge of a core-domain, there are both theformaliseddescriptions in mathematical

systems (i.e.empirical rules, causal theoriesandcausal laws) and theconcretedomain specific

causal systems(e.g., complex machines in physics and organisms). There are indeed two kinds

of development related to causal knowledge. On the one hand,the theory changeis associated

with the increasing departure from the concrete understanding of specific cases (i.e. concrete

systems) into the abstract mathematical expression (Gopnik, 1996). Thecausal knowledgein

mathematical models is important since they can be applied to study concrete situations. The

generalthe causal knowledge, thewider applications it has. The causaltheoriesor laws are

often applicable to a large number of domain specific situations. On the other hand, there is

also the change from abstract mathematical formalisationsto concrete productions in engineer-

ing. For the knowledge of a core-domain, there are further developedcausal systemswhich

are associated withcomplex machinesin physics and the complex biological organisms where

internal body parts are associated with biological functions (Carey, 1985; Carey and Spelke,

1994).

The causal knowledge ofidentitiesas the constraints on representation

There are different constraints ofcausal knowledgeon the representation of identities. Firstly,

the constraint is from the causal knowledge of different kinds. That is, specific tocore-domains,

whether certain kinds of causal knowledge are better developed or not. For example, theknowl-

edgeof an individual is important, which is correlated with the study of the behaviours and

processes on the one hand, the prediction of possible abruptchanges of states at certain times

on the other hand. However, studies of individuals in different spaces have different emphases.

For core-domainsin the common-sense-space, the causations and causal mechanisms for the
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interactions of objects are important. Such kind of causal knowledge can become an attribute

to an object. For identities ofcore-domainsin the large space, such as thenatural physical

systems, thecausal conditionsof existence are emphasised.

Secondly, the representation of identities are learned andstudied for different functions and

constrained by these functional demands. Apart from thecauseof existence, two kinds of causal

knowledge are associated with single identities. One is thefamily of cognitive processes as the

casual rules, which are related to re-identification ultimately. Duringthe process towards re-

identification, there are also steps ofidentificationandcategorisation. The other is thecausal

conditions, which are related to the functionally meaningful inferences. Such inferences can

allow the judgement of the potential uses of identities and how the identities can be found,

identified, and acted upon. In other words, the development of representation of identities

with selections of attributes is inherently constrained bythese functional expectations. The

knowledge of identities is to serve these functions.

The functional expectations underlying thecausal rulesandcausal conditionsare crucial

constraints on representations of identities. The functional purposes in learning thecausal rules

are foridentification, categorisation, andre-identification. The representation of an individual

or a category can be derived from comparing the representations of all identities in a core-

domain. The causal rules can use different kinds of attributes, such asoverall shapes, physical

characterisations, internal parts, and distinctiveprocesses. The neo-essentialists’ theory (Gel-

man and Medin, 1993; Gelman, 2004) argued that finding the “essence” of a kind is an innate

tendency. However, the tendency may not be about seeking the“essences”. Rather it is finding

the most relevant information in a context for the functional purposes ofcategorisationand

re-identification.

The functional purposes of making reliable and useful inferences require certaincausal con-

ditions, i.e. the establishment of certain categories for sorting identities. Keil (1989a) argued

that categories of different ontological-kinds are represented differently because empirical data

has shown they can support different patterns of inferences. Indeed, ontological-kinds, cate-

gories, and individuals are allconditionsto provide the useful recall or inference of properties

of identities which can explain behaviours, make attributions of causes, and allow identities

to be involved in different kinds of applications. The inference or prediction of the state of a

complex situation depends on not only the representation and knowledge ofcausationsfor inter-

actions, but the transformations asprocesses, behaviours, andevents. These transformations are
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associated withidentitiesand can be inferred or predicted based on propercausal conditions.

The inference of properties is not random, but to support specific functional needs. These

functional expectations are to be satisfied and certain properties can support these functional

demands. The roles of potential uses of the category knowledge often influence what can be

included in the representation (Ross, 1997, 2000; Markman and Ross, 2003). For example, the

learning for medical diagnosis and for cure can lead to different information included in the

category representation. The functional purposes of learning individuals are for the potential

uses of the identities. Thus, the various situations in the world where the identity can be found

are examined so that they can be located later. The causal relations of identities with others in

interactions are included so that predictions can be made when such interaction does happen.

6.3 Onstructureand contentsof core-domains

The state of a conceptual system is an important constraint on category representation. The rep-

resentations of categories are constrained by the conceptual structure and there are the context

effects on the representation of categories (Murphy and Medin, 1985). In cognitive literature,

certain understandings of the conceptual structure are often implied when the category represen-

tation and category systems are discussed. For example, taxonomies were discussed in Rosch

(1978) for the category system. The “conceptual structure”in the discussion of Murphy and

Medin (1985) is equivalent to a structure defined withcategories in relations. However, their

focuses were not on the semantic relations which are involved in defining conceptual systems.

Conventionally, the study of such conceptual structure is via the study of the language

systems (Fodor, 1975; Evens, 1988; Lehrer and Kittay, 1992). Such studies often focus on

semantic-relations(Evens, 1988; Lehrer and Kittay, 1992; Miller, 1995) and there is a diverse

range ofsemantic relationsstudied in literature, such aspart-whole relations, class inclusive

relations, and therelationsin frames. Indeed, the language systems (and other forms of sym-

bolic representation) bear close relations to a conceptualstructure and representation, and it is

an important topic in cognitive science to study the relations of the two (Millikan, 1998a; Franks

and Braisby, 1998; Gauker, 1998; Gendler, 1998). However, neither the lexical structure nor

their relations to the conceptual structure in mind are the focus of this thesis.

From the perspective of the situation-based theory, the study of conceptual structure in gen-
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eral8 and the conceptual structure ofcore-domainsin specific are both important for under-

standing the knowledge of identities. The conceptual structure of a core-domain itself is also

an important kind of structural constraint on the representation of identities. The development

of the representation of a core-domain is closely related tothe representation ofcore-domain

situationsas particulars and the generalisation of such representations. This section will focus

on thestructureof domain representation and knowledge.

There are two cases to be discussed separately: Firstly, thedistinction of structureand

contentsis applicable to the study of representation and knowledgeidentitiesas individuals.

The formal schemata for the representation of identities asindividuals, and the knowledge of

identities as particulars, and the knowledge of basic levelcategories for identities will be dis-

cussed. Secondly, the formal structures for the representation of complex situations with two

or more identities will be studied. The generalised representation and knowledge of a complex

core-domaincan be expressed in four kinds ofcategory systems.

6.3.1 Onstructureand contentsfor identities

The representation and knowledge ofindividualsis one of the central issues for the conceptual

structure of a core domain. For the individuals in the environment, there are three kinds of

representation units which are relevant. Firstly, it is about the formal schematafor the repre-

sentation of individuals from sensorimotor experiences. Secondly, it is about the knowledge

of identities, which supports the re-identification of the identities, inferences of properties, and

reasoning with them. The third is about the development ofbasic-level-categoriesfor the indi-

viduals in a core-domain. A category means a collection ofidentities. However, the set of basic

level categories are not arbitrary collections. They are developed because of the function-based

conceptual re-organisations. The set is also an important index for the state and the quality of

representation and knowledge of a core-domain.

On representation of identities withstatesand transformations

The representation of an identity has developed when the identity was examined in sensorimotor

experience. An individual is about a continued independentexistence in space-time. For the

representation of an identity as a figure, there are two aspects of statesandtransformationsto

8See Section 4.3.
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be learned. However, the learning of an identity is not only about the overall description of the

figure, but also itsinternal content, external context, and their contributions to thestatesand

transformationsof the identity.

Figure 6.1: The genericformal schemafor the representation of identities.

Generally, information which is learned about an identity can include descriptions for three

components9. Firstly, it is the description about thefigure, which can include the different states

of the identity at different times and processes or patternsof behaviours over time. The state at

a time can includephysical properties, overall shape, distinctiveboundary partsasfeatures, or

the configurations of the parts, and thelocation. For the same identity, there can be different

states at different times. The different states are either because the identity itself has changed

over time (e.g., when a child grows up, the physical states atdifferent ages can be significantly

different), or because the identity has changed its locations (e.g., a person moving from one

city to another), or both. Depending on the identity, there are transformations of different kinds

which can account for the changes of states, such as their ownprocesses(e.g., growing old,

rolling down a hill),causal interactionswith others (e.g., two objects interact with each others),

9What can be learned about an identity is determined by its ontological nature.
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naturalevents(e.g., floods), and artificialeventsupon them by the actions of a person.

Secondly, it is the description about the content or theinternal structurefor a figure. The

representation of thecontentcan includeinternal parts, portionsof material, the patterns de-

fined by theconfigurations of parts, or functional relations of the partswhich contribute to the

study of the individuals as wholes. Theinternal partsor material componentscan be examined

with increasing details by going to smaller and smaller units.

The third type of information of an identity is about its contexts, such as spatial locations

and applications they can be involved in. The descriptions of the contexts can be learned in

variously defined situations which contain the identity. These situations as the contexts of the

identity can include other identities. The other identities which define the contexts are either

from the same or different ontological group and thus in the same or different core-domains.

The distinctive causal knowledge associated with the identity can be learned when it interacts

with other identities. The causal relations of the identityto others can be taken as the causal

attribute of the identity.

On knowledge of individuals as 4D existences for application situations

The knowledge of an identity is about an identity as a 4D existence which can be involved in

different uses and it can have different states at differenttimes10. The knowledge of identities is

also about the properties of an identity which can be acquired for re-identification, inferences,

and reasoning about it (Millikan, 1998a). That is, the relevant information of an identity can be

recalled or inferred for different functional purposes11.

The knowledge of an identity is about knowing it asa functional componentfor variously

defined applications. If an identity is involved in a particular application, it means that the iden-

tity can be used in a certain way and can be found in a kind ofsituationsin the environment.

Once identified, identities can be evaluated, located, identified, and acted upon appropriately

based on the previously learned knowledge about them. In organisms, the knowledge of the

functional uses of identities can be learned either in direct actions upon the identities where

the identities are involved, or inimitationsandplayswhere identities are imagined to be in-

volved (Piaget, 1962). These applications can also be recalled different in analogical reasoning

(Vosniadou and Ortony, 1989) if similar application demands are faced. However, to support

10See the first subsection in Section 4.3 on the two senses of identifications and knowledge of identities.
11See discussions in Section 6.2.
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the involvement of the relevant identities in applications, i.e. similar identities can become the

substitutes, identities are to be organised into categories. The conceptual re-organisation is to

develop an organisation for the identities within a core-domain. The identities which share

the similar functions are grouped together. Under this condition, the ones which appear in the

similar locations form a category.

While the earlier categories are formed based on the shared action schemes (as implied in

Piaget’s action based account and extensively studied by Mandler (2000a)), the matter of cate-

gory formation in the conceptual re-organisation also takes consideration of other dimensions.

The conceptual re-organisation means while identities which share similar functions are in one

group, the group can be further differentiated while those identities which also share the similar

patterns in representation schemata are kept in one group. Those which do not share the similar

pattern of representationwill be sorted into different groups. The purpose of such conceptual

reorganisation is also for the development of efficientcausal rulesfor categorisation. In the

meanwhile, the shared functions of the identities are kept.This process can result in the explicit

understanding ofontological-kindsof identities and the development ofbasic level categories.

For the knowledge structure of identities in a core-domain,basic-level-categories are im-

portant. But it is not accidental that basic-level-categories have the highestcue validitiesfor

identification and highestcategory validitiesto support reliable inferences. They are function-

ally meaningful categories to start with and they can support efficient classifications and the

most meaningful inferences for potential applications.

The representations of identities as the particulars are for two groups of functional pur-

poses, which define twoformal structuresfor the knowledge of identities ascausal rulesand

causal conditionsrespectively. Thecausal rulesare for theidentification, categorisation, and

re-identificationof the state (of an identity) in the perceptual input. The knowledge of identities

of this type is about the knowledge ofboundary conditions (of ontological-kinds12, basic-

level-categories, and individuals in space-time). The information gained about an identity, such

as itsformat a time,distinctive features, or its internal content, can often be used pragmatically

for such functional purposes.

The other group of functional purposes is closely related tosupport the potentialappli-

12The distinctions of ontological-kinds are supported by themodules in brain directly (Millikan, 1998b; Boyer,

1998). Also see (Fodor, 1983)’s argument of modular theory.However, the modules in his discussions are mainly

the perceptual devices, not the cognitive units of representation for identities.
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cationsof an identity with reliable and meaningful inferences. Theknowledge of identities

is to establish the categories as thecausal conditionsto support inferences. The knowledge

of identities involves attributes which are stored in theformal schematafor the representation

of identities. The attributes of identities which can be learned are generally aboutstatesand

transformationsfor the three components asfigures, contents, andcontexts. The attributes of

different kinds are also useful for different purposes13.

On representation ofbasic level categoriesof individuals

The development ofbasic-level-categories(Berlin and Kay, 1969; Rosch, 1978) for identities

in a core-domain is emphasised in this thesis. The development of the basic-level-categories

is structurally significant for two reasons. First, basic-level-categories form a set of classes

which are mutually exclusive. Thus, identities within a core domain can be sorted into their

relatively independent groups. Second, the basic-level-categories are associated with maximum

cue validities and category validities14.

Both the formation and the knowledge of a category are influenced by all identities in the

core-domain and the alternative categories. Rosch (1978) argued that the identities within a

category share the maximum similarities and the identitiesfrom different categories are sig-

nificantly different. The knowledge of a category can also maximise the differences of the

individuals of the category along certain dimensions in order to support the further differentia-

tions of the individuals. The knowledge of a category is not asimple generalisation of all the

members which share similarity in shapes or states in general. Rather, it is derived with the

consideration of functional differentiations in the first place. The characterised representation

of a basic-level-category will emphasise the shared functional roles of identities by making sure

13For problem solving, identities can be involved because of certain physical and spatial properties they possess.

The physicalandspatial propertiescan allow the judgement on whether an identity can be involved in certain

uses, e.g., whether it is the wanted food. Distinctive physical properties can allow specific uses of them for making

certain products. Theinferencesof locations can determine whether or not they can actually get involved because

of their locations, i.e. they may not be reachable. Distinctive spatial properties can allow certain ways of interaction

with them. The knowledge of an identity should provide explanations of behaviours or understanding the potential

changes (Keil, 1989a). Theinferencesof processes, behaviour patterns, or possiblecausal interactionsof an

identity are relevant for theattributionsor predictionsof its states at different times. In case where the prediction

of the future fails, thecausescan be examined.
14See Sections 4.4 and 8.3 for more discussion oncategoriesandbasic-level-categories.
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that the identities of the category all have thephysicalor spatial propertieswhich support the

functions. However, other different attributes of the identities are also collected since they are

relevant for other functions. Thecommon locationsare for their locating. The overall states,

processes and behaviours can be relevant for categorisations.

The development of basic-level-categories depends on two conditions. Firstly, it is the con-

structions of two cognitive units for an identity, one for the representations of an individualand

the other for theknowledge of an individual. The representation of an identity as an indepen-

dent existence is directly based on the sensorimotor examinations, which is constrained by the

ontological nature of the identity. The knowledge of an identity depends on the representation.

However, the knowledge is about the retrieval of the information from the representation of an

identity for different cognitive tasks, such as re-identifications or supporting the applications of

the identity.

Secondly, the development of basic-level-categories is associated with the general capabil-

ity of conceptual re-organisation of a core domain. The development of basic level categories

is related to the capability for category formation based onthe consideration of multiple dimen-

sions rather than single one (Smith, 1989b). In certain domains, the set of mutually exclusive

categories can be derived based on the highest cue validity,that is, the use of perceptual proper-

ties for classification. However, in most domains, there arethe considerations of bothstructural

and at least onefunctionaldimension for the distinctions of identities (Mandler, 2000a). The

functional demands ofre-identificationsand usefulinferencesto support applications have ef-

fectively limited the attributes which are actually involved in the explicit knowledge of identities

and categories (i.e. even though more attributes can alwaysbe found for the identities, the non-

useful ones are seldom kept).

The development ofbasic-level-categorieswhich are constraints on the representation of in-

dividuals is an innately determined tendency. The development of a set of basic-level-categories

is applicable to the study of identities of all domains. The exact set of basic-level-categories of

a core-domain at a time reflects the quality of the conceptualsystems of a core-domain. They

are associated with the increased capability for efficiently handling as much as possible individ-

uals in the core-domain. However, as observed in empirical data (Johnson and Mervis, 1997),

the set of basic level categories can change overtime. The changed set can be caused by the

increased experiences or the development of conceptual re-organisations, such as the adoption

of different rules for sorting all identities into categories or the specialisations of sub-domains
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of a core-domain.

However, the meaningfulness of a particular set of basic-level-categories may depend on

either the quality of the set of basic-level-categories developed at a time or the nature of the

core-domain with identities of a distinctive ontological nature. For example, in the studies in

geosciences, the basic-level-categories may be considered less valuable. From the functional

perspective, the value of a basic-level-category is essentially judged based on its supports for

re-identifications and inferences of properties about the individuals as members of the category.

However, the identities in the large-scale environment arethe ones which arefixedto the loca-

tions in the environment. As stated in (Smith and Mark, 1998,p.309), “geographic objects are

not merely located in space, but are tied intrinsically to space in a manner that implies that they

inherit from space many of its structural (merological, topological, geometrical) properties”.

The fixed locations of spatial-features in the large space make them easy for re-identification

and consequently inferences of information about the individuals. However, thecausesfor their

fixations to places may be different for different spatial-features in the large-space. When these

identities in large-space are studied in their own right, the categories of them are still needed for

the general knowledge.

6.3.2 Onstructureof core-domainsin terms of category systems

The representation and knowledge of a core-domain is also about the complexcore-domain sit-

uationsas particulars15 as well as their generalisations. The generalised representation of such

core-domain situationscan be structured in four kinds of category systems, thepartonomies,

eventsandevent structures, causal knowledge, andtaxonomies. These four kinds of category

systems will be discussed in this subsection.Events, event structures, andcausal knowledgeare

important for the transformation aspect of the environment. Partonomiesand taxonomiesare

important for the states ofidentitiesand complexcore-domain situationswith multiple identi-

ties.

On part-whole structure for statesof identities

The representation of an identity as a 4D existence with attributes is correlated with the devel-

opment of partonomies of its core domain. That is, the partonomies define the generic formal

15See Section 5.4 for the general structure of an application involving a complex situation.
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schema for the representation of individual identities within a core-domain16.

When an identity is studied in its core-domain, the development of representation has three

kinds of part-whole relations enriched. One kind of part-whole relations is between the identity

as thefigure and itsboundary parts, i.e. the part-whole relations of theoverall shapeof an

object with its distinctiveboundary features. The other is about the identity and itsinternal

parts, materialcomponents, or samplesor data supportswhere properties can be measured

over. The third is about the relations of an identity to its differently characterised locations.

The formal structures of the part-whole and part-part relations and subtypes of them are

applicable to different core-domains. The different partonomies in different core-domains lie

in that differentlevelsin the three groups of part-whole structures can be developed. There can

be multiple levels of parts for physical machines and biological individuals. There may be only

one level of particles for physical substances which explain the different textures and proper-

ties of the substances. During the development of representation for identities, the part-whole

hierarchies are associated with more levels sincepartsandinternal componentscan become in-

creasingly smaller. The contexts in space-time are increasingly larger and more complex. Both

kinds of development can be driven by functional demands.

When an identity is involved in modelling applications, there are two cases where part-

whole relations can be applied. Firstly, it is about the representation of an environmental state.

An identity as an element can contribute to the definition of an environmental setting at a time.

For each of the involved identities, it is located in a place.Either it bears member-collections

or part-configurations relations to other identities (i.e.spatial relationsof identities). Or it is an

entity which is contained within a larger identity (i.e. intopological relations). The knowledge

of the contexts for an identity (i.e. a figure in its context) is involved for locating the identity. The

other two kinds of part-whole relations can be involved for identification or re-identification.

Secondly, in an application, an identity is either a final target, or an intermediate goal. In either

case, the identity has to be located and reached. There is also the case where multiple identities

are organised into element-element relations along time (i.e. temporal relations of identities).

Further, there is always the general constraint from the application situation as a whole which

contains the identity as one element (in container-contained relations along time).

16See detailed discussion in Section 4.3 on the development ofpart-whole relations for identities.
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On part-whole structure of events and system of causal knowledge

The causal knowledgeandevent structuresare relevant for the representation of thetransfor-

mationsof core-domains. However, the importance and enrichments of these two kindsof

category systems depend on the nature of the core-domains and sub-situations within a core-

domain. Causal knowledgeis important for physical studies.Eventsandevent structuresare

more common in the studies of the social environment. The system of causal knowledgehas

been discussed in detail in Section 6.2. This subsection will focus oneventsand twoevent

structures17.

Depending on the core-domains,eventsmay be understood differently. For example, in

studying the natural systems, events can be associated withthe sudden changes in the environ-

ment, such as flood, earthquake, and tornado. The studies of such sudden changes are either

about the conditions (i.e. the causes) or the patterns of changes (i.e. the processes). In social

domains, events are either associated with a sequence of actions and interactions, or they are

associated with occurrences which mark the distinctive periods of a life. The actions upon a

sequence of objects are organised towards certain specifiedstates, which are usually the inter-

nally motivated goals by a person. Either the actions of other people or the actions of a person

herself can be directly involved in the changes of the environment. Different events can imply

different objects are to be interacted for reaching different goal states.

The eventscan be defined over different temporal scales, i.e. they can be accomplished

within different time periods. Some events are once in a lifetime (e.g., birth and death), others

may be repeated several times (e.g., graduations from schools, several marriages, changes of

works). Some events constantly happen. Events can also be differentiated based on whether

the actions involved happen in one location (e.g., eating dinner at home) (Nelson, 1986) or the

actions involved can be differentiated into those which happen in different locations (e.g., going

to a restaurant for a dinner) (Schank, 1977).

Theevent structuresare in terms of thecontingency of eventsandhierarchies of events(or

hierarchy of goals). The part-whole relations are important for studying the relations of iden-

tities in applications and for the development of event representation and structures of events.

That is, theeventsand the development ofevent structuresare learned where the representa-

17Also see Section 4.3. However, detailed study of events and event structures for core domains are beyond the

scope of this thesis which focuses on representation of identities.
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tion of changes of a core-domain can be modelled with the part-whole relations of identities in

temporal dimension. For example, in a mental operation motivated towards a goal, a targeted

object is to be reached and it is located in an environmental setting. To reach the target, a person

may go through a sequence of locations. In this case, there are part-whole relations between

the environmental state and the objects within it on the one hand, the sequences of events to go

from one location to another.

On taxonomies for core domains

For the representation of a core domain with a collection of identities, there is the develop-

ment of a system of categories, commonly called taxonomies,for organising these identities.

However, the taxonomies studied in literature for categories of identities can be differentiated

into two kinds. Basic level categories are crucial for the development of these two kinds of

taxonomies.

The first kind of taxonomy refers to the hierarchy within a core-domain which is defined

with an ontological-kind, basic-level-categories, individuals, andstatesof individuals at differ-

ent times. The conceptions on these four inclusive levels can all be used to assimilate thestate

of the environment in perceptual inputs. This structural constraint is shared by all core-domains.

The second kind of taxonomy refers to the hierarchy which is formed starting withbasic

level categories(e.g., table) tosuper-ordinates(e.g., furniture) andsubordinates(e.g., dinner

table) (Rosch, 1978). However, the super-ordinates and subordinates are categories of different

natures in comparison with basic-level-categories (Wierzbicka, 1984). The super-ordinates and

subordinates are collections of objects within certainspatial locationsand with certain func-

tional meanings. Such collections can be meaningful because the identities in the spatial loca-

tions are often involved in the repeatedevents(Nelson, 1986). The generalised super-ordinates

(e.g., furniture) are also collections of basic-level-categories of objects.

There are three more points to be made. Firstly, depending onthe core-domains, these

two taxonomies can be merged into a single one. For example, with the development of the

scientific domain of biology, there is the single ontological-kind of living things. A single

scientific biological taxonomy is possible because all organisms share the same biological cause

of existences (Carey and Spelke, 1994; Millikan, 2005). From living things to different species,

the biological taxonomy can have taxa on different inclusive levels. However, it is not about
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instantiation of a kind. Indeed, Ghiselin (1974) and Hull (1976, 1978) argued that species are

collections of individuals and the relations of taxa on different ranks in biological taxonomy

also bearmember-ofrelations. There is the causal dimension to study the relations of taxa on

different ranks. The distinction of species can be based on morphological cues, such as, a) the

simpleversuscomplexkind with boundaryandinternal organsas two separate components; b)

the complex objects with or without dedicated functional parts or organs. However, physical

objects do not form one simple hierarchy of inheritance. They are not even studied within a

single sub-domain. The ontological-kind of physical objects in the common-sense-space can be

differentiated intoartefactsversusnaturalsubstances or objects.

Secondly, this kind of organisations withbasic-level-categories, super-ordinatesandsub-

ordinatesare essentially about representation of complex situations which have multiple ob-

jects. When such complex situations are studied in different core-domains, there are different

conceptual units developed for these different core domains. In biology, the identities in a col-

lection can be differentiated into two kinds of systems. Oneis the development of the biological

taxonomy and the other is the development ofecology systemswhich also study the complex

relations of the individuals of different species. In the physical environment, the collection

kind is applied to organise artefacts of different functions. However, this environment can be

further differentiated into sub-situations and objects are sorted into these sub-situations. In so-

cial domain, this hierarchy is associated with organising activities of the daily life. However,

there are also sub-domains of the social domain, which correspond to the studies of different

social groups and organisations. When there are further specialisations of core domains into

sub-domains, the taxonomy is applied to identities in sub-domains.

The development of this second kind of taxonomies starts with identitiesandtheir contexts

and the application contexts can be variously defined. The third point is about whether the

complex situations should be represented ascollections of identitiesas categories orthe events

where objects are embedded. The choice perhaps depends on the focus, i.e. whether focus

on thestatesor the transformations. This second type taxonomy is important in the study

of physical objects and bear bears a close relation to the development of the representation

of events (Nelson, 1986). For example, the subordinates (e.g., whiteware) are collections of

objects. They are often associated with certain spatial locations in the smaller scale (e.g., in A-

space or B-space) and repeated actions and activities in thedaily routines of a person. However,

events and event structures can often refer to the largeorganisation unitsof actions or activities
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in the life of a person.

6.4 Summary

In the situation-based theory, the distinctiveness ofcore-domainswas understood from three

aspects. Namely,core-domainsare special because of their existence in the environment, the

development ofrepresentationof suchcore-domain situations, and theknowledgeof such situ-

ations.

The state ofrepresentationand knowledgeof a core-domain is defined by the ontologi-

cally distinctive identities and the development of causalknowledge aboutidentities, their in-

teractions, and thetransformationsof complexcore-domain situationsas wholes. The causal

knowledge associated with single identities and the causalknowledge associated with situations

involving the interactions of identities are two conceptual primitives. The position on the state

of representation and knowledge of a core-domain can systematically explain the various kinds

of domain constraints proposed in cognitive literature on the representations of identities.

The distinction ofstructureversuscontentsis applied to understand the conceptual system

of core-domains. Thestructural aspect of domain representation and knowledge should be

differentiated from the exact states of core-domains in mind. For identities ofcore-domains,

there is the genericformal schemafor the representationof identities from the sensorimotor

experiences. The knowledge of identities derived from the representation supports the two

general functional expectations from the representation of identities. The development of a

set ofbasic-level-categoriesfor a core-domain indicates the state of domain knowledge. The

core-domain situations, which can be represented as particulars, are generalised as knowledge

structured by the four kinds ofcategory systems, with partonomies, causal knowledge, events

and event structures, and taxonomies. These formal structures can be logically specified.



Chapter 7

On the nature and system of

ontological-kindsof spatial-features

7.1 Introduction

This and next chapters are devoted to understand the constraints on the models of identities

in core-domains or application-oriented domains. Pragmatically, to the concern of designing a

new SISystems, it has to specify the information architecture based on what kinds of contents

are to be supported. For specifying the new information architecture for a SF-SISystem, this

thesis has provided a situation-based theory of cognitive systems and discussed the various

kinds of structural constraintson the representation of identities. The fourth level cognitive

and conceptual structure is to be modelled. Thisstructure-of-the-wholeis correlated with a

system ofcore-domainsandapplication-oriented domains. For modelling core-domains, the

identities in such domains are to be modelled. The constraints on modelling such identities are

also to be further specified.

In this chapter, the nature of ontological-kinds and the constraints from the development of

cognitive structure on representation of identities will be studied. The latter is correlated with

the development to support a system ofontological distinctionsof identities in the environment.

There are two main sections. Section 7.2 is on the nature ofontological-kind. A realist’s view is

adopted. Specifically, the ontological nature of identities refers to their existences in the world

which constrain their representations. The cognitive criteria for the ontological distinctions of

identities will also be discussed. Section 7.3 will discussthe system ofontological-kindssup-

ported by the fourth level cognitive system. The development of cognitive system in general

has posed thestructural constrainton the representation of an identity in that whether a cer-

tain ontological-distinction can be made explicit. In the discussion of the system of different

ontological-kindsof spatial features for SIScience, the ontological-kinds of identities in the
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common-sense-spaceand those in thelarge spacewill be studied separately.

7.2 The nature ofontological-kindsof spatial features

This section will briefly review the studies of neurosciences on representation of concepts of

different ontological-kinds. They have provided evidencethat the representations of identities

of different ontological-kindsin brain are different (Humphreys and Forde, 2001). In other

words, such studies agree with the proposal that the ontological natures of identities constrain

their representation (Carey, 1985; Keil, 1989a; Gelman andMarkman, 1986).

However, two theoretical positions will also be clarified. One is the realist’s position adopted

in this thesis in understanding theontological naturesof identities. Namely, theontological-

kindsof identities are determined by their own existences in the world. The physical natures

of identities themselves and the situations and spaces the identities are located in have put

inherent constraints on the representation of identities.The other is about the cognitive criteria

in understanding theontological distinctionsof identities. For the knowledge of ontological

distinctions of identities, both the functional and structural dimensions should be taken into

considerations. The functional, structural, formal, and relational criteria will be explained.

7.2.1 On representation for categories ofontological-kindsin brain

In the past decades, the study of the representation of concepts of different ontological-kinds

in a brain has been an active area in neuroscience. A considerable amount of data has been

collected with patients who have selected deficits in recognition and memory tasks (Warrington

and Shallice, 1984; Humphreys and Forde, 2001). These patients have difficulties to deal with

categories of one kind (such asanimals), but perform normally when they are tested with cate-

gories of another kind (such astools). Data of this sort has prompted scientists to suggest these

categories of different kinds are represented differentlyin mind.

There are two major families of theories, depending on whether the representation of a

category shall be localised or not. One proposed that representations for different kinds of

categories are in different localised brain areas. The other proposed there are the different

weightings of different attributes, and the attributes maybe in different areas. For example,

Warrington and Shallice (1984) proposed there are two independent systems. One is evolved
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for representation offunctional information, the other forstructural information. The functional

information is more about the kind of actions which can be applied to the members of a category,

such as the different functions of different tools. The structural information is more about the

forms of objects which are derived from the visual sensory input. The functional information is

important for non-living objects, while structural information is important for living things.

However, data collected in the past has presented a rather complicated picture (Humphreys

and Forde, 2001). Recent studies on neuroimaging have collected more data which challenges

these earlier theories. These studies have shown that the representations for concrete nouns,

such asliving thingsandartefacts, are in similar distributed patterns involving multiple brain

areas (Humphreys and Forde, 2001; Martin and Chao, 2001). This is taken as one of the most

significant findings because these two sets of nouns are takenas belonging to different ontolog-

ical kinds and it was expected that different localised areas for their representations might be

found. However, the behaviour data collected from patientshas surely shown the certain levels

of dissociations of memory for different kinds of things andthe selective damages of memory

for different kinds of information.

There are also studies on the reactions of single neurons to the stimulation patterns of dif-

ferent ontological-kinds, such asfaces, hands, houses, and locations. The single neurons in

mind react selectively to the stimulation patterns of a particular kind only (Gross, 2000, 2002).

Nevertheless, such data does not necessarily mean that the representation of identities should

be interpreted as being localised in these single cells. Rather, these cells may simply play the

roles of connecting the two or more regions which process different sorts of information and

such information can be applied to the representation of identities belonging to different kinds.

Indeed, there are reasons to believe that the representations for animalsand forartefacts

are different because of the observed dissociations of corresponding memories in functions.

However, the neuroimaging data has also shown both structural and functional properties are

involved in the representation of categories of different kinds. These studies may provide rea-

sons to believe that these different properties are weighted differently for the representation of

categories of different kinds. However, the distributed but similar patterns for objects of differ-

ent kinds (i.e. all involving a few different brain areas) imply a different theoretical approach is

needed.

To explain the distributed patterns in brain for the representation of categories of different

kinds, Humphreys and Forde (2001) proposed the hierarchical interactive theory (HIT). The
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HIT theory rejected the proposal that there are isolated unique areas for representation of cat-

egories of different kinds. Instead, it extends the position of Warrington and Shallice (1984)

to interpret the observed dissociations of memory functions. The proposal is that the structural

and functional properties are relevant in different degrees for categories of different kinds, such

as artefacts versus living things. Different brain areas for handling these different kinds of in-

formation can all be activated for either category. However, they are activated with higher or

lower degrees of intensity when there are different kinds ofcategories to be represented.

The HIT model has also added another dimension into consideration, i.e. thelinkagesof

different areas which are for processing information of different kinds. The different patterns

in linking these areas can be related to the representation of categories of different kinds. The

HIT model of Humphreys and Forde (2001) has explicitly takenthe processingprocedures

into consideration as well, which is calledthe hierarchyof processing. The differences in

representation are not just in the sense of involving different areas, but also in the sense of the

exact routes to follow, such as from where there is the first activation in one brain area, then

to the next area. The same area can be visited at different times. The process stops when an

answer can be given to the question asked by an experimenter.

Understanding the different patterns for different ontological-kinds

From the perspective of the situation-based theory, to explain the data from neuroscience for

the representation of categories ofanimalsandtools, two conditions should be taken into con-

sideration first. One is that the representation in mind can be focusing on identities. The differ-

entiations of identities can be based on both theperceptual propertiesandactionsupon them.

In these theoretical studies cited in (Humphreys and Forde,2001), the perceptual properties in-

cludeshapeswhich are calledstructural propertiesand the actions upon the identities are called

functional properties1. Following Piaget, the perceptual properties are to be assimilated to ac-

tion schemes, rather than simple associations of these different properties. The other is that the

explicit distinction betweenexplicit conceptionsfor an identity which are derived based on the

comparisons with other identities andlanguage based re-descriptionsfor the representation of

an identity should be maintained. That is, data collected byusing category nouns and pictures of

objects may be studied separately because the two kinds of stimulations can be associated with

1However, these understandings ofstructuralor functionalare specific and different from the same terms as

they were used in this thesis, see Sections 2.3 and 2.4 for therelevant discussion.
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different patterns of activations, and thus contribute to the complexity of results from empirical

studies.

The theoretical explanations for the differentdistributed patterns of representationfor the

representation of different categories in the brain (Humphreys and Forde, 2001) involve various

kinds of attributes for explaining the differences in the representation of categories. How-

ever, there are three cases for understanding why differentattributes are relevant for different

ontological-kinds. Firstly, for identities of different core-domains, the sorts of attributes which

play the more important roles are different. That is, all different kinds of attributes may be

involved for identities of different kinds, however, they are weighted differently for different

ontological-kindsin categorisations and identifications. For example,shapesperhaps are im-

portant for differentiating all sorts of things. Theprocesses, patterns of movements, andpatterns

of behavioursare used by people to make the distinctions of animates or other people in the en-

vironment. Functional properties (i.e. based on actions upon the objects) are more important

for artefacts2. For categories which are groups of identities embedded ineventsandlocations,

the sharedeventsandlocationsare important attributes for them.

Secondly, the involvement of different kinds of attributesis because these attributes are

only available to the particular ontological-kinds, they are not available for other ontological-

kinds. Indeed, the representation of identities in acore-domainis often associated with a set

of core-domain specific attributesand the values along the attributes which are important for

categorising identities. For example, for differentiating substances which have neither clear

boundariesnor internal parts, thephysical propertiesandtexturesof the substances are impor-

tant. For simple objects with clear boundaries, there are not only the overallshapes, but also

distinctive partsanddistinctive functions(both the functions of the objects as wholes as well as

the functions which are often associated with the distinctive boundary parts). Theself-initiation

of actionsandnatural processesof development are relevant for reliably distinguishing animals

and people. However, these dimensions of changes are usually irrelevant for categorisingphysi-

cal objects. Regarding the identities in geoscale, the ontological nature of an identity is directly

related to what kinds of attributes which can be involved in the representation of states of the

identity. For the complex environmental settings, such as acity, the complexinternal structure

is important. For a natural physical system, the physical variables are important for its study.

Thirdly, the hierarchical processing in the model of Humphreys and Forde (2001) implies

2Although the similarity in functions should be supported bythe similarities in physical and spatial properties.
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that the task of categorisation of an item shall involve the progressive processing. The idea of

increasingly detailed categorisation of anitem is compatible with the idea that the conceptions

for an identity are on different inclusive levels, namely, thestates, theindividuals, specificcate-

gories, andontological-kinds. During each step of processing, an item will be categorisedinto a

group which corresponds to one of the different inclusive levels. For the stimulation in the envi-

ronment, the state of it is examined with the sensorimotor modalities and will be classified into

a core-domainand anontological-kind. Then it is sorted into one of thebasic-level-categories.

At last, it can be identified as the state of an old or a new individual. Correspondingly, in each

level of processing, the perceptual properties will be examined in the relevant level of details.

7.2.2 On the nature ofontological-kindsof identities

There are different patterns in brain for categories of differentontological-kinds. This point

may suggest that the idea ofontological-kindsof identities may be defined or formalised based

on these different representations. However, the constraint of anontological-kindis also com-

monly interpreted as implying that different kinds of attributes are involved in the representa-

tion of identities or different attributes play different weights in the representation (Gelman and

Markman, 1986; Keil, 1989a; Humphreys and Forde, 2001). Thus, there is a circular argument

if the differentontological-naturesof identities aredefinedin terms of their involvingattributes

of different kinds in the first place.

Different kinds of attributes may be relevant for representation of identities of different onto-

logical kinds, however, one of the key issues to be addressedis why differentontological-kinds

are associated with different attributes. To understand the ontological-kinds, this thesis takes

the realist’s position and will be explained in this subsection. The central position is that the

ontological-kindsof identities are determined by their own existences in the environment. How-

ever, for the ontological distinctions of identities, there are bothontologicalandepistemological

factors to be taken into consideration, as discussed below:

The realist’s understanding of the ontological nature

The identities ofspatial-featuresasnatural-unitsexist in certain spaces and last certain time

periods. Ontologically, the ontological distinction of anidentity is ultimately determined by its

own nature of existence in the world. The ontological distinctions of identities are determined
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by the very existence of these identities themselves in terms of their physical natures, locations

in space-time, and their relations to others.

Epistemologically, for the identities asnatural-unitsto be represented, they have to be func-

tionally relevant and the representation is constrained bythe development of cognitive and

conceptual structure. There are inherent constraints fromthe existences of identities in the

world upon their representations in mind when the representation is learned via sensorimotor

experiences with them.

That is, ontological nature of the existences and cognitivedevelopment both determine the

ontological distinctions and their representations. Firstly, the situations in spaces where iden-

tities are located determine inherently the functional roles of these identities for being relevant

to the study of contents (e.g., the parts) or the contexts (e.g., the containers). The spaces and

situations as the locations also influencewhenandhowthese identities can be represented. The

identities in thecommon-sense-spacecan be represented in the first and second level cognitive

systems, the identities in the large and larger spaces can beexplicitly represented in their own

right in the third and fourth level cognitive systems.

Secondly, the exact physical natures of the identities alsopose the inherent constraint on

the representation of identities. For example, the identities in thecommon-sense-spacebear

certain functional roles to the concern of a person and can play a functional role in applications.

The functions of these identities are inherently constrained by their physical natures and spatial

characterisations. There are always thephysical propertiesand sometimes distinctivespatial

characteristics. These attributes are directly related to the perceptual differentiations of sub-

stances and the understanding of the functional roles of these identities to the biological needs

of a person (such as food, mates, tools, toys, or dangers).

Ontological distinctionsunderstood from the perspective of cognition

While the ontological natures of identities are determinedby their own existence in the envi-

ronment, the understanding of the ontological distinctions of the identities is an issue of Epis-

temology. This thesis has adopted the functional principleto understand the representation of

identities asnatural-units. Following this principle, the identities to be represented need to have

certain functional values. They have to bear either the functional relations to the concern of a

person or functional relations to other identities.
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The epistemological perspective is critical for understanding theontological-kindswhich

are embedded in a cognitive system and constrain the representation and knowledge of iden-

tities. From the perspective of a situation based theory, the functional principle as the general

constraint for the development of cognitive system of representation as a whole (of relations)

should be differentiated from the functional characterisations of identities (understood in ac-

tions). On the one hand, the functional principle is the ultimate constraint on the development

of cognitive system. On the other hand, an identity can be sorted into one of the ontologi-

cal kinds based on the distinctive functional roles to a person and functional relations to other

identities.

Thus, this adoption of the functional principle marks two fundamental differences of the

study of ontological-kindsin this thesis from those studies in SISciences, e.g., Tomaiand

Kavouras (2004); Visser et al. (2002); Gahegan et al. (2003); Kokla and Kavouras (2001).

Firstly, the functional connections of identities mean theidentities which are to be represented

do not form a simple collection. There are not only ontological distinctions of identities for

sorting identities into groups, but also a system ofontological-kindswhich is formed by these

ontological-kinds, rather than a simple collection of them. Theontological-kindsin the system

define a structure where the identities bearpart-wholeor container-containedrelations to each

other.

The functional drive has brought the structural changes to therepresentation systemin mind.

The cognitive systems at different levels are correlated with different systems ofontological-

kindsof identities, i.e. the representation of an identity whichbelongs to one of theontological

kindscan be supported. The four levels of cognitive systems mean that there are four corre-

sponding systems ofontological-kindsof identities. Cognitive development means that with

each step of development of the cognitive structure, eitherthere are newontological kinds

which can be studied and represented distinctively, or an earlier ontological kind can be fur-

ther specialised (e.g., objects becomephysical objects, organisms, or people) which leads to

the different forms of representation for the same identity. Cognitive development is associated

with the support of a correspondingly increasingly complicated system ofontological-kindsfor

identities ofspatial-features. For the purpose of modelling in SISystems, the fourth-level cog-

nitive system and the system ofontological-kindsof spatial-featuressupported by this cognitive

system should be emphasised3.

3See Section 7.3 for detailed discussion on the ontological kinds of spatial features supported by the fourth
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Secondly, the differentontological-kindsare meaningful because they can capture not only

the functional differences of the identities which belong to the ontological-kinds, but also the

differences regarding the forms of representation of theseidentities. Both the functional roles of

identities and the formal characterisations can be used as important aspects to understand their

ontological groups.

While ultimately, what can be included in the descriptions of identities are determined by

their ontological existence, the possibility of explicit and detailed study of identities (which are

members of a certainontological-kind) is determined by the development of a cognitive system.

This development of cognitive and conceptual system of representation itself is constrained ul-

timately by the functional expectations from a representation system. These are the key Pi-

agetian epistemological positions which have been adoptedin this thesis and explained from

a figurative perspective. For example, for identities in thecommon-sense-space, theanimate

is treated as a distinctive ontological-kind from physicalobject until the third level cognitive

system when they can be associated with a distinctive set of characterisations. These attributes

are learned for better prediction of their behaviours and possible interactions with others. For

identities which are in certain situations in large spaces studied in SIScience, the representa-

tion of their ontological-kinds can be developed at certainlevels of cognitive systems because

they are important locational constraints. The formal schemata of representation are different in

comparison with those for identities in the common sense world because of the restricted acces-

sibility and their natures of being locations. The development of the conceptual representation

of a natural-unit, however, also requires the comparisons of it with other identities of the same

ontological-kind which can bring structural changes to theconceptual system of acore-domain

and knowledge of different kinds about the identity4.

7.2.3 On cognitive criteria for ontological distinctions

The ontological distinctions of identities, i.e. sorting identities intoontological-kinds, can be

understood from a few cognitive criteria, calledfunctional, relational, structural, andformal

factors. The meanings of these different criteria will be further explained in this subsection.

level cognitive systems.
4See Chapter 8 for more discussions on the different sorts of knowledge for identities and different sorts of

constraints on the models of identities as individuals.
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The functional roles of identities for ontological distinctions

The functional dimension is important for understanding the ontological distinctions of identi-

ties. However, the functions of identities are understood on two levels. One is to the concern of

a person, which allow the identities in thecommon-sense-space(which bear direct functional

relevancy to the biological needs of a person) to be differentiated from the identities in thesmall

andlargespaces (which bear only indirect functional relevancy to the biological needs of a per-

son). The other is to the concern of other identities, namely, whether the identities are relevant

for the studying of the contents or the contexts of the objects in thecommon-sense-space. This

second level of functional understanding means that the identities in their corresponding sit-

uations can be further differentiated based on what kinds offunctional relationsthey have to

the identities in other situations. For example,locationsstudied as identities in different Zubin

spaces can bear certain functional relations to each other.

The ontological distinction of identities takes into consideration of the functional roles of

identities. For identities as figures in thecommon-sense-spacewhich can be acted upon by a

person, they can either satisfy the biological needs (e.g.,water, food, and mates) or they bear

certain functional relations to the identities which can satisfy the biological needs of a person.

In the first case, these functional roles are learned in direct actions and understood in terms of

the suitable action schemes applied to them. In the second case, the identities are only relevant

to a person indirectly, such as being used asmeansor locational cues.

Identities in thecommon-sense-spacecan be differentiated into three ontological groups,

i.e. physical substances or objects, organisms, andpeople. While the functional uses of these

identities may not be the only criteria which differentiatethem into ontological-kinds, the direct

and indirect functional roles of these identities do contribute to theseontological-distinctions.

For example, food comes from other organisms, either the organisms as wholes or their parts.

Physical objects can be the tools or container which can be used to reach and hold the sub-

stances. Other people in the social environment of a person can be used to satisfy all sorts of

needs even though some kinds of uses are forbidden.

The ontological distinction of identities in the large space also takes into consideration the

functional relations of the identities themselves. However, these identities arelocationsof

different kinds. Indeed, the functional types for such identities can be understood from two

perspectives. Firstly, they are the characterisations of the natural environment of people. For
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example, thenatural systemsin C-space characterise the large scale natural environment. Such

characterisations bear either direct or indirect relevancy to people. Landscapes and events as-

sociated with certainnatural systemscan bear direct functional relevancy to the concern of a

person. For example, events such asvolcano eruptions, earthquakes, floods, andforest firescan

pose danger to lives. Other natural systems may not be directly relevant, such asore deposits.

They are functionally relevant for extracting minerals which can then be used for making other

objects or constructions in large scale.

Secondly, their functions are mainly restricted to being the contexts for the targeted figures

of thecommon-sense-spacedirectly or indirectly. The locations for a small object in A-space

can be a container or the configuration of other objects (Bremner, 1985). The container can

also be an A-space object (e.g., a box). The locations for people or other objects are often

the large entities in B-space, which can either be the natural ones (e.g.,caves) or artefacts

(e.g.,buildings). The B-space objects can simply be the landmarks for places. There are also

configurationsof landmarks or buildings. The objects in B-spaces are also the container for

objects (either the contained or the container) in A-space.The spatial features in C-space, such

as cities, are locations for people, B-space entities, and environmental settings (defined by the

configuration of B-space entities and certain types of activities of people).

The functional characterisations of the identities play crucial roles to makeontological dis-

tinctionsof identities. However, the functional characterisationsinclude the understanding of

theobjectiverelations between and among identities themselves andsubjectivechoices of the

roles these identities play. That is, such relations of identities can be understood from two per-

spectives. One is about the relations of identities in the representation system. For example, in

a core-domain, identities can play the roles as thefigures, thecontentsof figures, or thecontexts

of figures. The other is about the relations of identities in applications. For example, in an

application, the identities can play the functional roles as thetargeted figures, the locations, or

themeans. From the perspective of representation,identitiesare elements of the environment

and can characterise the environment in the same time. From the perspective of applications,

identitiescan play the roles ofwholesandparts. As wholes, they have their own characteri-

sations for being identities. They can havecontentsof their own, which can includematerial

componentsand internal parts(e.g., internal organs for an organism). Asparts, they are the

elementsto define the large spatial context and can be used as tools or means for reaching other

targeted objects.
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On structural and formal constraints on ontological kinds

Different ontological kinds of identities mean their distinctive existences in the world. The

precise existences of identities in the world determine that the identities are not onlyfunction-

ally meaningful, but alsoformally distinguishable in terms of their representation from others.

From the structuralism’s point of view, there are two sensesof the ontological naturesas the

constraints on representation, calledstructural constraintandformal constraintrespectively.

Structural constraint : Thestructuralconstraint is about the inherent constraint from the

state of cognitive structure on representation. The possibility of an explicit representation of

an identity which is a member of an ontological-kind is constrained by the developmental level

and stage of a cognitive system. Specifically, there are two senses:

Firstly, at a given state of cognitive structure, certain ontological distinctions can be made

explicit but others are not. It is often about whether certain refined ontological distinctions of

identities can be made. For example, objects and substancesmay not beexplicitly differen-

tiated in the sensorimotor period, even though this distinction can be implied in the different

sensorimotor schemes which can be applied to these different kinds. An object can be explicitly

differentiated as a member of physical kind, organisms, or aperson of the social environment.

Secondly, at a given state of cognitive structure, certain ontological existences can be rep-

resented, while others cannot. The structural constraint is associated with the possibility of

explicit cognition of certain identities. The identities which are recognised (functionally and

structurally) earlier are those in the common sense world. The identities in other smaller or

larger spaces are recognised rather late. For example, the identities in the D-space cannot be

represented until in a reasonably developed fourth level cognitive system.

Formal constraint: An ontological nature constrains the exact form of a representation.

While identities are classified into members ofontological-kindsbecause of their own exis-

tences and their functions, the different forms for the representation of differentontological-

kindscan also be used as an empirical rule. That is, theformal criterionon ontological distinc-

tions is related to the observation that there are differentforms of representation for identities

of differentontological-kinds(Humphreys and Forde, 2001).

Indeed, thestructural constraintsand theformsof representation should be treated sepa-

rately. Theformalcharacterisation of identities is about the development ofthe exact forms for

the representation of identities. The forms of representation are constrained by the cognitive and
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conceptual structure on the one hand, experiences withidentitiesandcore-domain situationson

the other hand. Chapter 8 will be devoted to the discussion onvarious factors as constraints on

forms.

On relational information of identities for ontological distinctions

The objective relations between and among identities are important for theontological distinc-

tions of identities as well as the objective understanding of these identities. These relations

are learned and defined within certain complex situations. For identities within such a situa-

tion, there are a few different kinds of relations between and among identities, such asspa-

tial relations, temporal relations, functional relations, causal relations, andrelations of states.

However, these objective relations are either the properties of the environment in general (e.g.,

spatial and temporal relations), or they are relevant to theontological distinctions of identities,

or they are simply the properties of identities. The level ofdifferentiation is both the factor of

natural existences and the choice with functional consideration.

Functional relations and relational properties: The functional relationsof identities in

the general sense are the part-whole relations or container-contained relations which are in-

volved in defining astateof a representation system (see Section 4.3). Identities indifferent

spaces can be distinguished into differentcore-domainsandontological kindsbecause of the

patterns of functional connections. Specifically, identities in different spaces which bear part-

whole relations (e.g., an identity with its contents) or container-contained relations (e.g., an

identity in its contexts) to each other are sorted into different core-domains. In a conceptual

system of representation, there are core-domains in different spaces. These core-domains can

be related non-randomly to each other because the identities which are studied as figures in

core-domains bear part-whole relations or container-contained relations in the physical world.

The identities in the larger space often define the contexts of the identities in the smaller space.

These identities (which are figures studied in their core-domains) are identified as of different

ontological naturesbecause of their functional relations to identities in other core-domains.

Identitiesof spatial-features(which arenatural unitson different scales) are important to

define an environmental state at time. For the representation of an identity itself, there are the

instantiations ofpart-wholeor container-contained relations. However, for any one of such

“identities”, when its relations to other “natural-units”are studied and involved in defining the
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state of an environmental setting, such part-whole or container-contained relations do not nec-

essarily linknatural-unitsas belonging to different ontological-kinds. Rather, the part-whole

relations or container-contained relations as importantrelationalor structural propertieswhich

are knowledge ofidentitiesto support different cognitive functions. Two cases may be differ-

entiated: The first refers to the case where an identity is examined in thespatial contextof

its core-domain. This spatial context can have multiple objects which bearspatial relationsto

each other. There may also be thewhole-partrelations between the overall state of an identity

to the distinctive features of its boundary or to itsinternal parts. While suchspatial relation

andwhole-part relationscan play certain functional roles to the process of identifications or

re-identification, they do not necessarily contribute to the ontological distinction of the iden-

tity. There is the second case where an identity contributesto the definition of aspatial context

which goes beyond that of itscore-domain situation. That is, while thenatural-unit(which is a

natural-unit on a scale) is identified as acomponentfor this spatial context, it is either aparticle

which contributes to the “material” content of such a spatial context (e.g., a person to the study

of a geographical region) or a generalconstraint(e.g., a person as the container for thecells).

In this case, the identities on the opposite sides which are connected by the part-whole relations

or container-contained relations do belong to different sub-domains of a core-domain.

Causal relations and causes of existences: Thecausal relationsare defined as one kind of

transformationsin the environment. They are often involved in applicationswhere the trans-

formations overtime are to be modelled. For identities in thecommon-sense-space, they belong

to an ontological-kind because they can be interacted differently. However, they also belong to

a particular core-domain because they can bear certain distinctive causal relationswhen they

interact with each other. For example, for physical objects, they can interact with each other

when they meet and the result can be explained by the knowledge of thecausationsfor such

interactions.

To make further ontological kinds of identities, the patterns of causal knowledgelearned

for identities in thecommon-sense-spacecan be applied to study the identities in other spaces

(where the direct observations may be restricted), as implied in the proposal ofstructural map-

ping (Gentner, 1983; Gentner and Markman, 1995). Identities canbe differentiated based on

their causesof existences, either naturalcauseor artefacts. For identities with natural causes,

however, they can be further differentiated. For example, for natural systemsin the environ-

ment, theconditions(i.e. the environmental contexts) for the emerged phenomena are consid-
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ered as thecausesfor them. For animates or organisms in general, their causesof existences are

from other individuals as parents. Indeed, thecausal transformationsin general can be relevant

for the further distinctions of identities. However, this relevancy exists only when there are the

integration of different situations from different space into a generalised domain (e.g., the area

of physics in scientific understanding) and then further specialisations of such a generalised

domain. Identities in different spaces are then differentiated into the corresponding scientific

domains with the generalcausal constraintis applied. However, there are differentiatedcausal

laws. For example, there are different causal laws for physical entities or phenomena which

can be defined on different scales. There are the Newtonian physics for objects in thecommon-

sense-space, the quantum physics for the small world, and the physics forcosmology for the

large space.

Relations ofstates: There is another kind ofobjective relationswhich can be defined over

two states of an identity or a spatial context. The changes ofstates of an identity over time

are often calledprocesses. Such aprocessis relevant to describe identities, in particular, those

in the large-spaces. However, to study thenatural systemsin the large-space, there are both

the changes ofstatesof the natural systems and the changes ofconditions(i.e. spatio-temporal

contexts of identities). The sudden changes of states are often calledevents. For the emergence

of certain natural systems or phenomena in Geosciences, thestudy is either to describe the

eventsor to understand thecausal conditions(i.e. the causes). The study of naturalcausesor

conditionsfor the emergences of natural systems and phenomena has beenan important topic

in natural sciences.

To studynatural systems, a set ofvariablesare often used to describe thestates. The changes

of states can be modelled by mathematical functions over themeasurements for these variables.

However, these mathematical functions as models can have different semantics. Specifically,

for spatial-featuresin the large-space, whileprocessesandeventsare often taken as important

properties associated with identities, they can correspond to therelationalproperties of two dif-

ferent natures. Theprocessescorrespond to thefunctional relationsas properties of identities5,

which involve the measurements to describe precisely the states of the natural phenomena. The

states at different times can be measured with the same set ofvariables. The processes are mod-

elled by the changes of such states. Theeventscorrespond to thecausal relationsas properties

5That is, the changes of states asproperties, which are important for the re-organisation within an attribute

dimension, see Section 8.4.
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for describing the interactions of identities with others6. Thecausal relationsare defined with

the measurements which describe the conditions for the emergences of the natural phenomena.

7.3 On systems ofontological kindsin cognitive systems

The study of ontological distinctions of spatial-featuresand the study of a system of ontological-

kinds for spatial-features are both important for the practical purpose to design of a new SISys-

tem. The situation-based theory can provide a unified account for both issues. The theory

is important not only because there is a system defined by the different ontological-kindsof

spatial-features, but also because that the representations for differentontological-kindsof spa-

tial features be treated separately.

In this section, three issues will be further discussed. Firstly, the distinctiveness of the cog-

nitive theory in understanding ofontological-kindsof spatial features will be discussed in com-

parison with the studies ofontological kindsin SISciences. Secondly, the system of ontological

distinctions of spatial-features as figures in thecommon-sense-spacewill be covered. Thirdly,

the system of ontological distinctions of spatial-features as locations in the environment, which

is directly relevant for the study of the environment, will also be discussed.

Two points should be noted. Firstly, the thesis has focused on the cognitive principle for

understanding their distinctions (including the nature ofthecomplex kindsin the large environ-

mental space). The set of ontological kinds is the by-product of the secondary importance to the

purpose of this thesis. Secondly, although the ontological-kinds of identities in thecommon-

sense-spaceandlarge-spaceare treated separately, these two sets of “natural units” share a con-

siderable overlap. Theformal schematadeveloped for the representation of complex objects in

thecommon-sense-spacecan be adapted for the representation of identities in thelarge-space7.

7.3.1 On the study ofontological-kindsof spatial-features

The ontological distinctions of spatial-features are crucially important for the representation

theory of SISystems. In this subsection, firstly, a brief review of the studies ofontological-

kindsof spatial features in SISystems will be discussed. Secondly, the general positions on the

6That is the background part of a situation in case with natural system.
7The genericformal schemafor the representation of any identities was discussed in the second subsection of

Section 4.3 and the first subsection in Section 6.3.
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cognitive understandingontological-kindsstudied in this thesis will be given. The differences

between this cognitive understanding ofontological-kindsand those in conventional studies will

be emphasised.

On ontological-kindsof spatial-featuresstudied in SIScience

In SIScience, the study of ontological-kinds of spatial-features is a crucial issue for the repre-

sentation theory of SISystems. A study of representation often starts with the two basic assump-

tions on the ontological nature of the world (Chrisman, 1978; Couclelis, 1992; Peuquet, 2002).

Following theobject-view, the world is filled with objects which have boundaries. Following

thefield-view, the field of substances can be studied with continuous properties in space-time.

The twoworld viewsdirectly influence how spatial features are modelled in a SISystem, and

consequently how a SISystem is to be designed and implemented in order to accommodate ei-

ther theobjectsor the continuous properties of the world. The resulting SISystems havevector

or raster or both kinds of spatial data models and can support the representation ofobjectsin

vectorformat andfieldsin raster format (Worboys, 1998).

However, in the recent literature of SIScience and SISystem, the searching of a new rep-

resentation theory for SISystems has been an important topic (Goodchild et al., 2007; Usery,

1993; Raper, 1996; Mennis and Peuquet, 2000; Schuurman, 2006). On the one hand, there

are the practical concerns with the representation in current SISystems. There are not only the

needs of 3D representation (Raper, 1989) and handling the changes of representation overtime

(Langran, 1992; Frank, 1998; Hornsby and Egenhofer, 1997, 2000), but also the issue of deal-

ing with scales (Oosterom and Schenkelaars, 1995; Goodchild, 2001) and inherent fuzzy spatial

boundaries (Burrough, 1996) for some kinds of spatial features.

On the other hand, there is also the theoretical concern which aims at the adequate ofobject

versusfield views of the world for modellingspatial featuresin the large scale environment

(Smith and Mark, 2001; Smith, 2001). In comparison with the objects in the common sense

world (such as physical artefacts and animals encountered), spatial features studied in the large

scale environment are rather complex (Smith, 2001). For onething, they often have complex

internal structure, and the change of scales can be a significant theoretical concern given it may

bring the change of identities totally. For example, a city has buildings, and these are in complex

configurations to define the physical aspects of a city. For another, spatial features can often
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get involved in different contexts of applications. Here, the change of contexts can imply the

changes of the functional roles of a spatial feature and correspondingly different representations

models (i.e. involving different attributes). For example, a person contributes to the collection

of aggregate dataover acensus tractand theaggregate datais further involved in defining a

pattern in the socio-economic landscape. Thespatial-featureslike these are complex kinds,

whose representation cannot be accurately captured simplyby a geometrical boundary. Indeed,

the differentontological naturesof spatial-featuresshould be studied and the semantics behind

the geometrical boundaries in the representation of SISystems should be treated explicitly.

The cognitive perspective for the ontological distinctions of identities

Understanding theontological-kindsof spatial-featuresin the large scale environment and the

system of theontological-kindsof spatial-features are both important for SISystems and SI-

Science. This thesis provides a situation-based cognitiveperspective to understand the system

of ontological-kindsof spatial-features, which includes theontological-kindsof spatial-features

in the large scale. In comparison with current studies ofontologiesin SISciences (e.g., Fonseca

et al. (2000, 2003); Kokla and Kavouras (2001); Frank (2003); Grenon and Smith (2004); Tomai

and Kavouras (2004)), there are four clarifications regarding ontological-kinds in this thesis.

Firstly, there is a system of ontological-kinds of identities and it can be explained by the

development of a cognitive system. Each of theontological-distinctionsof identities whose

representation can be supported by the fourth-level cognitive system can be employed to study

the environment. The identities of a distinctive ontological-kind can be studied separately in

their core-domainsor application-oriented domains. The form of representation can be de-

veloped relatively independently from those of otherontological-kinds. While the system of

ontological-kindswill be applied to the study of the environment, the representation of the en-

vironment is also constrained by this system. In other words, the system of ontological-kinds

has implications on what kinds ofenvironmental situationscan be represented and how accurate

the representation can be which depends on the representation and knowledge of individuals and

their core-domains.

Secondly, the inherent functional dimension is taken into consideration for thesespatial-

featuresto be treated as belonging to differentontological-kinds. These spatial-features in

Zubin spaces do not just define the environment of a person. They have their distinctive func-
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tional values (such as buildings for shelter and schools foreducation of the youths). While

there may be differentformal schematafor identities of different ontological-kinds, they are

specialised from the genericformal schemafor identities8. For modelling different ontological-

kinds, theformal subtypes9 for characterisingsituationsin general can be assimilated. This

means different ontological-kinds can share the sameformal structurefor descriptions, e.g., the

configuration of objects in A-space versus the configurationof landmarks in B-space.

Theconfigurationis a formal type, which can be applied to studynatural-unitsof different

natures. Formally, the configuration of theinternal partsfor an object shares the same for-

mal structure with the configuration of objects in A-space for a location (Humphreys, 1983;

Bremner, 1985). The configuration of objects in A-space share the same formal structure for

the configuration of landmarks in B-space asenvironmental settings(Tversky and Hemenway,

1984). There are also the configurations of these environmental settings or neighbourhoods to

describe towns or cities which are spatial features in C-space. However, the configurations of

parts for objects and configurations for environmental settings or towns may be understood as

for the descriptions of theinternal contentsof identities. The formal schemata for the represen-

tation of identities in larger space can also include the descriptions of thefiguresand their even

largercontexts, although these may be less developed.

Thirdly, there are two kinds of restrictions which are oftenassociated with the study of

these identities. On the one hand, there are issues of theaccessibilityto the figures andperceiv-

ability of properties to study these spatial-features in the large-space as figures. The restricted

accessibility means they may be learned from learning theirinternal componentsfirst. Then,

the pictures of the wholes can be constructed. While the states of some identities at a time

can be directly observed by using the sensorimotor modalities, the states of other identities are

either constructed (e.g., buildings), inferred (e.g., theore deposits), or defined (e.g., social pat-

terns). Since the states of identities in the large-space are described by the configurations of

internal components, the development of representation and knowledge often depends on the

ontological natures of these components which define the configurations (i.e. physical objects,

buildings, or people). The configuration of building in B-space can be studied when the explicit

configuration of objects in A-space can be achieved.

On the other hand, these spatial-features may be studied with formal definitions and then

8See Section 6.3.
9See Section 4.2.
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their states in space-time can be examined. Such a case directly depends on the capability to

provide formal definitions. These definitions often are applied to study certain ontological-kinds

of identities (e.g.,natural systemswhich are studied as 4D entities). However, the ontological

distinctions should take into consideration the natures ofthe properties which are used in defi-

nitions (e.g., physical properties and social-economic properties are of different natures). This

is relevant for theperceivabilityof the values of these attributes. In short, for an identity as an

individual which belongs to an ontological-kind, the representation is constrained not only by

its ontological nature, but also by the state of the conceptual system of its core-domain.

At last, there is a fundamental departure of this thesis in understanding theontological-kinds

of spatial-featuresfrom those in current SISciences. In SIScience, the studieson ontologies

have emphasised onformal definitionsfor different ontological-kindswhich are considered

ontologicallyprior. Different models of individuals will be the direct instantiations of these

definitions. In this thesis, the ontological-distinctionsare based on their existences in the world

and the functional need to study these identities. They are not distinguished simply based on

the formal descriptionsfor their representation (e.g., configurations). The functional values of

identities (to the concern of a person and to other objects inthe same or different spaces) are

taken into consideration in the first place. Different ontological-kinds can be associated with

different formal schemata(e.g.,natural systemsandenvironmental settingscan be defined dif-

ferently). However, the knowledge ofontological distinctionsof identities can be adaptive. The

formal schemaadapt with the adaptation of itscore-domainand the accumulation of knowledge

of core-domain situations.

7.3.2 The ontological-kinds offigures in the common-sense-space

The system ofontological-kindsfor identities in thecommon-sense-spacewill be discussed in

this subsection. Foridentitiesin thecommon-sense-space, which are distinctive in that they can

be thetargetsof actions directly, cognitive development can be associated with the increasingly

refined ontological distinctions of identities.

There are four levels of ontological differentiations of identities in thecommon-sense-space.

These ontological distinctions are mainly associated withthe differences in terms of the com-

plexity of structural descriptions. There are also distinctive patterns regarding the causal rela-

tions of the identities themselves. For identities in thecommon-sense-space, the most important
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Figure 7.1: The types of spatial features in domains.

ontological distinctions includestuffsversusobjects, containerversuscontained, simple objects

versuscomplex objects, physical objects(i.e. non-living things) versusorganismsversuspeople,

andnatural objectsversusartefacts.

Ontological kinds of figures in Level-1 & Level-2 cognitive system

In thefirst-level cognitive system, two kinds ofontological distinctionscan be achieved. One

is theself versusthe environment. The other is the distinction of the environment in terms of

figuresversusground. However, this second ontological distinction is implicit. The figures

are portions of the environment which can be acted upon. Theycan have distinctive parts or

materials. The ground means two things. One refers to thesurface(e.g., floors) which can

support the self or other objects. The other refers to the generalcontextof the environment for

all the possible situations where the identity as a figure maybe involved.

Identities can be differentiated intostuff versusobject kinds (the two kinds of figures).

However, in the very early stage of cognitive development, there are only the sensorimotor

based implicit differentiations ofstuffsandobjects. One distinctive attribute for objects is the
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clear-cut boundaries, which can be perceptually specified based on the discontinuity in 2D

images at a much earlier age (Kellman, 1984; Gibson, 1988). Objects can also be differentiated

when they are picked up. They are capable of shifting (by themselves) or being shifted (by a

person or other agents) from one spatial context into another. When an object is shifted to a new

location, there is nothing of the object which is left in the old location. The case with substance

is different. When a portion of the substance is taken away, it is possible that some of the same

sort of stuff can be left (e.g., when some water was poured outof a cup, some was left).

The explicit distinction ofobjectswith clear boundaries fromsubstances(or called stuffs)

is perhaps achieved until Stage IV of the sensorimotor period. According to Piaget, there is the

object permanencyin the minds of infants when they are about 10 months old. Thisis about

a structural change for the cognitive systems. The empirical data from the studies onobject

permanency(e.g., Bremner (1985); Mareschal et al. (1995); Munakata (1997, 1998); Thelen

et al. (2001)) can support the claim that a significant structural change happens at this period of

time. Such a change is not only about an object being understood as an objective existence in

the world, but also about the conceptual organisations where identities can be differentiated into

substancesversusobjects. In later period of development, this ontological distinction, which is

originally applied to the identities in thecommon-sense-space, can also be applied to study the

identities in the small and large spaces.

However, in stage III of sensorimotor period in Piaget’s study, there is an important function-

based ontological distinction of objects into thecontainer-kind(e.g., milk bottle) versus the

contained-kind(which can be substances or objects). However, the ontological distinction of

objects intocontainerandcontainedkinds also takes into consideration of different shapes of

objects. The container-kind requires distinctive shapes (a concave in 3D) in order to fulfil the

functional specification.

In the second-level cognitive system, there is the explicit ontological distinction ofob-

ject versusstuff, which is based on both formal and functional considerations. Having a clear

boundary is not the sufficient property for distinguishing an object from thestuff. An identity

which has a boundary can still be treated as stuff. For example, a chunk of cheese is made in

a shape, however, it is still considered asstuff. The thing with thestuff is that, from the func-

tional perspective, theshapedoes not matter much. The functional consideration means that

this ontological distinction is not only about the clear boundary, but also whether the boundary

is functionally meaningful. The boundaries of objects are understood as important properties
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because of their functional implications. An object is differentiated from the stuff because there

are distinctiveboundary partsfor an object, such as a cup has the body in the shape of a con-

tainer and a handle. The association of functions with distinctive boundary parts also implies

differentaction schemescan be applied to the objects when they are to be interacted with.

In this Level-2 cognitive system, however, there are two important function-based distinc-

tions ofnatural-units. One refers to the distinction of identities intotargets, means, andloca-

tional cues. In Piaget’s theory, infants in Stage V and Stage VI of the sensorimotor period can

make such functional distinctions. Identities in thecommon-sense-spaceare directly relevant

for the actions of a person. However, in an application, theycan play different functional roles

of being thetargets, locational cues, or means. Thelocational cuesindicate where a target can

be found. Themeansare objects used as tools for reaching a target. Atarget is thegoal that

is to be reached and acted upon by a person for satisfying the biological needs (how, to use a

tool, it has to be reached first and thus they can be the temporary target). Identities of different

ontological natures can perform these functional roles differently. For example, organisms such

asanimatescan be the targets, such as food. However, animates may not bethe goodlocational

cuesfor other targets, since they are not fixed to locations and their own positions can often

change. Physical objects can be the targets and tools. Physical objects of thecontainer-kindare

also goodlocational cues. These containers are often placed in certain larger and fixed contain-

ers, e.g., a box is put in a cabinet in a house. These large containers are relatively larger and

could not be handled in hands or shifted into different places easily.

The other function-based distinction ofnatural-unitsin the environment corresponds to the

identities as 1) thefigures, 2) theportionsor parts for the contentsof the figures, and 3) the

contextsfor the figures which can refer to either thecontainersor locationsdefined in terms

of thecollections(Markman, 1983) orconfigurationsof objects (Bremner, 1985). Thenatural-

units for the contentsandcontextscan be studied in their own right in this and later stage of

cognitive development. There is also the change from theegocentrictoallocativerepresentation

of the environment in Piaget’s theory (Piaget and Inhelder,1956; Bremner, 1985).

The lastontological distinctionof identities by the end ofsecond-level cognitive systemis

thesimpleversuscomplexobjects. A simple object does not have the separatedinternal content

and theboundary. A simple object is either acontaineror acontainedobject. A complex object

need to have acontainerandcontainedas two components in one entity. It has aboundary

and aninternal contentas two distinctivecomponents. For complex objects which can have
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multiple internal parts, the internal partscan also be treated asattributes. Thenatural-units

which function as theinternal partsof complex objectscan be identities in their own right. The

internal partscan be represented in the primitive forms (e.g., as single points) or with detailed

descriptions (such as with the attributes forstates). They often bearcausal relationsto other

internal parts which contribute to the processes and behaviours ofcomplex objectsas wholes.

Ontological kinds of figures in Level-3 & Level-4 cognitive system

In the third level cognitive system, there are theontological distinctionsof physical objects,

organisms, andpeople(Carey, 1985; Keil, 1989a; Wellman and Gelman, 1998). In a sense,

all objects in thecommon-sense-spacecan be treated asphysicalones. However, thephysi-

cal objectscan be further differentiated. This level of ontological distinctions of objects in the

common-sense-spaceis closely related to the development ofcore-domainsemphasised in cog-

nitive literature. The distinctions ofcore-domainsare often based on the studies of concepts of

differentontological-kinds, includinganimals, non-living things, andpeople. These ontological

distinctions of objects are psychologically meaningful.

For the biological concern of a person, these ontological distinctions of objects in the

common-sense-spacecan be based on the different manners the identities can be interacted

with by the person. The spatial properties are often important for the reliable categorisations

and re-identifications of any objects (Smith, 1989b; Humphreys and Forde, 2001). However,

the distinctions ofontological-kindsrequire other criteria and conditions, such as, the possible

self-initiations of actions, different kinds ofmovement patterns, functional properties, and the

characterisation ofcausationsregarding the patterns of interactions of the individuals them-

selves. On thisthird-level cognitive system, however, the functional characterisations of iden-

tities are not only about their relations to the needs of a person, but to other identities directly

(e.g., the relation of a predator and preys). Indeed, there are also the distinguished kinds as

systems, organisations, andcore-domain situationsof core-domainsin following development.

These are identities of complex kinds with consistent internal structure and coherent patterns of

behaviours. They are also contexts and constraints for the involved parts.

The structural distinction ofsimpleversuscomplexobjects is important for the further dis-

tinctions of identities ofcore-domains. Physical objects are either thesimple tools(e.g., chairs

or kitchen utensils) orcomplex machines(e.g., television, vehicles, or computers). Animates
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and people are both complex objects withcomplex internal structures. To study the complex

object, theirinternal parts, the causal relationsof the internal partsto each other, and their

contributions to the overall behaviours of the complex objects are all important, which can be

achieved at the end of the second stage and the start of the third stage (Carey, 1985). The study

of the material contents may also be required in order to understand the “internal structure” and

behaviours of the objects in normal and abnormal circumstances10.

In thefourth level cognitive system, an important ontological distinction for objects in the

common-sense-spaceis aboutnatural kindsversusartefacts. For natural kinds, which can be

simple or complex objects, the causes of existence are from the processes in nature. Thenatural

kindsare embedded in the complicated causal and functional relations of identities in the world.

For natural kinds, from simpleto complexobjects, there are the increasingly detailedinternal

contents. For artefacts, the cause of existence is man-made. The artefacts fulfil thefunctional

expectations of people. There are man-made physical artefacts (e.g., simple tools or complex

machines). However, even with complex internal structure,artefacts are often well-defined and

have fixedinternal structureswhich can be complex. Artefacts can be identities in different

spaces (e.g.,buildingsanddamsin B-space). This distinction of natural kinds versus artefacts

is relevant to the domain distinction ofnatural sciencesversusapplied sciencesor engineering

(see Section 5.3).

Regarding thefour-level cognitive systems, more ontological distinctions are applied to the

natural-unitsin the smaller and larger spaces. For example, there arespatial-featuresof dif-

ferentontological-kindsin the four Zubin’s spaces of the environment. Thesenatural-unitsin

the large space are not only the attributes of the contextualkind for identities in thecommon-

sense-space, they are also studied in their own right with distinctive kinds of attributes for their

representations. There are also the re-organisations of core-domains into corresponding scien-

tific domains and further development of sub-domains or super-domains11.

10For example, the study on cell levels for the organisms, and atoms and molecules for the physical properties

of the material in artefacts.
11However, the set of individuals covered by the studiedontological-kindsof identities in psychology does not

precisely match to the set of objects studied in the contemporary scientific domains of physics, biology, and social

science, e.g., the identities in the domain of biology can include bothanimalsandplants.
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7.3.3 The ontological-kinds oflocationsin the large environmental spaces

From the cognitive perspective,spatial-featuresasnatural unitsin the environment can also

belong to the category oflocations, either thelocationsof the person or thecontextsof other

objects (such as figures which are biologically distinctiveto a person). Thesespatial-features

traditionally studied in the application domains of SISystems and they are the characterisations

of the groundin nature (e.g., water for a fish). To study these “spatial-features” aslocations

in the environment, the formal subtypes have been discussedearlier12 However, the formation

of an ontological-kind also requires other criteria, including functional consideration and the

natures of the substances within the situations as locations.

The identitiesas locations in the environment are further differentiatedinto the four Zubin

spaces. The set ofspatial-featurescan include the smaller objects in thecommon-sense-space,

such as those objects in A-space and B-space, as well as thosein the larger C-space and D-

space. However, although the attribute of thesizesof identities can be used as an index or a

cue for the discussion ofontological-kindsof identities in these spaces, it is not the criteria

for the ontological distinctions. On the one hand, identities in different spaces are of different

ontological kinds even though they may share the same formalmodel of theinternal structure.

The identities of differentontological kindsin one space only bear distinctive functional rela-

tions to identities of certain other spaces. On the other hand, identities in one of the four Zubin

spaces are further sorted into differentcore-domainsor application-oriented domainsin their

corresponding space. These are treated as belonging to differentontological-kinds. Identities of

differentontological kindsin one space can be differentiated based on the physical properties

and other characterisations of thenatural-unitsthemselves.

Ontological kinds of identities as locations in A-space andB-space

Spatial-features inA-spaceare closely related to our daily life. Thesespatial-featuresin the A-

space of the environment can either besubstances, orobjectswith boundaries, orconfigurations

of objects.Substancesrefer to things like water, rocks, and other materials. Substances in solid

shapes, such as rocks, can be used aslocational cues. Objects in A-space can be thefigures,

tools, or locational cues. They can be differentiated intophysical objects, living things, or

people. The majority of thephysical objectsareartefacts. These objects in A-space in general

12See the second subsection of the Section 4.2. Also see Figure4.2 and Table 4.1.
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are not very good locational cues. However, the configuration of objects at a time can define

a location with robust structure. Thecontainerkind objects which can be used for holding

things can be reasonably good locational cues. When there are multiple objects of A-space,

the configurations of these objects can define locations rather robustly. For the concern of

environmental representation, thelocational cues, containers, and theconfigurationsof objects

in A-space are three important subtypes of theontological-kindof locations.

The collections of objects can form another distinctive kind in A-space. A collection can

include different items. These different items themselvesare neither too small nor too large

and can be handled in hand. The collections of objects or stuffs can be held in some sort of

containerswhich can then be treated as wholes when they were picked up (Wierzbicka, 1984).

That is, the collections as wholes can also be handled collectively in one round, such as spoons

and forks being held together in one hand. A collection can beformed based on that the common

action can be applied to the objects in a collection, such aschoppingandkicking. The global

categories studied by Mandler (2000a) are some categories in nature. However, the collections

of objects can also be defined based on other criteria. For example, there are collections of

objects because these objects are in closespatial proximity(Markman, 1979; Markman et al.,

1980; Markman, 1983), such as the collection of tables and chairs as furniture. There are super-

ordinates, such as kitchenware, which are collections of items in certain spatial contexts. The

collections of objects are also formed because they are embedded in certain events (Nelson,

1986), or share a functional goal (Barsalou, 1983, 1985, 1991) and a person interact with these

items in sequences in order to reach the goal.

Spatial-features inB-spacecan include large independent spatial features (e.g. landmarks,

buildings, houses). In the B-space environment, the spatial features as objects often have larger

sizes which do not allow them to be manipulated in hands. There may be some spatial-features

with natural causes (e.g. caves), but in most cases, objectsin B-space are man-made artefacts.

For the study of the environment in B-space, from the consideration of sizes only, there is

a range of spatial-features can be included into the set of spatial-features in B-space. The

emphasisedspatial-featuresare the kinds likelandmarks, buildings, fencesor barriers, road

segments. They are fixed to the ground and are important locations of people and their properties

in space.

However, these spatial entities can be differentiated intodifferent ontological kinds because

of their functional roles and formal structures.Landmarksare locational cuesin B-space. In-
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deed,landmarksis a functional category. Although there are dedicated constructions as land-

marks, such as monuments, it can refer to any entity which cancharacterise a location or mark-

ing a place. Distinctivebuildingscan be landmarks in B-space. However, buildings can belong

to thecontainer-kindand can be associated with functional roles for being the shelter of people

and other objects. As containers, they are functionally similar to the natural ones such ascaves.

However, they are also complex artefacts. Apart fromlandmarks, other functional kinds of

spatial-featurescan includefencesandbarriers for blocking the flow of people or other objects

on the one hand,road segmentsfor facilitating the traffic.

From the consideration of size only, avehicleshould also be an identity studied in B-space.

However, theontological-kindfor a vehicleis rather complex. They are artefacts in nature and

are produced with the consideration of distinctive functions. However, they are also physical

systems with complex internal structures. To treat avehicleas a distinctiveontological-kind,

there are a few considerations. Firstly, a vehicle as a tool in B-space for shifting people or stuffs.

In most cases, it can be distinguished from the simple tools because of the complex structure of

a vehicle. Functionally speaking, vehicles are similar to other small tools in A-space in terms

of its relations to the concern of an ordinary user. For example, as a complex tool, a car can

be manipulated by a person in the case of driving. From the point of view of a car driver, a

car can be treated as a simple object to be acted upon by a driver. However, they are treated

as complex physical systems and studied by the experts who design, make, and maintain them.

The different views of the same identity can give different representations for the same entity.

Secondly, a vehicle is a B-space entity. They can be thecontainersand locations of people

(e.g. sit in a car) or other objects. As a container, it is functionally the same as a building.

However, buildings are usually fixed to specific positions over rather longer times. Cars are

not fixed to locations. Thirdly, from the consideration of the internal structuresof a vehicle, it

is often a complexphysical system. In this sense, it is the same as atelevisionor a computer

which are also complex physical systems. However, a vehicleis a distinctive kind of existences

in B-space. Televisions or computers are objects in A-spacebecause of their small sizes.

The thirdontological groupof spatial-featuresin B-space refers to theconfigurationskind.

For example, there are the road networks, which are configurations in formal structure. The

configurations of buildings are also formally the same as theconfigurations of objects in A-

space. The configuration of landmarks and road segments define the internal structure of a

city environment. The landmarks or road segments are spatial-features themselves in B-space
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which can be partially perceptually examined. In order to get a full view, a person can walk

around it. However, the configurations in B-space are often about locations of people and their

activities. That is, the configurations of buildings are often involved as the components for

theenvironmental settingsof different kinds, such as households, schools, hospitals, and local

government buildings. To study environmental settings of different kinds, two cases are to be

differentiated. One is about the configurations of buildings in the physical sense. The other is

the associations of such configurations with social institutions. The configurations for different

environmental settings are also important for defining spatial-features in C-space, such as a

city. A city can be described in terms of configurations of landmarks or the aggregation of some

neighbourhoods. However, there is always the social dimension to study a city. For being a real

kind, its existence has a natural and a man-made cause (Boyd,1991; Millikan, 2005).

Ontological kinds of identities as locations in C-space andD-space

For spatial features inC-space, there are a fewontological-kinds, includingnatural landscapes,

simple regions, natural systems, configurations, administration boundaries, social-economic

patterns, andcomplex ecological systems. There are two more factors to differentiatespatial-

featuresas natural units in C-space into differentontological-kinds. Firstly, these different

ontological-kindsmean they have different correspondingformal schematafor their represen-

tations. Secondly, in differentiatingidentities in C-space, there is also the consideration of

whether their definitions can include physical objects, organisms, people, or their combinations.

The majority of the ontological distinctions forspatial featuresin C-space are for under-

standing the natural physical environment. Spatial features are not necessarily restricted to the

existence on the surface of earth, but can be extended to bothbeneath and above it. Regarding

the spatial features in C-space in the physical environment, the ontological-kinds are 1) thelo-

cationsin C-space for spatial-features in B-spaces (e.g., the built-up area of a city in terms of

theconfigurationof buildings, or the transportation networks on the state level which is defined

in terms of the configuration of road segments); 2) thepartitionsas simple regions for charac-

terising the earth surface (e.g., the differentiations ofsoil typesand differentlandscape types,

e.g.,mountains, valleys, rivers); 3) distinctivenatural systemsof the natural environment (e.g.,

ore deposits for mineral resources or water catchments) which are relevant to the study of the

physical environment; 4) there arephenomenaor eventswhich are natural systems in nature but
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they are functionally crucial to the life of an organism or a person and those of a population

(e.g.,floods, earthquakes, forest fire, volcanic eruptions, tornado, andthe change of coastlines

over time). For these spatial features in the C-space, the accurate descriptions of their states

are directly relevant to their representations in SISystems. However, the condition of existences

and processes are also important research issues. Such knowledge can be included in the formal

schemata for the representation of these spatial-features.

There is also theregion-kindspatial-features to characterise the environment with a formal

subtype of aregion. They are characterisations of the earth surface and different areas can be

characterised with a set of variables. The variables are from one of the domains, such as the

variables to describe the physical or the social environment exclusively, thus they are also called

simpleregions. The first group refers to a simple kind ofregion for the physical environment.

For example, in geography, there are types ofland useinto generalised categories for large

scale maps. In geology, there are the so calledprovinceswhich are the regions for partitioning

the earth defined with geo-chemical characterisations. Thetwo examples of regions are defined

with physical variables only. The simple regions, such asland-usesor soil-types, are often taken

as spatial-features in C-space.

The second group refers tospatial patternsstudied in social geography.Spatial patterns

(e.g., patterns of crimes) for certain occurrences are defined with the occurrences of certain

types of people. However, the study of such a pattern can involve spatial featureson different

scales. For example, the study of the epidemic pattern of a disease is about the spatial pattern in

C-space which is defined with the occurrences of people who have the diseases in a particular

time period. Such a pattern may involvespatial-featuresin B-space if the emphasis is to ex-

amine the kind ofenvironmental settings(such as a part of the city) where a case can be easily

found. A spatial pattern can also involvespatial-featuresin D-space if the emphasis is to study

the social-economical causes.

Apart fromspatial-featureswhich belong to the physical environment or simple social pat-

terns of occurrences, there are two other groups, which correspond to the environmental sit-

uations which are defined involving identities from the biology or social domain respectively.

However, such systems or organisations often attached to certain physical environment. For

example, there are ecological systems, such as thehabitatsand thenichesof a species stud-

ied in ecology. There are alsosocial organisations(e.g., theneighbourhoodor othersocial

organisationsof different but specific functions) in the social environment.
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The last ontological-kind for spatial-features in C-spaceis about the socialenvironmental

boundariesor theenvironment of a human being. They are thecomplex environmental settings

in nature and can be defined with considerations of both physical and social variables. For

example, there aresettlementsof different sizes, fromvillages, towns, cities, to metropolitans.

They are relevant for the study of the human environment in C-space andurban development

in human geography. The complex systems may be considered asidentities in C-space if only

these patterns or individual existences are defined over thescale for identities in C-space (e.g.,

a particular urban environment). However, they arespatial-featureswhich bear close relations

to the study of regions in D-space. There are complex interactions of humans with the physical,

biological, and social environment. To studynatural unitsof this kind, bothphysicalandsocial

variables are taken into descriptions.

Spatial features inD-spacebelong to the kind of complexregionsbecause they are the

“containers” for humans, their activities, and the all the artefacts they have created. However,

the contexts of a person can be variously defined which extendinto different spaces. Thus,

regions as the contexts of a person can be defined on differentscales and in different spaces. The

environmental settingsin B-space can be understood asregions. There are also regions which

are defined in the C-space which can includeneighbourhoods, citiesas wholes,census tracts,

and electorates. However, regions are often understood as special situations in the environment

which are the (indirect) contexts of a person. They have extended from thecities in C-space

to reach to thegeographical regionswhereethnic groupsof people live and there arecountries

and other large scale administration boundaries. Spatial-features asregions in D-space are

often restricted to refer to theseethnic regions, political boundaries, or othersocial-economical

patternsappeared in the large scale environment.

As contexts of a person, these situations are complex ones and each of the situations can

have at least two parts. One is the figure and the other is the ground or the container of the

figure. As the container of a figure, the background region canalso be defined differently if

there are other identities which can be distinguished from the ground. Indeed, there are two

reasons which render the study of a region much complicated.Firstly, those identities which

are involved in the ground part can be defined over different scales. A geographical region can

involve identitieswhich bear spatial, temporal, functional, and causal relations to each other.

A region in D-space can also have internal structure defined with spatial-featureson different

scales. For example, to study thedemographic patternsandregionsstudied in social geography,
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census tractsare taken as the units for being thedata supports. However, acensus tractitself

is an aggregate of individual data. Usually, “regions” in D-space do not pose direct constraints

on the activities of a person in daily life. To the life of an individual person, the relevance

of changes in theground part of regionsexists only indirectly. However, these large scale

environment can be variously defined and involve identitiesin the smaller space.

Secondly, ageographical region, such asa country, can be described or defined with at-

tributes from physical, social, and economical dimensions. Geographical regions in general

may be taken as the environment characterised withsocial organisationsof different kinds

which are strongly attached to land. These identities in D-space can be defined with physical

variables, social variables or both. That is, the environment in general can be differentiated

into the physical environment, biological environment, the social environment, or their combi-

nations. The region kind of spatial-features, in particular those in D-space, may be restricted

to those which involve the combinations of the physical, biological, and social environment.

Inside a region, there are complex relations of physical entities, other organisms, people, and

natural resources.

7.4 Summary

The chapter addressed two main issues. Firstly, it restatedthe realist’s position that the nature

of ontological-kindsof identities refers to the existence of the identities in the world. While

the distinction of identities intoontological-kindsis ultimately determined by their existences

in the world, there are also cognitive criteria for understanding different ontological-kinds. The

functional roles, structural constraint, formal characterisations, andobjective relationswere

discussed for developing the empirical cognitive rules of ontological-distinctions.

Secondly, the structural constraint of an ontological-kind on representation is directly asso-

ciated with whether or not an identity can be explicitly represented at a particular level and stage

of cognitive and conceptual development. The difference between the study of ontological-

kinds in this thesis and ontologies in SIScience were clarified and emphasised. The chapter also

discussed separately the system ofontological-kindsof identities which are figures, i.e. targets

of the actions of a person, and the system ofontological-kindsof identities which are location

kind, i.e. the characterisation of theground.



Chapter 8

On ontological nature as the constraints on

the descriptions of identities

8.1 Introduction

For modelling the representation of identities, there are both thestructural and formal con-

straints to be taken into account in the first place. Indeed, for the representation of identities,

thesystemof ontological-kindsand theformal schemataof ontological-kinds are two theoretical

issues to be addressed by a cognitive theory. Practically, the former is related to the specifica-

tion of an information architecture with the constraint that a system of ontological-kinds for

identities should be supported. The latter is relevant for studying theformal constraintsof

ontological-kinds and their core-domains. This chapter will focus on theformal constraintson

identities. The four factors,kinds, levels, details, andforms, will be discussed.

Section 8.2 will provide an overview of the constraints fromthe conceptual structure upon

the representation and knowledge of identities. For the models of identities with attributes, ver-

tically, there arefour conception levels. Horizontally, there arethree functional componentsof

representation. They arerepresentationsfrom sensorimotor experiences, the knowledge of the

boundary conditions, and theknowledgestructured informal schematato support inferences of

attributes for different applications. These components should be treated separately. However,

they are integrated in applications. Issues related to the knowledge ofboundary conditionsfor

basic-level-categories were also discussed.

Section 8.3 covers the constraint from the state of a core-domain on theformal schemata

for the knowledge of identities. The representations are determined by the ontological nature of

identities and states of core-domains which are constrained by the development of conceptual

systems and their applications to the core-domains. Regarding the knowledge of identities in

terms offormal schemata, three factors,kinds, levelsanddetailswill be discussed. These con-
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straints are important for understanding the states of possible models of identities and potential

adaptation of the models.

Section 8.4 is about the factorformson the knowledge of identities. The factor offormsis

about the exact forms which can be given to the interpretations of the attributes involved in the

representation of identities. The attributes which are involved in the descriptions of identities

are of different ontological natures. There are also different ways to interpret the attributes.

8.2 On representation and knowledge of identities in concep-

tual structure

The representation of an identity in mind is inherently constrained by the development of a

cognitive and conceptual system as a whole. The constraintsare from the structural changes

as well as experiences of other identities. The constraint of ontological natureof an identity

on the representation of identities can be differentiated into structuralandformal constraints1.

The structural constraintof the cognitive system is about, at a given state of a cognitive sys-

tem, whether or not the existence of an ontological-kind canbe explicitly represented in its

own right. It is directly relevant for whether an identity can be studied explicitly in the context

of a specialisedcore-domainand as a member of an ontological-distinction. For further un-

derstanding thestructural constraintfrom the conceptual system of a core-domain, the effects

from the vertical and horizontal dimensions of conceptual systems will be studied2. These are

the focused points in this section.

8.2.1 Conceptions of identities in the conceptual structure

For the concern of modelling conceptual structure of a core-domain, there are two kinds of

relations which are to be maintained: Vertically, there arefour conception levels (see Figure

4.5) and the relations of conceptions on different inclusive levels for the same identity must

be kept. The conceptions of the same identity on different inclusive levels can be related to

1See Chapter 7.
2See Sections 4.4, 6.2, and 6.3 for the discussions of these two dimensions of the conceptual structure for

situations in general, for the development of causal knowledge of a core-domain, and for the development of

representation of an identity within a core-domain.
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each other. A range of attributes can be involved in the representation of an identity. Some are

relevant for sorting an individual into an ontological-kind, others for a basic-level-category, or

the particular individual.

Horizontally, on each of the four conception levels, there is a set of classes for the identities

to be classified into. Ideally, these different classes on each of the conception levels should be

mutually exclusive from each other. This mutually exclusiveness should be applied to the rela-

tions of differentontological-kinds, the relations of differentbasic level categories, the relations

of individualsin space-time, and the relations ofstatesof identities (at a time) in an environ-

mental state (however, states of identities from differentspaces can bear topological relations to

each other). The different groups on one conception level are made mutually exclusive to each

other for the efficiency in sorting the states in the environmental input.

To handle the relational constraints from the conceptual system, the separate models for

the representationof identities in terms of states and transformations, theknowledgeas the

boundary conditionson different inclusive levels, and the knowledge offormal-schemataon

different conception levels are crucially important.

On maintaining the relations for an identity in the conceptual structure

The vertical and horizontal dimensions to understand the conceptual structure of a core-domain

are established in the development and applications of the core-domain. Generally, identities

and causal knowledge of core-domains are to support the models of applications where the

identities are involved as elements. Vertically, the states of existences (which are yet to be

identified) in the environmental input have to be sorted into classes oneach of the conception

levels. Horizontally, there arecausal rulesas knowledge of theboundary conditions. They

involve the associations of relevant attributes and use them for classification. Thesecausal

rules for identities may adapt, in particular with a changed set ofbasic level categories.

Two processes are to be taken into consideration in order to maintain this connection of

conceptions on different inclusive levels for the same identity. Bottom up, in processing the

perceptual input and with the knowledge ofboundary conditionsfor identities on different in-

clusive levels, the state of an identity at a time is discriminated, identified as an individual

which is also a member of anontological-kind(i.e. identification), categorised into abasic level

category(i.e. categorisation), identifiedas a distinctive one and sometimes re-identified as a
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new state of an old individual (i.e.re-identification). This whole process of identification is

differentiated into several steps.

However, in most applications, classification is not the final target. It is only for establishing

theconditionsfor the inferences of knowledge. Top-down, when the state ofan identity is sorted

as belonging to a member of an ontological-kind, the generalknowledge about the ontological-

kind can be inferred (including the knowledge of other individuals as members of them). When

the state is recognised as belonging to a particular individual which had been learned in the past,

other states of the individual and the different descriptions of states of the individual can also be

associated. The (recalled or inferred) knowledge of an identity can support other applications

of the identity.

There are not only theformal schematafor the knowledge of the identity on different in-

clusive levels, but also the inherent relations of such knowledge since the state of an identity

can be classified into a group on all four different inclusivelevels. From the ontological-kinds,

to basic-level-categories, to individuals, and states of the individuals, there are increasing kinds

and number of attributes to be added. The understanding thatan identity belongs to a particular

ontological-kind can lead to the understanding of theformal schemawith the sorts of attributes

for the identity. The knowledge of identities on the more inclusive levels can support the infer-

ences on what can be the added information for categories andindividuals. Theformal schema

of an ontological-kind constrains the exact representation of an individual, i.e. with relevant

attributes for the representation of the identities.

For an application, both processes are involved. On the one hand, to schedule an applica-

tion, it will depend on the knowledge of ontological-kinds,basic-level-categories, or individ-

uals. Thus, the instances of such ontological-kinds, basic-level-categories, or individuals can

be judged on whether they can satisfy certain expectations.Thephysical contentsandspatial

characterisationsof identities often determine the functional roles. The inferences of certain

properties can be based on the knowledge of ontological-kinds and basic-level-categories, other

identities which are members of the same group, and the past states of a particular individual.

On the other hand, the involvement of an identity in an application will depend on locating it

(thus the knowledge of its location or the common locations of its kind can be used directly)

and the processing of the state of an identity in the environment. The state will be assimilated to

an individual as a member of a category. If the state is re-identified as the new state of a known

individual, the past states of the individual can also be involved to assimilate the new state in
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the environment.

8.2.2 Individuals as members of basic-level-categories and ontological-

kinds

Regarding an individual, there are two senses. Firstly, an individual means a particular exis-

tence in space-time which can be examined in sensorimotor modalities directly. It can be linked

to the representation of a sequence of states and transformations over certain periods of time.

Each of the states can be described with a set of attributes for it as a figure, the content, and

context of it. Secondly, an individual can also be known as a member of a kind and inherit the

properties belong to the kind. Regarding the explicit knowledge of an individual, the knowledge

of boundary conditionsand knowledge offormal schematashould also be treated as two sep-

arate components. The knowledge offormal schemata, i.e. thecausal conditionson different

conception levels, stores the information to support inferences.

Below discussion will cover theformal schematafor individuals andboundary conditions

for basic-level-categories. The knowledge in terms offormal schematafor individuals should

be treated separately from the formal-schemata for ontological-kinds and basic level categories.

The knowledge of formal-schemata for ontological-kinds and of basic-level-categories will be

studied in Section 8.3. Within the context of a core-domain,regarding the causal rules for

setting theboundary conditions, the knowledge ofboundary conditionsfor classification into

basic-level-categories should be treated differently from the knowledge for identification and

re-identification of individuals.

On knowledge of individuals as existences and members of classes

The knowledge of individuals has two components. These two components of an individual

should be treated separately. One links to the representation of an identity as being a partic-

ular individual in situations in space-time. As a particular, an identity refers to anatural-unit

which is an independent existence in its own right. The otheris linked to the knowledge of an

identity as a member of an ontological-kind and a basic-level-category. The knowledge of an

ontological-kind and a basic-level-category allows the identity to inherit all the general knowl-

edge about such a kind and a category.

An identity as a 4D existence can have a unique distinctive position in space-time, i.e. exists
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in space and lasts over time. Therepresentationof an identity is essentially determined by

the development of cognitive structure and sensorimotor experiences with the identity. The

representation of an identity starts with the conception ofit as an objective existence in the

world (i.e. object permanency). The knowledge of an identity as an individual in space-time is

associated with the representation of a sequence ofstatesin spatial contexts at different times

and various kinds oftransformationsof this identity (e.g. processes and distinctive events). The

state at a time is described which can involve different aspects of it. It has a particular boundary

in space-time. Theknowledgeof an identity can include certain situations in the world asits

contexts. The representation can be in the form of raw data, or in the processed forms. For

example, the shapes are described in Geometrical forms and the representation has become the

knowledge of an individual. In short, these states and transformations can be described with

different levels of details. If an identity is re-identified, the knowledge of it as a particular

individual accumulated in the past can be incurred and used for cognitive functions if required.

As a member of an ontological-kind and of a basic-level-category, the formal schemata of

an individual can be constrained by the formal schemata of its ontological-kind and its basic-

level-category. An individual can inherit the formal schemata. For example, the knowledge

of physical properties to support applications can be derived from such general knowledge.

While the formal schematafor the representation of identities as individuals can be derived

from the sensorimotor experience directly, it is also compromised by the formal schemata for an

individual from the instantiation of a kind. The latter willconstrain the perceptual examination

and consequently the representation of the individual.

However, the representation of individuals also contributes to and constrains the understand-

ing of an ontological-kind and a category in that the empirical knowledge of an ontological-kind

or a category is learned by generalising the representationof all identities which are members

of an ontological-kind or a category. Such a position agreeswith the cognitive theories which

propose the representation of a category can be about the examples or prototypes (Brooks, 1978;

Rosch, 1978; Nosofsky, 1992). The representation of a category can point directly to the ex-

amples in the world, or they are associated with the perceptual based representations of these

examples. The representation of these examples either stayas individualsor are generalised

into aprototypical form. Regarding the formal schema for the representation of a basic-level-

category, it is also a specialisation of the formal schema ofan ontological-kind.

There is a third case associated with the knowledge of an identity. That is, an individual is
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often associated with a set of attributes or properties for its descriptions. This case is possible

when children can learn in a language environment. The language descriptions for the represen-

tation of individuals can be used for classification. In cognitive literature, there is a second type

of examplesandprototypebased theories (Smith and Medin, 1981). In this group ofexample-

basedor prototype-basedtheories,examplesandprototypesare described with properties and

attributes. That is, the representation of identities (as examples) is in terms of descriptions

with information about thefigures, contents, and contexts. According to Smith and Medin

(1981), the descriptions of examples or prototypes can include bothdefiningandcharacteristic

attributes. However, the descriptions with attributes maybe better considered as the knowledge

of identities or categories in terms offormal schemata, which can support inferences and further

applications.

Another issue is that these examples in descriptions are often known as members of certain

ontological nature. This means that only certain knowledgeabout the individual can be relevant

and thus described (Dienes and Perner, 1999; Millikan, 1998b). The properties of an individual

which are meaningful for the concern of applications of the identity are collected under the

direct influence from the knowledge of an ontological-kind.The development of knowledge

of identities is studied in their corresponding core-domain and among other members of an

ontological-kind. The knowledge of an identity as an individual is a member of an ontological-

kind and linked (i.e. there are pointers) to an ontological-kind at least, and sometimes a member

of a basic-level-category of its core-domain. The basic-level-category which an identity may be

assigned to often depends on the state of knowledge of the core-domain. The set of basic level

categories can change when there are more experiences and conceptual re-organisations.

On knowledge ofboundary conditionsof categories

The knowledge ascausal rulessupports the identification, categorisations, and re-identification

of an identity as a particular. Thecausal rulesin nature are about the knowledge of thebound-

ary conditionsfor these classes (which are within certain contexts, e.g.,basic-level-categories

are within the context of an ontological-kind). It refers tothe models of the relations from

attributes, to ontological-kinds, to basic-level-categories, to individuals. The knowledge of at-

tributes of identities can be involved for these cognitive processes. General issues related to the

development ofcausal rulesfor boundary conditionsof different groups on the conception of
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categories will be briefly discussed.

The different conceptions on the same level for different groups of identities can be asso-

ciated with sorting them into mutually exclusive groups, however they are not theboundary

conditions. The knowledge ofboundary conditionsof the groups of identities is to facilitate the

classifications of identities into the classes on each of theconception levels. There are always

two sides in developing suchcausal rules. One is from the empirical sides where such rules are

derived from the generalisation of the examples which belong to a class. The other is from the

functional rule which expects mutually exclusive class forsorting the states of individuals at all

levels of conceptions.

The knowledge of identities in terms ofcausal rulesrefers to theboundary conditionswhich

are pragmatic ones, rather than defining these groups either. Thus, the development ofbasic-

level-categories, which are not only mutually exclusive but with highestcue validitiesandcate-

gory validities, will also be emphasised. Regarding theboundary conditionsfor different groups

on the same inclusive level, firstly, the attribute dimensions will be searched in order to find the

one which can have different values for different groups. That is, the causal rules will include

the attributes which maximise the differences of identities in the different groups. Secondly,

thesecausal rules, which will divide the identities into a set of groups, can change. If there are

different values for the alternative groups along an attribute dimension, these values can be used

as the rules for categorisation. The mutually exclusive relations of different groups on the same

conception level can also be maintained because different values for different classes.

While categorisation can be based on similarity to the knownexample, the meaning of the

rules in rule-based systemsis about the boundary conditions for distinguishing categories. In-

deed, inrule-basedtheories, the emphasis is on the cognitive function ofcategorisation, rather

than representation. However, the rules areprobability rulesrather thanlogical ones. They are

based on the descriptions of the examples of categories. That is, therulesare empirically based

and learned in different manners in different theories3. In the context of this thesis, they are

boundary conditions for basic level categories of an ontological kind. The finding of a relevant

attribute dimension and searching for the different properties for the reliable categorisations of

identities is an inherent constraint on representation. This idea is the same as the idea pro-

posed by the neo-essentialist’s theory (Medin and Ortony, 1989; Gelman, 2004). The formal

3Such as either in enhanced associations (Estes, 1986) or in an explicit category rules (Bruner, 1957) which test

different criteria systematically.
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schemata for such a kind of knowledge of a category emphasises distinctive features, either parts

or properties. The usefulness of such features can be evaluated depending on their functional

effectiveness. Thus, the development of an efficient categorisation rule is often determined by

all identities to be sorted as well as what are other categories which are to be differentiated from

each other.

The use of concepts in Piaget’s studies is often interpretedas about necessary or sufficient

properties (Sigel, 1983). However, it is about the capability to develop therules(with sufficient

properties) andconditions(to necessary properties). In the context of sorting identities of an

ontological kind into mutually exclusive basic level categories, the intensional definition is pos-

sible. In this context, aconceptis about the properties that the members within a category must

have and the members of other categories do not have. It is a functional understanding. There

are different attributes which are emphasised and includedin therules for the boundary condi-

tions. They aredefiningattributes in that the attributes which are possessed by themembers of

a basic level category are not the same as those in other basiclevel categories, even though all

these basic level categories can share an even large number of properties.

8.3 On factorsas constraints on the formal schemata of iden-

tities

A formal schemais essentially about what kinds of domain-specific attributes can be involved

to study identities of the core-domain. Attributes which are included in theformal schemataof

representation are because of their existences and their significant cognitive values of uses. The

knowledge of identities in terms offormal schemataare constrained by theirontological natures

and the development of knowledge of theircore-domains, which will be discussed separately.

Specifically, three kinds of constraints will be discussed,which are called the factors of

ontological-kinds, levels, anddetails. Theconstraintof anontological-kindis an inherentcon-

straint on the representation of individuals from their existences. The formal schemaof an

ontological-kind, which is the knowledge of such existence, has direct implication on what in-

formation can be given to the identities which belong to anontological-kind. The last two are

from the states of core-domains on the representation of individuals.
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8.3.1 The constraint from theontological natures

The factor ofontological-kinds as the constraint is a complex issue. In the general sense of

ontological-kinds as the constraint, the representation of an identity is inherently constrained

by its ontological nature in thatontological natureconstrain the possible sensorimotor expe-

rience with such an identity as a member of an ontological-kind. An identity belongs to an

ontological kind whether or not theontological-kindfor the identity may be known explicitly

or not. An explicit idea ofontological-kindsfor identities of spatial features is an important

cognitive achievement.

In the specific sense, the knowledge of anontological-kind for an identity implies the possi-

ble form of representation for the identity (Millikan, 1998a) and different patterns of inferences

of properties (Keil, 1989a). Thus, the study of theconstraintof ontological-kindsis important

for the purpose of constructing models of identities. Theformal schemaof an ontological-kind

is the constraint on the contents of representation of an individual in terms of what kinds of in-

formation can be involved to define an identity which is a member of an ontological-kind. The

knowledge of an ontological-kind is about theformal schemawhich can be applied to all iden-

tities as members of the ontological kind. However, theformal schemaas the knowledge for an

ontological-kind can be further enriched to represent basic level categories and individuals.

The knowledge of ontological-kinds in terms offormal schemata

Theontological-natureposes the important constraint on the representation of identities. Three

issues related to theformal schemataof ontological-kinds should be clarified. Firstly, the knowl-

edge of an ontological kind is a different issue from the knowledge of the criteria of the onto-

logical distinctions. The nature ofontological-kindsand cognitive rules for the distinctions

of ontological-kindswere discussed earlier4. The knowledge of an ontological-kind means a

formal schemawhich pose constraints on what kinds of attributes can be applied to study an

identity as a member of the ontological-kind. There are differentformal schematafor different

ontological-kinds. This knowledge of a particularformal schemacan be inferred once identities

are classified as belonging to anontological-kind.

Different understandings of criteria for ontological distinctions may result in different sets

of ontological-kinds. In this thesis, the ontological nature of an identity is about the distinctive

4See Section 7.2.
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existence of an identity in a spatial-temporal scale. The natures and locations of such iden-

tities mean that they bear distinctive functional relations to a person or other identities in the

environment. The rules for sorting identities into different kinds are explained by cognitive

factors. The explicit distinctions ofontological-kindscan be known when there are different

patterns of representation for their representations (Humphreys and Forde, 2001). However,

while the empirical cognitive criteria can be used for the classification of ontological-kinds, the

ontological-kinds of identities are determined by the nature of existence. The differentformal

schemataof representation arenot the causesfor ontological distinctions. It is the existence

which poses constraint on what form of representation can begiven to the identity.

Secondly, theformal schemaof an ontological-kind is also a different matter from theformal

schemafor the representation of an individual. If an ontological-kind is taken as a category,

each of the individuals which are members of the ontological-kind can be seen as an example

which can be pointed to. The knowledge of an ontological-kind in terms of aformal schema

bears a close relation to the representation of identities as individuals (which are members of

the ontological-kind). Theformal schemais directly associated with the possible sensorimotor

schema to experience these examples. However, the knowledge of an ontological-kind in terms

of a formal schemais not a generalisation of the representations of individuals, but an inherent

formal constrainton the representation of all individuals as its member by prescribing certain

kinds of information can be available while other kinds are not (Millikan, 1998b). Even if none

of the examples has been learned, the generalformal schemaas the constraint can still exist.

The representation of an individual as an instance of theformal schemaof an ontological

kind is in the sense that it shares the general pattern for allidentities of the sameontological-

kind, but there are also extra characteristics belonging to the individual. For example, while the

formal schemaof an ontological kind can have three components with descriptions forfigures,

contents, andcontexts, the formal schemaof an individual can have extra components added

to it, such as there are smaller parts (e.g., cells) for the internal parts (e.g., organs) of an object

(e.g., an organism). For the representation of an individual, it is constrained by theformal

schemaof an ontological kind (which is indeed a constraint appliedto all identities as members

of the ontological-kind).

Thirdly, the kind of relationship between theformal schemaof an ontological-kind to the

formal schemaof an individual is significantly different from the relationship between anon-

tological kindand the individuals as the instances of it in current literature of knowledge rep-
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resentation and in the study of ontologies in SIScience and SISystems. In such studies, for

the representation of anontological kind, a fixedformal schemais constructed, which can be

derived from the generalisation of the empirical knowledgeof the individual examples. The

representation of an individual is a simpleinstantiationof the formal schemaas the definition

of an ontological kind. The relationship between an ontological-kind and an individual is a

simpleis-a relation.

In this thesis, an ontological-kind and an individual whichis a member of the ontological-

kind bear the relationship between acontainerand acontainedelement. For one thing, identi-

fying the ontological nature of an identity is a different issue from assigning a formal schema

for it. The knowledge of the formal schema for an ontological-kind can change, but the on-

tological nature of an identity can stay. For one thing, the specification that there is a distinc-

tive ontological-kind for certain spatial-features (which means adding a distinctive node to the

model of cognitive structure) is a different issue from the specification of a formal schema for all

identities which can be sorted into this ontological-kind.For another, while theformal schema

of an ontological-kind and theformal schemaof an individual bear certain inherent relations,

this relationship is a different kind, rather than a simple instantiation of a definition. While

in general, theformal schemaof an ontological-kind constrains the development of theformal

schemaof an individual (which is a member of the ontological-kind), it can also be specialised

into theformal schemaof an individual by adding new components to it, such as by adding new

information about parts of a part.

8.3.2 The constraint of core-domains in terms oflevelsand details

The constraints from core-domains on the representation ofindividuals are termed factors of

levelsanddetails. The factor oflevelson the representation of an identity is directly related to

the development of a set of basic-level-categories for a core-domain. The factor ofdetails is

about the representation and knowledge of individuals which are studied in different situations

and applications.

The constraint from the development of basic-level-categories

The representation of an identity is developed within acore-domain. The development of the

set of basic level categoriesof a core-domain for the identities is an important factor. The
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representation of an identity is influenced by the knowledgeof it as a member ofbasic level

categoryof a core domain.

Identities in acore-domaincan be sorted into their basic-level-categories. Identities within

a basic-level-category will share more perceptual and functional similarities than the identities

from different basic-level-categories but of the same ontological-kind. Once an identity can be

properly categorised, the representation of an identity isconstrained directly by the basic-level-

category it belongs to. The knowledge of abasic-level-categoryincludes the properties which

can allow their accurate categorisation. For an identity asa member of abasic level category,

certain knowledge (i.e. relevant attributes and properties) about the identity can be reliably

inferred from the general knowledge of the basic-level-category or from other members which

belong to the same basic-level-category (Rips, 1990; Sloman, 1996). The inferred knowledge

about it can allow the judgement on whether it can be includedin various kinds of applications.

The set of basic level categories for a core domain is important index for the state of rep-

resentation and knowledge. However, the development of basic level categories and the adap-

tations of the set of basic level categories for identities are possible, which are influenced by

three factors. Firstly, they are influenced by the direct experience of identities of the same core

domain. This is either because there are the increased numbers of identities of the same core

domain which are to be differentiated and represented. Or there is the enriched set of informa-

tion about these identities with the adoptions of new technology (for example DNA techniques

for studying species of organisms). The set of basic level categories is contingent upon the

exact experienceswith identities of core domains and the core domain specific situations. The

exact set of basic level categories and the boundaries of basic level categories of identities are

constrained by two functional constraints.

Secondly, it is about distinguishing all the identities which are experienced and the exam-

ination of all applications where these identities have been involved and will continue to be

involved. Thus, the suitable organisations of representation can support categorisations and

meaningful inferences in order for the identities to get involved in similar applications. The

re-organisation is for fast retrieval of the knowledge about them. The quality of the concep-

tual system of a core domain lies in its capability to minimise the effects from the potential

changes. However, the current knowledge of identities may be updated when the changes are

to be assimilated in their core domains with a new set of basiclevel categories. The change of

conceptual structure may also be related to conceptual re-organisations with more levels added
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to the different kinds of category systems.

Thirdly, the exact set of such basic level categories is related to the experiences with a num-

ber of identities in a core domain which are learned with certain functional expectations. The

experiences are related to two functional constraints. Oneis that the set of identities in a core

domain which are perceptually examined should be perceptually distinguished efficiently. The

other is that these perceptually differentiated identities should be functionally distinguished as

well. Basic level categories are with highest cue validities and category validities. However,

regarding the category validities, it is not only about reliable inferences, but also functionally

meaningful inferences. The development of the conceptual systems of a core domain can be

driven by the factor of experiences only when new distinctive individuals cannot be assimi-

lated into the existing set of basic level categories. This reorganisation is usually based on the

consideration of the distinctive physical and spatial properties.

On the details of representation of individuals

An identity is a particular existence in space-time. The factor of details is associated with

two sets of representations. Firstly, the factor ofdetails is related to the representation of an

individual identity as an existence which appears in certain situations in the world in the past

experiences. There are descriptions of the identity structured in itsformal schemata.

Secondly, the constraint ofdetailsis related to the knowledge of the identity which can be

involved in different uses and applications. The representation is developed in a situation as the

direct context of the identity. Such a situation as the context for an identity can be defined in

terms of multiple identities which bear certainspatial, temporal, functional, andcausalrelations

to each other. The knowledge of an identity can include more or less information about such

situations. These situations themselves can be differentiated into those restricted to thecore-

domain situationsand others. The four kinds ofcategory systemscan be involved to represent

such situations5. The representation of these complex situations themselves can also have direct

implications on representing further applications.

The representation of identities as existences in space-time can be quite different from the

representation of them which is needed for particular applications. In an application, only cer-

tain information will be necessary. The suitable form of representation of an identity is to be

5See Section 6.3.
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judged in the context of applications. In a sense, the ontological nature of an identity in rep-

resentation in mind and the ontological kind an identity is treated as in a particular application

shall be distinguished. An object may be treated as a different ontological-kind in a particular

application. For example, theobjectswith boundaries may be treated asstuffsif only the values

of the physical substances is emphasised. In a navigation task, a biological entity can be treated

as a physical object to avoid collusion with. A person is a physical object, an organism in bi-

ology, a member of social groups, and a sort of “particle” forthecensus tractin demographic

studies. The ontological differentiation of spatial features is to be studied and is meaningful

only when the representation of an identity in a core domain should not be confused with the

representation of the identity in an application.

8.4 On modelling knowledge of identities with attributes

For the representation and modelling identities, the issues are what kinds of attributes can be

associated to what identities as well as how these attributes can be interpreted formally. The first

issue is not only about that identities of different ontological-kinds can have different kinds of

attributes, but also about how the attributes of the same identity are differentiated and associated

with theformal schematafor the conceptions on different inclusive levels of the same identity6.

The second issue is about the constraint offormson the representation of identities. Attributes

of different natures can have different formal interpretations. In this section, these two issues

for the models of identities will be further discussed basedon theories on the adaptation of the

attribute structure for the representation of identities.

8.4.1 On data schemes for modelling identities with attributes

The structure of attributes develops to support the representation and knowledge of identities.

Firstly, the distinction of attributedimensionversus thevaluesalong an attribute dimension

is emphasised. The dimension of an attribute defines a domain. The values of attributes are

recorded differences along an attribute dimension. Two other distinctions of attributes,integral

6The genericformal schemafor the representation of all identities was first formed in Section 4.3 and it was

also discussed in Section 6.3. The differentiatedformal schematafor different ontological kinds were examined in

Section 7.3 and Section 8.3. However, conceptions on different inclusive levels are also associated with distinctive

formal schemata.
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versusseparable(Garner, 1974) andfeatureversusdimensionkind of Garner (1978) will also be

discussed. The perception of values and the conceptions of attribute dimensions are of different

processes. For developing attributes, indeed, the two mechanisms of changes can be applied.

One is from values to an attribute dimension. The other is from attribute dimension to the

re-organisations of values.

Secondly, Garner’s theory of attributes allow the relational link of conceptions on differ-

ent inclusive levels of an identity to be established. The attributes in theformal schematafor

ontological-kinds constrain the attributes in the basic-level-categories as well as in the individ-

uals. While the representation of identities can be learneddirectly from experiences with the

identities, the selected attributes which are to be examined are constrained by knowledge on

different inclusive levels. The selection of attributes for an identity will be constrained by the

knowledge of theontological-kind, thebasic-level-category, the individual, and the paststates

or other information about the individual.

On attribute dimensions and values along an attribute

The representation and knowledge of identities involve attributes, which are special kind of

categories. Attributes are relevant for different cognitive functions, such as re-identification of

identities and supporting reasoning for applications. There are a few distinctions of attributes

in cognitive literature, which should be covered here for understanding the structural changes.

Firstly, thedimensionof an attribute and thevaluesalong an attribute dimension shall be

differentiated. Formally, an attribute dimension (e.g., colour) is about a domain . According

to Garner (1974), the attribute domains can be differentiated into two kinds,integral andsep-

arable. An integral attribute is a domain where a value is defined in aspace involving several

dimensions working together, such as colour involveshue, brightness, andsaturation. The

changein the length of an object can lead thechangein thinness, such as studied in Piaget’s

conservation task (Elkind, 1969). Aseparableattribute is a domain which is relatively indepen-

dent from other attribute dimensions (such asweight). Regarding the description of identities, if

an attribute is involved as a domain, it is often relevant forthe representation and differentiation

of identities intoontological-kindsandbasic-level-categories, such as the attribute ofshapesas

a dimension is relevant for the representation ofobjectswith boundaries.

The values of an attribute (e.g., red) is about the position of a property in the space of
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an attribute dimension . According to Garner (1978), based on the values of attributes, the

attribute can also be differentiated into two kinds, thecomponent kindwith values ofpres-

enceor absenceand thedimension kindwhich can have multiple values (e.g., very long, long,

medium, short, very short) or numerical values. Regarding the descriptions for identities, the

component-kind attributes are more relevant to categorisation which classifies identities into

basic-level-categories. However, the different values ofthe dimension kind are often relevant

for indicating either different individuals or changed states of the same individual. That is, the

statein perception can be conceived as of a new individual (which is a member of a kind) or the

new state of an old individual.

There are two developmental cases, the development of attributes and the development of

properties. Regarding the properties of identities, the process can start with the perceptions

of the differences in values and then the conception of an attribute dimension. That is, the

values along the attribute dimension which can be perceived, then the attribute dimension is

conceived later, such as textures and weights. For different objects, they may have different

values along the same attribute dimension, which can be examined directly. The different values

along the same dimension are derived in comparison with eachother directly and the significant

differences can become explicit properties for a set of individuals7.

The different values can also define the attribute dimensionas a domain, for example, from

the exact colours such as red, green, and blue, to the understanding of colour as a domain.

However, once the attribute dimension is conceived, there can be the adoption of a standard

unit for the comparison and derivations of different values. This is about one aspect of the re-

organisation of an attribute dimension. There is another way the values of an attribute dimension

(from a perception) can be assimilated into the attribute system. That is, different values of

an attribute dimension are not only sorted into an order, butredefined. Usingcolour as the

example:

• In one case, there are a few colours which can be selected as the reference points (Berlin

and Kay, 1969; Rosch, 1973). More colours can be defined in terms of these reference

points, such as the combination of blue, yellow, and green todefine the whole range of

colours.

• In the second kind of re-organisations, theintegralattribute is further differentiated into a

7By then, the language names for such properties can be designed for them.
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few independent dimensions, for example, the dimensions ofhue, saturation, andbright-

nessfor studyingcolours. These independent dimensions are then used to re-define values

of the integral dimension.

The process of re-organisation with attribute can also start from the formal schematafor

identities with the selection ofattribute dimensionsfirst, and then the values along the attribute

dimensions are examined. Thesedistinguished valuesalong certain attribute dimensions are

then re-define the differences of identities. For example, for physical substances, there are

commonly examined properties astexturesandcolour. This relation ofattributes-to-substances

is a general one which can be applied to study substances in different scales, such as in the

studies ofphysicalandsocialenvironment in the large-space. The physical or social patterns

can be defined with certain attribute dimensions.

The second kind of cases is different which has the starting point with the conception of

identities as figures, with contents, and contexts. Aninternal part for the contents of identities

is essentially an attribute ofcomponent-kind. Then, the differentiations of the identities can be

carried out, which are along the two perspectives with distinctive sets of attribute dimensions.

One is thecomponent-kindfor identities, either distinctive features or parts of theshapes, con-

tents, andcontexts. The other is about thestatesandtransformationswhich are applied to these

three components. This is the case when a component refers toa feature which can either be

present or absent. Thiscomponentitself can also become a dimension-kind when the precise de-

scriptions of thecomponentare required (e.g. different shapes) are involved for distinguishing

and sorting the states to individuals.

On re-organisation of attributes for conceptions on different inclusive levels

For the concern of modelling, apart from differentformal-schematafor the representation and

knowledge of identities of different ontological-kinds, there are also differentformal schemata

for the conceptions on different inclusive levels, but of the same identity. Theseformal schemata

on different conception levels are associated with the inferences relevant to the corresponding

conception levels once an identity can be reliably categorised into a group belonging to the

corresponding conception level.

Indeed, the process from the perception of the state of an identity, to the recognition that

it belongs to a particular individual, often goes several steps (Humphreys and Forde, 2001;
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Goldstone, 1998). The formal structures for the two kinds ofexplicit knowledge of identities

(i.e. the knowledge ofcausal rulesandcausal conditionsrespectively) which can be generally

defined in terms of the relations ofattributes-identitiesor identities-attributesare both involved.

Starting from thestatein perception, there is the preliminary call of theontological-kindfor

the identity (e.g., substances versus objects). Then, there areinferencesand furtheridentifica-

tion of it into one of the core-domains based on the examination ofits figures, contents, or con-

texts(if all of these are applicable). Thecategorisationof an identity can be based on examining

theboundariesor internal structures. However, the set of basic-level-categories or categories

is correlated with the developmental state of the conceptual system of the core-domain. The

nature of the core-domain implies whether there are furtherdistinctions of sub-domains or sub-

situations first, then the development of basic-level-categories within these further differentiated

contexts.

For the purpose of categorisation, if the conceptual systemis well-development, the cate-

gorisation can be based on therules which specify the boundary conditions for categories of

identities directly, which are often the distinctive features unique to one category. However, in

the general case of development, the partonomies for the representation of identities can be in-

volved (within a core domain, the simple and complex entities are differentiable). The categori-

sation stops at the point when the identity is categorised into one of the basic-level-categories

or the descriptions with part-whole relations do not provide further gain or have reached the

functional goals. The furtherre-identificationis about the understanding of an identity as a

particular in a certain position in space-time. That is, there is therecognitionof a state in the

perceptual input as belonging to a known identity. This identity can have past states and certain

transformations which were learned in the past. Such knowledge can be used to register this

new state (e.g., in image processing) and to study further the changes along the time dimension

(e.g., in the study of natural systems in geosciences).

Indeed, the conceptions on different inclusive levels are about setting the contexts for the

further identification or re-identification. Being identities, they are the primary properties of

the environment from the biological perspective. With different ontological-kinds, there are

increasingly detailed distinctions of the environment. From an ontological to the individuals

of the ontological-kind, there are increasingly detaileddescriptionsfor the three components as

figures, contents, andcontexts. The formal schemata for basic-level-categories of a core-domain

must inherit theformal schemaof their ontological-kind. In the meanwhile, they also have
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added components, such as more functional distinctions of thefigureswith distinctive features

(and the changes in forms do contribute to the understandingof biological classes), internal

structurewith increasingly detailed levels which study theparts(i.e. the partsof a part), or the

larger or the refined distinction ofcontextswhere the individuals are usually constrained (e.g.

habitats, niches, clans, kinships, or families).

The study of attributes asvaluesversusdimensionsis important for understanding the repre-

sentation or knowledge of identities as individual. The knowledge of an identity is about it as a

member of an ontological-kind, a member of a basic-level-category, and a particular individual

in situations in space-time. The ontological-kind of an identity is determined by its location

in different spaces as well as the properties of the identitywhich can be differentiated by the

distinctive sensorimotor experience with it. Empirically, the differences in terms of the three

components of figures, contents, and contexts can be used forthe identification of an individual

into an ontological group.

From the knowledge of an ontological-kind to the knowledge of it as a member of a basic-

level-category, the differences are often described with increased number ofattribute dimen-

sionsin the representation schemata. The basic-level-categories can include more component-

kind attributes, such as parts, which can be defined on different scales (e.g., from parts in A-

space to the particles in the increasingly smaller space). Regarding a dimension-kind attribute,

the values can be modelled differently (e.g., a shape as an attribute dimension can be described

with a point, with distinctive features, or with a precise shape defined in Euclidean Geome-

try). Regarding the set of basic-level-categories within acore-domain, they themselves can be

differentiated with the patterns defined with attribute dimensions.

For the knowledge of individuals, both the dimensions and the values of attributes can

change. For an individual of a core domain, the general pattern as the configuration defined

with the attribute dimensions can stay. However, acomponent-kindattribute can be changed

into adimension-kindfor the accurate description. There can be single or multiple dimensions,

which are involved in differentiating states of individuals within the context of an ontological-

kind or a basic-level-category. When such attributes are involved in the representation of a state

of an identity at a time, the specification can includevaluesalong different attribute dimensions

(eithercomponent-kindor dimension kind). Depending on the number of identities within a

core-domain, the distinctions along an attribute dimension can be detailed or coarse (i.e. related

to the factor of details).
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While the distinctivevaluesalong certain attribute dimensions are used for the description

of a state. However, there is the possibility that differentstates at different times can belong

to either the same identity or different identities. The re-identification of a state as belonging

to an old identity is not based on the physical or spatial properties of the figures or contents,

but rather on their ontological nature, possible changes, and the attributes of their locations at

different times.

8.4.2 On interpreting attributes for the models of identities

The factor offorms on the representation and models of identities will be discussed in this

subsection. There are two main points. Firstly, the system of attributes which are involved in

the descriptions of identities will be discussed. The attributes are about thefigures, thecontents,

and thecontextsof identities on the one hand, thestatesand transformationswhich can be

applied to the study of thefigures, thecontents, and thecontextsof identities on the other hand.

The second discussion is about the two different ways attributes can be interpreted. Different

models of an identity are related to whether the attributes are in language codes or modelled

in mathematical forms. If the attributes are described in a language, the issue is about how

the attributes which are involved in the descriptions can beinterpreted in logical-mathematical

forms. For attributes of different natures, they can be interpreted in distinctive ways formally.

However, the interpretation of attributes can follow the second order isomorphism (Shepard and

Metzler, 1971; Shepard, 1987) and the prototype theory (Rosch, 1983).

On differentiating attributes into different kinds

Generally speaking, when a system of attributes for the representation of identities is to be

proposed, there are three issues to be taken into consideration. Firstly, it is about the structure

defined by the different kinds of attributes which are involved in the representation of identities.

Specifically, it is about whether the attribute dimensions are independent to each other or they

bear complex relations to each other. Secondly, it is about whether or not the attributes can

be perceived directly, thus, they can be associated with thedeveloped perceptual modules as

described in (Fodor, 1983) for the purpose of differentiations. The third issue is that the natures

of the attributes. Attributes of different natures often require different mathematical forms for

their formal interpretations.
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In this situation-based theory, the understanding of attributes for the representation of iden-

tities is on two dimensions. In other words, the different attributes for the representation are

defined in a system of two perspectives. On the one hand, thereis a generic form for the

representation of all identities, which have thefigures, contents, andcontextsas the three com-

ponents. Theformal schematafor identities of different ontological-kinds are differentiated in

terms of whether there are further differentiations for each of the three components which can

be included in the representation scheme. In particular, what degrees of details in the descrip-

tions for these components are included, i.e. how many levels of parts in the partonomies for the

contents, how may distinctive features of the boundaries defined on different scales, and what

kinds of contexts the identities can be involved in as elements.

On the other hand, there are the attributes for the descriptions ofstatesandtransformations

aspects of identities. However,statesand transformationsare applied in two steps for devel-

oping the representation of identities. On the first step,statesandtransformationsare applied

to the study of identities as figures. An individual as a figureis a 4D existence and can have

different 3D states at different times. For the study of an identity as a figure which exists in 4D,

it has ashapeat a time,physical properties, texturesfor its substance,surface characterisations

if it is an object on the one hand, theprocessesandbehaviour patternsover time on the other

hand.

On the second step,statesandtransformationsare studied for the content and context of an

identity. The study of the contents and contexts are also based on sensorimotor examinations.

For thecontentof an identity, there can be different substances withpropertiesand internal

parts. For thecontextof the identity, there can be variously defined situations which contain the

identity. The context can be defined either in the absolute terms, such as with geo-coordinate

systems or in relative terms in terms of other identities which bear spatial and temporal relations

to the identity which is in the focus of the study (Golledge, 1993). Depending on how the

context (the part of a situation excluding the identity of interest) is defined, it may be possible

to further differentiate it. Generally, the contexts of an identity can be differentiated into the

domain-specific situations and those larger and often more complex situations which go beyond

the core-domain.

For the descriptions of identities,statesandtransformationsfor figures, contents, and con-

texts can provide the increasing detailed information for the identity. Thestatesof any natural-

units at a time are defined withspatial propertiesandphysical properties. The spatial properties
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of objects can includeshapes, boundariesandlocations. The shapes for figures are defined in

3D or 2D Geometry. Spatial properties can also includeconfigurations, which can be the con-

figuration ofboundary features, the configuration of parts for theinternal structure, and the

configuration of other identities as elements for theexternal contexts. Depending on the onto-

logical natures of identities, theinternal structurescan be defined differently, so can theexternal

contexts. Ontological-kindscan be distinguished in terms of the patterns of such configurations

as well as how many levels of part-whole relations. The attributes oftransformation-kindcan

includeprocesses, events, andcausal relations. Thecausal relationscan refer to therelationsof

parts to the processes and behaviours of the wholes and thecausal relationswhen identities in-

teract with each other. These different types are more or less relevant to different core-domains.

To the issue of interpretation, this distinction of attributes into those forstatesand trans-

formationsis important. On the one hand, the attributes for states and for transformations are

independent of each other and handled in separate perceptual modules in the visual systems

(van Essen et al., 1992; Milner and Goodale, 1995; Norman, 2002). On the other hand, this dis-

tinction is important for formal interpretations of the attributes in mathematical forms. States

and transformations kinds and their subtypes respectivelyare different kinds of attributes. This

means they can be associated with different formal interpretations in modelling. For physical

properties, they can be coded in numbers. For a shape of an object, it can be described with a

single point, distinctiveboundary features, theconfigurationof boundary parts, or in geomet-

rical shape. The configuration can be a pattern definable in Topology as well as described in

Geometry. For processes, there are mathematical functions. For events, they can be represented

in terms of relations of two states. For causal relations, they can be represented in terms of a

system which can be formally modelled in mathematical simulations.

On interpretation of attributes following the second order isomorphism

The representation of an identity can also be in different forms because of the different inter-

pretations of these attributes of different kinds, i.e. thekinds of attributes in the descriptions of

statesand the representations of differenttransformation kinds.

Firstly, for modelling in mathematics, the explicit differentiation ofpropertiesas values

andattributesas dimensions is important, given attribute dimensions refer to domains. The

properties mean the values along the attribute dimensions.For example, a shape can mean a
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dimension, the exact shapes in terms of circles and rectangles are properties.

Secondly, attributes in the representation of identities can be interpreted in mathematical

forms of numbers, geometrical shapes, and functions in the absolute sense8. Attributes of dif-

ferent ontological-kinds, such asproperties, configurations, shapes, processes, events, or cau-

sations, can be interpreted by different formal mathematical structures. Physical properties can

be represented in numerical values. The states in space can be represented with singlepoints

or complexshapes. The transformations associated with an identity can be different kinds,

such as processes and causal interactions the identity has been involved. These can be formally

modelled infunctionsor relations.

Thirdly, the attributes can also be interpreted following prototype theory (Rosch, 1978,

1983). That is, the values along an attribute dimension can be defined in terms of its distances

to the prototype and other typical examples. Not only the representation of one identity as a

whole can be defined in terms of its distance to the prototype,but also the value of an attribute

dimension is also defined in terms of its distances to the values of reference points. That is, the

interpretation of attributes for modelling identities canfollow the prototype theory.

This prototype theory for identities of the same kind or the different values along an attribute

dimension means that the distinction can be made based on thesimilarities and differences

between and among identities, rather than searching a complete copy of all information and

the pursuit of truth values. This also means, generally speaking, the principle ofsecond order

isomorphism(Shepard and Metzler, 1971; Shepard, 1981, 1987, 2001) is adopted to understand

how the representation of an identity in mind can be realised(see Section 2.3) and how to

interpret the values of an attribute dimension. The principle of second order isomorphismis

also directly related to understanding how to construct themodels of identities with attributes.

The better application of this principle ofsecond order isomorphismhas to take into con-

sideration that the representations of identities are to bestudied within their core-domains.

The ontological-kinds and basic-level-categories are important to handle the differences in

component-kind attributes. Within the context of an ontological-kind and a basic-level-category

(of a core-domain), thissecond order isomorphismcan be integrated with the prototype theory

(Rosch, 1978, 1983). Individuals can be distinguished based on the different values of different

attribute dimensions for their states.
8However, a detailed study on the interpretation of attributes of different kinds for representation of identities

is irrelevant for this thesis which focuses on structural constraint.
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8.5 Summary

The explicit knowledge of identities is constrained by the development of the conceptual system

of a core-domain. There are four level conceptions and the distinction of representation versus

knowledge for identities. The knowledge of identities is about theboundary conditionsand

formal schemataof identities to support inferences. These constraints should be taken into

consideration for the models of identities.

The conceptual constraints mean that two components for theknowledge of identities are

to be separated. One is about their existences in the environment and the knowledge can be

associated with a sequence of states at different times and transformations over time. The

knowledge of identities is also about them being members of ontological-kinds and basic-level-

categories. The causal rules are about the boundary conditions of ontological kinds, basic-level-

categories, and individuals in space-time.

Theformal schematafor identities on different conception levels were explained. The con-

straints offormal schematafrom the ontological-kinds, levelsand details for knowledge of

identities were also discussed.

The factor offormson different representation of identities is explained in terms of different

interpretations of attributes. The attributes are distinguished into those for thestatesand for

the transformations, with each of them having several subtypes. The changes of attribute di-

mensions and values can explain the conceptions different inclusive levels for the same identity.

Different kinds of attributes can be modelled differently in mathematics. However, attributes

can also be modelled in terms of distances to reference points following second order isomor-

phism.



Chapter 9

Discussion

9.1 A Piagetian figurative theory of representation in mind

This thesis has been devoted to studying the representationof the concrete environment in

mind. Generally speaking, the biological principle was adopted to understand the represen-

tation in mind. A situation based Ontology of the world was proposed in order to develop a

figurative theory of cognitive development and conceptual systems. A situation-based theory

of conceptual structure, the development of the representation and knowledge of identities, and

the constraints on the representation of identities was presented.

9.1.1 The biological principles for representation in mind

The biological principle in understanding representationin mind is adopted explicitly (Chapter

2). There are three positions, which mark the departures of the new theory from the current

studies in its general understanding of the representation:

Firstly, regardingwhat the representationis about (Section 2.2), the new theory follows

Millikan (1998a). It emphasises the representation in mindis about the category of substances

asnatural unitsin the world, which includestuffs(e.g. milk), individuals(e.g. Mother), and

real kinds(e.g. dogs). This is fundamentally different from current cognitive theories of rep-

resentation with their emphases on the representation of categories. However, Millikan’s basic

position was extended.

Secondly, the new theory adopts thefunctional principlein understanding the nature of

representation (Section 2.3). The psychological representation is for the functional purpose of

re-identificationof Millikan (1998a) of interestingnatural unitsof the world. The thesis has

provided a systematic account where the functional principle is applied to understanding the

different aspects related to the representation and its development in mind. The second order

isomorphism of (Shepard and Metzler, 1971; Shepard, 1987) was also adopted explicitly for
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understanding how the representation of identities can be realised.

Thirdly, the new theory extends Piagetianstructuralprinciple in understanding the cognitive

system (Section 2.4). The representation in the brain systems, cognitive systems, and conceptual

systems were explicitly differentiated. The distinction of structureand thecontentsfor repre-

sentation in Piaget’s theory was kept. While the essence of Piaget’s abstract characterisations

of structure(Piaget, 1971) was kept, a figurative account on structure asthe constraint on rep-

resentation was given. It has also provided a systematic account of the different understandings

of the termstructurein representation theories.

9.1.2 The situation-based theory of cognitive and conceptual structure

The idea of situations as 4D units of substances in space-time was introduced (Section 3.2).

This general idea of situations was then applied to provide afigurative re-interpretation of Pi-

aget’s theory of cognitive development and the Piagetian constructionist’s theory of conceptual

systems of representation and knowledge (Section 3.3).

A situation-based re-interpretation of cognitive development

A situation based understanding of the development of cognitive and conceptual systems was

given. An explicit distinction of cognitive versus conceptual structure was made (Section 2.4).

Four levels of cognitive systems and four stages of conceptual systems were discussed (Section

3.3).

Levels of cognitive systems: The four levels of cognitive systems can be differentiated

based on the different kinds of situations whose representation can be supported. The environ-

mental situations which can be represented have changed over the development with increased

details and complexity. The complexity of the situations which the cognitive systems can repre-

sent increases from those ofsingle identitiesin the common sense world (Level 1); to situations

involving relations of identitiesand representation ofpartsand locationsfor identities (Level

2); to situations involvingcausal relationsof identities in interactions and differentiatedcore

domainsin the common sense world (which are based oncausal relationsof different kinds, i.e.

physics, biology, common sense psychology, and social science,Level 3), to the representation

of arbitrary situationsin the world andcore-domainsin the smaller and larger spaces other than

the common sense world (Level 4).
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Stage of conceptual systems: The stages of conceptual systems are differentiated basedon

the development of different forms for the representation of identities. It is also correlated with

the support for different sets of ontological distinctionsof spatial features1. For the develop-

ment of conceptual systems, both domain general and domain specific kinds of changes were

covered. Differentstagesof conceptual systems are based on the different forms of representa-

tion for identities, which are studied within core domains.However, for identities of different

ontological kinds, the development of representations canfollow their separate routes and reach

different stages.

For objects as figures in the common sense world, the first stage (Stage 1) is associated with

the general change from implicit representation to explicit representation of objects. Here, there

is the ontological distinction ofobjectswith boundaries andsubstanceswithout boundaries of

themselves in the common sense world. The second stage (Stage 2) is associated with the

explicit representation of not only identities, but also the boundary parts and collections of

identities which define locations in the common-senses world. The third stage (Stage 3) is

associated with explicit representation of identities within the context of core domains in the

common-sense space. There are not only the explicit distinction of categories and individuals

of identities, but also the representation of internal parts which are associated with distinctive

functions and causal relations to other parts. The fourth stage (Stage 4) is associated with the

development of basic level categories, taxonomies, and intensional definitions of basic level

categories.

Indeed, with the idea of situations and the re-interpretation of Piaget’s cognitive develop-

ment, a few positions regarding the fourth level cognitive system and fourth stage conceptual

system can be spelt out, which are directly relevant for the design of a new information archi-

tecture of SISystems. Firstly, the figurative understanding allows Piaget’sstructure-d-ensemble

to be defined. Specifically, the state of a conceptual system can be defined with 1) part-whole

relations of identities from different core domains, 2) thepart-whole relations of “identities”

within core domains, and 3) the part-whole relations of “identities” in applications2.

Secondly, this thesis has provided a systematic discussionon the specialisations of domains,

including the specialised core-domains and application-oriented domains for the environment3.

1See Section 7.3
2See Section 4.3 for the overview ofstructure-d-ensemble.
3See Chapter 5.
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It also has provided a realist’s position in understanding theontological natureof identities and

the system of ontological distinctions supported by the mature cognitive systems4.

The fourth level cognitive structure should be followed forthe information architecture of

SISystems. It can support the representation of a system of core-domains and application-

oriented domains on the one hand, the representation of a system of ontological distinctions for

identities relevant to SISciences on the other hand5.

A situation-based theory of constraints in conceptual structure

The idea ofsituationswas also used to provide a principled understanding of the constraints

of core-domains, ontological-kinds, andapplicationsstudied in cognitive literature on the rep-

resentation of categories ofspatial-features6. The distinction of these three kinds of situations

allow the flexible treatment of identities in the environment, the development ofrepresenta-

tion andknowledgeof them in core-domains, and the application of such representation and

knowledge7.

Firstly, the situation-based theory explained three special kinds of situations, namely,core-

domains, ontological-kinds, andapplication situations. The contexts of an identity in terms

of situations in the world are to be differentiated from the constraints on the development of

representationand knowledge ofidentitiesin the mind. As contexts for identities in the envi-

ronment, these situations are thecontentsof representation themselves which are supported by

the cognitive structure as well as theconstraintson the representation of identities. A spatial-

feature as anatural-unitin the world is both a member of an ontological-kind and an element of

a core-domain situation, which are important constraints on the development of representation

of categories studied in cognitive literature.

Secondly, to understand the development ofrepresentation and knowledgeof identities,

there are vertical and horizontal dimensions as the second level structural constraints.Verti-

cally, there are conceptions ofidentitieson four inclusive levels, i.e. for states, individuals,

4See Chapter 7. The development of a cognitive system is correlated with the support for a system of ontological

distinctions of identities.
5See the discussions in Sections 5.3 and 7.3 for the system of contents supported by the fourth state of cognitive

structure.
6See Section 4.2
7See Chapters 5 and 6 for issues related to core-domains. See Chapter 7 for issues related to ontological-kinds.

See Section 5.4 for modelling applications.
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categories, andontological-kinds8. During the periods of the cognitive development, there are

different levels of conceptual organisations which correspond to the explicit distinctions of the

conceptions of identities on the four inclusive levels. Then, once an identity is identified as a

member of an ontological-kind, there will be another direction of conceptual re-organisation

which contributes to the development of basic level categories and category systems9.

The meaning ofontological natures, the cognitive criteria for making ontological distinc-

tions, and the general understanding of the structural and formal constraints on the representa-

tion of identities were systematically explained10. The development of basic level categories

and four kinds of category systems are emphasised for the development of conceptual re-

organisations of core domains. The development of a set of basic level categories for identities

of a core-domain and the representation and knowledge of basic level categories are impor-

tant constraints on the representation and knowledge ofindividuals. The development of basic

level categories is correlated with the further development of the second type of taxonomies and

intensional definitions11.

Horizontally , apart from the issue ofdomain specialisations, the study also covered the de-

velopment of domain representation and knowledge on the onehand, the understanding of the

constraints of core-domains on the representation and knowledge of identities and on modelling

applications12. The horizontal development is correlated with the development of a system of

causal knowledge of different kinds, including thecauses, causal rulesandcausal conditions

of inferences,causal mechanisms, causations, andcausal theoriesand laws, andcausal con-

straints.

Thecauseis about the process which accounts for the existence of an identity and the psy-

chological recognition of such an existence13. Causal rulesandcausal conditionsare associated

with the knowledge of identities on different inclusive levels for two families of functions14. The

causal rulesrefer to the states of representations for individuals or categories which are used

to assimilate the inputs from the environmental states.Causal conditionsare about the levels

of knowledge for inferences once the states of identities inperception can be classified into

8See Section 4.4 for the overview and Section 8.3 for further discussion
9See Section 6.3.

10See Chapter 7.
11See Sections 4.4, 6.3, and 8.3.
12See Chapter 6.
13See discussions in the first and second subsection in Sections 4.4.
14See Sections 4.4 and 8.3.
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certain groups. For example, the distinctive physical and spatial properties of identities can be

inferred which are relevant for the functional uses of theseidentities. Orprocessesandevents

of identities are inferred which are relevant to an organismto make corresponding decisions

of actions.Causal mechanisms, causations, causal theories, andlawsare the understanding of

domain specific interactions or transformations of complexcore-domain situations15, and the

generalcausal constraintfor regulation and adaptations16.

9.1.3 The situation-based understanding of cognitive contents

This thesis adopts the view that there is acommon mental structurefor representing thenatural

units. However, it extends the category of substances to include thosenatural unitsin the small

and large spaces and developed an elaborated account of the representation and knowledge

of identities based on Piaget’s identity rules and current cognitive studies on constraints of

representation. Two kinds of cognitive contents were studied in detail. One is the development

of representation and knowledge ofcore-domains. The other kind of cognitive contents is the

representation and knowledge of identities.

On representation and knowledge of core domains

Thestructure-d-ensemblein Piaget’s theory can be defined in terms of supporting the explicit

representation of a system ofdomains. The fourth level of a cognitive system is correlated with

the kind of specialised core-domains and application-oriented domains for the environmental

studies17.

The different theories of domain specificities can be unifiedin the situation-based the-

ory. Firstly, the situation-based theory can explain the specialisation ofcore-domainsand

application-oriented domainsand the development ofrepresentation and knowledgeof the

core-domains in one principled approach18. Secondly, the constraints of ontological-kinds and

causal theories of core-domains can be explicitly differentiated19. Thecore-domainsas repre-

sentation units in mind are developed to better serve the functional demands. Thirdly, the states

15In Sections 4.4, 6.2 and 6.3.
16See Sections 4.4 and 5.4.
17See Section 5.3.
18See Chapters 5 and 6 respectively.
19See Section 6.2 and Chapter 7.
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of representation and knowledge ofcore-domainsare meaningful in their own right for mod-

elling thesecore-domains. The representation and knowledge ofcore-domainsare applied to

modelling new applications and can adapt in the context of applications. Thirdly,core-domains

are also important constraints on the accurate representation of applications on the one hand,

the knowledge of identities on the other.

For understanding the states of core-domains, their constraints, and modelling identities of

core-domains, two distinctions should be emphasised20:

1. The distinctions ofdomain representationversusdomain knowledge21. The constraints of

domains on the representations of identities come from the ontological natures of identi-

ties within the corresponding core domains on the one hand, the domain distinctive kinds

of causal knowledge on the other hand. The system of causal knowledge of core-domains,

i.e. the representation and knowledge of various transformation kinds for core domains

were also studied.

2. The distinction ofconceptual structureversus thecontentsof a core domain22. The two

structural constraints, which are shared by allcore-domains, refer to the development of

a set of basic level categories and the four kinds of categorysystems. However, the state

of acore-domainis also constrained by the experiences.

On representation of identities of ontological kinds

Firstly, thestructure of the wholein Piaget’s theory can also be defined in terms of supporting a

system ofontological kinds. The representations of identities, which are inherently members of

certain ontological kinds, are constrained by their ontological natures. The thesis also presented

a systematic understanding of the nature, cognitive criteria of ontological distinctions, and the

structural and formal constraints of theontological natureson the representation and knowledge

of identities23.

Secondly, thestructural constraintsof ontological kinds is about the possibility of explicit

knowledge. It means whether certain identities can be explicitly represented and studied in

their own right. The state of cognitive structure is about supporting the representation of a

20Discussions can be found mainly in Sections 4.4, 6.2 and 6.3.
21Section 6.2.
22Section 6.3.
23See Chapter 7
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particular system of ontological distinctions for identities of spatial features24. The four levels

of conceptions for the representation of identities observed in empirical studies were taken

explicitly as the structural constraint on the representation and knowledge of identities. The

distinction of representation and knowledge of identitiesis applied to the four conception levels.

Based on these positions, the four kinds of formal constraints on the representation of identities

can be explained and should be treated separately for the purpose of modelling25.

Thirdly, the formal constraints on the representation of identities are relevant for under-

standing the differences in descriptions for identities. These constraints are namedkinds, levels,

details, andforms. The factor ofkinds is about the constraint from the ontological natures on

the development of representation from sensorimotor experiences26. The ontological nature of

existence inherently constrains the sensorimotor experiences with the identities. The factorlev-

els correspond to the constraints from the set of basic-level-categories and the representation

of basic-level-categories27. The intensional definitions for basic-level-categories are possible.

However, the set of basic-level-categories for a core domain may change over time. The factor

of detailscorresponds to the constraints from the knowledge of other individuals and states of

the four category systems. They constrain both the representation of individual identities and

the representation of core-domain specific complex situations.

The factor offormsis related to the development of differentformal schematafor identities

of differentontological-kindson the one hand, the re-presentations with attributes in languages

or mathematical forms on the other hand28. A generic formal schema for the representation of

an identity includes the descriptions for three functionalcomponents, thefigure, thecontent,

and thecontext29. The three functional components are emphasised differently for different

ontological kinds. The constraint from the states of core-domains can be reflected in the more or

less detailed descriptions for the three components (i.e. hierarchical distinctions of boundaries,

contents, or contexts) for basic level categories of their corresponding core-domains.

For the interpretation of the attributes in the descriptions of identities, two positions were

clarified. One is the explicit distinctions of attributedimensionsversusvalues. This is for

24See Section 7.3.
25See Section 8.3 and 8.4.
26Section 7.3.
27See Sections 6.3 and 8.3.
28See Section 8.4.
29See Section 8.4. But also studied in Sections 3.3, 4.3, 6.3, and 8.3.
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understanding the specialisations and generalisations ofthe attributes which are involved in

the descriptions of identities on different inclusive levels. The other is that, for the concern of

formal interpretations of the attributes, the attributes involved in the representation of identities

were differentiated into those forstatesandtransformationswhich can be applied to study the

three functional components asfigures, contents, andcontexts. The interpretation of attributes

for identities can be based on absolute measurements and mathematical forms as well as the

distances to reference points.

9.2 On the contributions of the new theory of representation

The research in this thesis is classified into the domain of SIScience, since it is in the domain of

SIScience where the research problem is raised. For modelling spatial features in SI systems,

there are both theoretical and practical concerns. This thesis was devoted to address a theoretical

concern, namely a new representation theory in mind on how torepresent the identities of spatial

features. This is a necessary research issue since the current problems with SISystem are caused

by the state-of-the-artmapor imagesbased conceptual models in its core, and thus cannot be

addressed by these conceptual models.

While a theoretical study always has downsides, there are particular difficulties and risks

faced by the study in this thesis. The writing of this thesis has been disadvantaged in the first

place by the topic. It is a great challenge to write about an idea as complicated as the one in

this thesis. One of the main reasons is that the study has touched upon the fundamental un-

derstanding of Ontology and Epistemology. Further, any theoretical understanding is always

associated with certain presumptions in understanding representation itself. Researchers who

hold different philosophical positions and take differentpresumptions on representation may

have starting points fundamentally different from the positions held in this thesis. For example,

if a behaviourist’s understanding of representation is taken, it will be hard for the theory in this

thesis to make sense. However, other difficulties with this thesis are because of the multidisci-

plinary nature of this study. It demands the readers to be considerably familiar with the domains

of SIScience and cognitive studies. Both domains are rathercomplex in themselves. Neverthe-

less, the study has presented a situation-based unified account on the issue of representation of

identities of spatial features in the human mind.
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9.2.1 A contribution to the understanding of representation in mind

A biological understanding of representation should be followed because the human brain be-

longs to an organism which has gone through a long history of evolution. The thesis contributes

a theoretical understanding to the domain of cognitive studies by providing an unified theory of

representation in mind. It clarified the functional and structural principles of representation and

development and integrated a range of theories in cognitiveand developmental literature.

On a biological understanding of representation in general

This theory in this thesis can be contrasted with other cognitive theories of development and

representation on a few accounts. It has several departuresfrom the current literature on repre-

sentation in general.

Firstly, the representation is not about coding, but to service basic biological functions of

re-identification. The representation of identities is studied by exploring the cognitive literature

of representation, not the language descriptions.

Secondly, following Millikan and Piaget, the representation in mind focuses onindividuals,

not categories. This fundamental position of the new theory can explain theinnate theory of

Spelke (1994, 1998). Both theories can agree upon understanding of what the representation in a

biological system is about, i.e. about the category of substances in the world, which is an innate

prescription. However, the two are also different. The innate theory tends to adopt a continuous

theory regarding the changes of representation in mind withaccumulation of attributes. The

new theory is a constructionist’s theory. It has adopted thePiagetian positions of the structural

change of a cognitive system as well as the qualitative changes in the form of representation of

identities. Further, the conceptual structure as the constraint on representation can include and

support the representation of categories and their relations.

On integrating cognitive theories of representation

The situation-based theory has provided a unified account ofcognitive systems of representa-

tion. It is based on the essence of Piaget’s the theory of development and identity rules. How-

ever, it has also integrated other developmental theories and cognitive theories of representation

from a few perspectives.

Firstly, a developmental perspective is followed in understanding the development of repre-
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sentation. However, a figurative re-interpretation was given based on the basic understanding

that identitiesare in situationsin space-time. The form of representation changes from the

representation in terms of directactionsandaction schemesin sensorimotor period, to the rep-

resentation as an independent existence (i.e. the development of object permanency), to the

representation of identities in terms of their relations toothers, to the further development of

representation within the context ofspecialised core-domainsin the period of conceptual rep-

resentation30. Regarding the form of representation, this thesis has integrated the idea ofrepre-

sentation re-descriptions(RR model) of Karmiloff-Smith (1986, 1992) which emphasised the

change fromimplicit to explicit and different kinds of explicit representation.

Secondly, for the concern of representation of identities,the theory has studied both the

representation and the constraints of representation. Thedevelopmental changes of these two

were understood in a Piagetian general framework of cognitive development. The representation

of an identity is influenced by the development of cognitive and conceptual structure on the one

hand, the domain representation and knowledge on the other hand. The level of a cognitive

system in development is relevant for whether a particular ontological kind of identities may be

learned or not. The cognitive development allows the explicit representation of identities of a

certain ontological kind. The stage of development of the conceptual systems in a core-domain

influences the forms of representation of the identities in the corresponding core-domain. That

is, the constraint on the forms of representation of identities come from the development of

conceptual structure in general and state of representation and knowledge of core-domains.

With this unified account ofcontentsandconstraints, the new theory can integrate a range

of current cognitive theories of representations. On the one hand, the different understand-

ings of the identity rules (Brainerd, 1978) can be accounted, i.e. the representation of indi-

viduals (Elkind, 1969) and the representation of categories (Bruner et al., 1956; Smith and

Medin, 1981). On the other hand, it can also assimilate the different theories which emphasise

constraints on representation, including the constraintsof ontological kinds (Keil, 1989a), the

theory theory (Carey, 1985; Gopnik and Wellman, 1994; Gopnik, 1996), the neo-essentialist’s

theory (Medin, 1989; Gelman et al., 1994; Gelman, 2004), thecontext theories (Murphy and

Medin, 1985), and the theories which emphasises the effectsof uses upon the representation of

categories (Ross, 1997, 2000).

Thirdly, the developmental changes of the forms of representation were understood in the

30See Section 3.3 and Chapter 6 mainly.
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Piaget’s general idea of identity rules. For identities within a core-domain, there are also con-

straints from the two structural dimensions. Vertically, the conceptions of identities are differ-

entiated into four inclusive levels, namely, the ontological-kinds, basic level categories, individ-

uals, and states of individuals at different times31. Horizontally, three functional understandings

of the mental structures for identities were distinguished. That is, there are functional compo-

nents forrepresentation, knowledge ofboundary conditions, andknowledgeof inferences on

each of the four conception levels for identities32.

The structural and functional principles have led to three conceptual organisations within a

core-domain. Firstly, it is about the representation of an identity in terms of its states and trans-

formations on the one hand, the knowledge of it as an objective existence in situations in the

environment and serving various functions in applicationson the other hand. Secondly, there

is the development of a set of basic-level-categories. Thirdly, there is also the development of

four kinds of category systems for the representation of core-domain situations. Regarding the

form of representation, the three positions can explain another kind of developmental changes

observed in the theory of Vygotsky (1986). Namely, for the development of meanings of con-

crete nouns, there are the changes frompointingto the example, todescriptions, to intensional

definitionsfor categories of identities. Different representation theories of categories can be

integrated, such as the rule based theories (Bruner et al., 1956) and examples and prototypes

(Smith and Medin, 1981)33.

9.2.2 Contributions to SIScience and SISystems

Based on the study of a range of cognitive theories, this thesis has provided a unified theory on

the representation of spatial features in the human mind. The new theory also contributes to the

domain of SIScience and SISystems since the new theory can provide a unified approach and

possible solutions to the current theoretical issues raised in the research of SIScience. The new

theory will be the new basis for the development of thedata modelof a new general purpose

SISystem.

31See Sections 4.4, 6.3, and 8.3.
32See the first subsection in Section 4.3 and see Sections 6.3 and 8.3 for the general discussions.
33See Section 8.2.
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A theoretical contribution to the SIScience

The study on a theory of how spatial features are representedin mind contributes to the research

on the foundation for SIScience and SISystems. For SIScience to become a distinctive scien-

tific discipline, it requires a coherent theory (Goodchild,1992, 2004; Goodchild et al., 2007).

This thesis has made such an effort to provide a new perspective and unifying principle for the

studies in SIScience. It has contributed a situation-basedOntology and a situation-based figu-

rative re-interpretation of Piaget’s theory of cognitive systems can be given. Such a theory is

parsimonious, consistent, andcomprehensive.

Firstly, the thesis presented a situation-based view of theworld 34. It has four main advan-

tages over current theories of Ontology adopted in SIScience. 1) It allows the simultaneous

and unified treatment of spatial and temporal dimensions of natural units in the environment.

2) It allows the unification of theatomicandfield view of the world (Couclelis, 1982, 1998a).

Spatial features as 4D existences are special kinds of situations which are defined over certain

spatio-temporal resolutions and extensions.Objectsandfieldsof substances are two specialised

situations with heterogeneous and homogeneous contents respectively. 3) The understanding of

the contexts of identities in terms of situations. 4) The distinction of a few primitive situations

based on both structural and operational considerations.

Secondly, a realist’s position is adopted in understandingcategories. Identities in the world

are differentiated from the descriptions in mind for the psychological understanding of the iden-

tities. The psychological representation is not about an exact copy, but for functional purposes.

1) The representation of a spatial-feature as a 4D existencecan have different states at different

times and can be associated with distinctive transformations over time. The descriptions about

figures, contentsandcontextsfor spatial features can all be involved. These attributes are used

for their psychological differentiations. 2) The knowledge of a spatial-feature is not only about

the representation of it in situation, but the understanding of its location and properties which

allow them to be involved in different applications. 3) Thisview of Ontology and the realist’s

theory on representation can also provide a foundation for the systematic discussions on the

concepts ofdomainsfor SISciences and the nature ofontological kindsof spatial features.

Thirdly, the representation of identities is studied in thecontexts of core-domains and

ontological-kinds, which restricted the adaptations. On the one hand, the identities of spatial

34See Sections 3.2 and 4.2.
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features in the world can be differentiated into differentcore-domains. The representations of

identities are studied in core-domains. 1) Both representation and knowledge of core-domains

and the representation and knowledge of identities with core-domains are to support functional

needs of modelling applications35. 2) There is a cognitive principle in understandingdomain

specialisationsand thesystem of core-domainsfor identities relevant in SIScience36. 3) For

representation of identities in core domains, the development ofbasic level categoriesand cat-

egory systems for core-domain situations with two or more identities were studied37. 4) The

representations of identities with attributes incore-domainsand in particularapplicationswere

differentiated38.

The theory has provided an answer on how to represent identities as natural-units of dif-

ferent ontological-kinds in the world. 1) There is the cognitive principle in understanding of

ontological kindsof spatial features and the system of ontological kinds. 2) Different ontolog-

ical kindsare associated with differentformal schemataas constraints for the representation

of identities which belong to their ontological groups. 3) The constraint of ontological nature

on the development of representation of identities is in terms of sensorimotor experiences with

them. 4) The development of core-domain with identities of distinctive ontological nature also

constrain the development of the knowledge of identities asmembers of basic level categories

and as particular individuals with detailedformal schemataas constraints for assimilating the

states of identities in the environment39.

At last, the theory shall be able to deal with other theoretical concerns of representation

in current SISystems. For example, thescale effectshould be associated with changes of core

domains in different spaces. The distinction ofpartonomiesfor identities in a core domain ver-

sus in applications is also important. Regarding thehierarchiesandorganisations, partonomies

for identities, taxonomies for categories, event structures with hierarchies and contingency of

events, and thecausal knowledgeon different levels of abstractions and generalisations were all

35For the constraints of applications on core-domains, see Sections 5.4, 6.2.
36See Chapter 5 for the development of the system of domains of the environment.
37See Chapter 6 for the rules of domain specialisations, the development of domain representation versus knowl-

edge and their constraints on the representation, and the structure and contents of core-domains.
38See Sections 6.2 and 6.3 for the constraints of applicationson the development of representation of identities

in core-domainsand the representations of particular applications respectively.
39See Chapter 7 for the nature of ontological kinds, the cognitive principle for ontological distinctions of spa-

tial features, the system of ontological kinds, andformal constraintsof different kinds on the representation of

identities.
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explained. These are applied to the representation of domain specific identities and situations.

Regarding the problem ofindeterminate boundariesof representation (Burrough, 1996), there

is the realist’s position and functional principle onboundary conditionsfor spatial features as

individuals and their states at a time. The boundary of the state of an individual is related to

its ontological nature and its states at other times. The boundary of a basic level category of

identities is studied within the context of a core-domain. It is determined not only by the gen-

eralisation of its examples, but other identities to be distinguished in the core-domain. It is

the result of conceptual reorganisation and the same process also explains the development of

category systems in core domains40.

On the design of information architecture of SISystems

By providing a structuralist’s theory on how spatial features are developed and represented in

mind, the thesis can explain rigidly the structural constraints of four levels for the representa-

tion of identities. The description given to an identity is constrained by the state of cognitive

structure, the state of conceptual structure, the state of domain representation and knowledge,

and the demand of a particular application. These structural constraints are to be considered for

the development of new information architecture of SISystems.

Firstly, the state of a cognitive structure is definable withpart-whole relations of identities.

The fourth level cognitive system can support two sets of part-whole relations. One is the part-

whole relations of core-domains. The other includes the three kinds of part-whole structures

for the representation of identities within a core-domain41. The system of core-domains and

application-oriented domains and the system of ontological distinctions for identities were also

studied42.

Secondly, the state of a conceptual structure which constrains identities can be understood

from vertical and horizontal dimensions. Vertically, there are conceptions of four inclusive lev-

els which are relevant to the development of representationof identities. Horizontally, there

is a system of causal knowledge which constrains the forms ofrepresentation. These two di-

mensional constraints contribute to the specialisation ofcore-domains and application-oriented

40See Section 6.3 for understanding the conceptual system of identities within core domains.
41See Sections 3.3 and 4.3.
42See Chapters 5 and 7 for the development of domain specialisations for identities and the development of the

system of ontological distinctions of identities.
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domains on the one hand, the systems of ontological distinctions of identities on the other

hand43.

Thirdly, the constraint from the experience with situations can be differentiated into two

kinds, either with the focus on core-domains or on identities in core-domains. The constraints

of core-domains on the representation and knowledge of identities are in terms of the set of

basic-level-categories and the states of the four kind category systems, including core-domain

specific system of causal knowledge44. The constraints of ontological nature on the representa-

tion and knowledge of identities are in terms of sensorimotor experiences and the state of the

core-domains definable with a set of basic-level-categories and states of four kinds of category

systems45.

At last, the models of identities are constrained by the knowledge offormal schematawhich

can be applied to the representation of identities of different ontological-kinds. It is also con-

strained by the interpretation of attributes in the descriptions. The genericformal schemafor

the representation of any identities can include three aspects, 1) the representation of states and

transformations; 2) the descriptions with states and transformations for three functional compo-

nents, namely, the figures with boundaries, the internal contents of the figures, and the external

contexts of the figures, 3) the development of increasingly detailed descriptions for the three

components. The functionally suitableformal schemataof identities are correlated with the

states of three part-whole structures for identities in core-domains. The constraint of the at-

tributes in theformal schematacomes from their different ontological natures, which constrain

the ways these attributes can be modelled formally. However, for the models of an identity, both

theformal schemataand the interpretations of attributes can change over time46.

43See Section 4.4 for the overview of these structural constraints. See Sections 6.2 and 6.3 for these two di-

mensions on the development of representation and knowledge of core-domains. See Section 8.3 on these two

structural dimensions on the representation of identities.
44See Section 5.3 for the system of domain distinctions which are supported by the mature cognitive systems.

Also see Section 6.3 for modelling the conceptual structureof core-domains.
45See Section 7.3 for the system of ontological distinctions of identities which are supported by the mature

cognitive systems. See Sections 8.3 and 8.4 for the systematic study of the formal constraints on the representation

of identities which are of certain ontological nature.
46See Chapter 8.
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On modelling representation, knowledge, and applicationsin SISystems

If the situation-based theory is followed in the design of a SISystem, in principle, three families

of practical issues can be addressed. The advantage of the new information architecture is its

flexibility. The architecture can integrate models for the representation and knowledge of iden-

tities and the causal knowledge of core-domains. It facilitates the representation of applications

of different kinds by providing the primitives for constructing the models. It also allows the

adaptation of the different models in localised contexts.

On modelling identities: An individual is a distinctive unit of existence in the world as well

as in the information architecture in its own right (i.e.permanency objectin mind). With each

of the individualspatial-featuresas a single node, the theory can address four kinds of practical

concerns in modelling identities.

Firstly, there are differentformal constraintson the modelling of identities from their on-

tological nature. Further, there are four kinds offormal schematafor ontological-kinds, basic

level categories, individuals, andstates. They are all relevant for the representation of an indi-

vidual, but are treated relatively independently. The independent treatments are necessary since

they adapt in different conditions and follow different mechanisms.

Secondly, the theory can address the practical concerns regarding the possibility of 3D rep-

resentation for spatial features and dealing with time for the potential changes of identities. The

identity as an individual is clearly differentiated from the states of it at different times. The

formal schema for an identity allows the list of states of thesame identity at different times as

well as the distinctive transformations of the identity which are observed in the environment.

Thirdly, in this new information architecture, there are separate treatments of therepresen-

tation andknowledgecomponents of an identity. The separate components for representation

and knowledge can provide the possibility to assimilate both the physical measurements and

mathematical models on the one hand, codes in language for various kinds of concepts on the

other. For each identity, the exact representation of the identity is determined by two factors.

One is the knowledge of it as a member of a category (i.e. with the specification of a formal

schema). The formal schema of an identity is a direct instantiation of the formal schema for the

basic level category the identity belongs to or the formal schema for the ontological-kind the

identity belongs to. In the second case, the formal schema isa direct generalisations of the for-

mal schemata for the representations of other individuals of the ontological-kind. The other is
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the exact measurements with values along a set of attributesof theformal schema. These values

define the state of the formal schema (i.e. with the values along several attribute dimensions).

Fourthly, the knowledge of rules for categorisations and knowledge of identities which allow

inferences and support decision making regarding the involvements of identities in different

applications are treated as different components. The development ofbasic level categories

in core domains is also emphasised. Theoretically, the basic level categories are important for

allowing the adaptation of representation and knowledge ofcore-domains. The re-organisations

of categories can lead to a new set of basic level categories to be developed and the further

distinction of the core-domain situations may also be required. For these sub-situations, the

four category systems can be applied for developing the representation and knowledge of them.

Practically, it also allows the integration of the models ofcategories derived from different

cognitive theories of representation. Whether the intensional definitions for the categories can

be found or not, the empirical rules (either the rule-based theories or similarity based theories)

can be used for categorisations. With one set of basic level categories, the specifications of

formal schemataas the knowledge of different categories are possible whichallow the efficient

assimilation of information about identities as members ofthe category.

On integration of processes and reasoning: Apart from the direct relevancy of the the-

ory on the representation of identities as individuals in SISystems, there are other theoretical

possibilities. For example, the information architecturecan support the separate modules for

differentcore-domainsandapplication-oriented domains. Thus, the knowledge of other kinds

can also be assimilated into the general information architecture, in particular domain specific

category systems and knowledge of transformation kinds. There are the different kinds ofcate-

gory systemsfor representation and knowledge of core-domains. The formal structures of cate-

gory systems are differentiated from the exact states of these category systems in core-domains.

The knowledge ofprocesses, events, causations, and more abstractcausal theoriesand laws

can also be assimilated. For example, processes can be associated with the identities of spatial

features as properties. The relevancy of domain knowledge is indeed directly for addressing

the practical concern to integrate models for complex processes, which are associated with the

changes of complex situations defined with multiple identities over time.Eventsandcausations

may be more or less relevant as knowledge of different core-domains for identities of spatial-

features. The development of causal knowledge of differentkinds, including causations, causal

theories, and causal laws can be handled in the context of core-domains.
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Modelling applications with states and transformation: The representation of environ-

mental situations in general can also be supported. It can bedefined withstatesat times and

transformationsover times. The environmental state at a time links to the representation of

maps and images directly. The state can be defined in terms of spatial relations or configura-

tions of states of spatial features (which are recognised inthe state). The identities which define

the state can be of the same or different ontological-kinds in the same or different spaces. The

transformation aspect can be modelled from both the global and localised perspectives. The

global transformation is in terms of the change of states at two times (e.g. fromT1 to T2). The

localised understanding is in terms of the integrated effects from the transformations aspro-

cesses, causations, andeventsover shorter period of time within the range betweenT1 andT2.

These transformations are associated with individual identities or certaincore-domain situa-

tionstreated as wholes. This generic idea on modelling situations can be specialised to address

the various representation demands from the application areas of SISciences.

9.3 Final remarks

This thesis presented a cognitive theory of the representation of spatial-features in mind. Per-

haps, the theoretical proposal has opened a Pandora’s box, which leaves many more questions

than it has answered. Nonetheless, it has provided an argument for a principle which allows

following studies from cognitive literature to be integrated.

A unified theory on the representation of spatial features isone of the most crucial theoretical

issues to the research in SISystems and SIScience. The studyof the representation theories in

mind have revealed the information architecture for SF-SISystems to be further complicated, not

simplified. The increased complexity is related to the constraints from the complex cognitive

and conceptual structure on the representation of spatial-features of different ontological natures

and from the states of representation and knowledge of core-domains and application-oriented

domains on the exact forms of representation.

Although the value of such an integrated theory on the representation of spatial knowl-

edge stands in its own right, the future work is about formal specification and implementation

of a SISystem following the discussions of such an integrated theory in this thesis. The the-

ory has prescribed the constraints upon the design of information architecture of SISystems

and models of representation and knowledge components of different kinds. The models to
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be constructed can include the representation and knowledge of identities, core-domains, and

application-oriented domains. If the implemented SISystem can follow these structural and for-

mal constraints outlined in this thesis, it shall be a flexible system. If the models of identities

of different ontological kinds and models of core-domains and application-oriented domains

are sufficiently accurate, the new SISystem can have a wider range of applications. With an

implemented SISystem, the practical usefulness of the synthesised theory can be tested in the

real world applications.

All in all, the theory in this thesis should be taken as a tentative first effort instead of the

final say in the matter. Is there any possibility of designingnew information architecture for

SISystems which is based on the environmental representation in the mind of a human? Yes,

there certainly is. It depends on how the topic of representation shall be understood and the

structural issue for representation shall be handled. The thesis is devoted towards such an

ultimate goal. Hopefully, future efforts shall prove it to be a success.
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Attribute Refers to the categories which are involved in the descriptions of identities. They are

also used in categorisations and re-identifications. Attributes are of different ontological

natures. For example, there are attributes called physicalproperties, spatial properties

of shapes, boundary parts, internal parts, processes and behaviours. Attributes can also

be differentiated based on the formal models for their representation. For example, a

shape can be described in geometrical form. A process can be modelled with a function.

However, the values of an attribute can also be defined in terms of distances to a reference

point.

Attribute dimension The dimension (e.g. colour) of an attribute is about a domain. According

to Garner (1974), the attribute domains can be differentiated into two kinds,integraland

separable. An integral attribute is a domain where a value is defined in aspace involv-

ing several dimensions working together, such as colour involving hue, brightness, and

saturation. A separableattribute is a domain which is relatively independent. Regarding

the descriptions of identities, the contribution from an attribute as a domain is whether an

attribute dimension is relevant for the representation anddifferentiation of identities (e.g.,

into ontological kinds).

Attribute values That is, the values along an attribute dimension. For example, the value

of an attribute (e.g. red) is about the position of a propertyin the space of an attribute

dimension. According to Garner (1978), the attribute values can be differentiated into two

kinds,component kindwith values of presence or absence anddimension kindwhich can

have multiple values (e.g. very long, long, medium, short, very short) or numerical values.

Regarding the descriptions for identities, the contribution from the values is often related

to the identification and categorisation which sort identities into specific categories.

Basic-level-categoriesThe termbasic-level-categoriesin this thesis refers to a set of categories

which are cognitively salient. In this thesis,basic-level-categoriesare studied within
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the context of a core domain. Thebasic-level-categoriesare mutually exclusive in that

every identity in a core domain should be, in theory, sorted into one of thebasic-level-

categories. In cognitive studies, abasic-level-categoryis associated with highcue validity

andcategory validity. The former means they are associated with distinctive features for

categorisation. The latter implies the inferences of the properties can be reliable once an

identity is categorised as a member of a basic-level-category.

Categories In this thesis, categories refer to the collections of identities of spatial features

which share certain conditions, such as structural and functional similarities. A category

is formed for the purpose of retrieval of the set of identities of spatial features which

are members of the category and their general characteristics. The representation of a

category is thus also closely related to the representations for the set of identities, either

in terms of examples or a prototype.

Category of substancesThe category of substances in this thesis follows Millikan (1998a). It

refers to thenatural unitsin the world, includingstuff (e.g. milk),individuals(e.g. Mum),

andreal kinds(e.g. people). The meaning of substances in this use is more generic in

comparison with the use of it by GIScientists when the Ontology of the world is discussed.

In GIScience, as an ontological kind, the term of substancesis in contrast with objects

which have boundaries. In discussing this ontological contrast made and emphasised in

GIScience in this thesis, the termsstuffsversusobjectsare also used for identities in the

common sense world and the termsfield versusobjectsfor spatial features in the large

space.

Causal conditions The termcausal conditionor conditionsin this thesis is used to refer to

the group of transformation processes fromidentitiesto propertiesof the identities. It

is about retrieval of information or inferences of properties, locations, processes, or be-

haviour patterns of identities. The inferences can be basedon the representations of iden-

tities on different inclusive levels. The retrieved information can then be used to support

other cognitive functions, such as attributions of causes,causal explanations of normal or

abnormal behaviours, planning of actions and informed decision making on new projects.

Causal rules The termcausal rulesin this thesis is associated with different cognitive pro-

cesses. Thecausal ruleof identification refers to the process where a natural-unitin the
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world is explicitly represented as a distinctive existencein the world, e.g. a member of an

ontological-kind. Thecausal ruleof categorisation refers to the criteria for sorting iden-

tities into a basic-level-category in a core-domain. Thecausal rulecan also be associated

with the process of re-identification where a new state of an identity in the environment

is recognised as belonging to a particular identity. The last sense ofcasual rulesis about

empirical relations studied in science for explaining certain phenomena.

Causal systemsThe termcausal systemsin this thesis refers to the concrete domain specific

situations, which can be either natural or man-made. In these domain specific situations,

identities within the situations bear certain causal relations in interaction. The situation

itself can be treated as a whole in terms of its internal coherency and behaviour consis-

tency. An example of a causal system can refer to a complex machine. However, there

are also natural physical systems.

Causation The termcausationis used in a specific sense to refer to the patterns when two

identities, usually objects, interact with each other. There are different patterns when two

objects, two organisms, or two people can interact with eachother. The distinctions of

such patterns are important for defining the core domains of physical objects, biology of

individuals, and social domain of people.

Cognitive systemsA cognitive system is the part of the brain system which is relevant for pro-

cessing the inputs from the environment and controls the actions upon the environment.

A cognitive system exists in the brain of an organism. The state of a cognitive system is

determined by the development of the brain and the past experience in the environment.

Cognitive systems view the environment in terms of what the environment canafford to

an organism and theactionsandaction schemeswhich can be applied upon the environ-

ment. In a cognitive system, representation of an identity is in terms of the generalised

and specialised action schemes applied to the identity. Therecall of actions is either

activated by percepts of certain properties, or results of mental operations.

Conceptual systemsA conceptual system is the part of the cognitive system whichis relevant

for the representation of the environment. Conceptual systems view the environment in

terms ofsubstances, relations, processes, andevents. The representation of an identity is

in terms of its similarities or differences to other identities. There are different structures
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for the representations ofcategoriesand individuals. The state of a conceptual system

is constrained by the state of a cognitive system. However, aconceptual system can be

re-described with symbolic systems and realised in media other than the brains.

Core-domains A core-domainrefers to special situations in the environment which have iden-

tities belonging to a single ontological kind and have distinctive causal knowledge.Core-

domainsare associated with distinctive spatio-temporal locations. For acore-domainin

thecommon-sense-space, it is defined by the distinctive interaction patterns when two ob-

jects in the close neighbourhood interact with each other. For acore-domainin the small

or large space, it is also defined by the distinctive causations and part-whole relations to

other core domains.

Identities of spatial features The term refers to the “natural units” in the world, i.e. the “exis-

tences” of things in the environment. The termsspatial featuresandidentities of spatial

featuresare used interchangeably, and they are closely related to the termthe category

of substances in (Millikan, 1998a). However, the term identities of spatial features can

include not onlystuff, objects, andreal kinds, but also othernatural unitsin the larger or

smaller spaces, such as those geographical entities or phenomena. Further, the use of the

terman identityin this thesis shall not be confused with the descriptionist’s understand-

ing of the term. In the latter case, the meaning of an identityis restricted to some sort of

“description(s)” which is supposed to allow the tracking ofa thing as the same overtime.

Immediate situations Identities are in situations as contexts. An immediate situation for an

identity is about the situation which contains the identityonly. The very nature of imme-

diate situations for identities determines the ontological natures of the identities. How-

ever, identities of ontological-kinds in different spacesare defined differently. When such

situations for identities are in the common-sense-space, the identities within such situa-

tions are functionally distinctive to the concern of a person. They can also bear certain

functional and causal relations to a targeted object by a person. When they are in the

small or large spaces, they have fixed functions as parts or wholes for the objects in the

common-sense-space. They are also structurally distinctive in that the situations are in

spaces which are on different scales.

Ontological-kinds of spatial-features The term ontological-kinds (of spatial-features) refers
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to the functionally and structurally distinctive existences in the world. Functionally, dif-

ferent ontological kinds are fixed with functions to the biological needs of a person and

other identities. Structurally, different ontological-kinds refer to spatial-features which

have distinctive structural properties such as with clear boundaries, or they are in situa-

tions in different spaces. The developments of representations of identities in mind are

inherently constrained by their different ontological natures. The ontological-kinds of

spatial-features as distinctive existences in the world shall be clearly distinguished from

the formal logical-mathematical structures which can be used for their representation and

modelling.

Situations The term refers to the spatio-temporally framed substancesin the environment. A

situation in the environment is a 4D unit of substances, which can be defined either in

terms of the spatio-temporal coordinates or in terms of its internal contents. A situation

can be simple (i.e. contains a single identity) or complex (i.e. contains multiple objects

which are in simple or complex relations). Situations can bein different spaces and play

different functional roles to the concerns of a person. Fromthe cognitive perspective, a

situation is learned via its states at times and changes of states over time. The state of a

situation can be defined by the states of spatial features in complex relations.

Spatial features Spatial features refer to the distinctive units of substances in the environment,

often calledspatial entitiesor phenomena. They are defined over specific resolutions and

extensions. They exist in space, have substances and sometimes parts for their contents,

and bear spatial relations to other spatial features in a large context. They last and can

change their states over time. Some of them can have clear boundaries, which distinguish

them from either the background or other spatial features which share the boundaries with

them.

Sub-domains Refer to application oriented domains which deal with specialisedcore-domain

specific situations. A sub-domain has a coherent internal structure and consistent be-

haviour patterns. There are two kinds of sub domains. One is about the specialisations

of acore-domainwhich often take different locations, e.g. geology and hydrology can be

taken as two sub domains of thecore-domainfor natural systems. The other is engineer-

ing versus physics of natural objects.
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Super-domains Refer to application-oriented domains which are complex situations in the en-

vironment with multiple identities from differentcore-domains. The situation can be

treated as a whole in that it has a coherent internal structure and consistent behaviour pat-

terns. There are two kinds of super-domains. One is about thecomplex situations which

can have different causal mechanisms working in coordination inside the situation, such

as ecological systems. The other is about the generalisation of core-domainsin different

spaces, and thesecore-domainsare considered as sharing the same causal mechanism or

causal law. For example, a social study can include domains which study on the level of

individuals and kinships, studies of social organisationsof different kinds, demographic

studies of patterns of various kinds based on aggregate data(i.e. census tracts), and geo-

graphical regions.
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Table 1: First levelcognitive systemversusconceptual system

Cognitive systems

(0-10 month)

Cognitive systems at (0-1 month): theself and theenvironment. Cognitive system (up to 10 month): theself, the

stuff, and theenvironment

Conceptual systems

(10 months - 4 years

roughly)

Representation of simple identities of objects or substances. Before stage IV, identities are understood implicitly

with properties and actions upon them. After stage IV, explicit representation of identities are possible.

The explicit representation of an identity has two senses. One is the explicit representation where an object is an

existence in a location at time. The other is about the explicit conception of an object in terms of its properties

and functions (by the end of the first phrase of pre-operational period).

The ontological distinction of identities, i.e. substances/stuff/field-kind versus object-kind identities with clear

boundaries can be understood by the end of this stage. The distinction is implicit when shapes of objects can

be perceptually defined in Stage II of Piaget’s sensorimotorperiod. However, the ontological distinction should

become explicit when boundaries of objects can be explicitly understood in association with functions by the end

of the first phase of Piaget’s pre-operational period. Objects can be further differentiated into their corresponding

core-domains later.



Table 2: Second levelcognitive systemversusconceptual system

Cognitive systems

(after 10 months)

Self, identities in situations, the rest ofcommon-sense-space. Associated with fast learning of language names for concrete

nouns for objects, locations, and parts as well as names for physical properties (e.g. colour), spatial properties (e.g. shapes,

sizes), and functional properties (e.g. associated with names of sorting objects into functional groups).

Conceptual sys-

tems (after 2

years)

Relations of identities inspaceand in time can be represented and explicitly known. In Piaget’s sensorimotor period, the

relations are implicit which can be represented as embeddedin the actions where a child interacts with the objects in sequences.

However, in this second stage of the conceptual system,spatial relationsare represented explicitly. Temporal relations of

objects are also understood in children’s representation of events(Nelson, 1986).

There are two levels of functional distinctions of identities in the environment. First, identities can be differentiated into three

functional groups oftargets(or figures), means, and locational cues. Second, apart from objects asfigures, there are also

functional kinds for thecontents(e.g.samplesor portionsof material,boundary parts, andinternal parts) andcontexts(e.g.

groundmarked by distinctive landmarks,containers, andspatial locationsdefined withconfigurations of objects) of the figures.

The representation of simple kindspatial locationswith multiple objects in a visual perceptual field starts to develop at stage

V of Piaget’s sensorimotor period (Bremner, 1985). However, the conceptual representation of a location is limited (Piaget and

Inhelder, 1956; Siegel and White, 1975). Those locations which require the configurations of views from different perspectives

are possible. For example, children of Piaget’s pre-operational period usually have difficulties to represent the environment

from others’ perspective (i.e. they often fail Piaget’s three mountain task). The representation of spatial locationsfor a larger

scale environmental setting is often route-based. The configuration of landmarks for a large scale environment can be con-

structed in the concrete operational period (Piaget and Inhelder, 1956).



Table 3: Third levelcognitive systemversusconceptual system

Cognitive system

(after 4 years)

Self, identities (in core-domains), core-domains (as distinctive units of representation), and the rest of the environment. Rep-

resentation of spatio-temporal frame and large scale environmental settings in concrete terms. The development ofserial

operationsand basic skills in sorting objects into mutually exclusivegroups.

Conceptual system

(after 4 years - 11

or 12 years)

Conceptual development is proliferate. For representation of identities: 1) they are not only existences in their own,but

as members of different ontological-kinds and to be studiedin their context of core-domains (Keil, 1989a). Identitiesare

explicitly differentiated into core-domains. 2) The representation of the large environmental settings (i.e. the configurations

of locations within and for a larger location) (Piaget and Inhelder, 1956; Hirtle and Jonides, 1985; Hirtle and Heidorn,1993;

Hirtle, 1995). 3) Conceptual reorganisation with distinction of individuals andcategories(Piaget, 1962). Identities are not

only described with properties and contextual information, but also sorted intogroupsbased on different criteria. The criteria

change from focusing on single property or spatial locations, to adopting multiple dimensions. The category systems ina

language and culture also contribute to, not determine, theprocess of this re-organisation.

For causal knowledge and core domain: 1) The distinctions ofcausal relationsof identities from other types of relations, under-

standing of simple physical machines and the complex causalmechanisms of biological functions (Smith et al., 1985; Carey,

1985). 2)Core-domainsfor objects in the common-sense-space become distinctive and independent units of representation.

The explicit distinction ofcore-domainsfor objects can be based on explicit knowledge of different patterns when identities

interact with each other. However, there are also further developments of domain specificcausal theories. 3) The core-domains

can be defined by the domain specific identities and their relations on the one hand, as distinctive units of representation and

knowledge in their own right on the other hand.



Table 4: Fourth levelcognitiveandconceptualdevelopment

Cognitive system

(after 11/12 years- )

Theself, identities(in core-domains),core-domainsin common-sense-space, core-domainsin situations in other

spaces, and theenvironment.

The representation of any situation is theoretically possible, but the accuracy depends on the development of

causal knowledgeof core-domains. There are further specialisations and generalisations ofcore-domainsand

development ofapplication-orienteddomains. Formal spatial-temporal frames for situations can be defined

in terms ofcoordinate systems(Piaget and Inhelder, 1956). In Piaget’s studies, childrencan have hypothetical

thought and systematic testing of hypotheses. Formal systems of logic and structure of mathematics can also be

developed (Brainerd, 1978; Phillips, 1981).

Conceptual system

(after 11/12 years- )

1) For objects in thecommon-sense-space, they can be sorted into classes. There are different kinds of category

systems. There are taxonomies for core domains in terms of individuals, basic level categories, and ontological

kinds. There are possible intensional definitions for basiclevel categories. There are further generalisation and

specialisation of super-ordinates and subordinates, which are associated with events or locations.

2) Identities in the evensmaller and larger spaces are represented. These identities can be studied in their

own right. However, from biological perspective, these identities in the smaller or larger spaces are of distinctive

ontological-kinds. They are either thepartsfor contents(e.g.cellsor organsin an animal) orelementsof contexts

(e.g.buildingsand theenvironmental settingsin larger scale) of thefigureswhich bear closer functional relevance

to a person.


